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Chapter 1 - Introduction
Table of Contents (click to return to ToC)
Inside Azure Management is the fourth iteration of our book delivering end-to-end
coverage of Azure management and monitoring concepts and tooling. We won’t waste
time here discussing the previous versions of Azure management but instead, move
immediately forward into the future of management in the Microsoft cloud.
Before we get down to business, there are few topics worth discussing briefly:
•
•
•
•
•

Terminology Changes
Intro to Azure Monitor and Log Analytics
How this book is organized
How to get the most of from this book
Downloading the code

Let’s get down to business!

Terminology Changes
As the Azure cloud services evolve, so do the terms used to reference them. At this
point, you are probably aware of the service name change from Operations
Management Suite to Azure Monitor, which happened back in 2018. However, there are
some others you may have missed. It is a good idea to take a minute to catch up on
recent changes.
For a complete listing of terminology changes related to Azure Monitor, see “Azure
Monitor naming and terminology changes” at https://docs.microsoft.com/enus/azure/azure-monitor/terminology

A Quick Overview of Azure Management
Governance in Azure is one aspect of Azure Management. There are several areas of
management for deploying, managing and maintaining your resources in Azure. Azure
has many services and tools that work together to provide complete management, not
only for resources residing in Azure but in your on-premises datacenters as well.
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The diagram in Figure 1 illustrates the different areas of management that are required
to maintain any application or resource. These different areas can be thought of as a
lifecycle. Each area represents a key element of management in the lifecycle of Azure
resources, from initial deployment to retirement.

FIGURE 1. THE AZURE RESOURCE MANAGEMENT LIFECYCLE

Several Azure management components, working together deliver the complete
management solution.
•

Monitor. Monitoring is the act of collecting and analyzing data to audit the
performance, health, and availability of your resources. Azure Monitor, App
Insights, and Log Analytics provide the core of this functionality.

•

Configure. Configure refers to the initial deployment and configuration of
resources and ongoing maintenance. Azure Resource Manager (ARM) templates
and Azure Automation deliver functionality for automating configuration tasks.
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•

Govern. Governance provides mechanisms and processes to maintain control
over your applications and resources in Azure. Governance in Azure is primarily
implemented with two services: Azure Policy and Azure Cost Management
(formerly Cloudyn).

•

Secure. Manage the security of your resources and data. A security program
involves assessing threats, collecting and analyzing data, and compliance of your
applications and resources. Security monitoring and threat analysis are provided
by Azure Security Center.

•

Protect. Protection refers to keeping your applications and data available, even
with outages that are beyond your control, delivered through Azure Backup and
Azure Site Recovery.

•

Migrate. Migration refers to transitioning workloads currently running onpremises to the Azure cloud. The Azure Migrate service helps you assess the
migration suitability of virtual machines (VMs) and apps to Azure. Those VMs
can be on-premises, or in another cloud (Amazon Web Services, Google Cloud,
etc.). Azure Site Recovery can help with the migration step.

Figure 2 represents a view of the solution components that support the resource
lifecycle pictured in Figure 1. While the components of Azure Monitor play an important
role in this book (particularly Log Analytics), the focus encompasses Azure management
capabilities throughout the resource lifecycle, which will take us beyond Azure Monitor
into elements of cloud governance, configuration management, monitoring,
automation, security, backup, and disaster recovery.
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FIGURE 2. AZURE MONITOR SOLUTION COMPONENTS

Now, let’s talk for a moment about how the book is organized to cover the important
aspects of the Azure resource management lifecycle.

How this book is organized
This book is organized into four parts, at a high level following the infrastructure and
application management lifecycle. Each chapter is intended to stand alone, enabling you
to jump around based on your current level of experience, or the task-at-hand when you
came to the office today.
IMPORTANT NOTE: What we will NOT do in this book is waste
time duplicating simple step-by-step documentation Microsoft
already maintains. Doing so would result in a massive volume that
would be difficult for you to consume and impossible for us to keep
up-to-date.
Look for STEP-BY-STEP: references throughout the book pointing
to the official documentation maintained by Microsoft.

The chapters in this volume can be roughly divided into four categories:
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Part 1: Governance, Migration, Ingestion
In Part 1, we will explore some of the precursors to full cloud adoption, from
implementing governance controls, migrating workloads to Azure, and configuring data
collection and ingestion.
•
•
•

Chapter 2: Implementing Governance in Azure
Chapter 3: Migrating Workloads to Azure
Chapter 4: Configuring Data Sources

Part 2: Monitoring Modern Workloads
In Part 2, we will explore monitoring Azure IaaS and PaaS workloads, including VMs,
databases, web apps, and containers.
•
•
•
•
•

Chapter 5: Monitoring Applications
Chapter 6: Monitoring Infrastructure
Chapter 7: Configuring Alerting and Notification
Chapter 8: Monitoring Databases in Azure
Chapter 9: Monitoring Containers in Azure

Part 3: Process Automation, Configuration Management & Security
In Part 3, we will explore process automation, configuration management, with some
emphasis on a hot topic; security-related configuration.
•
•
•

Chapter 10: Implementing Process Automation
Chapter 11: Configuration Management
Chapter 12: Monitoring Security-related Configuration

Part 4: Maintenance & Disaster Recovery
In the final section of this volume, we will delve into IT operations topics, including data
backup, patch management, and disaster recovery.
•
•
•

Chapter 13: Data Backup for Azure Workloads
Chapter 14: Implementing a Disaster Recovery Strategy
Chapter 15: Update Management for VMs

Throughout these sections, you will find tips, working examples, and links to the official
Microsoft documentation to get you up and running quickly.
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How to get the most from this book
While you may read this book cover-to-cover, that is seldom the best approach with a
technical volume such as Inside Azure Management. Typically, a more effective
approach is to consume a chapter “just-in-time”, basically right before you need it.
You’ll notice that while the book contains examples and some key step-by-step, we
don’t waste space duplicating simple tasks already documented by the Microsoft Docs
team. We simply point you to those authoritative documentation sources.
The objectives of this book are simple:
•
•
•
•
•

Get you up-to-speed on the key concepts quickly
Familiarize you with the tooling succinctly
Bring you to a point of competence quickly
Provide useful examples and sample code
Point you to authoritative step-by-step documentation

Several chapters in this book contain sample code. Let’s look at how you can get your
hands on these samples.

Downloading the code
The code samples referenced in this book are hosted in a public Git repository on Github
at https://github.com/insidemscloud/InsideAzureMgmt.
To download the samples, you can simply clone the repository using Git Desktop, using
the instructions in "Cloning a repository from GitHub to GitHub Desktop" at
https://help.github.com/en/desktop/contributing-to-projects/cloning-a-repositoryfrom-github-to-github-desktop.
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Summary
In this chapter, we covered some of the housekeeping topics related to Inside Azure
Management, such as how the book is organized and how you can gain the most from it.
Then, we took a high-level look at the logical elements of the Azure resource
management lifecycle, along with the technical solution components that deliver the
functionality to support this lifecycle in practice. Finally, we looked at how to get the
most from this book, and where to download the sample code.
Next, we will explore cloud governance and cost management in Azure.
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Chapter 2 - Implementing
Governance in Azure
Table of Contents (click to return to ToC)
Like other public clouds, Azure provides hundreds of different resource types for you to
consume. There is a good analogy that describes a cloud platform as a pile of Lego
blocks, which provide building blocks for your applications. These blocks can be put
together in many ways according to your application designs. Although it is great that
clouds provide flexibility and elasticity enabling developers and IT Pros to build their
applications and platforms, you, as the cloud administrators will never allow users to do
whatever they want in your organization’s Azure environments. You must ensure all
resources created in your organization’s Azure subscriptions comply with the
organization’s IT, security, or even financial requirements. In other words, you must
control how those Lego blocks should (or should not) be used.
Currently, the Azure Governance portfolio consists of Azure Management Group, Azure
Policy, Azure Blueprints, Cost Management, and Azure Resource Graph. These
components are tightly integrated with other management capabilities such as Azure
Monitor and Azure Security Center. They provide rich management and governance
capabilities to your Azure environments.
In this chapter you will learn:
•
•

•
•
•

How to design an Azure Management Group hierarchy to effectively manage
your Azure subscriptions.
How to use Azure Policy to ensure any Azure resources deployed within your
environments are compliant with policies defined by your IT, Security, and
Finance teams.
How to leverage Azure Blueprints to streamline the subscription and resource
group deployment processes.
How to use Azure Resource Graph and the Kusto query language to search and
inventory your Azure Resource Manager (ARM) resources at scale.
How to use Cost Management to effectively manage spending for your Azure
environments.
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Management Groups
Before we dive into Azure Policy and Blueprints, you must be familiar with the concept
of Management Groups.
Traditionally, a subscription is the management boundary in Azure. When you deploy
resources, you deploy them to a subscription. This can potentially be a limitation since
large organizations can have hundreds or even thousands of subscriptions under their
Enterprise Agreement (EA) account. Large enterprises generally use dedicated
subscriptions for individual projects and initiatives. Having to manually configure Azure
policies and role-based access control (RBAC) for each subscription can be an
administrative nightmare in these environments. To tackle this limitation, Microsoft has
created the concept of management groups.
Management Groups are created under an Azure Active Directory (AAD) tenant. They
are used to construct a hierarchy for your Azure subscriptions within your AAD tenant,
so you can effectively manage Role-Based Access Control (RBAC) assignments and apply
Azure Policies. Any artifacts or assignments you have applied to a management group
will be inherited by its child management groups or subscriptions. This concept is very
similar to Group Policy Objects (GPO) and Organizational Units (OU) in your on-premises
Active Directory environment.
NOTE: At the time of writing this book, deploying Azure Resource
Manager (ARM) templates to management groups is supported.
However, you must use the REST API when deploying
management group level templates.

You can deploy the following resource types at the management group level:
•
•
•
•
•
•

deployments (for nested and linked templates)
policyAssignments
policyDefinitions
policySetDefinitions
roleAssignments
roleDefinitions

Each Azure AD tenant comes with a default root Management Group called “Tenant
Root Group”. This management group is placed at the top level of the hierarchy. You can
create one or more management groups under the Tenant Root Group and create a
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hierarchy to organize your Azure subscriptions. Figure 1 below demonstrates a sample
management group hierarchy.

FIGURE 1. SAMPLE MANAGEMENT GROUP HIERARCHY

When you have placed your subscriptions under management groups, the policy
assignments and custom policy definitions you have deployed to the management
group become available to any child subscriptions under the hierarchy.
You can also leverage management groups when managing RBAC roles assignments as
well as custom role definitions. When a custom role is defined at the management
group level, it can be assigned to the management group itself, as well as all the child
management groups and subscriptions. When an RBAC assignment is assigned to a
management group, all child subscriptions will inherit the assignment.
In addition to being able to deploy artifacts such as Azure Policy definitions,
assignments, and RBAC assignments to individual Azure subscriptions, you can also
deploy these resources to a management group. However, some artifacts such as Azure
Blueprint definitions can only be deployed to a management group. We will cover Azure
Policy and Blueprints later in this chapter.
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The following limitations apply to Azure Management Groups:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

An Azure AD tenant supports up to 10,000 management groups
A management group tree can have up to six (6) levels of depth
Each management group can only be linked to one parent management group
Each management group can have many child management groups
A management group can only belong to one (1) Azure AD tenant
The default display name for the root management group is “Tenant Root
Group”, and the ID is the same as the Azure AD tenant ID.
You cannot delete the “Tenant Root Group” but you can change its display
name.
When a new subscription is created, it defaults to the root management group.
You will need to manually move it to an appropriate location.
Although all Azure users can see the default root management group, by
default, only Azure AD Global Administrators have administrative access to this
management group. Global Admins in Azure AD will need to assign RBAC roles
to other users.

Creating Azure Management Groups
You can create management groups via the Azure Portal, or by using either Azure
PowerShell modules or Azure CLI.
To create management groups, you must be assigned one the following RBAC roles:
•
•
•
•

Azure AD tenant Global Administrators
Owner of the parent management group
Contributor on the parent management group
MG Contributor on the parent management group

To create management groups using Azure CLI, you need to use the following command:
az account management-group create --name <MG unique name>
--display-name <MG display name> --parent <parent MG id or
name, optional>
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FIGURE 2. CREATING MANAGEMENT GROUPS USING AZURE CLI

To create management groups using the Azure PowerShell module, make sure you have
the latest version of the Az module installed, and use the following command:
New-AzManagementGroup -GroupName <MG unique name>
-DisplayName <MG display name> -ParentId <parent MG id,
optional>

FIGURE 3. CREATING MANAGEMENT GROUPS USING AZURE POWERSHELL
NOTE: When creating management groups using Azure CLI or
PowerShell, if the parent management group is not specified, the
management group you are creating will be placed under the
tenant root management group.

You can also use the following steps if you prefer to create management groups in the
Azure portal:
1. Locate “Management Groups: from “All Services”, as shown in Figure 4.
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FIGURE 4. LOCATE MANAGEMENT GROUPS ICON FROM ALL SERVICES

2. Click on the Management Groups icon to enter the Management Groups blade.
3. By default, the tenant root management group is displayed. Navigate through to
the parent management group where your new management group is going to
be created under and then click “Add management group”, as shown in Figure
5.

FIGURE 5. ADD MANAGEMENT GROUP

4. Fill in the management group ID and optional display name and then click on
Save, as shown in Figure 6.
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FIGURE 6. ENTERING MANAGEMENT GROUP ID AND DISPLAY NAME
NOTE: The first management group in your Azure AD tenant can
take up to 15 minutes to create. This is because the first creation
triggers a process to set up the management group service in your
Azure AD tenant.

Moving Subscriptions to Management Groups
Once the management group is created, you can then add child management groups or
subscriptions to it. You can move subscriptions to a management group using the Azure
Portal, Azure PowerShell, or Azure CLI.
To move a subscription to a management group using Azure CLI, you can use the
following command:
az account management-group subscription add --name <MG
name> --subscription <subscription Id>
If you prefer PowerShell, you can use the following command with Azure PowerShell:
New-AzManagementGroupSubscription -GroupName <MG name> SubscriptionId <subscription Id>
To move a subscription to a management group via the Azure portal, you can use the
following steps:
1. In the Management group blade, navigate to the target management group.
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2. Click on details next to the management group name, as shown in Figure 7.

FIGURE 7. ACCESS MANAGEMENT GROUP DETAILS IN AZURE PORTAL

3. Click on Add subscription, as shown in Figure 8.

FIGURE 8. MANAGEMENT GROUP DETAILS BLADE

4. Select the subscription from the drop-down list and click Save to move the
selected subscription to the management group, as shown in Figure 9.
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FIGURE 9. ADDING SUBSCRIPTION TO MANAGEMENT GROUP

Other Administrative Tasks for Management Groups
In addition to creating management groups and assigning subscriptions to management
groups, you can also perform the following administrative tasks for management
groups:
•
•
•

Deleting management groups
Moving management groups (to another parent management group)
Audit management groups using Azure Activity Logs

As with the management group creation process, you can use either Azure PowerShell,
Azure CLI, or the Azure portal to delete or move management groups.
You can give people read-only access to management groups by granting them either
“Reader” or “MG Reader” RBAC role.
The management group logs are stored in the Azure tenant activity log. You can use the
Tenant Activity Log API to access these logs.
For more information on how to perform the above-mentioned tasks, go to the
Microsoft docs site: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/managementgroups/manage.
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Azure Policy
Azure Policy was first introduced in 2017, at the Microsoft Ignite conference. It is a
service that allows you to define and enforce a set of rules and policies to govern how
your Azure resources are consumed by your organization. It provides you the ability to
configure your Azure resources at massive scale with minimum effort, whilst
maintaining on-going compliance once the policies are defined and assigned. Some
common scenarios are:
•

•

•

Security requirements:
o Restrict use of public-facing storage accounts
o Correct network security groups (NSGs) must be used when creating
VMs
o Restrict the use of public IP for VMs
o Auditing must be enabled for Azure SQL databases
o Ensuring resources can only be created in locations approved by your
organization
Finance requirements
o Ensuring all resources have correct tags assigned
o Ensure Hybrid Use Benefit must be enabled for Windows VMs
o Restrict the use of certain VM sizes to maintain your budget
IT requirements
o Ensure only approved Operating Systems are used when deploying VMs
o Ensure the anti-virus agent and Microsoft Monitoring Agent is installed
on VMs
o Ensure diagnostic logs are collected for applicable resources

Unlike any other 3rd party products or in-house developed automation solutions, Azure
Policy is built-in to the Azure Resource Manager (ARM) engine.
The Azure Policy engine processes each ARM request when it is submitted before it is
processed by the ARM engine. Depending on how the policies are defined, your ARM
resource deployment may exhibit the following behavior (policy effects):
•
•
•

Deny: Resource deployment denied by Azure Policy
Audit: Resource deployed, but a warning audit event is generated in the Azure
Activity Log
Append: One or more resource properties have been updated by Azure Policy
during deployment
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•
•
•

•

•

•

AuditIfNotExists: Resource deployed, but an audit event is generated if a
resource does not exist
DeployIfNotExists: Resource deployed; Azure Policy engine will deploy
additional resources after the initial deployment if these resources do not exist
Disabled: This effect is useful for testing situations or for when the policy
definition has parameterized the effect. This flexibility makes it possible to
disable a single assignment instead of disabling all of that policy's assignments.
EnforceOPAConstraint: This effect is used with a policy definition mode of
Microsoft.Kubernetes.Data. It's used to pass Gatekeeper v3 admission control
rules defined with OPA Constraint Framework to Open Policy Agent (OPA) to
self-managed Kubernetes clusters on Azure.
EnforceRegoPolicy: This effect is used with a policy definition mode of
Microsoft.ContainerService.Data. It's used to pass Gatekeeper v2 admission
control rules defined with Rego to Open Policy Agent (OPA) on Azure
Kubernetes Service.
Modify: Used to add, update, or remove tags on a resource during
creation or update

•

NOTE: The EnforceOPAConstraint and EnforceRegoPolicy
effects are out of the scope in this chapter. They will be covered in
Chapter 9: Monitoring Containers in Azure.

To date, Microsoft has already provided hundreds of built-in policies for you. In addition
to these built-in policies, you can also develop your custom policy definitions if what you
are trying to achieve is not covered by any of the built-in policies.
In this section, we will cover the following elements that make up Azure Policy:
•

•
•

Policy Definition: Simply an “if-then” statement constructed in JSON. It contains
the condition (if) and effect (then) that is evaluated by the policy engine once
assigned to a scope.
Policy Initiatives: A collection of policy definitions. It is used to logically group
multiple policy definitions together to simplify administrative effort.
Policy Assignment: Defines which policy or initiative is applied to a given scope.
The scope can be a resource group, a subscription, or a management group. If
the assigned policy definition requires input parameters, you must provide
values when creating the assignment.
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•
•

Policy Compliance: The compliance state of your environment based on
assigned policies.
Policy Remediation Tasks: Tasks defined in the form of ARM templates that are
triggered by “DeployIfNotExists” and “Modify” conditions in policy definitions.

To access the Azure Policy service from the Azure portal, locate the Policy resource from
All resources, and pin it to the left browse lists, as shown in Figure 10.

FIGURE 10. NAVIGATING TO AZURE POLICY IN THE PORTAL

Policy Definition
As the name suggests, a policy definition describes how various Azure resources should
or should not be used in your environments.
Like everything else in Azure, the policy definition is constructed in JSON, and it contains
the following elements:
•
•
•
•
•

mode
parameters
displayName
description
policyRule
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The conditions in policy rules support various fields, one of which is called “aliases”. You
use property aliases to access specific properties for a resource type. As shown in the
sample policy rule below, the value for the “field” property
“Microsoft.Compute/virtualMachines/sku.name” is an alias, which references the SKU
name for the virtual machine. Aliases will be explained in more detail later in this
chapter.
"policyRule": {
"if": {
"allOf": [
{
"field": "type",
"equals": "Microsoft.Compute/virtualMachines"
},
{
"field":
"Microsoft.Compute/virtualMachines/sku.name",
"like": "Standard_G*"
}
]
},
"then": {
"effect": "deny"
}
}
In this section, we will use a few definition examples to explain how policy definitions
are constructed.
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NOTE: The policy definition and syntax is explained in great detail
at the Microsoft docs site: https://docs.microsoft.com/enus/azure/governance/policy/concepts/definition-structure. It is not
our intention to repeat what has already been documented by
Microsoft. We strongly recommend you to carefully read the official
documentation.

Policy Example – Restrict All ASM Resources
Let’s start with a very simple definition – a policy that restricts all classic ASM (Azure v1)
resources from being deployed. The definition is shown below:
{
"type": "Microsoft.Authorization/policyDefinitions",
"name": "restrict-all-asm-resources",
"properties": {
"displayName": "Restrict All ASM Resources",
"description": "This policy restricts ALL Azure
Service Manager (ASM, aka Classic) resources",
"metadata": {
"category": "General"
},
"parameters": {},
"policyRule": {
"if": {
"field": "type",
"like": "Microsoft.Classic*"
},
"then": {
"effect": "Deny"
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}
}
}
}
DOWNLOAD THE CODE: You can download the code of this
policy definition at
https://github.com/insidemscloud/InsideAzureMgmt, in the
\Chapter2\restrict-asm-policy directory.

The “type” field indicates the type of ARM resource. In this case, for policy definitions, it
should be “MicrosoftAuthorization/policyDefinitions”.
The “name” field is the unique name for the definition. All the built-in policy definitions
use unique GUIDs as names. You can use a GUID if you want to, but we suggest you use
something more descriptive. The name cannot contain spaces or special characters. For
Example, you can use lower case letters and dashes (“-“) to construct the name as
shown in the above example.
The “displayName” and “description” in the definition properties are what you can see
from the Azure portal.
Although it’s not required, we recommend you always include the “category” field
inside “metadata” when defining the policy definition. All built-in policies have been
categorized in different categories based on the type of Azure resources it is governing.
For example, if your policy is intended to govern a VM, set the category to “Compute”,
or if it’s for storage accounts, set the category to “Storage”, etc. There is always a catchall category “General” for anything else, such as the example shown above. As shown in
Figure 11, when working in the Azure portal, you can also filter policies based on
category, which is very convenient.
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FIGURE 11. FILTERING POLICY DEFINITIONS BASED ON CATEGORIES

The “parameters” field is blank in this example, which means when you are assigning
the policy, you do not need to provide any input parameters. We will explain this field in
other examples later.
The “policyRule” section is the heart of the definition. It defines what resources are
being governed, and how it should be governed. The policyRule is essentially an “ifthen” clause. The “if” section defines one or more conditions, and the “then” section
defines what effect will take place if the “if” conditions become true.
Generally, the “if” section contains one or more conditions that consist of a field, a
condition, and a value. In this example, the “if” section reads as “if the resource type
field is like ‘Microsoft.Classic’ (since all ASM resource types start with
‘Microsoft.Classic’)”.
The “then” section contains the “effect” section, which defines what would happen if
the “if” conditions are true. The “effect” can be one of the following types (which was
explained at the beginning of this section):
•
•

Deny
Audit
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Append
Modify
AuditIfNotExists
DeployIfNotExists
EnforceOPAConstraint
EnforceRegoPolicy
Disabled (does not evaluate resources for compliance to the policy)

In this example, the effect is simply set to “Deny”, which means if the resource type
matches “Microsoft.Classic”, then the deployment will be denied. As a result, when this
policy is assigned to a scope (which can be a management group, a subscription, or a
resource group), you will not be able to deploy any ASM resources within the scope.
NOTE: The order of evaluation for the above listed effects are
documented at the Microsoft docs site:
https://docs.microsoft.com/enus/azure/governance/policy/concepts/effects#order-of-evaluation

Policy Example – Restrict Storage Account Firewall Rules
Next, let’s discuss a slightly more complicated policy definition. This policy example
restricts people from adding IP address ranges that are not approved by your
organization to the Storage Accounts firewall rules.
This is a real-life scenario that the authors of this book have encountered in a
customer’s environment. The customer had a requirement to restrict users from
creating public-facing storage accounts. When a normal user creates a storage account,
it must be connected to a service endpoint of a subnet. However, enforcing Service
Endpoints on storage accounts solves only half of the requirement. Once a storage
account is attached to service endpoints, people can also whitelist one or more IP
address ranges for accessing the storage account from outside of the subnets that the
storage account has been connected to, as shown in Figure 12.
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FIGURE 12. STORAGE ACCOUNTS FIREWALL SETTINGS

In this scenario, two (2) policies are needed – the first policy to enforce that storage
accounts must be attached to service endpoints, and the second policy makes sure
when people add IP addresses to the storage account firewall rules, only the IP ranges
from a pre-configured list can be added. We will focus on the second policy here. The
policy definition is shown below:
{
"type": "Microsoft.Authorization/policyDefinitions",
"name": "restrict-storageAccount-firewall-rules",
"properties": {
"displayName": "Restrict Storage Accounts firewall
rules",
"description": "This policy restrict IP ranges used
in Storage Accounts firewall rules",
"metadata": {
"category": "Storage"
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},
"parameters": {
"allowedAddressRanges": {
"type": "array",
"metadata": {
"description": "The list of allowed IP
address ranges (Allowed internet address ranges can be
provided using CIDR notation in the form 16.17.18.0/24 or
as individual IP addresses like 16.17.18.19)",
"displayName": "Address Range"
}
}
},
"policyRule": {
"if": {
"allOf": [
{
"field": "type",
"equals":
"Microsoft.Storage/storageAccounts"
},
{
"field":
"Microsoft.Storage/storageAccounts/networkAcls.ipRules[*]
.value",
"notEquals": ""
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},
{
"not":{
"field":
"Microsoft.Storage/storageAccounts/networkAcls.ipRules[*]
.value",
"in":
"[parameters('allowedAddressRanges')]"
}
}
]
},
"then": {
"effect": "deny"
}
}
}
}
DOWNLOAD THE CODE: You can download the code of this
policy definition at
https://github.com/insidemscloud/InsideAzureMgmt, in the
\Chapter2\restrict-storageAccount-firewall-rules directory.

In this example, the “if” section contains three (3) conditions, grouped by the logical
operator “allOf”, which means in order to continue to the “then” section, all conditions
must be true. These three conditions are:
•

The resource type must be “Microsoft.Storage/storageaccounts”
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•

•

The value for field alias
“Microsoft.Storage/storageAccounts/networkAcls.ipRules” must not be null.
This alias represents the IP address ranges configured in the storage account
firewall rules.
Any values in the field alias
“Microsoft.Storage/storageAccounts/networkAcls.ipRules” must be contained in
the “allowedAddressRanges” input parameters.
NOTE: Policy definition aliases will be discussed later in this
chapter.

If all three conditions are met, then the policy will deny the ARM request since the
“effect” is set to “deny”.
To explain this definition in plain English:
IF
•

the resource type is a storage account, and the storage account firewall rules
are not blank

AND
•

at least one of the IP addresses or address ranges specified for the firewall rules
are not contained in the list of IP addresses or address ranges specified when
the policy was assigned

THEN
•

the policy evaluation is not compliant, and the storage account creation or
update request will be blocked by the policy engine.

In the above sample policy definition (Restrict Storage Accounts firewall rules), you can
see how input parameters are defined. In this case, we require an array type of
parameter called “allowedAddressRanges”.
In the policy definition metadata field, we specified the category of this definition as
“Storage” since it is designed to manage storage accounts.
The “if” section uses a logical operator “allOf”, which means all the conditions within the
logical operator must be true for the policy engine to continue to the “then” clause.
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Unlike the first policy example (Restrict All ASM Resources), the second and the third
conditions used an alias to identify the specific ARM attribute for the target resource
(storage account in this case). Since the list of supported attributes is rapidly growing,
the complete list is not hardcoded in any documentation. Instead, you will need to use a
command or REST API call to retrieve it. We will discuss this later in this chapter.
There is one place worth highlighting in this example, that is the third condition in the
“if” statement (shown below):
{
"not":{
"field":
"Microsoft.Storage/storageAccounts/networkAcls.ipRules[*].
value",
"in": "[parameters('allowedAddressRanges')]"
}
}
The alias used in the “field” property
“Microsoft.Storage/storageAccounts/networkAcls” has a property
called ‘ipRules”. The “[*]” after “ipRules” indicates it is an array. Without the “not”
logical operator, this condition would mean all items in the “ipRules” must be in the
“allowedAddressRanges” parameter. Adding the “not” operator reverses the condition
and made this condition as “Not all items in the ‘ipRules’ are in the
‘allowedAddressRanges’ parameter”. You must not confuse this condition with the
“notIn” condition. If we define this condition using “notIn” (as shown below), the policy
would behave differently.
{
"field":
"Microsoft.Storage/storageAccounts/networkAcls.ipRules[*].
value",
"notIn": "[parameters('allowedAddressRanges')]"
}
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IMPORTANT: If we use the “notIn” condition instead of the
combination of “not” operator and “in” condition, the condition
would pass as long as there is at least one IP address range that
matches the list of values defined in “allowedAddressRanges”.

For example, if we are to configure the policy assignment to only allow “1.1.0.0/16” and
“2.2.0.0/16” to be added to the storage account firewall rules, the table below lists the
expected behaviors using these two different configurations when different values are
used in the storage account firewall rules:

1.1.0.0/16
1.1.0.0/16; 2.2.0.0/16
3.3.0.0/16
1.1.0.0/16; 3.3.0.0/16

Expected Result
Allowed
Allowed
Not Allowed
Not Allowed

Using “notIn”
Allowed
Allowed
Not Allowed
Allowed

Using “not” & “in”
Allowed
Allowed
Not Allowed
Not Allowed

As shown above, the ‘notIn’ condition would not block the request if one allowed and
one disallowed IP range are entered. When evaluating arrays, the “in” evaluation
returns true only when ALL entities in the array evaluate to true. Following this logic, the
“notIn” condition means none of the provided values should be in the allowed range.
Therefore, in this case, we MUST use the combination of “not” logical operator with “in”
condition instead of the “notIn” condition.
Policy Example – Configure Key Vault Diagnostic Settings
The last example we are going to discuss uses the “deployIfNotExists” effect. This policy
configures the diagnostics settings for key vault (as shown in Figure 13) and ensures it is
connected to an Azure Log Analytics workspace that you have specified during
assignment.
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FIGURE 13. KEY VAULT DIAGNOSTICS SETTINGS

The policy definition is located in the GitHub repository for this book:
DOWNLOAD THE CODE: You can view or download the code of
this policy definition at
https://github.com/insidemscloud/InsideAzureMgmt, in the
\Chapter2\deploy-keyvault-diagnostics-settings directory. For
the best viewing experience, we suggest you open the files in
Visual Studio Code.

This policy detects if the resource type is Azure Key Vault (‘Microsoft.KeyVault/vaults’)
and deploys the diagnostics settings for the key vault if it does not exist. The
“deployIfNotExists” effect uses an ARM template embedded in the “deployment”
section to deploy the diagnostics settings for key vault.
In this example, the embedded ARM template requires three (3) parameters:
•
•

logAnalytics: the resource Id for the Log Analytics workspace that the diagnostic
logs are sent to
location: the location of where the resource is deployed to
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•

resourceName: the resource ID for the key vault

The “deployment” section contains “template” and “parameters”. You will need to
define where the “parameters” will be retrieved in the “parameters” section.
As you can see, the “logAnalytics” parameter for the embedded ARM template uses the
parameter with the same name from the policy definition, which means you will need to
specify the value when creating the assignment. The ‘logAnalytics’ parameter for the
policy definition (defined at the beginning of the definition) uses a strong type called
“omsWorkspace”. This means when creating the assignment, users will be able to use a
drop-down list to select an existing Log Analytics workspace from the same Azure AD
tenant.
NOTE: The list of available strongType is documented at the
Microsoft docs site: https://docs.microsoft.com/enus/azure/governance/policy/concepts/definitionstructure#parameters

The “location” and “resourceName” parameters for the embedded ARM template get
their value from the “location” and “name” fields.
NOTE: Fields are used to form conditions. A field matches
properties in the resource request payload and describes the state
of the resource. The list of available fields is documented at the
Microsoft docs site: https://docs.microsoft.com/enus/azure/governance/policy/concepts/definition-structure#policyrule

As shown in Figure 14, When assigning this policy in the Azure portal, you can select the
Log Analytics workspace from the list, and the role assigned to the assignment Managed
Service Identity (MSI) is also displayed.
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FIGURE 14. ASSIGNING “APPLY DIAGNOSTIC SETTINGS FOR KEY VAULTS” POLICY
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When using “deployIfNotExists” in your custom policies, a Managed Service Identity
(MSI) is automatically created. The MSI is used to deploy the embedded ARM template.
In your policy definition, you must include a “roleDefinitions” properties under the
“details” property. The “roleDefinitions” property defines a list of roles required for the
assignment MSI. In this example, the built-in role “Contributor” has been defined in the
“roleDefinitions” property. When this policy is assigned, the “Contributor” role will be
assigned to the MSI at the assignment scope.
In some cases, the MSI may require additional permissions outside of the assignment
scope. i.e. when assigning this policy to a resource group and the Log Analytics
workspace you have chosen is in another resource group, or when assigning to a
subscription and the Log Analytics workspace is in another subscription. In this scenario,
you must manually configure the RBAC role for the policy assignment MSI.
The assignment MSI is the last section of the assignment resource Id. You can retrieve it
using Azure CLI (az policy assignment list), Azure PowerShell (GetAzPolicyAssignment), or via the Azure Portal.
To retrieve the assignment resource Id in Azure Portal, find the policy assignment, then
find the MSI name from the last section of the Assignment ID, as shown in Figure 15.
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FIGURE 15. RETRIEVE ASSIGNMENT MSI FROM ID

After you have assigned this policy, next time when a key vault is created, the Azure
Policy engine will create a supplement ARM deployment and deploy the embedded
template defined in policy definition. In this case, the Key Vault diagnostic settings are
configured to send all logs and metrics to a Log Analytics workspace, as shown in Figure
16.
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FIGURE 16. KEY VAULT DIAGNOSTIC SETTING PROVISIONED BY AZURE POLICY
NOTE: When the “deployIfNotExists” policy is assigned, after the
start of the initial ARM deployment takes place, the Azure Policy
engine waits approximately 10 minutes before kicking off the ARM
template embedded in the definition. This is by design; it is to
ensure everything is settled before starting the supplement
deployment. Figure 17 shows the time difference between the initial
and supplement deployments.
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FIGURE 17. POLICY INITIATED ARM DEPLOYMENT TIMESTAMP

Policy Definition Aliases
In policy definitions, an alias represents a property of a resource type. i.e. in the
previous example policy that restricts storage account firewall rules, the storage
account firewall rules are represented by the alias
"Microsoft.Storage/storageAccounts/networkAcls.ipRules[*].va
lue". Needless to say, when defining your custom policies, you must use the correct
aliases when referencing resource properties. Since the list of available aliases is rapidly
growing, instead of maintaining the list in the Microsoft documentation site, you will
need to retrieve the list programmatically. To get the list of available aliases, you can
use Azure PowerShell, Azure CLI or Azure REST API:
Azure PowerShell:
Get-AzPolicyAlias
Azure CLI (for a particular Azure provider):
az provider show --namespace Microsoft.Storage --expand
"resourceTypes/aliases" --query
"resourceTypes[].aliases[].name"
ARM REST API:
GET https://management.azure.com/providers/?apiversion=2017-08-01&$expand=resourceTypes/aliases
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NOTE: You can use Postman (https://www.getpostman.com/) to
invoke ARM REST API via a GUI tool, as shown in Figure 18.

FIGURE 18. USING ARM REST API IN POSTMAN TO LIST POLICY ALIASES
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Policy Initiatives
When working with Azure Policies, sometimes a single requirement from your
organization requires more than one policy definition. i.e. you may have a requirement
that all virtual machines must have the Microsoft Monitoring Agent (MMA) VM
extension installed so the VMs are being monitored by Azure Monitor and Azure
Security Center. To satisfy this requirement, you may use Azure policy to automatically
deploy the Azure Log Analytics agent VM extension for each supported OS and version.
In Azure Policy, Microsoft provides several policy definitions to deploy MMA and its
Dependency Agent (for Wire Data and Service Map solutions) to Windows VMs, Linux
VMs, and VM Scale Sets. It would be an administrative overhead if you have to manage
each policy definition individually.
Like everything in Azure, Azure Policy has some usage limitations. i.e. you can only
create 100 assignments in a scope. If you have to assign each policy individually, you
would soon reach your limit.
NOTE: You can find the full list of service limits at the Microsoft
docs site: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azuresubscription-service-limits#azure-policy-limits

The way to overcome this limit, and simplify your administrative effort is using Policy
Initiatives. An initiative is simply a logical collection of one or more policy definitions. By
grouping multiple policies, you can manage similar policies as a single entity.
A good example is using initiatives to manage tag values. Although Microsoft provides
several policy definitions to manage tag values, such as setting default tag values and
enforcing tag values for resource groups and eligible resources, the most effective way
for managing tag values is using the newly introduced “Modify” policy effect. The
“Modify” policy effect is specifically designed for managing tags:
1. Add or replace a tag on resource groups
2. Add or replace a tag on resources
Both the above-mentioned policies use the “Modify” effect, which will be triggered
when the targeted resources are created or updated. These policies will ensure that:
•

Resources without defined tag and value will be modified to include the tag and
value defined by the policy
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•

Any updates to the policy-defined tags and values will be reverted by the
“Modify” effect since it’s also triggered when resources are being updated.

For any tag key/value pair, you will need to assign these two (2) policies. If your
organization uses 5 standard tags, you will need to create 2x5=10 assignments. In this
case, it is best to create a custom initiative that contains 10 policy instances. The sample
tagging initiative definition in the GitHub repository for this book demonstrates how to
set 2 different tags (‘costCenter’ and ‘appName’):
DOWNLOAD THE CODE: You can view or download the code of
this policy definition at
https://github.com/insidemscloud/InsideAzureMgmt, in the
\Chapter2\tagging-initiative directory. For the best experience,
we suggest you open the files in Visual Studio Code.

As shown in Figure 19, when assigning this initiative, you only need to provide the two
required tag values (costCenter and appName) once. These two tag values you have
specified will be shared with multiple policies that are included in the initiative.

FIGURE 19. ASSIGNING TAGGING INITIATIVE

When designing your strategy for implementing Azure Policy, consider grouping
required policies into initiatives based on organization and technical requirements.
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Policy Assignment
Policy and Initiative definitions must be assigned to a scope. The scope defines the
boundary that the policy or initiative governs. The scope can be:
•
•
•

A management group
A subscription
A resource group

When specifying the assignment scope, you also have the option to exclude certain
resources within the specified scope to be excluded from applying the policy. The
exclusion can be one or more of the following:
•
•
•
•

Child management group
Subscriptions
Resource groups
Resources

If the policy or initiative definition requires input parameters, you will need to provide
the values for the input parameters when creating assignments. You can create
assignments in the Azure Portal, or using Azure PowerShell, Azure CLI, or ARM REST API.
To create assignments in the Azure Portal, navigate to the Policy blade, click on
assignments, and click either “Assign initiative” or “Assign policy”. You will need to fill
out all the required information, as shown in Figure 19 in the previous section.
To create assignments using Azure PowerShell:
•
•

Policy assignment: New-AzPolicyAssignment
Initiative assignment: New-AzPolicySetAssignment

To create assignments using Azure CLI: az policy assignment create
To create assignments using the ARM REST API:
PUT
https://management.azure.com/{scope}/providers/Microsoft.Au
thorization/policyAssignments/{policyAssignmentName}?apiversion=2018-05-01
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NOTE: The full documentation for the policy assignment API is
located at the Microsoft docs site: https://docs.microsoft.com/enus/rest/api/resources/policyassignments

Policy Compliance
After the policies and initiatives have been assigned, you need to continuously monitor
the compliance status and remediate none-compliant resources if required. There are
several ways you can access the compliance information. You can use Azure Portal,
using the command line (Azure PowerShell, Azure CLI), or invoking ARM REST API.
To access policy compliance information from the Azure portal, go to the Policy blade,
and click on “Compliance”, as shown in Figure 20.

FIGURE 20. CHECKING POLICY COMPLIANCE INFORMATION VIA AZURE PORTAL

To get compliance information using Azure PowerShell, you can use GetAzPolicyState cmdlet to get a detailed compliance state for each assignment or
use Get-AzPolicyStateSummary to get only the summary information.
If you prefer Azure CLI, you can use az policy state list to get the details for
each assignment, or az policy state summarize to get the summary
information.
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If you have configured your Azure subscriptions to send Activity Logs to a Log Analytics
workspace, you can also query the Log Analytics workspace for the policy compliance
information. The log type is AzureActivity.
NOTE: Accessing policy compliance information is explained in
great detail at the Microsoft docs site. You can read more on this
topic from https://docs.microsoft.com/enus/azure/governance/policy/how-to/get-compliance-data

When working with policy assignments, you need to be aware of the following
behaviors of the Policy engine:
•

•
•
•
•

A new assignment may take up to 30 minutes to be applied to the defined
scope. Sometimes, due to caching, if you cannot see the updated data from the
Portal, try logging out and back in.
A full compliance evaluation scan takes place every 24 hours.
When a resource is created or updated to a policy assignment scope, the
compliance information will be available within approximately 15 minutes.
A delta / on-demand scan is triggered when an assignment is created or
updated.
On-demand scan can also be triggered via ARM REST API (POST
/subscriptions/subID/resourceGroups/rgName/providers/M
icrosoft.PolicyInsights/policyStates/latest/triggerEva
luation?api-version=2018-07-01-preview -verbose)

Deploying Policy Artifacts
You can deploy custom policy and initiative definitions, assign policies and initiatives
from the Azure portal, or via command line and ARM REST API. Definitions and
assignments can be deployed to management groups or subscriptions. At the time of
writing this book, it is possible to deploy ARM templates to a subscription, but not to a
management group. Therefore, if you are deploying policy/initiative definitions and
assignments to a subscription, you can also use ARM templates.
To deploy definitions and assignments in the Azure portal, go to the Policy blade, and
click on Definitions and Assignments respectively. In this section, we will focus on how
to deploy these artifacts using the command line, ARM REST API, and ARM templates.
Deploying Policy and Initiative Definitions
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Microsoft has a public GitHub repository for Azure policy samples
(https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy). In this repository, you can find the source code
for all built-in definitions. You can also find custom definitions shared by Microsoft
employees and community members. In this repository, for each policy definition, you
will find three JSON files:
•
•
•

azurepolicy.json / azurepolicyset.json - The JSON that describes the
policy/initiative, including parameters and the rules.
azurepolicy.rules.json / azurepolicyset.definitions.json - The JSON that
describes the policy rules/initiative definitions only.
azurepolicy.parameters.json / azurepolicyset.parameters.json - The JSON that
describes the policy/initiative parameters only.

In this book, we will follow the same naming standard.
To deploy a policy definition to a subscription using Azure PowerShell:
New-AzPolicyDefinition -Name <policyName> -DisplayName
<policyDisplayName> -Description <policyDescription> Metadata "{'category':'General'}" -Policy
'.\azurepolicy.rules.json' -Parameter
'.\azurepolicy.parameters.json' -SubscriptionId
<subscriptionId> -Mode All
Using Azure CLI:
az policy definition create --name <policyName> --displayname <policyDisplayName> --description <policyDescription>
--rules '.\azurepolicy.rules.json' --params
'.\azurepolicy.parameters.json' --subscription
<subscriptionId> --mode All
Using ARM REST API:
PUT
https://management.azure.com/subscriptions/{subscriptionId}
/providers/Microsoft.Authorization/policyDefinitions/{polic
yDefinitionName}?api-version=2018-05-01
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NOTE: You can find details deploying policy definitions using Azure
PowerShell and CLI at https://docs.microsoft.com/enus/azure/governance/policy/how-to/programmatically-create, and
using ARM REST API at https://docs.microsoft.com/enus/rest/api/resources/policydefinitions/createorupdate

To deploy an initiative definition to a subscription using Azure PowerShell:
New-AzPolicySetDefinition -Name <initiativeName> DisplayName <initiativeDisplayName> -Description
<initiativeDescription> -Metadata "{'category':'General'}"
-PolicyDefinition '.\azurepolicyset.definitions.json' Parameter '.\azurepolicyset.parameters.json' SubscriptionId <subscriptionId>
Using Azure CLI:
az policy set-definition create --name <policyName> -display-name <policyDisplayName> --description
<policyDescription> --description
'.\azurepolicyset.definitions.json' --params
'.\azurepolicyset.parameters.json' --subscription
<subscriptionId>
Using ARM REST API:
PUT
https://management.azure.com/subscriptions/{subscriptionId}
/providers/Microsoft.Authorization/policySetDefinitions/{po
licySetDefinitionName}?api-version=2018-05-01
NOTE: You can find details deploying initiative definitions using
ARM REST API at https://docs.microsoft.com/enus/rest/api/resources/policysetdefinitions/createorupdate

In addition to using command line and ARM REST API, you can also use subscriptionlevel ARM templates to deploy the following artifacts to a subscription:
•
•

Policy and initiative definitions
Policy and initiative assignments
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To deploy a subscription level template:
Azure PowerShell:
New-AzDeployment -Location 'AustraliaSoutheast' -Name
<deploymentName> -TemplateFile .\azuredeploy.json TemplateParameterFile .\azuredeploy.parameters.json
Azure CLI:
az deployment create --location AustraliaSoutheast
template-file azuredeploy.json --parameters
@azuredeploy.parameters.json

--

DOWNLOAD: You can download a sample subscription-level ARM
template at https://github.com/insidemscloud/InsideAzureMgmt, in
the \Chapter2\policy-arm-template-sample directory. This
template deploys two policy definitions, one initiative definition and
one initiative assignment to the subscription level.

Like subscription-level deployment, you can also use command line, management group
level ARM templates and ARM REST API to deploy definitions to management groups.
To deploy a policy definition to a management group:
Azure PowerShell:
New-AzPolicyDefinition -Name <policyName> -DisplayName
<policyDisplayName> -Description <policyDescription> Metadata "{'category':'General'}" -Policy
'.\azurepolicy.rules.json' -Parameter
'.\azurepolicy.parameters.json' -ManagementGroupName
<managementGroupName> -Mode All
Azure CLI:
az policy definition create --name <policyName> --displayname <policyDisplayName> --description <policyDescription>
--description '.\azurepolicy.rules.json' --params
'.\azurepolicy.parameters.json' –management-group
<managementGroupName>
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ARM REST API:
PUT
https://management.azure.com/providers/Microsoft.Management
/managementgroups/{managementGroupId}/providers/Microsoft.A
uthorization/policyDefinitions/{policyDefinitionName}?apiversion=2018-05-01
NOTE: You can find details about deploying policy definitions to
management groups using ARM REST API at
https://docs.microsoft.com/enus/rest/api/resources/policydefinitions/createorupdateatmanageme
ntgroup

To deploy an initiative definition to a management group:
Azure PowerShell:
New-AzPolicySetDefinition -Name <initiativeName> DisplayName <initiativeDisplayName> -Description
<initiativeDescription> -Metadata "{'category':'General'}"
-PolicyDefinition '.\azurepolicyset.definitions.json' Parameter '.\azurepolicyset.parameters.json' ManagementGroupName <managementGroupName>
Azure CLI:
az policy set-definition create --name <policyName> -display-name <policyDisplayName> --description
<policyDescription> --description
'.\azurepolicyset.definitions.json' --params
'.\azurepolicyset.parameters.json' –management-group
<managementGroupName>
ARM REST API:
PUT
https://management.azure.com/providers/Microsoft.Management
/managementgroups/{managementGroupId}/providers/Microsoft.A
uthorization/policySetDefinitions/{policySetDefinitionName}
?api-version=2018-05-01
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NOTE: You can find details about deploying initiative definitions to
management groups using ARM REST API at
https://docs.microsoft.com/enus/rest/api/resources/policysetdefinitions/createorupdateatmanage
mentgroup

Deploying Policy and Initiative Assignments
In addition to assigning policies and initiatives on Azure portal, you can use command
line, ARM REST API to create assignments. As shown in the previous section, we can also
create subscription and management group level assignments via ARM templates.
You can use Azure PowerShell (New-AzPolicyAssignment and NewAzPolicySetAssignment) or Azure CLI (az policy assignment create).
Or use ARM REST API:
PUT
https://management.azure.com/{scope}/providers/Microsoft.Au
thorization/policyAssignments/{policyAssignmentName}?apiversion=2018-05-01
NOTE: You can find details about creating policy/initiative
assignments using ARM REST API https://docs.microsoft.com/enus/rest/api/resources/policyassignments/create

Azure Blueprints
You may have heard an analogy before – an Azure subscription is just like an empty
canvas and developers are like painters. As a cloud administrator responsible for your
organization’s Azure environments, it is your responsibility to provide the canvas (Azure
subscriptions) to whoever has requested them. Before handing over subscriptions or
resource groups to requesters, you will need to lay down some foundation work to
ensure how the new subscriptions or resource groups will be consumed within the rules
and policies defined by your organization. For example, you may need to:
•
•
•
•
•

Define custom roles
Assign RBAC permissions to users and service principals
Create resource groups
Deploy custom policy/initiative definitions
Assign policies/initiatives
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•

Create various ARM resources such as NSGs, VNets, VNet peerings, firewalls,
etc.

Azure Blueprints helps you deploy and update your environments in a repeatable
manner. You can create a blueprint that includes any of the above-mentioned artifacts
and define how they should be deployed.
NOTE: At the time of writing this book, Azure Blueprint is still in
preview. The features, Portal user experience, and the REST API
may change when it becomes generally available.

Creating Blueprints
To create blueprints, in the Azure portal, go to the Policy blade, then select Blueprints,
as shown in Figure 21.

FIGURE 21. ACCESSING BLUEPRINTS FROM AZURE PORTAL

To begin creating a blueprint, you will give it a name, description, and location where
the blueprint is going to be stored. The blueprint must be stored in a management
group. You must have contributor access to the management group that you wish to
save the blueprint to. Once the blueprint is stored in a management group, you can
assign the blueprint to this management group or any management groups and
subscriptions under the hierarchy.
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You can add the following artifacts to a blueprint:
•
•
•
•
•

Policy assignments
Role assignments
Subscription-level ARM templates
Resource Groups
Resource Group-level ARM templates

The artifacts you have added to the blueprint will be applied sequentially. Figure 22
shows a sample blueprint that was designed to provision an Azure subscription.

FIGURE 22. SAMPLE BLUEPRINT IN AZURE PORTAL
NOTE: The sequencing order of blueprint deployment is
documented at the Microsoft docs site:
https://docs.microsoft.com/enus/azure/governance/blueprints/concepts/sequencing-order.
Customizing the sequencing orders is possible by manually
changing the blueprint definition code. Refer to the Managing
Blueprints as Code section in this chapter for more details.

This sample blueprint deploys the following resources to a subscription (in order):
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1. Custom policy definitions and assignments using a subscription-level ARM
template
2. Role assignment – assigning users or groups to subscription owner role
3. Custom role using a subscription-level ARM template
4. A resource group
5. Various networking resources to the resource group created in the previous
step using a resource-group-level ARM template.
When the blueprint is saved after you have added the artifacts, it is in the Draft state.
When you are ready, you can specify a version number and publish it.

Assigning Blueprints
Once the blueprint is published, you can assign it to a subscription. When assigning the
blueprint in the Azure portal, you will need to fill out any required input parameters that
are defined by the blueprint authors, as shown in Figure 23.
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FIGURE 23. ASSIGNING BLUEPRINT IN AZURE PORTAL
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After you have assigned the blueprint, you can locate the assignment under the
“Assigned blueprints” section in the portal. You can track the deployment status of the
assignment, as shown in Figure 24.

FIGURE 24. DEPLOYMENT STATUS OF BLUEPRINT ASSIGNMENT
NOTE: You can also track blueprint creation, update, and
assignment details in the Azure subscription activity logs.

Managing Blueprints as Code
In addition to the portal experience, you can also manage Azure Blueprints using the
REST API. You can find the REST API documentation at the Microsoft docs site:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/rest/api/blueprints/.
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Microsoft has provided a PowerShell script “Manage-AzureRMBlueprint.ps1” that is
based on the REST API for managing blueprints. The script is published to the PowerShell
Gallery: https://www.powershellgallery.com/packages/Manage-AzureRMBlueprint
You can export and import your blueprints using the Manage-AzureRMBlueprint.ps1
script. This script is fully documented, you can access its help file by using the GetHelp cmdlet in PowerShell after it’s been installed:
Get-Help Manage-AzureRMBlueprint.ps1 -Full
When exporting a blueprint, the blueprint definition, and all associated artifacts are
exported as JSON files, as shown in Figure 25.

FIGURE 25. EXPORTED BLUEPRINT

Using the exported JSON files, you can manage your blueprint as code, store them in a
source control system (i.e. Git), using it as part of the CI/CD pipeline (i.e. Azure DevOps).
You can find the full documentation on how to manage the blueprint as code and using
REST API at Microsoft docs site: https://docs.microsoft.com/enus/azure/governance/blueprints/.
DOWNLOAD: You can download the export of the sample
blueprint used in this chapter at
https://github.com/insidemscloud/InsideAzureMgmt, in the
\Chapter2\sample-blueprint directory.

Azure Resource Graph
Azure Resource Graph is an Azure service that gives you the ability to perform resource
exploration using structured query language at massive scale.
Azure Resource Graph uses Azure Data Explorer query language (also known as Kusto
Query Language or KQL). KQL is used in many Azure services, i.e. If you are already using
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Azure Log Analytics or Azure Application Insights, you should be already very familiar
with KQL.
By using Azure Resource Graph, you can use KQL queries to query, explore, and analyze
your Azure management groups and subscriptions. Without the Azure Resource Graph,
in a large environment, it can be challenging when you need to audit and inventory your
environment. For example, when analyzing the impacts of a security incident, you may
need to find all virtual machines that are running a version of an operating system or all
publicly accessible storage accounts. Before Azure Resource Graph was introduced, you
would directly make API calls the corresponding Azure Resource Manager resource
providers. This method can be very slow and inefficient, and when searching in a large
environment, the Azure Resource Manager throttling limit can potentially prevent you
from completing your searches. When the matter is urgent (i.e. in this case, when
responding to a security incident), the performance and potentially throttling limitation
from ARM resource providers are not acceptable, and you should consider using Azure
Resource Graph instead. When resources are created or modified, the 95th percentile of
resources will become searchable in Azure Resource Graph within 1 minute, and
generally speaking, depending on the query complexities, when querying Azure
Resource Graph, you will get your search results within seconds.
NOTE: Read more about ARM throttling requests here:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-resourcemanager/resource-manager-request-limits

Getting Started with Azure Resource Graph
You can start using Azure Resource Graph from the Azure Portal and using the command
line such as Azure CLI and Azure PowerShell. You can also invoke queries directly against
its REST API.
To enable Azure Resource Graph capability in Azure CLI:
az extension add --name resource-graph
To install the Azure Resource Graph module in Azure PowerShell:
Install-Module -Name Az.ResourceGraph
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NOTE: In addition to using Azure CLI and Azure PowerShell from
your local computer, you can also query Azure Resource Graph
from Azure Cloud Shell.

Querying Azure Resource Graph
At the time of writing this book, the search capability for Azure Resource Graph in the
Azure portal is very limited. We will only focus on the CLI and REST API capability in this
book.
NOTE: Azure Resource Graph inherits the Azure Resource
Manager RBAC permissions. You must have at least read access
to the resource you are querying.

Using the previous example, to query for a list of public-facing storage accounts, we can
use the following KQL query:
where type =~ 'microsoft.storage/storageAccounts' and
aliases['Microsoft.Storage/storageAccounts/networkAcls.defa
ultAction'] == 'Allow'
To invoke a query in Azure CLI:
az graph query -q "where type =~
'microsoft.storage/storageAccounts' and
aliases['Microsoft.Storage/storageAccounts/networkAcls.def
aultAction'] == 'Allow'" --output table
The query result is displayed in a table format as specified in the –output parameter, as
shown in Figure 26.

FIGURE 26. INVOKING AZURE RESOURCE GRAPH QUERY IN AZURE CLI

To invoke a query in Azure PowerShell:
Search-AzGraph -Query "where type =~
'microsoft.storage/storageAccounts' and
aliases['Microsoft.Storage/storageAccounts/networkAcls.def
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aultAction'] == 'Allow'" | Format-Table kind, Location,
ManagedBy, Name, ResourceGroup, SubscriptionId, TenantId
When using PowerShell, since Search-AzureRmGraph does not have an “-output”
parameter like Azure CLI, we must pipe the output to Format-Table and select the
properties of your choice, as shown in Figure 27.

FIGURE 27. INVOKING AZURE RESOURCE GRAPH QUERY IN AZURE POWERSHELL

To invoke Azure Resource Graph queries via REST API:
POST
https://management.azure.com/providers/Microsoft.ResourceG
raph/resources?api-version=2018-09-01-preview
The search query and other required information must be added to the request body
payload. You can find the documentation of this REST API at the Microsoft docs site:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/rest/api/azureresourcegraph/resources/resources.
Figure 28 shows how to invoke the Azure Resource Graph REST API using Postman.
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FIGURE 28. INVOKING AZURE RESOURCE GRAPH REST API USING POSTMAN

Azure Resource Graph documentation is located at the Microsoft docs site:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/resource-graph/. You can learn
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more about the query language (Kusto Query Language) for Azure Resource Graph and
find sample queries there.
The Kusto Query Language (KQL) is widely used in many Azure services, such as Azure
Log Analytics and Azure Application Insights. You will become more familiar with it after
you have read Chapter 5: Monitoring Application and Chapter 6: Monitoring
Infrastructure of this book.

Cost Management
As your organization begins using the Azure public cloud, it is important to closely
monitor and control the spending for your cloud service consumption. Azure Cost
Management is a native solution that allows you to visualize, manage, and optimize
costs across Azure.
Currently, Azure Cost Management provides you with the following features:
•
•
•
•

•

Cost Analysis – allows you to track costs throughout the month as well as
providing various ways to analyze your data.
Budgets – allows you to configure a planned spending cap for a scope.
Exports – allows you to export your cost data to an Azure Storage Account. This
feature gives you the ability to integrate with other third-party applications.
REST APIs – A new set of REST APIs have been made available to perform the
following actions:
o Dimensions – get supported dimensions for your usage under a variety
of scopes.
o Usage– to get aggregated cost and usage data.
o Exports – to schedule recurring exports of cost and usage data to blob
storage.
o Budgets – to create and view budgets.
Alerting – allows you to integrate with Action Groups and trigger automated
actions based on the budget or spending quota.

Before the Azure Cost Management was released, Azure customers had to access cost
and usage information via Azure EA portal, Azure portal, or Cloudyn, depending on their
Azure account types. There was also a different set of APIs for different account types.
In this release, Microsoft has started the process of consolidating Azure cost
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management data into the Azure portal. You no longer required to go to the Azure EA
portal or Cloudyn portals to access cost information.
Azure Cost Management has adopted the pricing model from Cloudyn. It is free of
charge for managing your Azure environments. If you are using it to manage your
Amazon Web Services (AWS) spending, the cost for Azure Cost Management is based on
a percentage of your AWS consumption. You can find the pricing details for Azure Cost
Management on the Azure Pricing Calculator site:
https://azure.microsoft.com/pricing/calculator.
NOTE: Although Azure Cost Management can manage AWS, we
will only focus on cost management for Azure in this book.

The Azure Cost Management service can be located at the “Cost Management + Billing”
blade in the Azure portal. To access Cost Management, you will first need to select a
billing account from the list, as shown in Figure 29.

FIGURE 29. AZURE COST MANAGEMENT SERVICE IN AZURE PORTAL

Once you have selected a billing account, the Azure Cost Management Overview page
for the selected billing account displays various information that was only available from
the Azure EA portal in the past, as shown in Figure 30.
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FIGURE 30. AZURE COST MANAGEMENT OVERVIEW PAGE IN AZURE PORTAL

Cost Analysis
The Cost Analysis feature provides you the ability to track costs over a given period and
offers you a variety of ways to analyze and visualize your data, as shown in Figure 31.

FIGURE 31. AZURE COST MANAGEMENT COST ANALYSIS PAGE
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There are several filters on the Cost Analysis page that allows you to customize the
visuals. For example, you can scope the view to an enrollment, a management group or
a subscription, or a time period, you can choose different visuals, etc.
NOTE: You can learn more about Cost Analysis at the Microsoft
docs site at https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/costmanagement/quick-acm-cost-analysis.

Budgets
Azure Cost Management gives you the ability to control your consumption using
budgets. Budgets allow you to specify a threshold (in monetary value) for a scope over a
given period.
You can configure automated actions once the actual consumption has reached
different percentages of the budget. Budgets can be configured to use Action Groups
from Azure Monitor. For Example, with Action Groups, you can trigger Azure
Automation runbooks or Azure Logic Apps to shut down or deprovision resources,
notifying the resource owners, or invoke a webhook that triggers a third-party
application.
When creating a budget, you will need to specify the following, as shown in Figure 32
and Figure 33:
•
•
•
•
•

Monetary amount
Resets (tracking duration of a budget amount)
Start and expiration dates
Alert conditions
Alert recipients
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FIGURE 32. CREATING A BUDGET IN AZURE COST MANAGEMENT

FIGURE 33. SETTING BUDGET ALERT IN AZURE COST MANAGEMENT
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When you have created a budget that is scoped to a subscription or a resource group,
you can also show the budget in the Cost Analysis visual (as the dotted line), as shown in
Figure 34.

FIGURE 34. SHOWING BUDGET IN COST ANALYSIS VISUAL

The Cost alerts view within Cost Management lists the active alerts triggered by the
budgets, as shown in Figure 35.

FIGURE 36. COST ALERTS VIEW
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NOTE: You can learn more about Budgets at the Microsoft docs
site: https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/cost-management/tutorialacm-create-budgets.

Exporting Data
Azure Cost Management provides you the ability to create a recurring schedule to
export usage data to Azure Storage Accounts. To create an export schedule, navigate to
the Exports page in Azure Cost Management and click Add, as shown in Figure 36.

FIGURE 36. COST MANAGEMENT DATA EXPORT

When creating the data export schedule, you will need to specify the time range, export
frequency, as well as the details of the Azure storage account for storing export data, as
shown in Figures 37 and 38.
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FIGURE 37. CREATING COST DATA EXPORT SCHEDULE – BASIC SETTINGS

FIGURE 38. CREATING COST DATA EXPORT SCHEDULE – SELECTING STORAGE ACCOUNT
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To export cost data, the user must have the following Azure subscription permissions:
•
•
•

Owner: Can create, modify, or delete scheduled exports for a subscription.
Contributor: Can create, modify, or delete their own scheduled exports. Can
modify the name of scheduled exports created by others.
Reader: Can schedule exports that they have permission to.

The Azure Storage Account must also satisfy the following pre-requisites:
•
•

Write permissions are required to change the configured storage account,
regardless of permissions on the export.
Must be configured for blob or file storage.

The Export operation stores the cost data in CSV format. You can locate them either via
the Azure portal, or using Azure Storage Account Explorer
(https://azure.microsoft.com/features/storage-explorer/).
NOTE: You can learn more about Cost Management data export
on the Microsoft docs site at https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/costmanagement/tutorial-export-acm-data.

Cost Management REST APIs
Azure Cost Management provides the following REST APIs for you to build your own
solutions:
•
•
•

Query Usage (https://docs.microsoft.com/rest/api/costmanagement/query/usage)
List Dimensions (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/rest/api/costmanagement/dimensions/list)
Budgets CRUD operations
(https://docs.microsoft.com/rest/api/consumption/budgets)
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Summary
Governance is a very important topic for every organization that is using Azure. As an
Azure administrator, you must ensure resources created in your organization’s
environments are aligned with company standards and they are configured in a secure,
cost-effective, and manageable fashion.
In this chapter, we discussed various Azure services that fall into the Azure Governance
portfolio. We learned what an Azure Management Group is and how we can use it to
effectively group and manage multiple subscriptions. We have explained the Azure
policy in great detail with several sample policies. We also discussed how to develop and
deploy custom policy definitions in your Azure environments. We have covered the
newly released product Azure Blueprints, and how it can be used to quickly deploy
artifacts to Azure subscriptions. We have demonstrated how to effectively inventory
and audit your existing Azure environments using Azure Resource Graph queries. Finally,
we walked through the newly released Azure Cost Management feature, and how to use
Cost Management to effectively monitor and control your organization’s Azure resource
consumption.
When implementing Azure Policy and Management Groups in your organization,
consider adopting the following best practices:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Establish a governing team/board to review policies
Defining a versioning strategy for policy definitions
Rollout new policy in stages, environments by environments, management
groups by management groups
Start with audit policy followed by deny and remediation policies
Integrate the policy rollout with exception management process of your
organization
Define management groups based on your usage scenario and org structure

Cloud Governance is a continuous process. As an Azure administrator, the technology
and products we have covered in this chapter will be used regularly in your daily tasks. It
is important to master them all.
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Chapter 3 - Migrating
Workloads to Azure
Table of Contents (click to return to ToC)
Most organizations begin their Azure journey by spinning up some test resources, such
as virtual machines or databases to help them get familiar with all of the capabilities and
opportunities the public cloud can offer. Once they have kicked the tires with these test
resources, the next logical step is to then start thinking about migrating their onpremises production workloads into Azure. Be warned though - without the correct
process, planning, and knowledge of the tools available to help you migrate, you will
soon find yourself in a world of pain and migration misery!
As a high-level, foundational recommendation for any given migration, you will need to
know which stakeholders should be involved, what the process will be, and which
migration tools will work best. It also goes without saying that before any workloads are
migrated, you should ensure that you have followed the advice from Chapter 2 and
implemented a solid Governance and migration landing zone; an Azure environment
that has been prepared to host the workloads you intend to migrate.
To help make things easy, the good folks at Microsoft have fine-tuned their migration
story to give us some very useful tools and best practices guidance on the right
strategies to follow for a stress-free and successful migration to Azure.
In this chapter you will learn:
•
•
•
•

•

Why you should migrate your workloads to Azure.
The different migration strategy phases that should be considered.
How to leverage the various tools that are available from Microsoft.
The different options to choose from such as Rehost, Refactor, Rearchitect, or
Rebuild (the four R’s of cloud migration) when migrating servers and
applications.
How to optimize costs by using the native cost assessment capabilities in Azure
to ensure your newly migrated workloads don’t spiral out of control with
unnecessary charges.
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Migration Drivers
The majority of migrations occur due to specific business requirements driving those
workloads out of the on-premises datacenter and up into Azure. Some examples of
these migration drivers are:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Cost savings
Urgent capacity needs
Expiration of a datacenter contract
Better disaster recovery
Enhanced SLA’s

The performance enhancements, scalability, and security that you get when you run
your servers and applications in Azure compared to running them in your on-premises
datacenter are certainly important factors to consider. However, money talks and cost
savings will often trump all other reasons to migrate. In the following sections, we’ll
discuss how Reserved Instances (RI), Azure Hybrid Benefit (AHUB) and Extended
Security Updates for some legacy workloads can deliver on keeping costs down while
facilitating the move to Microsoft’s public cloud.

Reserved Instances
Azure Reserved Instances enable you to save on costs by pre-paying for Azure services
such as virtual machines, storage, databases, or web applications over a one-year or
three-year lock-in plan. Depending on the type of Azure subscription that you sign-up
for, Azure RIs can save you anywhere between 40% - 70% in running costs and are ideal
for workloads that need to be online and running continuously for long periods of time.
You can purchase and assign your Azure Reserved Instances directly from within the
Azure Portal menu by navigating to All Services > Reservations > Purchase Now and
then selecting a product type such as Virtual Machine, Cosmos DB, Blob Storage or SQL
database. For this example, we will choose the Virtual Machine product type, as shown
in Figure 1.
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FIGURE 1. CONFIGURING RESERVATIONS

This will launch the Select the product you want to purchase blade, shown in Figure 2.
From here, you can choose the type of reservation you need (based on Azure’s
recommendation) along with the option of having it billed upfront or monthly. You will
also get a handy overview of the full cost along with your estimated savings.

FIGURE 2. CREATING A VIRTUAL MACHINE RESERVED INSTANCE
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For more information on RIs, visit the following link on the Microsoft
Docs site at: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/billing/billingsave-compute-costs-reservations.

Azure Hybrid Benefit
Another way to reduce costs when migrating to Azure is to take advantage of the Azure
Hybrid Benefit. If you have Software Assurance on your existing on-premises Windows
Server or SQL Server licensing, then this benefit enables you to use those same licenses
to run Windows Server virtual machines and SQL instances in Azure at a reduced
financial outlay. If you combine Azure Hybrid Benefit with Azure Reserved Instances, you
can achieve savings of up to 80% on your running costs.
NOTE: The version of Windows Server and SQL Server that you
are running on-premises and which you have purchased Software
Assurance for will influence how far you can stretch the benefit in
Azure. For example, if you wish to use Azure Hybrid Benefit for
Standard Edition Windows Server licenses, then you can only use
it once either on-premises or in Azure. However, if you have
Windows Server Datacenter Edition licenses, you can then use
those same licenses for virtual machines running both on-premises
and in Azure.

You can use the Azure Portal to assign the Hybrid Benefit to an existing Windows Server
virtual machine running in Azure by just navigating to the Virtual Machine and clicking
on the Configuration option from the Settings menu. From there (and as shown in
Figure 3), you will need to change the Azure Hybrid Benefit option to Yes, choose the
license type, then check the radio box to confirm you are actually eligible for the
benefit. By doing so, you are committing to having previously purchased the required
Software Assurance for your on-premises Windows Server licenses.
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FIGURE 3. ENABLING AZURE HYBRID BENEFIT

Once you enable the Azure Hybrid Benefit on an existing virtual machine, you won’t
need to reboot or suffer any downtime as this change just updates an Azure metadata
flag.
For more information on Azure Hybrid Benefit for Windows Server,
see “Azure Hybrid Benefit for Windows Server” on the Microsoft
Docs site at https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtualmachines/windows/hybrid-use-benefit-licensing

Extended Security Updates
If you’re still running SQL 2008/2008 R2 or Windows Server 2008/2008 R2 in your onpremises environment, then you’re probably already aware that extended support for
these legacy workloads has expired since July 9th, 2019 (for SQL) and January 14th, 2020
(for Windows Server). Now, if for one reason or another, upgrading or replacing these
legacy on-premises workloads is taking longer than you’d like, you can take some
comfort from the fact that if you migrate them to Azure, Microsoft will offer you three
years of Extended Security Updates for free!
Although this offer of extended security updates might not seem like an immediate and
obvious cost saving when compared to Reserved Instances and Azure Hybrid Benefit,
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just imagine how much it would cost your business if those workloads were
compromised due to a cyber attack that took advantage of an unpatched vulnerability.
When you migrate Windows Server 2008 and 2008 R2 to Azure, the Extended Security
Updates offer includes a provision of Security Updates and Bulletins rated ‘Critical’ and
‘Important’ for a maximum of three years after January 14, 2020. For SQL Server 2008
and 2008 R2, the Extended Security Updates offer includes the provision of Security
Updates and Bulletins rated ‘Critical’ for a maximum of three years after July 9, 2019.
NOTE: All migrated Windows Server 2008 and 2008 R2 virtual
machines will automatically detect they are running on Azure and
the extended security updates will then be presented for installation
via Windows Update and other supported patch management
solutions.

Migration Strategy
Now that you understand some of the reasons why you should migrate to Azure and
how you can save money in the process, it’s time to consider a migration strategy to
take you there.
In our experience, the key to a successful migration is to work within a strategy that
includes the following phases:
▪
▪
▪
▪

Assess
Migrate
Optimize
Secure and Manage

Using this strategy, you will gain the required insights and understanding of the
workloads that you wish to migrate, the tools you need to use for the actual migration
work, knowledge of the potential costs of the migrated resources and finally how you
can secure and manage those workloads once they’re up and running in the cloud.
NOTE: A well-defined migration strategy will also help you
understand which workloads are not suitable for migration - this
can save you a lot of time troubleshooting incompatible migrations.
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Assessment Phase
The first phase you should undertake when migrating workloads to Azure is the
Assessment Phase – which is arguably the most important phase of the overall
migration project.
During the assessment, you will take advantage of the various tools on offer to give
insights into your current environment along with the workloads that will be targeted
for migration. You will also learn which workloads are not good candidates for migration
(possibly due to incompatibilities or legacy software) and decisions can then be made on
how to transform those workloads into modern cloud-based applications.
The output of your assessment should deliver concise and easy-to-understand
information and ideally a tiered or ranked rating for each workload based on its
simplicity to migrate. Historically, creating an assessment report such as this was only
possible through the purchase of expensive third-party migration tools and if these tools
were outside of your budget, you had no option but to perform manual due-diligence
and hope that your best efforts (guess-work) would be good enough to get you through.
Thankfully, these days we have many (free) tools in our locker to help us with the
assessment phase. We’ll walk you through some of our favorites in the following
sections.
Azure Migrate (Virtual Machine Assessment)
The first tool we’ll dive into is Azure Migrate. This is the main tool that Microsoft
recommends using when you need to migrate workloads into Azure. You can use Azure
Migrate as a central launch pad for discovery, assessment, and migration of your virtual
machines, databases, web apps and to even order an Azure Data Box
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/databox-family/ ) for your bulk-data transfer
requirements!
The most popular use to date of Azure Migrate is to enable ‘lift-and-shift’ virtual
machine migrations. It is compatible with both VMware and Hyper-V environments. In
the following sections, we’ll walk you through how to configure Azure Migrate to assess
your on-premises virtual machine workloads.
Collector Deployment
To get started with Azure Migrate, you will need to create the initial migration project in
Azure, which will hold the discovery and assessment data for the workloads you wish to
migrate. Follow these steps to get your project configured (we’ll be using a VMware
environment for this walkthrough):
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Note: You will need to first prepare the environment by creating the
required permissions in Azure and VMware following the steps
detailed here - https://docs.microsoft.com/enus/azure/migrate/tutorial-prepare-vmware

1. From the navigation menu on the left of the Azure Portal, click the All Services
option, type Azure Migrate into the search bar, then select the Azure Migrate
service from the list.
2. At the Azure Migrate blade (shown in Figure 4), the Get Started tab presents
you with a couple of scenarios for migrating servers or databases. Here, we’ll
click the Assess and migrate servers button to create your first project.

FIGURE 4. CREATING THE AZURE MIGRATE RESOURCE

3. Now click the Add tool(s) button to launch the Add a tool wizard.
4. At the Migrate project tab, select a subscription and resource group, type a
unique name for the migration project, then choose the geographical location to
store the project metadata. Click the Next button to continue.
NOTE: The geographic location you choose at this step only
defines where the metadata collected from the on-premises
environment is stored. This will not restrict you from assessing
machines located within different target locations of Azure.

5. Now at the Select assessment tool tab (shown in Figure 5), choose the Azure
Migrate: Server Assessment option, then click Next to move on.
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FIGURE 5. SELECTING THE ASSESSMENT TOOL
NOTE: As an alternative to the official Azure Migrate assessment
tool, you have the option here to choose from other third-party
vendor assessment tools and pricing/licensing for these options
are normally arranged separately.

6. At the Select migration tool tab, scroll down and select the Skip adding a
migration tool for now option, then click Next to continue.
7. From the final Review + add tool(s) tab, click the Add tool(s) button to
complete the wizard and create the project (this process can take a few minutes
to complete).
8. Back at the Azure Migrate blade, click the Servers link from the navigation bar,
then from Azure Migrate: Server Assessment, click the Discover button as
shown in Figure 6.
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FIGURE 6. STARTING DISCOVERY

9. In the Discover machines area, you will be presented with a walkthrough of
three steps that you need to follow to help you get the collector appliance
downloaded and the collector virtual machine created. To begin this process,
ensure the correct Hypervisor type is selected from the drop-down list (we’ll
choose VMware here), then click the Download button, as shown in Figure 7.
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FIGURE 7. PREPARING FOR DISCOVERY
NOTE: At the time of writing, a new Import using CSV (Preview)
option is available here where you have the option to bypass the
requirement for deploying the collector machine and instead, import
a comma-delimited file containing all of the relevant server
information that is normally required for an assessment. You can
either manually input this information or use PowerShell to export
the data from your environment into a CSV file and then format it
using the template provided. This is a very useful option to have in
scenarios where your hypervisor version isn’t supported to run a
collector or where internet connectivity to Azure isn’t an option.

10. Once you’ve downloaded the OVA file for the collector appliance, follow the
steps in this link (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/migrate/tutorialassess-vmware#download-the-ova-template) to get it imported and deployed
on your VMware environment.
11. With the collector appliance imported into your VMware environment, make a
note of the IP address that has been assigned to it, then launch a web browser
and browse to https://{Appliance_IP_Address}:44368. This will launch the
Azure Migrate Web Portal application, which will walk you through the initial
configuration of the appliance.
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NOTE: You can also launch the Azure Migrate Web Portal by
logging directly into the appliance virtual machine and clicking the
‘AzureMigrateWebPortal’ shortcut on the desktop.

12. Once you’ve launched the Azure Migrate Web Portal, you will need to work
through the steps detailed in the following link to ensure you first have the
prerequisites in place before then configuring vCenter to connect to the Azure
Migration project and perform discovery of the virtual machines to be migrated
(see https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/migrate/tutorial-assessvmware#configure-the-appliance).
Creating a Server Assessment
1. When the collector has finished discovering the virtual machines, head back to
the Azure Portal and browse to the Azure Migrate blade again.
2. Click the Servers link from the navigation bar, then verify the Discovered
Servers value in Azure Migrate: Server Assessment matches the number of
virtual machines you expect to have been discovered (Figure 8 shows the
number of servers discovered by our collector).

FIGURE 8. DISCOVERED SERVERS
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3. Now we will create a new assessment based on these newly discovered servers.
To do this, click the Assess button from the Azure Migrate: Server Assessment
tile as shown in Figure 9.

FIGURE 9. CREATING AN ASSESSMENT

4. When the Assess Servers blade opens, you will be prompted to choose a
discovery source – either machines that have been discovered with an Azure
Migrate appliance or machines that have been manually imported. We’ll leave
the default Azure Migrate appliance discovery method selected here.
5. Under Assessment Name, type a unique name for the assessment (e.g.
Production Servers, SQL Servers, Lift and Shift Servers, etc.).
6. At the Assessment Properties section, click the View All link to launch the
Assessment Properties blade shown in Figure 10. From here, we have the
option to define the Azure Region, Storage Type, VM sizing, Currency, and even
whether or not Reserved Instances and Azure Hybrid Use Benefit are
considered. Make the relevant changes that you require, then click Save to
continue.
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FIGURE 10. EDITING THE ASSESSMENT PROPERTIES
NOTE: It is super-important that you tailor each assessment with
the properties that are relevant to you and your business/customer.
We’ve seen so many instances of migration assessments deemed
too expensive due to a lack of understanding of how to modify the
assessment data based on specific requirements.

7. At the Select or create a group section, select the Create New option, specify a
name for the group, and choose the discovered servers you wish to add (as
shown in Figure 11). This group should contain servers that have dependencies
on each other, and which will need to be migrated to Azure at the same time.
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FIGURE 11. CONFIGURING A MIGRATION SERVER GROUP

8. When you’ve made your assessment choices and created your migration group,
hit the Create assessment button to complete the process, and kick off the
assessment.
9. Back at the Azure Migrate: Server Assessment tile, you should see a new
assessment listed and if you click the numeric link beside Assessments, you will
be presented with a list of all your assessments along with their current status.
When the status for your assessment changes to Ready, you can then click into
the assessment to view it and it should look similar to the example shown in
Figure 12, where we’ve targeted a group of servers that we want to migrate to
Azure.
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FIGURE 12. MIGRATION ASSESSMENT OVERVIEW

10. Now click the Azure readiness link from the navigation bar on the left and you
will be presented with the Details page shown in Figure 13. This page is full of
useful information, such as which virtual machines are ready for Azure, which
ones have issues, and even a recommendation on the specific tools you should
use for the migration of each server.

FIGURE 13. ASSESSMENT DETAILS
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11. Clicking the Cost details link from the navigation bar gives you a breakdown of
the monthly cost estimates for the virtual machines you plan on migrating,
similar to Figure 14. If you wish to modify the assessment settings to get a
different perspective of costs, you can just use the Edit properties button to
make those changes. This is a great assessment feature to help you understand
costs before you migrate.

FIGURE 14. ASSESSING MIGRATION COSTS

Automatic Discovery
If you are having difficulty understanding virtual machine dependencies, you can use the
integrated Service Map feature of Azure Migrate to automatically discover those
dependencies and then create migration groups based on the findings. Here’s what you
need to do:
1. At the migration project Azure Migrate | Servers page, click the Servers link
from the navigation bar on the left, then from the Azure Migrate: Server
Assessment tile, click Discovered Servers to display a list of all the machines
that have been discovered by the collector as part of this project. The
Dependencies column indicates whether or not your discovered virtual machine
requires some additional configuration to enable dependency mapping. In this
example, as shown in Figure 15, we have one server where we can view
dependencies and two others which require additional configuration.
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FIGURE 15. MACHINES REQUIRING CONFIGURATION

2. Clicking the Requires agent installation link from the Dependencies column on
one of your discovered machines will launch the Dependencies blade shown in
Figure 16. Here, you can download and configure the Microsoft Monitoring
Agent and Dependency Agent to the virtual machine, which will then provide
you with the additional dependency detail you require for your assessment of
that particular server.
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FIGURE 16. DOWNLOADING THE DEPENDENCY AND MONITORING AGENTS

3. Once you’ve configured the agents, you can browse back to the Discovered
Servers blade within the migration project, and then you can click the View
dependencies link from the Dependencies column to be presented with a
dependency map similar to the one shown in Figure 17.
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FIGURE 17. DEPENDENCY MAP OF A DISCOVERED MACHINE

4. Within the dependency map, you can select multiple machines (using CTRL +
Click) and then hit the Group machines button to be presented with a view
similar to the example shown in Figure 18. From there, you can give the group a
name and even choose to create a new assessment based on the newly created
dependency group.
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FIGURE 18. CREATING A GROUP AND ASSESSMENT FROM A DEPENDENCY MAP

Azure Migrate (Database Assessment)
If virtual machine lift-and-shift (IaaS) scenarios aren’t what you’re looking for and you
instead want to perform migration assessments for your databases (with a view of
refactoring to a PaaS solution), then Azure Migrate has got you covered here too. This
assessment type integrates with the Data Migration Assistant tool to provide concise
assessment data. Here’s what you need to do in Azure Migrate to get started:
1. At the Azure Migrate blade, Click the Databases link from the navigation bar
and hit the Add Tool(s) button.
2. Now click through the Add a tool wizard to add the Azure Migrate: Database
Assessment tool (as shown in Figure 19).
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FIGURE 19. ADDING THE DATABASE ASSESSMENT TOOL

3. With the Azure Migrate: Database Assessment tool deployed, browse back to
Azure Migrate | Databases and you will then be prompted to download and
install the separate Data Migration Assistant tool and to integrate it with your
Azure Migrate project (as shown in Figure 20).

FIGURE 20. DOWNLOADING THE DATA MIGRATION ASSISTANT TOOL

Data Migration Assistant (Assessment)
The Data Migration Assistant (DMA) works with Azure Migrate to help you modernize
your on-premises SQL Server databases by assessing the environment and detecting
possible compatibility issues that might exist before the migration.
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The DMA supports source versions from SQL 2005 – SQL 2017 and it can be used to
migrate any of those SQL sources to the Azure SQL Database service. You can download
the DMA using the link presented to you within Azure Migrate or directly from the
following link - https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/dma.
When you launch the tool, you will have the option to run two assessment reports
(Database compatibility and Feature Parity).
In Figure 21, you can see we are presented with an option to select the different report
assessment types within the Data Migration Assistant.

FIGURE 21. CHOOSING THE DMA REPORT TYPES

Once the assessment has completed and depending on your previous report selection,
you can then view a report for SQL Server feature parity (shown in Figure 22) or
Compatibility issues.
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FIGURE 22. VIEWING THE SQL SERVER FEATURE PARITY ASSESSMENT

The feature parity report highlights unsupported features that the on-premises SQL
environment will encounter with Azure. You can also see which features are only
partially supported along with some detailed information on what you can do to
remediate the supportability problems. In Figure 23, you can see an example of how the
DMA assessment data has been synchronized back into Azure Migrate.

FIGURE 23. VIEWING THE SQL SERVER FEATURE PARITY ASSESSMENT
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Azure Database Migration Guide
Another offering to give you a good head start when migrating your databases to Azure
is the excellent Azure Database Migration Guide, available at
https://datamigration.microsoft.com/
This guide is a handy resource to help you understand supportability and the
prerequisites that are required to migrate different database types up to Azure. For
example, using this guide, you will be presented with eleven different database sources
that you might want to migrate from. In Figure 24, you can see the landing page, which
includes database sources such as SQL, Oracle, DB2, MySQL, and PostgreSQL.

FIGURE 24. AZURE DATABASE MIGRATION GUIDE LANDING PAGE

You can also choose from additional database sources such as MongoDB, Cassandra,
SAP ASE, and even Microsoft Access! One of the most commonly used guides on here is
the SQL Server to Azure SQL Database guide and clicking into it, you will be presented
with all the information you need for the pre-migration, migration and post-migration
stages as shown in Figure 25.
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FIGURE 25. SQL SERVER TO AZURE SQL DATABASE GUIDE

We highly recommend checking out the Azure Database Migration Guide before
migrating any of your databases to Azure. You can also get more information and a full
video-walkthrough of it from the following link - https://azure.microsoft.com/enus/resources/videos/how-to-use-the-azure-database-migration-guide/
Azure Migrate (App Service Assessment)
Similar to the Database Assessment feature, Azure Migrate provides an option to
synchronize your web application assessment data into a central migration hub. This
assessment type integrates with the App Service Migration Assistant tool to provide
assessment data for applications running in IIS on Windows Server. Here’s what you
need to do in Azure Migrate to get started:
1. At the Azure Migrate blade, Click the Web Apps link from the navigation bar
and hit the Add Tool(s) button.
2. Now click through the Add a tool wizard to add the Azure Migrate: Web App
Assessment tool (as shown in Figure 26).
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FIGURE 26. ADDING THE WEB APP ASSESSMENT TOOL

3. With the Azure Migrate: Web App Assessment tool deployed, browse back to
Azure Migrate | Web Apps and you will then be prompted to download and
install the separate App Service Migration Assistant tool and to upload the
assessment results to your Azure Migrate project (as shown in Figure 27).

FIGURE 27. DOWNLOADING THE DATA MIGRATION ASSISTANT TOOL

Azure App Service Migration Assistant (Assessment)
The Azure App Service Migration Assistant is used to assess web applications that you
might want to migrate to Azure. It comes with an installer to deploy onto your internal
Windows Server web application servers and it also has a feature to perform an
endpoint scan to assess public-facing web applications.
This migration assistant (shown in Figure 28) comes in the form of a website that’s
accessed at https://appmigration.microsoft.com/. Here you can either provide a public-
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facing URL for remote migration assessment or you can download an assessment tool
locally for the more traditional assessment experience.

FIGURE 28. AZURE APP SERVICE MIGRATION ASSISTANT

To assess a public URL, input the full website address into the URL field, then hit the
Assess button. After a few seconds, the tool should return with a high-level assessment
of the website including information about the underlying Framework, Hosting, and
Web Server. If all looks good, you will be presented with a message similar to the one
shown in Figure 29, which informs you that the application is fully supported for
migration to Azure.
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FIGURE 29. ASSESSING PUBLIC URLS FOR MIGRATION

If you need to assess on-premises web applications running on a Windows Server (IIS
version 7.0 and higher), then browse to the App Service Migration Assistant landing
page (https://appmigration.microsoft.com/) and click the Download button to
download the migration tool. Once it’s downloaded, run the tool from your web server
and you will be given the option to choose a site for assessment.
When you’ve made your selection, the wizard will create an assessment report similar
to our example shown in Figure 30.

FIGURE 30. APP SERVICE MIGRATION READINESS ASSESSMENT
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This report will highlight any critical or warning issues that you need to consider prior to
migration. All critical issues raised must be resolved before you can move onto the next
step in the wizard and you will need to work with the application owner to ensure it’s
ready for migration. You then also have the option to upload the assessment report into
the Azure Migrate: Web App Assessment feature for a centralized view alongside your
server and database assessments.

Migration Phase
With the knowledge you’ve gathered from the assessment phase, you should now be in
a good position to start migrating your workloads to Azure. Before you begin the
Migration Phase however, it’s important to consider the following migration paths that
you can choose from:
•

•

•

•

Rehost: Also known as ‘lift-and-shift’, this option works best when you want to
migrate on-premises physical or virtual machines to the cloud and transform
them into Azure Virtual Machines.
Refactor: This option is where you might take the opportunity to refactor your
applications into lightweight containers and this works well with legacy line-ofbusiness workloads.
Rearchitect: If you want to take the opportunity to rearchitect your applications
to leverage some of the more advanced technologies Azure has to offer around
scalability, performance, and resilience, then this is the option to consider.
Rebuild: In some scenarios, you might want to either upgrade or completely
rebuild the operating systems and software versions that your applications run
on as part of their migration to Azure and this option fits that requirement
nicely.

Depending on which of these migration paths you choose to take, the type of workload
you wish to migrate, and the compatibility of that workload with the cloud, you need to
understand which migration tool is the best fit for the job. Thankfully, all of the
assessment tools we discussed earlier also make things easy for you by suggesting the
recommended best tool to use for migrating each specific workload. In the following
sections, we’ll discuss some of the common migration tools that Microsoft has to offer.
Azure Migrate Replication Appliance
You can use the Azure Migrate service as a central hub to perform discovery,
assessments, and migrations of your server workloads to Azure. Azure Migrate includes
a native migration tool (the Azure Migrate Replication Appliance) and it can also
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integrate with several other third-party vendor tools depending on the type of migration
scenario you are dealing with (e.g. if you need Unix or Xen Server migration support).
Azure Migrate has two options for migration: agent-based or agentless. The agentbased option is the most popular as it supports the most scenarios (e.g. VMware, HyperV, and Physical machines). However, if you’d like to use the agentless migration option
(which only supports VMware), then you will need to ensure your environment meets
the prerequisites listed here - https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/migrate/tutorialprepare-vmware#prepare-for-agentless-vmware-migration
Here’s a high-level overview of what you need to do to get your on-premises servers
migrated to Azure (we’re assuming you’ve previously performed an assessment with
Azure Migrate and are migrating virtual machines from a VMware environment):
1. Prepare the target environment. Prepare the migration target environment in
Azure by configuring a Virtual Network, Azure Storage Account, Key Vault,
and Recovery Services Vault (most of these will be created automatically when
you deploy the Azure Migrate Replication Appliance).
2. Prepare the source environment. Prepare the migration source environment by
importing and configuring the on-premises Replication Appliance (tasks here
include deploying the server template, installing prerequisites, and connecting
to the Azure Recovery Services Vault).
3. Configure replication. Configure replication between on-premises and Azure
environments (this creates a replicated non-Active copy of your source servers).
4. Pre-migration Test. Perform a test failover of replicated workloads in Azure.
5. Migrate. Complete the migration (this will configure the target replicated
servers as the Active workload in Azure).
6. Post-migration Test. Test failover of replicated workloads in Azure (if testing is
unsuccessful, you can quickly fail-back to the on-premises servers).
Deploying the Azure Migrate Replication Appliance is a nearly identical process to when
you deployed the Azure Migrate Collector for your previous assessments. In Figure 31
you can see the options available when you add a migration tool from the Azure Migrate
service (the Azure Migrate: Server Migration option walks you through a wizard to
deploy and configure the Replication Appliance).
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FIGURE 31. ADDING THE AZURE MIGRATE: SERVER MIGRATION TOOL
STEP-BY-STEP: For a full walkthrough of configuring Azure
Migrate specifically for agent-based migration of your VMware
virtual machines to Azure, check out Microsoft’s official tutorial here
- https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/migrate/tutorial-migratevmware-agent

Azure Database Migration Service
When you use Azure Migrate or the Azure Database Migration Guide to assess your
database servers, you might receive the recommendation to use the Azure Database
Migration Service to help directly move the database instances to Platform-as-a-Service
instances on Azure (as opposed to rehosting the entire server).
This service is Microsoft’s preferred method for database migration at scale and gives
you the option to configure migrations from multiple database sources into Azure. It
also leans heavily on integration with the Data Migration Assistant tool to provide
assessment capability.
The Azure Database Migration Service offers the following three migration options for
your databases:
•
•

Schema only migration: Migrates only the database schema.
Offline data migration: Used to migrate databases that won’t be updated
during migration.
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•

Online data migration: Used to migrate databases that need to remain online
during the migration. This option has some prerequisites that must be met (e.g.
SQL 2005 or higher, Bulk-logged or Full Recovery Mode must be enabled,
Primary Key/CDC enabled, and Distributor Role configured).

NOTE: If you want to perform an online migration using the Azure
Database Migration Service, then you will need to create an instance
based on the Premium pricing tier.

Prerequisites
Depending on the database migration scenario, there are several prerequisites that you
need to consider before using the Azure Database Migration Service and these are
common across all scenarios:
•

•
•

•
•

An Azure virtual network (VNET) that can be assigned to the Azure Database
Migration Service and which also provides site-to-site connectivity to your onpremises source servers by using either VPN or ExpressRoute connectivity.
Ensure your VNET Network Security Group (NSG) rules allow communication on
the following ports - 443, 53, 9354, 445, 12000.
Review firewall rules when using a firewall appliance in front of your source
databases and ensure access is configured to allow communication with the
Azure Database Migration Service.
Ensure your Windows Firewall is configured to allow Database Engine Access.
If you’re migrating a database from SQL Server Express, you will need to enable
the TCP/IP protocol, which is disabled by default during SQL Server Express
installation.
NOTE: A detailed list of all prerequisites for the Azure Database
Migration Service can be found here https://docs.microsoft.com/en-ie/azure/dms/pre-reqs

Walkthrough
In the following high-level walkthrough, we’ll use the assessment information we’ve
gathered previously using the Data Migration Assistant tool to help us migrate a SQL
database to the cloud using the Azure Database Migration Service:
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1. Create a new target database in Azure with the same name as the source
database you wish to migrate. Work through the instructions in the following
link to get it configured - https://docs.microsoft.com/en-ie/azure/sqldatabase/sql-database-single-database-get-started.
2. Use the Data Migration Assistant tool (https://www.microsoft.com/enus/download/details.aspx?id=53595) to migrate the source database schema to
your newly created target database.
3. From the Azure Portal, follow the official Microsoft Azure Data Migration
Service QuickStart documentation (https://docs.microsoft.com/enus/azure/dms/quickstart-create-data-migration-service-portal) to create and
configure a resource instance of the Azure Database Migration Service. When
the new instance is ready, you should be presented with something similar to
the example shown in Figure 32.

FIGURE 32. NEWLY CREATED DATABASE MIGRATION SERVICE INSTANCE

4. Create a new Azure Database Migration project by clicking the New Migration
Project button, then specify a name for the project, a source server type, the
target server type, and the type of data migration you want to work with (e.g.
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offline, online, etc.). In Figure 33, we have specified an offline data migration
type.

FIGURE 33. CREATING AN OFFLINE DATABASE MIGRATION PROJECT

5. When the Migration Wizard launches and at the Migration source detail blade,
specify your source server name, authentication type, and credentials as shown
in Figure 34.
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FIGURE 34. CONFIGURING MIGRATION SOURCE SERVER
NOTE: You will not be allowed to move past the Migration source
detail blade unless the wizard can first communicate with your onpremises source server through either VPN or ExpressRoute.

6. At the Migration target details blade, input your target server name,
authentication type, and credentials.
7. Now with the connection validated between your source and target servers, the
Map to target databases blade gives you a list of databases that can be selected
for migration. If you named the target Azure database with the same name as
your on-premises database, the wizard will select the target database for you by
default, as shown in Figure 35.
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FIGURE 35. MAPPING THE SOURCE AND TARGET DATABASES FOR MIGRATION

8. The final blade in the wizard will list any tables that you might have problems
with during the migration. As you can see in Figure 36, the wizard is highlighting
an issue with a number of tables that currently exist in the target database and
is informing us that should we continue, then those tables will be deleted.

FIGURE 36. REVIEWING AFFECTED TABLES BEFORE MIGRATION

9. Once you’re happy with your settings and have reviewed the configuration in
the Summary blade, you need to choose at least one validation option. Then,
click the Run Migration button to close the wizard and begin the migration
process.
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10. While the migration is running, you can keep an eye on its progress through the
Migration activity screen (shown in Figure 37) and when it completes, you can
click the Download Report button to get a full report of the migration.

FIGURE 37. DOWNLOADING A MIGRATION REPORT

11. All that’s left to do now is to validate the migration has been a success by
checking the target database for the relevant content. When all looks good, you
can then proceed to complete the switchover from your on-premises database
server environment to Azure.
NOTE: Although the Azure Database Migration Service is
capable of migrating multiple databases at scale from various
database source types, it can be a little complicated. For smaller,
basic SQL migration scenarios, it’s recommended to use the Data
Migration Assistant instead.

Data Migration Assistant
Earlier in this chapter, we used the Data Migration Assistant tool for assessing the
compatibility of our on-premises SQL environment with Azure SQL. This is also a quick
and easy tool that you can use to perform the actual migration of those SQL workloads
for you.
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Walkthrough
In this section, we will walk you through migrating an on-premises SQL database to
Azure using the Data Migration Assistant (DMA). We’ll assume that you’ve already
worked through the steps in the Assessment Phase section of this chapter, have
downloaded the tool, and run an assessment of the workload to be migrated.
1. Launch the DMA tool and from the navigation pane on the left, select the New
(+) button, then choose Migration as the project type.
2. From the Select source tab, input the source SQL server name (make sure to
specify the full SQL instance path here), choose the Authentication type, then
hit Connect to be presented with a list of databases as shown in Figure 38. Click
Next to move on.

FIGURE 38. SELECTING A SOURCE DATABASE WITH THE DMA TOOL

3. At the Select target tab, input the name of your Azure SQL server (if you haven’t
yet created an Azure SQL Server instance, use the link to launch the Azure portal
and create a new one), choose the Authentication type and type your
credentials, as shown in Figure 39. When you click the Connect button, you will
then have an option to select the target database for migration (this database
should also have been pre-created).
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FIGURE 39. CONFIGURING THE TARGET AZURE SERVER
NOTE: You will not be able to select a target environment in Azure
if you haven’t first configured an Azure Network Security Group
(NSG) to allow the public IP address of the computer you’re
running the Data Migration Assistant tool from.

4. Click Next to move on to the Select objects tab. Once the tool prepares the
database source schema, you will be presented with a list of schema objects
that could potentially give you problems. In Figure 40, the demo database that
we are using has highlighted several issues that we might encounter.
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FIGURE 40. REVIEWING SCHEMA ISSUES BEFORE MIGRATION

5. Select the schema objects that you would like to migrate, then hit the Generate
SQL script button to continue with the migration.
6. From the Script & deploy schema tab, hit the Deploy schema button to
continue. This will deploy all the selected schema options to the new Azure SQL
database and depending on the number of schema options, it could take some
time to complete.
7. Once the schema has been deployed, you can then click the Migrate data
button (shown in Figure 41) to continue.
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FIGURE 41. COMPLETED SCHEMA DEPLOYMENT

8. At the Select tables tab shown in Figure 42, you can select the tables that you
wish to migrate, and when you’re ready to go, click the Start data migration
button to kick it off.

FIGURE 42. SELECTING TABLES FOR MIGRATION

9. While your data is migrating, you can keep an eye on its progress from the
Migrate data tab, as shown in Figure 43.
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FIGURE 43. MONITORING MIGRATION PROGRESS

10. Once the migration has completed, you will need to test the data that has been
migrated to your new Azure SQL database and ensure all is working as expected
before moving on to planning for the retirement of the on-premises SQL
database.
Azure App Service Migration Assistant
In the Assessment Phase section of this chapter, we discussed how to use the Azure App
Service Migration Assistant for assessing workloads for migration to the cloud, including
web applications. Like the Data Migration Assistant, this tool has both assessment and
migration capabilities.
Here’s what you need to do to get your on-premises web applications migrated to Azure
with this tool:
1. Download the App Service Migration tool from the following link https://appmigration.microsoft.com/
2. Install the tool to an on-premises Windows Server (IIS 7.0 or higher) running the
web application you wish to migrate, then click the Azure App Service
Migration Assistant shortcut on your desktop to get started.
3. At the first screen, select the IIS website that you wish to migrate from that
server and click Next to move on and start the assessment.
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4. Once the assessment is complete, you will be presented with an Assessment
Report similar to the example in Figure 44 (this is the same type of report that
we ran previously in the Assessment Phase of this chapter).

FIGURE 44. ASSESSMENT REPORT WITH NO ERRORS
NOTE: If you have any errors at this point, the tool will
block you from continuing until you resolve them.

5. Take note of any Warnings that the report calls out and when you’re happy to
proceed, click the Migrate button.
6. At the Login to Azure page (shown in Figure 45), click the Copy Code & Open
Browser button and you will be brought to the Device Login page to validate the
login.
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FIGURE 45. LOGGING INTO AZURE FROM THE APP SERVICE MIGRATION ASSISTANT

7. From the Azure Options page and as shown in Figure 46, select your
subscription and resource group, give the new web app a name, select the
region it will be hosted in, then click Migrate to begin the migration process.

FIGURE 46. CONFIGURING AZURE OPTIONS

8. When the migration has completed and at the Migration Results page, you
should receive a confirmation message similar to the one shown in Figure 47.
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From here, you can choose to browse directly to your newly migrated website,
kick off the migration of another one, or export an ARM template.

FIGURE 47. VALIDATING THE MIGRATION RESULT

9. All that’s left to do now is to fully test the newly migrated web application to
ensure it works as expected, before then retiring the old on-premises version.
Azure Data Box
Another addition to Microsoft’s migration-to-Azure story, the Azure Data Box service is
a simplistic method of sending terabytes of on-premises data into Azure in a quick,
cheap, and secure way. In a nutshell, Microsoft will ship a Data Box storage device to
your on-premises location, let you hook it up to the Azure Data Box service (shown in
Figure 48 as an integration inside Azure Migrate), copy your data to it, then they’ll come
back onsite to collect it.
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FIGURE 48. CHOOSING THE AZURE DATA BOX SIZE FROM AZURE MIGRATE

Once collected, Microsoft will securely ship the storage device via a regional carrier to
your Azure Region data center of choice. When it gets to the datacenter, Microsoft will
then automatically upload your data from the device and into the subscription that you
configured as part of the initial service setup.
Although Azure Data Box won’t be a migration option that suits everyone, it’s still nice
to know that should you need to just lift-and-shift large amounts of data between your
on-premises environment and Azure, it’s just a few mouse clicks away!
If you want to learn more about Azure Data Box, then check out the
overview on the Microsoft Docs site at
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/databox/data-box-overview.

Optimization Phase
Once you get your workloads migrated to Azure, you will want to ensure that they’re
optimized to run at the most cost-efficient level they can and the very cool Azure Cost
Management + Billing service (which is fully integrated into the Azure portal) makes this
a simple task. Using this service, you can get a detailed view of the costs of all your
Azure resources and you can even configure Budgets to notify users that they’re getting
near their spend quota each month.
Here are a few steps to help get you started with Azure Cost Management:
1. In the Azure Portal, click All Services from the navigation bar, then search for
and click into the Cost Management + Billing service.
TIP: You can quickly access the All Services area in the Azure
Portal through a keyboard shortcut by pressing the letters G + B
together at the same time from anywhere within the portal. This is
one of many handy little keyboard shortcuts I use when working
with the Azure Portal every day and if you want to impress your
friends, you can learn more of these shortcuts here https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-portal/azure-portalkeyboard-shortcuts.

2. At the navigation bar in the Cost Management + Billing service, click the Cost
Management link (shown in Figure 49) to drill into the Cost Management area.
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FIGURE 49. LAUNCHING COST MANAGEMENT

3. From there, you can click the Cost analysis link and input a scope for your cost
view analysis which can be targeted at Subscriptions, Management Groups,
resource groups, and resources. In Figure 50, you can see that we’ve selected a
cost view that targets one of our subscriptions for January. This information can
be very insightful and will help with our understanding of how best to optimize
our migrated workloads to keep costs under control.

FIGURE 50. COST ANALYSIS WITH SCOPED MONTHLY VIEW

4. Clicking the Budgets link from the navigation bar (as shown in Figure 51), will
take you to the Budgets area where you get to define specific budgets that can
be applied to resource groups. If an assigned budget reaches a certain
threshold, then you can define action groups to automatically perform an action
such as sending a simple notification or you can even have it run an automation
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runbook to shut down all resources within a resource group (your Dev teams
will ‘love’ you for this)!

FIGURE 51. CONTROLLING RESOURCE COST WITH BUDGETS
NOTE: For more information on Azure Cost Analysis, check out the
official QuickStart guide on the Microsoft documentation site here https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/cost-management/quickacm-cost-analysis.

Secure and Manage Phase
The final phase of your migration plan should turn your attention to how you’re going to
secure and manage those migrated workloads. We won’t go into much detail on these
topics here as we have chapters dedicated to each throughout this Azure Management
book.
In the chapter previous to this (Chapter 2: Implementing Governance in Azure), you
learned all about Azure Governance and Policy - which is an important piece of your
Azure management strategy and something that should always be considered when
you’re migrating workloads into the cloud.
If you want to learn how to monitor your migrated workloads, then take a read through
Chapter 5, Monitoring Applications, Chapter 6, Monitoring Infrastructure, and Chapter 8,
Monitoring Databases in Azure.
To learn how to secure your virtual machines with Azure Security Center, check out
Chapter 12, Monitoring Security-related Configuration.
Finally, to gain an understanding of how to back up your virtual servers and Azure-based
applications, take a read through Chapter 13, Data Backup for Azure Workloads.
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Summary
In this chapter, we first discussed some of the migration drivers that might start you on
your Azure journey, and then we worked through the overall migration strategy that
you should consider. We went into detail on the various tools that you can work with for
the Assessment Phase and we walked you through some examples of how best to use
the appropriate tools when working in the Migration Phase. After you have completed
the migration of your workloads to Azure, we learned the importance of optimizing
them through proper cost analysis and budget controls along with ensuring you can
secure and manage them going forward.
In the next chapter, you will learn about a feature of Azure Monitor called Azure Log
Analytics and how to configure different sources for data ingestion into this service.
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Chapter 4 - Configuring Data
Sources for Azure Log
Analytics
Table of Contents (click to return to ToC)
Azure Log Analytics is an integral component of Azure Monitor. It was previously known
as part of the Microsoft Operations Management Suite (OMS). Azure Log Analytics is
used to collect, index logs and metrics, and make them searchable using a structured
query language called Kusto Query Language. The logs and metrics collected by Azure
Log Analytics are consumed by many other Azure services, such as Azure Monitor, Azure
Security Center, Azure Sentinel, etc.
NOTE: The Azure Data Explorer query language is also known as
Kusto Query Language or KQL for short. It is used in many of
Microsoft’s products, such as Application Insights, Log Analytics,
Windows Defender ATP, etc.

Azure Log Analytics takes data from many sources. For example:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

You can install the Microsoft Monitoring Agent (MMA) on your Windows and
Linux machines to send data to an Azure Log Analytics workspace.
You can collect Azure Resource Manager (ARM) Activity Logs in Azure Log
Analytics.
You can configure Diagnostics Settings on various Azure resources to send
supported logs and metrics to Log Analytics.
You can configure your Azure AD tenants to forward AD Sign-in and Audit logs to
Azure Log Analytics.
Azure Log Analytics offers an HTTP Data Collector REST API that you can
programmatically inject data via REST API calls.
If you have an existing System Center Operations Manager (SCOM)
environment, you can connect your SCOM management groups to your Log
Analytics Workspace.
You can also configure your Nagios and Zabbix systems to send alerts to Azure
Log Analytics.
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In this chapter, we will cover how to configure the above-mentioned data sources for
your Log Analytics workspaces.

Deploying Microsoft Monitoring Agents
Microsoft Monitoring Agents (MMA) offers you the ability to send various types of data
from your Windows and Linux machines to Azure Log Analytics.
NOTE: In addition to Azure Log Analytics, MMA is also used in
various System Center products such as System Center
Operations Manager (SCOM). If you are onboarding a machine
that is managed by SCOM, do not follow the steps in this section
and refer to the SCOM management group onboarding section of
this chapter.

The MMA can be downloaded and installed on your servers manually (or using the
deployment tools of your choice). Alternatively, if you are deploying it to your Azure
VMs, you can also deploy the MMA using the Log Analytics VM Extension.
The MMA supports any supported versions of the Windows operating systems and all
popular Linux distros. The list of supported operating systems can be found here:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/platform/log-analyticsagent#supported-windows-operating-systems.
When connecting the MMA to your Log Analytics workspace, you need to ensure no
firewall rules are blocking the traffic. The detailed firewall configuration requirements
can be found here: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azuremonitor/platform/log-analytics-agent#network-firewall-requirements.
The Windows agent supports multi-homing, which means you can connect an agent to
multiple Azure Log Analytics workspaces and multiple SCOM management groups at the
same time.
On the other hand, the Linux agent does not support multi-homing. A Linux agent can
only be connected to a single Log Analytics workspace. If your Linux machine is also
monitored by a SCOM management group, you must not install the SCOM version of the
Linux agent, but use the OMS (Log Analytics) agent instead. When using the OMS (Log
Analytics) agent, you can connect the Linux machine to a Log Analytics workspace, as
well as a SCOM management group. Unlike Windows agents, you cannot onboard a
Linux agent to Log Analytics via SCOM.
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Manually install Microsoft Monitoring Agents
Both Windows and Linux agents can be downloaded from the Azure Portal, within your
Log Analytics Workspace, under Advanced Settings.
Installing Windows Agents
The links for the Windows agent installation files are located under the Windows
Servers tab (as shown in Figure 1):

FIGURE 1. WINDOWS MICROSOFT MONITORING AGENT DOWNLOAD PAGE

When installing the Windows agent, you must provide some required information such
as your Azure Log Analytics workspace ID, and one of the workspace keys. The Windows
agent installation file is an MSI installer. You can manually run the MSI installer and
provide the information in the GUI wizard. Alternatively, you can use the msiexec.exe
command with “/i” and “/q” switches for silent installation and provide the required
information in the command line. The detailed installation instructions are located at
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/platform/agent-windows.
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Installing Linux Agents
The Linux agent is open-sourced. The source code is located on GitHub. The link to the
GitHub release page and the installation shell script can be found in the Linux Servers
tab of the Log Analytics workspace Advanced Settings page (as shown in Figure 2):

FIGURE 2. LINUX MICROSOFT MONITORING AGENT DOWNLOAD PAGE

To install the Linux agent, the account you are using must have sudo rights. The detailed
instruction is located at the OMS Agent for Linux GitHub repo:
https://github.com/Microsoft/OMS-Agent-for-Linux/blob/master/docs/OMS-Agent-forLinux.md#install-the-oms-agent-for-linux.
Installing Microsoft Dependency Agents
Depending on the Azure Log Analytics solutions you intend to implement, some of them
require a supplemental component to the Microsoft Monitoring Agent called the
Microsoft Dependency Agent. The Dependency Agent collects metadata of the TCP
packets that your machine sent and received on behalf of the MMA. It is used for Log
Analytics solutions such as Service Map and Wire Data.
The Microsoft Dependency Agent must be installed on a machine that already has the
MMA installed. The list of supported operating systems, download links and installation
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instruction can be found at https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azuremonitor/insights/service-map-configure.
NOTE: Microsoft Dependency Agents can also be installed to an
Azure VM using an Azure VM Extension. It will be covered later in
this chapter.

Deploying Microsoft Monitoring Agents via Azure VM
Extensions
If your VM is hosted in Azure, you have an additional deployment option, using Azure
VM Extensions. Azure offers MMA and Dependency Agent VM extensions for both
Windows and Linux VMs. You can deploy the Azure VM extensions using the commandline (PowerShell or Azure CLI), ARM REST API requests, or ARM templates.
To deploy the Microsoft Monitoring Agent VM extension via an ARM template, you
need to add the VM extension resource to your template, within your virtualMachines
resources, like the following:
Windows agents:
"resources": [
{
"type": "extensions",
"name": "Microsoft.EnterpriseCloud.Monitoring",
"apiVersion": "[variables('apiVersion')]",
"location": "[parameters('location')]",
"dependsOn": [
"[concat('Microsoft.Compute/virtualMachines/',
variables('vmName'))]"
],
"properties": {
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"publisher":
"Microsoft.EnterpriseCloud.Monitoring",
"type": "MicrosoftMonitoringAgent",
"typeHandlerVersion": "1.0",
"autoUpgradeMinorVersion": true,
"settings": {
"workspaceId":
"[reference(resourceId('Microsoft.OperationalInsights/work
spaces/', parameters('workspaceName')), '2015-0320').customerId]"
},
"protectedSettings": {
"workspaceKey":
"[listKeys(resourceId('Microsoft.OperationalInsights/works
paces/', parameters('workspaceName')), '2015-0320').primarySharedKey]"
}
}
}
]
Linux agents:
"resources": [
{
"type": "extensions",
"name": "Microsoft.EnterpriseCloud.Monitoring",
"apiVersion": "[variables('apiVersion')]",
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"location": "[parameters('location')]",
"dependsOn": [
"[concat('Microsoft.Compute/virtualMachines/',
variables('vmName'))]"
],
"properties": {
"publisher":
"Microsoft.EnterpriseCloud.Monitoring",
"type": "OmsAgentForLinux",
"typeHandlerVersion": "1.7",
"autoUpgradeMinorVersion": true,
"settings": {
"workspaceId":
"[reference(resourceId('Microsoft.OperationalInsights/work
spaces/', parameters('workspaceName')), '2015-0320').customerId]"
},
"protectedSettings": {
"workspaceKey":
"[listKeys(resourceId('Microsoft.OperationalInsights/works
paces/', parameters('workspaceName')), '2015-0320').primarySharedKey]"
}
}
}
]
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NOTE: The ARM template snippets are for your reference only.
They also require supporting variables and parameters. There are
many complete sample templates in the Azure Quick Start
Templates GitHub repo: https://github.com/Azure/azure-quickstarttemplates

To deploy the MMA VM extension using PowerShell, you must use the SetAzVMExtension cmdlet from the Az.Compute module.
To deploy the Windows version of the MMA via an Azure VM extension using SetAzVMExtension cmdlet:
$PublicSettings = @{'workspaceId' = 'myWorkspaceId'}
$ProtectedSettings = @{'workspaceKey' = 'myWorkspaceKey'}
$params = @{
ExtensionName =
'Microsoft.EnterpriseCloud.Monitoring'
ResourceGroupName = 'myResourceGroup'
VMName = 'myVM'
Publisher = 'Microsoft.EnterpriseCloud.Monitoring'
ExtensionType = 'MicrosoftMonitoringAgent'
TypeHandlerVersion = '1.0'
Settings = $PublicSettings
ProtectedSettings = $ProtectedSettings
Location = 'WestUS'
}
Set-AzVMExtension @params
For Linux agents:
$PublicSettings = @{'workspaceId' = 'myWorkspaceId'}
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$ProtectedSettings = @{'workspaceKey' = 'myWorkspaceKey'}
$params = @{
ExtensionName =
'Microsoft.EnterpriseCloud.Monitoring'
ResourceGroupName = 'myResourceGroup'
VMName = 'myVM'
Publisher = 'Microsoft.EnterpriseCloud.Monitoring'
ExtensionType = 'OmsAgentForLinux'
TypeHandlerVersion = '1.7'
Settings = $PublicSettings
ProtectedSettings = $ProtectedSettings
Location = 'WestUS'
}
Set-AzVMExtension @params
To deploy the VM extension using Azure CLI, you must use the az vm extension
set command.
For Windows agents:
az vm extension set --resource-group myResourceGroup --vmname myVM --name MicrosoftMonitoringAgent --publisher
Microsoft.EnterpriseCloud.Monitoring --version 1.0 -protected-settings '{"workspaceKey": "myWorkspaceIdkey"}'
--settings '{"workspaceId": "myWorkspaceKey"}'
For Linux agents:
az vm extension set --resource-group myResourceGroup --vmname myVM --name OmsAgentForLinux --publisher
Microsoft.EnterpriseCloud.Monitoring --version 1.7 --
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protected-settings '{"workspaceKey": "myWorkspaceIdkey"}'
--settings '{"workspaceId": "myWorkspaceKey"}'
NOTE: The Microsoft Monitoring Agent Azure VM extension is
documented in detail at the Microsoft documentation site. You can
find the documentation here:
For Windows: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtualmachines/extensions/oms-windows
For Linux: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtualmachines/extensions/oms-linux

To deploy the Azure VM extension via the ARM REST API, you will need to make a PUT
request to:
PUT
https://management.azure.com/subscriptions/{subscriptionId
}/resourceGroups/{resourceGroupName}/providers/Microsoft.C
ompute/virtualMachines/{vmName}/extensions/{vmExtensionNam
e}?api-version=2018-06-01
The details of the REST API call can be found in https://docs.microsoft.com/enus/rest/api/compute/virtualmachineextensions/createorupdate.
As mentioned earlier, you can also deploy the Microsoft Dependency Agent via the
Azure VM extension. The Dependency Agent VM extension publisher and version
number is documented in the link provided in the previous “Installing Microsoft
Dependency Agents” section. You may use the sample code provided in this section to
deploy the Dependency Agent (with the correct publisher, type, and versions, and
without the Log Analytics workspace ID and key).
NOTE: If you are deploying the Dependency Agent VM extension
via an ARM template, you will need to ensure it is deployed AFTER
the Microsoft Monitoring Agent. You may need to set the
dependency in your ARM template accordingly.

Other Microsoft Monitoring Agents Deployment Methods
In addition to the deployment methods mentioned previously, there are other ways you
can deploy the Microsoft Monitoring Agent to your Azure Virtual Machines:
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•
•

You can connect a VM from the Log Analytics workspace page in the portal
You can configure Azure Security Center to automatically onboard VMs to a
selected workspace.

Onboarding VMs to the Log Analytics Workspace via the Azure Portal
If you open your Log Analytics workspace in the Azure portal, you can onboard any VMs
within all your subscriptions in your Azure AD tenant. To onboard VMs, go to the Virtual
Machines blade, and you can select and onboard Azure VMs from there (as shown in
Figure 3):

FIGURE 3. ONBOARD AZURE VIRTUAL MACHINES FROM THE PORTAL

Once you have connected a VM from the portal, the correct version of the MMA VM
extension will be deployed to the VM. It will take a few minutes to complete the
operation. The portal will show the VM is connected once the VM extension is deployed.
Onboarding VMs via Azure Security Center (ASC)
Azure Security Center (ASC) uses the Microsoft Monitoring Agent to collect data from
your Azure VMs. It provides the capability to automatically install MMA to all Azure VMs
in your subscriptions. If you have enabled this feature, any new or existing VM without
an installed agent will be provisioned. This feature is explained in detail on Microsoft’s
documentation site: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security-center/securitycenter-enable-data-collection#enable-automatic-provisioning-of-microsoft-monitoringagent.
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You can enable and configure this feature via the Azure portal, as documented from the
link provided above. You can also configure the Azure Security Center workspace
settings using the ARM REST API by making a PUT request to:
PUT
https://management.azure.com/subscriptions/{subscriptionid
}/providers/Microsoft.Security/workspaceSettings/default?a
pi-version=2017-08-01-preview
This REST API call is documented at Microsoft Docs site: https://docs.microsoft.com/enus/rest/api/securitycenter/workspacesettings/create.
NOTE: Azure Security Center is covered in detail in Chapter 12
Monitoring Security-Related Configurations of this book.

Configuring Log Analytics to Capture Azure Subscriptions
Activity Logs
Your Log Analytics workspace can be configured to capture the Activity Logs of your
Azure subscriptions within the same Azure AD tenant.
You can configure the Azure subscription Activity Log collection from the Azure Portal,
using PowerShell, ARM templates, or the ARM REST API.
To configure the Activity Log collection in the Azure portal, go to the Azure Activity Log
blade of your Log Analytics workspace, and you can connect or disconnect any
subscriptions within your Azure AD tenant there (as shown in Figure 4):
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FIGURE 4. CONFIGURING AZURE ACTIVITY LOG COLLECTION VIA AZURE PORTAL

To configure Activity Log collection using PowerShell, you will need to use the NewAzOperationalInsightsAzureActivityLogDataSource cmdlet from the
Az.OperationalInsights module. i.e.
$WorkspaceName = 'MyWorkspace'
$ResourceGroupName = 'MyResourceGroup'
$subscriptionId = 'MySubscriptionId'
$workspace = Get-AzureRmOperationalInsightsWorkspace -Name
$WorkspaceName -ResourceGroupName $ResourceGroupName
$params = @{
workspace = $workspace
Name = $workspaceName
SubscriptionId = $SubscriptionId
}
New-AzOperationalInsightsAzureActivityLogDataSource
@params
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You can also configure your Azure Log Analytics workspace to collect Activity Logs from
any subscriptions in the same Azure AD tenant using an ARM template. The sample
template below can be used to configure an existing Log Analytics workspace. You will
need to deploy it to the group that the Log Analytics workspace is located in.
{
"$schema":
"https://schema.management.azure.com/schemas/2015-0101/deploymentTemplate.json#",
"contentVersion": "1.0.0.0",
"parameters": {
"SubscriptionId": {
"type": "string",
"minLength": 36,
"maxLength": 36,
"metadata": {
"description": "The Azure Subscription Id."
}
},
"workspaceName": {
"type": "string",
"minLength": 1,
"metadata": {
"description": "Log Analytics Workspace
name"
}
}
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},
"variables": {},
"resources": [
{
"name": "[concat(parameters('workspaceName'),
'/', parameters('subscriptionId'))]",
"type":
"Microsoft.OperationalInsights/workspaces/dataSources",
"apiVersion": "2015-11-01-preview",
"dependsOn": [],
"kind": "AzureActivityLog",
"properties": {
"linkedResourceId":
"[concat('/subscriptions/', parameters('subscriptionId'),
'/providers/Microsoft.Insights/eventTypes/management')]"
}
}
],
"outputs": {}
}
DOWNLOAD: You can download this ARM template at
https://github.com/insidemscloud/InsideAzureMgmt, in the
\Chapter4\log-analytics-collects-activity-log directory.

To configure Azure Activity Log collection via the ARM REST API, you will need to make a
PUT request to the Log Analytics workspace as shown below:
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PUT
https://management.azure.com/subscriptions/{subscriptionId
}/resourcegroups/{resourceGroupName}/providers/Microsoft.O
perationalInsights/workspaces/{wokrspaceName}/dataSources/
{datasourceName}?api-version=2015-11-01-preview
NOTE: The details of this REST API can be found on Microsoft’s
documentation site: https://docs.microsoft.com/enus/rest/api/loganalytics/datasources/createorupdate

Configuring Azure Resources to Send Diagnostics Logs to
Log Analytics
Many types of Azure resources can be configured to generate diagnostics logs and
metrics. These logs and metrics can be stored in Azure Storage Accounts, Event Hub and
Log Analytics. In this section, you will learn various ways you can use to configure your
applicable Azure resources to send diagnostics logs and metrics to your Azure Log
Analytics workspaces.
You can configure your resources to send diagnostics logs and metrics to a Log Analytics
workspace using the following methods:
•
•
•
•

Via the command line (PowerShell, Azure CLI)
Via an ARM template
Via the ARM REST API
Via Azure Policy

To configure resource diagnostics settings via PowerShell, you can use the SetAzDiagnosticSetting cmdlet from the Az.Monitor module. For example, to
configure an Azure Key Vault to send all diagnostic logs to a Log Analytics workspace
using Set-AzDiagnosticSetting cmdlet:
$kvResourceId =
'/subscriptions/{subscriptinId}/resourceGroups/{keyVaultRe
sourceGroup}/providers/Microsoft.KeyVault/vaults/{keyVault
Name}'
$workspaceResourceId =
'/subscriptions/{subscriptinId}/resourcegroups/{logAnalyti
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csResourceGroup}/providers/microsoft.operationalinsights/w
orkspaces/{logAnalyticsWorkspaceName}'

$params = @{
Resourceid = $kvResourceId
WorkspaceId = $workspaceResourceId
Enabled = $true
Categories = 'AuditEvent'
}
Set-AzDiagnosticSetting @params
To perform the same task using Azure CLI:
az monitor diagnostic-settings create --resource
'{keyVaultResourceId}' -n 'diagToLA' --workspace
'{logAnalyticsResourceId}' --logs '[
{
"category": "AuditEvent",
"enabled": true
}
]' --metrics '[
{
"category": "AllMetrics",
"enabled": true
}
]'
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If you prefer to configure the resource diagnostic settings when the resource is created,
using an ARM template is a better choice. The sample ARM template below creates an
Azure Key Vault and configures its diagnostic settings to send logs to a Log Analytics
workspace:
{
"$schema":
"https://schema.management.azure.com/schemas/2015-0101/deploymentTemplate.json#",
"contentVersion": "1.0.0.0",
"parameters": {
"kvName": {
"type": "string",
"metadata": {
"description": "key vault name"
}
},
"workspaceResourceId": {
"type": "string",
"metadata": {
"description": "resource Id of the OMS
workspace where the metrics and diagnostic logs are sent
to."
}
}
},
"variables": {},
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"resources": [
{
"comments": "keyVault",
"type": "Microsoft.KeyVault/vaults",
"name": "[parameters('kvName')]",
"apiVersion": "2015-06-01",
"location": "[resourceGroup().location]",
"tags": {},
"scale": null,
"properties": {
"sku": {
"family": "A",
"name": "standard"
},
"tenantId": "[subscription().tenantId]",
"accessPolicies": [],
"enabledForDeployment": false,
"enabledForTemplateDeployment": false
},
"resources": [
{
"type":
"Microsoft.KeyVault/vaults/providers/diagnosticSettings",
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"name": "[concat(parameters('kvName'),
'/Microsoft.Insights/service')]",
"location":
"[resourceGroup().location]",
"dependsOn": [
"[resourceId('Microsoft.KeyVault/vaults',
parameters('kvName'))]"
],
"apiVersion": "2016-09-01",
"properties": {
"workspaceId":
"[parameters('workspaceResourceId')]",
"logs": [
{
"category": "AuditEvent",
"enabled": true
}
]
}
}
],
"dependsOn": []
}
],
"outputs": {
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}
}
DOWNLOAD THE CODE: You can download this ARM template at
https://github.com/insidemscloud/InsideAzureMgmt, in the
\Chapter4\keyVault-with-diagSettings-template directory.

To create diagnostic settings using the ARM REST API, you will need to make a PUT
request as the following:
PUT
https://management.azure.com/{resourceUri}/providers/micro
soft.insights/diagnosticSettings/{name}?api-version=201705-01-preview
This REST API call is documented on the Microsoft Docs site at:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/rest/api/monitor/diagnosticsettings/createorupdate.
The most efficient way to configure resource diagnostic settings is via Azure policy. As
the Azure administrator in your organization, you can enforce resources to be
configured with the correct Log Analytics workspace when the resource is created. By
using Azure Policy, the users who created the resource does not need to configure this
setting at all. Chapter 2 of this book has already covered Azure Policy in great detail. In
the Azure Policy section of Chapter 2, there is a sample policy for configuring Azure Key
Vault diagnostic settings and it is explained in detail.
DOWNLOAD THE CODE: You can download the code of the
sample Key Vault diagnostic setting policy definition at
https://github.com/insidemscloud/InsideAzureMgmt, in the
\Chapter2\deploy-keyvault-diagnostics-settings directory.

One of the authors of this book, Tao Yang, has shared an ARM template that offers
Azure Policy definitions for configuring diagnostic settings for most of the applicable
resource types in Azure. You can read his blog post at
https://blog.tyang.org/2018/11/19/configuring-azure-resources-diagnostic-log-settingsusing-azure-policy/. The source code of this template is located at Tao’s GitHub repo:
https://github.com/tyconsulting/azurepolicy/tree/master/arm-templates/diagnosticsettings.
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Configuring Azure AD to Send Logs to Log Analytics
Your Azure AD tenant produces sign-in and audit logs. You can access these logs from
the Azure portal (https://portal.azure.com), or the Azure AD Admin Center portal
(https://aad.portal.azure.com). You can also use the Azure AD reporting API to
programmatically query these logs.
NOTE: The Azure AD reporting API is documented on the
Microsoft Docs site at https://docs.microsoft.com/enus/azure/active-directory/reports-monitoring/concept-reporting-api.

These logs are stored in your Azure AD tenant for 30 days. If your organization requires
longer retention for these logs, or you need to consume these logs in Azure Monitor,
you may configure your Azure AD tenant to send these logs to a Log Analytics
workspace.
This integration can be configured at either the Azure Portal or the Azure AD Admin
Center portal. In either portal, through the sign-in or audit logs blade of your Azure AD
tenant, you can configure where you want your Azure AD tenant to send logs to by
clicking on the Export Data Settings button (as shown in Figure 5):

FIGURE 5. CONFIGURING AZURE AD LOG ANALYTICS INTEGRATION
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This feature is documented in “Integrate Azure AD logs with Azure Monitor logs” on the
Microsoft Docs site at https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/reportsmonitoring/howto-integrate-activity-logs-with-log-analytics.
NOTE: To access sign-in logs, your Azure AD tenant must have
either Azure AD Premium P1 or P2 licenses. You will not be able to
export sign-In logs to your Log Analytics workspace if you are using
Azure AD Basic.

Injecting Data into Log Analytics Using HTTP Data Collector
API
The Log Analytics HTTP Data Collector API is a RESTful API that allows you to send your
data to your Log Analytics workspace. This API plays an important role when you are
developing your custom Log Analytics solutions.
The Data Collector API does not require Azure AD authentication. Instead, the request
must include an authorization header that is generated by using the Log Analytics
workspace ID and the primary or the secondary key for the workspace.
The HTTP Data Collector API is well documented on the Microsoft docs site:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/log-analytics/log-analytics-data-collector-api
When injecting your own data using this API, you define a custom record type when you
submit data through the Log Analytics HTTP Data Collector API. Currently, you cannot
write data to existing record types that were created by other data types and solutions.
Log Analytics reads the incoming data and then creates properties that match the data
types of the values that you enter.
Each request to the Log Analytics API must include a Log-Type header with the name for
the record type. The suffix _CL is automatically appended to the name you enter to
distinguish it from other log types as a custom log. For example, if you enter the name
InsideAzureMgmtDemo, Log Analytics creates a record with the type
InsideAzureMgmtDemo_CL. This helps ensure that there are no conflicts between
user-created type names and those shipped in current or future Microsoft solutions.
In addition to appending the log type name with a _CL suffix, the property names within
each log record are also appended with a suffix depending on the data type as shown in
Table 1.
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Property data type
String
Boolean
Double
Date/time
GUID

Suffix
_s
_b
_d
_t
_g

TABLE 1: PROPERTY TYPES AND APPENDED SUFFIX

To keep the consistency between built-in and custom log types, several property names
from the custom logs are not appended. If you have included the following properties
within the log record, they will not be appended:
•
•

Computer
Message

When injecting data via the Data Collector API, the records need to be included in the
HTTP POST request body in JSON format. If the record type does not exist in your Log
Analytics workspace, it will be created.
NOTE: When logs are inserted into your Log Analytics workspace,
it can take a few minutes before the data becomes searchable due
to the data indexing process. Based on the authors' experience,
when a new data type is introduced by the Data Collector API, it
may also take a few extra minutes before it becomes available in
your Log Analytics workspace.

The API supports batch insert, which means you may inject more than one record within
a single request. However, all records in the bulk insert request must be of the same
record type.
The Data Collector API has the following limitations:
•
•
•

The maximum size per post request is 30 MB. When inserting records in
batches, the payload for the HTTP POST body must not exceed 30 MB.
The value for each property (field) cannot exceed 32 KB. If the value exceeds 32
KB, the data will be truncated.
Based on the usability and search experience perspective, the recommended
maximum number of fields for each type is 50.
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One of the authors of this book, Tao Yang, has written a PowerShell module that
leverages the Data Collector API to inject data into a Log Analytics workspace. The
PowerShell module is called OMSDataInjection, you can find it either from the
PowerShell Gallery or GitHub:
PowerShell Gallery: https://www.powershellgallery.com/packages/OMSDataInjection
GitHub: https://github.com/tyconsulting/OMSDataInjection-PSModule
The OMSDataInjection module is shipped with the following features:
•
•
•
•

Supports both inserting individual records and bulk inserts.
Supports using both primary and secondary keys. If the insert request using the
primary key failed, it will retry using the secondary key.
The records to be injected can be passed either in JSON format or PSObject (or
an array of PSObjects for bulk insert).
It can be used as an Azure Automation Integration module by using the
connection object defined in the module.

The sample script listed below demonstrates how to inject data into Log Analytics using
the OMSDataInjection module:
#Specify primary key and workspace Id here. change them to
suit your workspace.
$PrimaryKey = "You-Workspace-Primary-Key”
$WorkspaceId = '5663c362-509d-4283-b0e8-c5f755e70db8'

#Inserting individual record
$ObjProperties = @{
Computer = $env:COMPUTERNAME
Username = $env:USERNAME
Message = 'This is a test message #1 injected for the
Inside OMS book demo.'
LogTime

= [Datetime]::UtcNow
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}
$OMSDataObject = New-Object -TypeName PSObject -Property
$ObjProperties
$IndividualInject = New-OMSDataInjection -OMSWorkSpaceId
$WorkspaceId -PrimaryKey $PrimaryKey -LogType
'InsideOMSBookDemo' -UTCTimeStampField 'LogTime' OMSDataObject $OMSDataObject

#Batch insert
$arrOMSDataObjects = @()
$ObjProperties1 = @{
Computer = $env:COMPUTERNAME
Username = $env:USERNAME
Message = 'This is test message #2 injected for the
Inside OMS book demo.'
LogTime

= [Datetime]::UtcNow

}
$OMSDataObject1 = New-Object -TypeName PSObject -Property
$ObjProperties1
$arrOMSDataObjects += $OMSDataObject1

$ObjProperties2 = @{
Computer = $env:COMPUTERNAME
Username = $env:USERNAME
Message = 'This is test message #3 injected for the
Inside OMS book demo.'
LogTime

= [Datetime]::UtcNow
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}
$OMSDataObject2 = New-Object -TypeName PSObject -Property
$ObjProperties2
$arrOMSDataObjects += $OMSDataObject2
$InjectData = New-OMSDataInjection -OMSWorkSpaceId
$WorkspaceId -PrimaryKey $PrimaryKey -LogType
'InsideOMSBookDemo' -UTCTimeStampField 'LogTime' OMSDataObject $arrOMSDataObjects
DOWNLOAD THE CODE: You can download the code of this
sample PowerShell script at
https://github.com/insidemscloud/InsideAzureMgmt, in the
\Chapter4\OMSDataInjectionModuleExamples.ps1.

Configuring SCOM Integration
The Log Analytics agent and System Center Operations Manager (SCOM) agent share the
same codebase. To simplify the administrative effort for environments that are already
running SCOM, Microsoft offers a capability to connect existing SCOM management
groups to your Log Analytics workspace. This integration can be configured via the
SCOM console.
NOTE: Each SCOM management group can only be connected to
one (1) Log Analytics workspace. However, you can connect
multiple SCOM management groups to a single Log Analytics
workspace (many-to-one relationship).

After you have connected your SCOM management group to Log Analytics, you can
enroll your existing SCOM Windows agents to Log Analytics via SCOM membership.
NOTE: Although it is possible to connect a Windows client
computer to Log Analytics either directly or via SCOM group
membership, it is not officially supported by Microsoft to connect
Windows client computers via SCOM.

The SCOM integration offers the following capabilities:
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•

The SCOM management group pushes Log Analytics workspace configurations
to enrolled agents using custom management packs.

•

Enrolled agents either send data to a Log Analytics workspace via SCOM
management servers or directly depending on the data type (i.e. high-volume
data such as Wire Data are sent to the Log Analytics workspace directly).

•

You can configure your Log Analytics workspace to collect alerts generated by
SCOM.

•

Log Analytics offers a SCOM Health Check solution that assesses the risk and
health of your SCOM management group on a regular interval. The details of
this solution are documented at Microsoft Docs site at
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/insights/scomassessment.

When connecting SCOM management groups to Log Analytics, you need to be aware of
the following facts:
•

For SCOM Windows agents that are enrolled to Log Analytics via SCOM, there is
no need to modify the agent configuration, unless you wish to also connect the
agent to another Log Analytics workspace at the same time (multi-home).

•

You cannot enroll Linux agents to Log Analytics via SCOM. As mentioned earlier
in this chapter, if you are planning to manage a Linux computer in both SCOM
and Log Analytics, you will need to use the Log Analytics version of the Log
Analytics Linux agent, and configure the agent to connect to both the Log
Analytics workspace and the SCOM management group.

•

In SCOM, you can configure proxy settings required for connecting to a Log
Analytics workspace. This setting will be used by management servers, as well as
Windows agents.

The SCOM and Log Analytics integration is explained in detail at Microsoft docs site:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/platform/om-agents.

Configuring Nagios and Zabbix Alert Collection
In addition to supporting Microsoft System Center Operations Manager alert collection,
Azure Log Analytics also supports collecting alerts from Nagios or Zabbix servers running
Linux that have a Log Analytics agent installed.
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The details of the Linux agent configuration for Nagios and Zabbix alerts collection is
documented at Microsoft’s docs site: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azuremonitor/platform/data-sources-alerts-nagios-zabbix.

Summary
In this chapter, we have discussed various methods that you use to can send data to
Azure Log Analytics workspaces. We have learned how to deploy agents and configuring
external system integrations such as SCOM, Nagios, and Zabbix. We have also learned
how we can configure various Azure resource types to send logs and metrics to Azure
Log Analytics workspaces, as well as programmatically injecting custom data via the Log
Analytics HTTP Data Collector API.
Azure Log Analytics and Azure Monitor are key components for managing your Azure
environments. They are discussed in detail throughout this book. You will learn more
about them in later chapters.
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Chapter 5 - Monitoring
Applications
Table of Contents (click to return to ToC)
Application Insights is an Application Performance Management (APM) service for web
apps. Application Insights is aimed at helping development teams to understand how
their apps are performing as well as usage patterns (how users are using the app).
Application Insights includes features for monitoring, detecting, diagnosing, and
measuring web applications and their dependencies. You can use Application Insights to
understand what users do on your web app. It can also be used to analyze performance,
troubleshoot incidents, and helps you learn about your application, such as how many
users return within a week to your webpage.
Note: While Application Analytics is a developer-focused tool, this
chapter aims to provide an IT Pro-friendly introduction to
configuring and using Application Insights as you progress on your
DevOps journey.

Application Insights works for various platforms, including .NET, Node.js, J2EE, and even
SharePoint sites and classic Windows Desktop apps. Your web applications can be
hosted either in Azure, another public cloud, or your own data center.
In this chapter:
•
•
•
•
•

•

How it works, and how to get started
Client-side monitoring
Server-side monitoring
Enabling Application Insights on existing apps
Visualizing collected data
o Investigating failures
o Usage analysis
Best Practices
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How does it work?
Application Insights uses a small instrumentation package that you insert into your
applications. This package sends telemetry data (with a very small impact on app
performance) to the Application Service from the different components, such as web
pages, client apps, and dependency services in the background like a database.
Application Insights can also collect telemetry data from the host environment,
including performance counters, Azure diagnostic logs, and run synthetic transaction
tests on the web service.
Application Insights can collect large amounts and varieties of data. Some of the key
scenarios that Application Insights facilitates include:
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Usage. Determining which page is most popular and what time of the day users
visit it. Application Insights will include data around page performance,
response time, failures, user count, and session counts.
Availability. Measure availability on your web service with synthetic tests.
Connectivity. Monitor connection to resources that the application is
dependent upon. For example, monitoring if a connection to a backend
database is slowing down your service.
Exceptions. Analyze exceptions, drill into the different components and
requests, both for server and browser exceptions.
Page performance. Report page views and load performance based on users’
browsers. Analyze rates, response times, and failures for AJAX calls.
Host performance. Analyze performance data from Windows and Linux servers.
Trace and diagnostics. Analyze diagnostic data from hosts, either Azure or
Docker. Analyze trace logs from your applications.
Custom collection. Custom events and metrics that you include in your code, for
example when a user does a specific task in your web application.

The listed Application Insights scenarios can be grouped into three main categories of
tasks:
•
•

Monitor. Keep track of performance and load on your application.
Detect and Diagnose. Configure alerts to send a notification when something is
not performing as expected. You can also use Application Insights to assess how
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•

the failure affects your users by drilling into the collected data for in-depth
troubleshooting.
Build, Measure, and Learn. Include custom telemetry data into your application
to measure current performance and plan the next version development cycle.

Data Collection
There are three sources of data that are collected with Application Insights.
•

•

•

The SDK, which you integrate with your app either in development or at run
time. There are different SDKs for different application types. There's also an
SDK for web pages that loads into the end user's browser along with the page.
Some web servers have agents that run alongside the app and send telemetry
about CPU, memory, and network occupancy. For example, Azure VMs, Docker
hosts, and Java EE servers can have such agents.
Availability tests are processes run by Microsoft that send requests to your web
app at regular intervals. The results are sent to the Application Insights service.

The main categories of the data collected are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Web server telemetry - HTTP requests. Uri, time taken to process the request,
response code, client IP address. Session id.
Web Pages - Page, user, session counts, page load times, exceptions, and Ajax
calls.
Performance counters - Memory, CPU, IO, Network utilization.
Client and server context - OS, locale, device type, browser, screen resolution.
Exceptions and crashes - stack dumps, build id, and CPU type.
Dependencies - calls to external services such as REST, SQL, and AJAX. URI or
connection string, duration, success, and command.
Availability tests - duration of test, steps, and responses.
Trace logs and custom telemetry - anything you code into your logs or
telemetry.

Data Retention
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Raw data points (that is, items that you can query in Analytics and inspect in Search) are
kept for up to 730 days. You can choose a retention duration of 30, 60, 90, 120, 180,
270, 365, 550 or 730 days. You can use Continuous Export to copy data to a storage
account during data ingestion that is required for longer than 730 days.
Data kept longer than 90 days will incur additional charges. Aggregated data (that is,
counts, averages, and other statistical data that you see in Metric Explorer) are retained
at a grain of 1 minute for 90 days.
Debug Snapshots are stored for 15 days. This retention policy is set on a per-application
basis. If you need to increase this value, you can request an increase by opening a
support case in the Azure portal.

Data Security
The data is visible to you and, if you have an organization account, your team members.
It can be exported by you and your team members and could be copied to other
locations and passed on to other people. Microsoft uses the data your app sends to
Application Insights only to provide the service to you.
You can select the Azure region where you want to store the Application Insights
resource. Your application can run either in your on-premises environment or in the
cloud.
Data collected by Application insights is stored in Microsoft Azure servers and access to
your data by Microsoft personnel is restricted. Data is only accessible with expressed
permission by you and if it is necessary to support your use of Application Insights. All
data is encrypted at rest and as it moves between data centers and from your
application to Application Insights servers.
Note: To ensure accurate performance and telemetry coming from
your application into Application Insights, make sure to remove
your instrumentation key from other projects that you share code
with.

How to get started
Application Insights offers four main options for monitoring application performance
and design. Which alternative you use depends on where in the software lifecycle the
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application is, organizational requirements, and your ability to modify the application
code. It is recommended to use all four technical alternatives to gain complete insight
into application design and performance.
To get started, create a Log Analytics Workspace and an Application Insights resource
using the Azure Portal. Next, enable Application Insights for your Application.
STEP-BY-STEP: See “Start monitoring your ASP.NET Web
Application” (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azuremonitor/learn/quick-monitor-portal) on Microsoft Docs for detailed
instructions on how to get started with Application Insights.
Additional links for getting started with Application Insights in .NET
Core, Node.js, Mobile, and Web applications are available in the
same section.

Client-side monitoring
Client-side monitoring is enabled by adding a small Javascript to your web page. The
script will collect performance, usage data, and client data, such as the client OS,
browser type, and location. It will also give you timings of page load, AJAX calls, browser
exceptions, and AJAX failures. You can then also add trace calls into your Javascript to
track how users use features on your web page.
STEP-BY-STEP: See “Start monitoring your website”
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azuremonitor/app/website-monitoring) on Microsoft Docs for detailed
steps on how to get started with client-side monitoring.

Server-side monitoring
Server-side monitoring is enabled on the server-side to collect HTTP requests,
exceptions, dependency diagnostics, and system performance counters.
A dependency is an external component that your app is dependent on, for example, a
database, file system, or service called with HTTP. Application Insights can measure the
performance of the connection and investigate how the communication works. With the
current feature set, Application Insights can monitor dependency calls to SQL databases,
ASP.NET web, and WCF services that use HTTP based bindings, HTTP calls, Azure Cosmos
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DB, and Azure Storage tables, blobs, and queues. Application Insights can also monitor
web pages communicated over AJAX calls.
STEP-BY-STEP: See “Instrument web apps at runtime with
Application Insights Status Monitor” (https://docs.microsoft.com/engb/azure/azure-monitor/app/monitor-performance-live-websitenow) on Microsoft Docs for detailed instructions on how to get
started with server-side monitoring.

Embedded in the code
Integrating Application Insights in your code is the more advanced alternative.
Modifying your code to support Application Insights is easiest during the early planning
and design phases of the development process. With custom telemetry, it is possible not
only to collect server and client-side data but to also collect telemetry directly from your
code. For example, if you want telemetry data when your users use a specific feature or
when a user does something specific on your website. Another common scenario is
collecting performance data for a dependent service.
To integrate Application Insights into your code at build time, you need to install the
Application Insights SDK on your web host. Integrating Application Insights at build time
will enable the collection of custom telemetry, trace log integration, page views, and
user data.
STEP-BY-STEP: See “Set up Application Insights for your
ASP.NET website” (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-gb/azure/azuremonitor/app/asp-net) on Microsoft Docs for detailed step by step
how to get started configuring your application to send telemetry
data to Application Insights.

Monitoring availability
Application Insights can be configured to run scheduled web requests to check the
availability of websites. These tests can check either HTTP or HTTPS endpoints accessible
from the Internet, even if it is not your website. The tests can be either a URL ping test
or a multi-step web test. Both URL ping tests and multi-step web tests support alerting
and notification if the web application is not working as expected.
URL ping test. The URL ping test is the simplest form of availability test. You can
configure a URL, test frequency, success criteria, and test location. Test location is a
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location provided by Microsoft around the world that can be used to test your public
web endpoint. It is recommended to use at least five different locations. Multiple
locations are used to prevent false alarms that may result from incidents in one location.
URL ping tests are set up through the Azure portal.
Multi-step web test. The Multi-Step test is a web test recorded in Visual Studio that can
be imported into Application Insights. Multi-Step tests will allow you to replicate user
patterns in your application while checking for availability.
STEP-BY-STEP: See “Monitor availability and responsiveness of
any web site” (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azuremonitor/app/monitor-web-app-availability) on Microsoft Docs for
detailed steps on how to configure availability tests.

Getting started with Application Insights for an existing
Azure web apps
To quickly get started with an already existing web application, you can enable ping test
and server-based performance monitoring to get basic monitoring and insight into your
web app.

Enable Application Insights on an existing App Service
1. To enable Application Insights on an existing App Service in Azure, navigate to the
Application Insights tab and click on Turn on Application Insights, as shown in
Figure 1.
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FIGURE 1. ENABLE APPLICATION INSIGHTS DIRECT IN AN APP SERVICE
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2. On the next page, you need to configure Application Insights. You can either use an
existing Application Insights resource or create a new one, as shown in Figure 2.

FIGURE 2. CONFIGURATION WIZARD FOR APPLICATION INSIGHTS

You have several configuration options (shown in Figure 3) in the wizard, including
Collection level, Profiler, Snapshot debugger, and SQL Commands.
Tip: The light blue ‘How to…’ links are to additional reading on the
setting, which is especially helpful if you an IT Pro working with
Application Insights for the first time, and not familiar with some of
the more development-centric terms in the wizard.
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FIGURE 3. CONFIGURATION DETAIL (APPLICATION INSIGHTS CONFIGURATION WIZARD)
Note: It is recommended to keep all components of a service in the
same Application Insights resource. During the setup, the wizard
will automatically add an instrumentation key to your App Settings.
It will overwrite any existing key values in the web app
configuration files.

To monitor a Node.js service or Java web project you need to include the Application
Insights SDK in your code, as shown in Figure 4.
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FIGURE 4. DESCRIPTION OF HOW APP INSIGHTS SDK NEEDS TO BE INSTALLED

3. The setup wizard will install Application Insights Profiler by default into Azure App
Services but needs to be enabled. Profiler works on ASP.NET and ASP.NET Core web
apps that run on Azure Web Apps, and it requires Basic tier or higher in the Web
App pricing tier.
Note: If an exception occurs, Application Insights can automatically
collect a debug snapshot from your web application. The snapshot
shows the state of source code and variables from the moment
when the exception occurred. These snapshots are stored for
seven days by default. You can configure snapshot storage on an
Application level.

4. Click Apply to create a new Application Insights resource (if you choose new) and
configure your web app to send data to it.

Enable ping availability check on your existing web app
These steps will enable a basic ping check on a web app if one page responds correctly.
Multi-step web tests can be used to test a sequence of URLs. Visual Studio Enterprise is
used to record the test. You can then upload the test file to Application Insights that will
run it based on a schedule.
1. Navigate to your Application Insights resource and click Availability.
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2. On the Availability, page click Add test.

FIGURE 5 CONFIGURATION OF BASIC AVAILABILITY TEST

3. Fill in the basic information and click Create. You can choose a location from any
of the locations provided by Microsoft. Expand Alerts to configure notification
email recipients and webhook. Microsoft recommends testing the website from
multiple locations and only generating a failure if multiple locations (e.g. 3 of 5)
fail.
You have now monitoring of availability and some performance counters from the
server-side, such as server response time, server requests, and failed requests.

Visualize collected data
When you first open Application Insights, you will see a large number of pages, graphs,
and views. Application Insights can be a bit overwhelming in the beginning. In this
section, we will walk through the different default views, what they are, and what you
see in each of them.
Investigate
Under the Investigate section of Application Insights, you will find some views that can
help you understand, identify, and solve problems within your application, such as
performance bottlenecks or review the impact of new releases. It also includes drilldown tools to look deep into each request or telemetry data record sent to Application
Insights.
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Application Map
Application Map draws a map of all components of your application, including observed
dependencies for example databases. In the map, you will easily identify performance
bottlenecks and failures. Each component shows health and alert status. It is also
possible to click on each component to see more details, for example, diagnostic details.

FIGURE 6. APPLICATION MAP SHOWING ALL COMPONENTS OF AN APPLICATION
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FIGURE 7. YOU CAN SEE DETAILS AND DRILL DOWN INTO FOR EXAMPLE ERRORS

Smart Detection
Smart Detection automatically runs proactive analysis, using machine learning
algorithms to predict the normal level of performance and events. Alerts can be
generated if there is a spike in failure rates or any odd patterns in performances. This
feature will help you to identify potential performance problems. Smart Detection
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doesn’t require any configuration; it works as long as there is enough data sent to
Application Insights. It often takes Smart Detection around 24 hours to predict the
normal level of events and performance.

FIGURE 8. AUTOMATICALLY IDENTIFIED POTENTIAL PROBLEMS
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FIGURE 9. INVESTIGATION OF PROBLEM

Live Metrics Stream
Live Metrics Stream is very valuable when releasing a new version of your application,
deployed as a canary release for instance, or when you know your application has a high
number of users in your application. In a single view, you can watch all the important
counters, with minimum latency. The view gives you a quick overview of your
application’s performance and user experience.
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FIGURE 10. LIVE METRICS STEAM FOR AN APPLICATION

Metrics
Application Insights show all measured values and event counts as metrics. This feature
can help you to detect negative performance trends. Application Insights includes some
default metrics, and it is also possible to create custom metrics and events. As seen in
Figure 11, you can change the filter, chart type, and time range.
The graph can also be configured to display multiple metrics by clicking the Add Metric
link.
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FIGURE 11. METRICS VIEW IN APPLICATION INSIGHTS

Search
Search is a view where you can explore every telemetry received in the Application
Insights workspace. For example, you can filter on page view or exceptions, as shown in
Figure 12. You can also click on any telemetry data to see more details, as shown in
Figure 13.
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FIGURE 12. THE SEARCH PAGE IN APPLICATIONS INSIGHTS
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FIGURE 13. DETAILS OF A TELEMETRY ENTRY, SHOWN IN THE SEARCH VIEW

Availability
The availability check can be used to monitor any website, hosted in Azure, another
public cloud, or your local datacenter. The availability check checks your website
regularly and generates an alert if it is not responding correctly. The availability page
shows the result of the tests you have configured, either the simple URL ping test or the
more advanced multi-step web test.
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FIGURE 14. AVAILABILITY BASED ON THE CONFIGURED TESTS

Failure
The failures page can help you correlate failed requests with exceptions, and other
events, to diagnose the root cause of a failure. These events can be collected both from
the server-side and the client-side. Figure 15 shows the different requests, some
failures, and the number of affected users.
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FIGURE 15. THE MAIN FAILURES PAGE

Figure 16 shows the detailed view when you drill down into the failure messages.
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FIGURE 16. ON THE FAILURES PAGE YOU CAN DRILL INTO ANY FAILURE TO LEARN MORE

Performance
Performance data collected by Application Insights for the different operations can be
used to diagnose problems or be used as a foundation for the next version of the
application to improve performance. In Figure 17, the left side of the performance view
shows the average duration of the selected operation. The right side of the same view
shows the duration per request for the selected operation.
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FIGURE 17. THE PERFORMANCE VIEW

On the bottom right side, there is a card showing the top three external dependencies,
to easily see if an external dependency is the root cause of slow performance. Figure 18
shows details for each event, based on profile trace data.
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FIGURE 18. DETAILS FOR AN OPERATION, IN THE PERFORMANCE VIEW

Servers and Browser
Both the Servers view and the Browser view includes shortcuts to pre-scoped Failures
and Performance views. For example, if you navigate to Servers and click Server
Failures, you will go to the Failures page, which is pre-scoped to the Servers in the
application.
The Server page also has a shortcut to the Analytics portal. The Analytics portal allows
you to write queries to analyze and visualize the collected data. The Analytic portal uses
the Kusto query language to work with collected data. Figure 19 shows an example
query that generates a graph for average CPU performance.
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FIGURE 19. ANALYTIC PAGE IN APPLICATION INSIGHTS

Workbooks
Workbooks are reports that can help you understand various aspects of application
performance, such as comparative performance before and after a new release,
utilization, and availability. It is possible to either use the pre-build workbooks or build
new workbooks. Figure 20 shows the default Workbooks page and Figure 21 shows an
example of a workbook. A benefit with workbooks is that the user doesn’t need to know
the exact performance counter or events to look at, they can select a scenario to run.
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FIGURE 20. DEFAULT WORKBOOKS
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FIGURE 21. WORKBOOK REPORT THAT ANALYZES COMMON PAGE VIEW BEHAVIORS

Usage Analysis
Under Usage in Application Insights, you will find some views to help you understand
how your users are using your application. Usage is valuable in helping to plan and
prioritize new features, review newly released, and identify performance or usability
challenges.
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Users and sessions
The Users page and the Sessions page show when your users visit your application,
what page they are visiting the most, where they are, and which browser on which OS
they are using. Application Insights use a browser cookie to measure users. The session
is measured by a period of activity by a user and terminated by a period of inactivity of
more than half an hour. Figure 22 shows the default user analysis view, including
information about users using the application.

FIGURE 22. USER ANALYZE PAGE

Events
The Events page looks very similar to the Users or the Sessions page, but it looks at
events instead of users or sessions. An event is when a user uses a page or feature in
your application. You can use custom events to track when something specific happens
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in your application, for example, if a user adds an item to the shopping cart. Figure 23
shows an example of event statistics.

FIGURE 23. THE EVENTS PAGE SHOWING STATISTIC PER EVENT

Funnels
The Funnel view is a powerful tool to understand what your users are doing in your
application. You can set up some steps, as shown in Figure 24, and analyze how many
users do these steps. You can also drill into user info about these users and understand
more about them. You can use the Funnel to understand if your users exit the process
somewhere, for example as shown in Figure 24, we can see what percentage of all users
that go to step 3.
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FIGURE 24 ANALYZE OF USERS NAVIGATION IN THE WEB APPLICATION

User Flows
The User Flow page will show how users are navigating within the application. The User
Flows view will help you understand activities, for example, how users navigate away
from your site, what do users click on, and what experience they have before they leave
the website.
In Figure 25, it is easy to see what users did before and after they used the Close Ticket
Button located on the center-right side of the graph. It is possible to configure events,
page views, exceptions, requests, or dependencies as an initial event for the graph.
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FIGURE 25. USER FLOW FOCUSED ON A SELECTED EVENT IN THE APPLICATION

Retention
The Retention view analyzes how many users return to your application, and if they
return after a specific event. For example, if a user buys an item on your web page,
when do they return? Or if a user experiences an error, when do they return?
In the top of Figure 26, you can see how to filter the view. For example, to show users
who used the “Clicked Order now” button and then returned to use the “On Sale
webpage” over the last two months.
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FIGURE 26. RETENTION VIEW OF WHEN USERS RETURN TO THE APPLICATION

In Figure 27 you can see the explanation for one of the boxes.
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FIGURE 27. EACH NUMBER WILL BE EXPLAINED IF YOU HOVER OVER THEM

Impact
The Impact view can be used to investigate how performance affects users, for example,
if users continue to navigate your application when performance is above a threshold or
if some browsers result in users navigate in another way. Figure 28 shows the different
filter options on the Impact view.

FIGURE 28. FILTER ON THE IMPACT VIEW

Cohorts
A Cohort is a group of users, sessions, events, or operations that have common
properties. A cohort is formed by an Analytic query, which makes it more dynamic than
a static filter. It is also possible to share cohorts between colleagues. Once you have
configured a cohort, you can use it in other views. For example, if you configure a cohort
for all users that have visited your website every day in a week, you can then use that
cohort as a filter in the Users view. When you run a cohort is it presented as a report,
with three sections
•

First, a text section that describes the cohort. The text section is valuable when
sharing cohorts between colleagues.
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•
•

Second, a parameter section where you can configure your parameters.
Third, the graph based on an Analytics query

Figure 29 shows the different cohort reports and Figure 30 shows the execution of one
default Cohort.

FIGURE 29. TEMPLATE COHORTS
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FIGURE 30. COHORT REPORT

Best Practices
Here are a few best practices to consider when leveraging Application Insights to
monitor your applications:
•

Create multiple Application Insights resources to split telemetry for different
environments. While you can use a single resource, and use custom dimensions
to tag the data source, creating multiple Application Insights resources to split
the telemetry into dev/test/prod, back-end/front-end, offers some advantages.
With this option, you get
o better separation of telemetry, alerts, work items configuration, and
permissions (RBAC)
o spread Limits such as web test count, throttling, data allowance.
o ability to perform cross-resource queries

•

Set a cap/limit for your dev/test environment. This ensures you don’t have
unexpected cost overruns from collecting a large amount of non-critical data.
Note: Do not set a cap limit in your production environment,
otherwise you will end up losing data once you reach the
limit.
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•

Only configure alerts for actionable items. This typically means only configuring
alerting for production and being selective in doing so. Otherwise, you might
end up receiving hundreds of daily email notifications you do not need, resulting
in distractions from important alerts that require attention.

•

Think about security from the beginning. set up your Application Insights
resource permissions via RBAC to specify who can view your application data.

Follow the guidance above, and you can be relatively certain to avoid any bad surprises
in your App Insights experience.

Summary
In this chapter, we have explored Application Insights and its capabilities. Application
Insights is an Application Performance Management (APM) service for deep insight into
web applications. This chapter covered how to get started with the service, the different
options available to get started, and how to gain insight from server-side activity to
deep integration in the code. The chapter has also walked through the different views
and default analytics features that are included in Application Insights. At the end of the
chapter, we also explored how to run reports based on the collected data in Application
Insights.
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Chapter 6 - Monitoring
Infrastructure
Table of Contents (click to return to ToC)
With the large investment in time and money that your organization has so far put into
their Azure environment, it makes a lot of sense to ensure they have eyes on what’s
happening with those workloads up in the cloud. This is where a solid monitoring
solution can return some great value. Historically, Microsoft’s de facto standard
platform for monitoring was the on-premises System Center Operations Manager
(SCOM) offering. Although SCOM is still very much alive as a monitoring tool for your
traditional datacenter-located workloads, over the last couple of years, Microsoft has
invested heavily in ramping up their Azure monitoring capabilities.
This means that when you choose to spin up those virtual machines and applications in
Azure, along with the advanced networking designs that go hand-in-hand with them,
you can now take advantage of new cloud-native monitoring services to give you a full
360-degree view of what’s going on - any time of the day or night.
In the previous chapter, you learned how to monitor your applications using the
awesome Application Insights service and now we are going to focus on the various
options you have for monitoring your Azure infrastructure workloads.
Here’s what you’ll learn in this chapter:
•
•
•
•
•
•

An understanding of Azure monitoring fundamentals such as Metrics and
Activity Logs.
How to use the new Azure Monitor service as a unified monitoring platform.
The options you can use for monitoring virtual machines running in Azure.
How to use Azure to monitor resource groups.
Options on how best to visualize your monitored infrastructure workloads using
built-in Azure dashboards.
An understanding of role-based access control options for secure monitoring.
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Monitoring Services Overview
All of the monitoring services within Azure ingest their data from either metrics or logs –
which are the fundamental building blocks that we need to work with to ultimately
deliver the rich monitoring experience we are looking for. Metrics will give you
information on the performance of a particular Azure resource and can support near
real-time monitoring scenarios. Logs can be used to monitor activity data such as when
resources have been modified, diagnostics data for operational issues, and telemetry
data from Windows and Linux systems.
Many Azure resources now provide source monitoring data in the format of metrics or
logs. Some examples of these sources are shown in Figure 1.

FIGURE 1. MONITORING DATA SOURCES
NOTE: In ‘Chapter 4, Configuring Data Sources’, we walked you
through some options to get the Microsoft Monitoring Agent
deployed to your servers, along with how to configure those
resources to send their logs and metrics to Azure. If you haven’t
done so already, we recommend getting familiar with all of the
walkthroughs in that chapter before you work through the examples
in the rest of this chapter.

Over the following sections, we’ll introduce you to the Azure Monitor service and how
to use it to get started with some basic monitoring of your Azure infrastructure.
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Azure Monitor
With Azure Monitor, you get a one-stop-shop for all metrics, logs, alerts, and telemetry
data across your Azure and on-premises resources. Its intuitive navigation bar unifies
the fundamental monitoring capabilities of logs, alerts, and metrics alongside more
advanced monitoring services such as Application Insights, Virtual Machine Insights,
Container Insights, and Log Analytics. This unified monitoring experience makes it easy
for you to quickly identify and resolve problems across your monitored Azure
workloads.
Using Azure Monitor, you can take advantage of machine learning capabilities to power
advanced analytics and diagnostics, which support monitoring features such as event
correlation and smart alert groups. It will also help you become much more proactive by
giving you a centralized insight into how your applications and infrastructure resources
are performing so you can catch an issue before it becomes a major problem.
In Figure 2, you can see a high-level overview of the Azure Monitor data ingestion flow.
On the left of the diagram are the monitoring data sources, which feed into the metrics
and logs data stores (located in the center of the diagram) which in turn, feed into the
various monitoring functions and streaming services to the right.

FIGURE 2. AZURE MONITOR DATA INGESTION FLOW
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To launch Azure Monitor, open the Azure portal, then from the navigation menu on the
left, click the All Services option, type Monitor into the search bar and select the
Monitor link from the list (if this link isn’t already in your navigation bar, click the star
icon to save it as a shortcut).
This should bring you to the Azure Monitor Overview screen (shown in Figure 3) and
from here, you can see all of the unified monitoring services available within the
navigation pane on the left.

FIGURE 3. AZURE MONITOR OVERVIEW PAGE

In the next sections, we’ll walk through each of the monitoring services available within
the navigation bar of Azure Monitor to help you get a better understanding of their
capabilities and configuration.

Activity Log
Activity logs in Azure have been around for several years and well before the
introduction of Azure Monitor. The purpose of these logs is to give you visibility of
subscription-level events containing all write options (known under the hood as PUT,
POST and DELETE actions) which are carried out against your Azure resources.
Activity logs act like your very own personal auditor for your Azure environment and
they’re a great way of learning about the type of activities such as when someone might
have deleted a virtual machine or deployed a new (possibly expensive) service.
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NOTE: Activity logs have a maximum retention range of 90 days. If
your organization requires visibility of these logs outside this
retention limit, then you can archive them to an Azure Log Analytics
workspace by following the instructions here https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azuremonitor/platform/activity-log-collect

You can manage and consume activity logs from a number of locations within the Azure
portal or externally via REST API. Our preferred method to work with activity logs is
through the Azure Monitor service and the following example will guide you through the
process of investigating the deletion of a virtual machine:
1. From the navigation menu on the left of the Azure Portal, click the Monitor
option to launch Azure Monitor, then select Activity Log from the navigation bar
as shown in Figure 4.

FIGURE 4. VIEWING ACTIVITY LOGS IN AZURE MONITOR

2. At the Activity Log view, you’ll be presented with a list of all activities that have
occurred within your selected subscription(s) over a specific time span. You can
click into the Management Group, Subscription, Timespan, Event severity, or
Add Filter buttons to scope into a more granular view. For this example, we’ll
click the Add Filter button to dive deeper.
3. From the first drop-down menu and as shown in Figure 5, select the Operation
filter to enable you to scope the activity with specific actions such as create,
delete, and write.
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FIGURE 5. CHOOSING THE ‘OPERATION’ FILTER

4. Now select the second drop-down filter menu and in the search field, type the
words virtual machine (as shown in Figure 6). This will then present you with a
list of actions specific to the Virtual Machine resource.

FIGURE 6. FILTERING ACTIVITIES FOR THE VIRTUAL MACHINE RESOURCE

5. Click each of the actions that you wish to filter on (we’ll choose the Delete
Virtual Machine action) and you should then be presented with a list of
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activities that match that specific filter. As shown in Figure 7, we’ve been
presented with a list of recent Delete Virtual Machine activities.

FIGURE 7. DELETE VIRTUAL MACHINE ACTIVITY FILTER

6. You can get additional information on the activity by first selecting it in the list,
then clicking the JSON tab. In Figure 8, you can see the activity presents us with
additional audit details such as the user email address, name, and even their IP
address.

FIGURE 8. ACTIVITY DETAIL IN JSON FORMAT
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As you’ve probably gathered from our walkthrough, the Activity Logs service can be
quite powerful and is a great resource for auditing changes across your subscriptions.
One last handy feature of Activity Logs that you might find useful is the Quick Insights
option shown in Figure 9. Clicking this button gives you a really quick and easy way to
scope activities based on some common high-level filters such as Errors, Failed
Deployments, Alerts fired, Service Health, and Role assignments.

FIGURE 9. QUICK INSIGHTS FEATURE

Alerts
Much like most traditional monitoring platforms, the Alerts capability of Azure Monitor
will give you a heads up when critical issues occur and will also enable you to be
proactive in understanding a potential issue before it becomes a major problem.
Azure Monitor Alerts (shown in Figure 10) can be based on metrics or logs and you can
take advantage of Action Groups to determine which actions kick in when an alert is
raised. Some examples of useful actions that can be configured with Action Groups are
SMTP notification, SMS notification, webhook integration, and ITSM forwarding. For
alert correlation and to help reduce noise, you can take advantage of the Smart Groups
feature and there is even a Dynamic Thresholds feature that uses Machine Learning to
learn normal behavior and auto-adjust your thresholds (think “self-tuning alerts”).
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FIGURE 10. AZURE MONITOR ALERTS VIEW
NOTE: In ‘Chapter 7, Configuring Alerting and Notification’, we’ve
dedicated a whole chapter to alerting in Azure. There, you’ll learn
all about the different types of alerts at your disposal and how to
leverage Action Groups for advanced notification scenarios.

Metrics
Another monitoring service that’s been around for quite a while, Azure Metrics are
based on numerical values that have been collected from a resource at regular intervals
over a given period of time. Examples of where you could use metrics would be to track
the performance of resources such as virtual machine disk space, CPU, and memory or
to view the number of connections and Http errors on a particular web application
hosted in Azure.
Azure Metrics have the following characteristics:
▪
▪
▪
▪

They can be consumed via the Azure Portal or REST API.
Collection interval of one-minute (unless otherwise defined in the definition).
Maximum retention of 93 days (logs can be used for long-term storage).
Large numbers of Azure resources now support metrics.
NOTE: The list of supported metrics available within Azure Monitor
is constantly growing and for the most up-to-date reference, check
out the official documentation here - https://docs.microsoft.com/enus/azure/azure-monitor/platform/metrics-supported
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For a quick walkthrough on using metrics from within Azure Monitor, follow these steps:
1. From the navigation menu on the left of the Azure Portal, click the Monitor
option to launch Azure Monitor, then select Metrics from the navigation bar as
shown in Figure 11.

FIGURE 11. LAUNCHING METRICS FROM AZURE MONITOR

2. Now, from the Chart Title blade, click the + Select a scope button, choose a
subscription, resource group, a resource type and a resource for which you want
to view metrics on (as shown in Figure 12, we’ve selected a virtual machine).
Click Apply to continue.

FIGURE 12. SELECTING A RESOURCE FOR METRIC ANALYSIS
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3. From the Metric drop-down menu (shown in Figure 13), select the specific
metric you wish to view (we’ll choose the Disk Read Bytes metric here).

FIGURE 13. CHOOSING A METRIC

4. You should now be presented with a line chart view of the specific metric which
is based on the defined period (default is the last 24 hours).
5. To overlay an additional metric into the same chart, click the Add metric button,
then choose another metric for display as shown in Figure 14 (we’ll select the
Disk Write Bytes metric in this example).

FIGURE 14. ADDING A SECOND METRIC TO THE CHART

6. At this point, you should have a line chart view of both metrics side-by-side and
if you want to mix things up a little, you can change the chart view by clicking
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the Line chart button and choosing a new chart type from the list. Selecting the
Area chart option, for example, should present something similar to our
example shown in Figure 15.

FIGURE 15. VIEWING METRICS WITH DIFFERENT CHARTS
TIP: With certain metrics, you can add filters and split/segment
your charts for a more granular experience and you can get
additional information on how to configure these options here https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azuremonitor/platform/metrics-charts

Custom Metrics
Outside of the standard metrics that are made available for you through Azure, there
may come a time when you’d like to have an option to configure and ingest custom
metrics from your line-of-business applications. This capability is made possible through
the Custom Metrics integration with Azure Monitor and you can send these metrics via
the following methods:
▪
▪
▪
▪

Using the Azure Application Insights SDK to instrument your application.
Install the Windows Azure Diagnostics (WAD) extension to send custom
performance counters to Azure.
For Azure virtual machines running Linux, you can install the InfluxData Telegraf
agent to send metrics by using the output plug-in.
Use the REST API to send custom metrics directly to Azure Monitor.
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NOTE: For a full overview of Azure Custom Metrics, check out the
following documentation - https://docs.microsoft.com/enus/azure/azure-monitor/platform/metrics-custom-overview

Logs
The Azure Monitor Logs service (also known as Log Analytics) collects telemetry data
from a range of monitored sources and uses the Kusto Query Language (KQL) to
retrieve and analyze data. Using KQL gives you the ability to write and execute your
custom monitoring queries and it’s somewhere you can go to within Azure Monitor
when you really want to ‘get your geek on’.
If your SQL/T-SQL Kung-Fu skills are strong, or you just enjoy the buzz of creating your
custom queries, then you’ll love Azure Monitor Logs. It’s a service that can seem quite
daunting to some and even boring or overly-complicated to others but whatever way
you spin it, the capabilities and possibilities that it brings to your monitoring toolbox are
awesome.
Here are some of the high-level features you get with Azure Monitor Logs:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Centralized query experience from within the Azure Portal.
Consistent analytics solution across Monitoring, Management, and Security.
Remote log retrieval using the Azure Monitor Logs API.
Custom dashboard visualizations.
Rich selection of Management Solutions for scoped monitoring scenarios.
Configurable retention per data type.
TIP: You don’t have to be a scripting ninja to take advantage of the
vast customization and functionality of Azure Monitor Logs. There’s
plenty of useful resources available online and the information in
the following link is a great place to begin https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/logquery/get-started-queries

Using a Custom Query
In the following walkthrough, we’ll show you an example of running a custom query
from within Azure Monitor Logs. Here’s what you need to do to get started:
1. From the navigation menu on the left of the Azure Portal, click the Monitor
option to launch Azure Monitor, then select Logs from the navigation bar. As
you can see in Figure 16, you will be presented with an empty query pane.
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FIGURE 16. AZURE MONITOR LOGS

2. In the query pane, type the following query, then hit the Run button:
Perf
| where CounterName == '% Free Space'
3. Running this simple query will display all the instances of the % Free Space
performance counter as shown in Figure 17. However, this isn’t the most
intuitive query we could use and we’ll need to dig deeper to get more concise
information.
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FIGURE 17. SIMPLE PERFORMANCE COUNTER QUERY

4. This time, we’ll enhance the query to ensure we get a richer return of data. Type
the following query into the query box and hit Run again:
Perf
| where CounterName == '% Free Space' and InstanceName ==
"_Total"
| summarize arg_max(TimeGenerated, *) by Computer
| top 10 by CounterValue
5. Now we are making some progress as the query blade has returned a list of the
Top 10 computers with the highest available disk space (shown in Figure 18)
within the monitored estate.
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FIGURE 18. ENHANCING THE PERFORMANCE QUERY

6. If you’re viewing the output of this query in what seems like a boring table
format, then you can click the Chart button to change the visualization into a
much easier to understand chart view as shown in Figure 19.

FIGURE 19. VIEWING DATA IN CHART FORMAT
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7. I have a sweet spot for pie charts and if you do too, then just click the
Visualization Type drop-down button (immediately to the right of the Chart
button), then select the Pie option to be presented with a view similar to Figure
20.

FIGURE 20. RENDERING YOUR QUERY AS A PIE CHART

Saving Your Queries
Once you’re happy with the rendered view from your custom query, you can click the
Save button to bookmark the query for future use. When you hit this button, you’ll be
prompted for a name, type, and category for your query and after you’ve provided this
information, you can click on the Query Explorer button to be presented with a list of
saved queries as shown in Figure 21.
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FIGURE 21. SAVING QUERIES FOR FUTURE USE

Working with Suggested Queries
If creating queries manually isn’t really your thing or if you just wish you had some initial
query scripts to help you get started, then fear not – Microsoft has you covered by
offering several pre-created queries for you to choose from.
To access these pre-created queries, all you need to do is to launch into the Azure
Monitor Logs service, then at the main query blade (depending on which resource
you’ve scoped the query to), you will be presented with a number of sample queries
that you can use. As shown in Figure 22, clicking a query from any of these areas will
automatically then run that query and let you jump right in.

FIGURE 22. USING THE PRE-SELECTED QUERIES
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TIP: We’ve only scratched the surface here with the capabilities of
Azure Monitor Logs and if you’re looking for a decent repository of
sample KQL queries, then check out the official samples page here
- https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/LogAnalyticsExamples

Log Data Retention
For all paid-for Azure Logs pricing tiers, log data retention in all workspaces can be
configured from anywhere between 30 days and 730 days (2 years). This is quite useful
if your organization requires long-term log retention in a similar capability to how most
on-premises monitoring tools store their historical data.
The workspace log data retention can be modified from within the Usage and estimated
costs blade within the General section of the Log Analytics workspace navigation bar as
shown in Figure 23.

FIGURE 23. MODIFYING LOG DATA RETENTION
TIP: If you want to be a bit more granular with your log retention,
then you can instead assign different retention values to specific
data types. For example, you might want to set a longer retention
type for all Security Events but leave other data types with their
default values. To learn how to do this, check out this link https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azuremonitor/platform/manage-cost-storage#retention-by-data-type
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Service Health
The next stop we need to make while on our journey through Azure Monitor is Azure
Service Health. Accessed by clicking the Service Health link from the Azure Monitor
navigation bar (as shown in Figure 24), it gives you a top-level view of the overall global
health of Azure and its associated resources – all centralized within your Azure portal
session.

FIGURE 24. ACCESSING SERVICE HEALTH IN AZURE MONITOR

This service combines several health and status experiences to deliver visibility of
outages and support issues that could potentially cause problems for specific resources
running within your Azure subscriptions.
Azure Service Health comprises the following monitoring services:
▪
▪
▪

Azure Status – Gives a global view of the health of Azure services.
Service Health - Your personalized view of the health of your Azure services.
Resource Health – Scoped view of the health of the Azure resources that you
have provisioned within your subscriptions.

Using these combined experiences, you can configure Azure Service Health to send you
notifications when a global outage occurs and to keep you in the loop with updates until
the issue gets resolved. You’ll also get visibility of planned maintenance windows to help
you mitigate any possible downtime that might occur.
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When you click into the Service Health area of Azure Monitor, you’ll first be presented
with the Service Issues view shown in Figure 25. If there are any active issues across the
global Azure landscape, then this is where you’ll first see them and from here, you can
select a subscription, region, and specific list of services to monitor for issues. You can
also use the Create service health alert link to configure an alert for notification of
Service Health issues.

FIGURE 25. SERVICE ISSUES VIEW

If you’d like to be notified when there’s a service issue, you can configure a Service
Health alert by working through the steps in the official documentation here https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/platform/alerts-activity-logservice-notifications
DOWNLOAD: We’ve made things easy for you by creating a
sample ARM template that can be downloaded from our GitHub
repo here:
https://github.com/insidemscloud/InsideAzureMgmt/tree/master/Ch
apter6/serviceHealthAlertTemplate
By default, this template creates a Service Health alert for the
local subscription, and there’s a parameter that can be configured
to target additional subscriptions if that’s something you need to do.

If you want to get visibility of any pre-planned maintenance windows that Microsoft has
in the pipeline, then clicking into the Planned Maintenance view is the place to go.
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Furthermore, clicking into the Health Advisories area will present you with a list of any
active health advisories that you need to consider.
As we don’t have any current issues occurring globally that we can demonstrate visibility
of here, we will use the Health history area to browse back a few months and show the
type of events that you might expect.
In Figure 26, we’ve highlighted an event that there was an issue with Azure Monitor –
Metrics and Alerts. From there, you can download a summary of the issue as a PDF, you
can track the issue on your mobile using the provided QR code and you can get ongoing
updates as the engineering team in charge of the fix update their incident logs.

FIGURE 26. VIEWING HISTORICAL EVENTS

For a more personalized view of the health of resources you have deployed within your
environment, you can click on the Resource Health link from the navigation bar, and
from there, select the subscription and the specific resource type from the relevant
drop-down menu as shown in Figure 27.
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FIGURE 27. RESOURCE HEALTH VIEW

Clicking into one of the monitored resources from the resulting list will present you with
an overview of any events that could have affected health over the previous four weeks.
In Figure 28, you can see that the virtual machine resource we have selected has had no
issues for us to be concerned about.

FIGURE 28. VIEWING HISTORICAL RESOURCE HEALTH HISTORY
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Workbooks
Another really useful service of Azure Monitor is Workbooks. Combining targeted
queries from the Azure Monitor Logs and Azure Metrics services, Workbooks are
editable and interactive reports that you can create and share with other team
members when you want to produce reports for your virtual machines, applications,
workspaces and all kinds of other Azure resources.
You can access this service by clicking the Workbooks link from the Azure Monitor
navigation bar as shown in Figure 29.

FIGURE 29. ACCESSING WORKBOOKS

With Workbooks, you can pull data in from across a wide range of resources and at the
time of writing, the following Azure services can be used as sources:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Azure Logs
Azure Metrics
Azure Resource Graph
Azure Alerts
Azure Workload Health
Azure Resource Health
Azure Data Explorer
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Once you’ve pulled the data you require into the Workbooks service, you can then
present that information back to your organization through some rich visualizations
such as charts, grids, tiles, trees, and graphs.
In Figure 30, we’ve called up the Agent Health workbook template and this presents a
list of agents that Azure Monitor knows about along with information about their
current heartbeat status and the last time they were available.

FIGURE 30. AGENT HEALTH WORKBOOK

If I want to take things to another level, I could go and click on the Key Metrics
workbook template and that presents me with an interactive drill-through dashboard
experience for all my virtual machines as shown in Figure 31.
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FIGURE 31. KEY METRICS WORKBOOK

Custom Workbooks
Outside of the pre-built workbook templates that you can use, there’s also an option to
create your own custom workbook using queries, parameters and metrics that you’ve
built (or copy/pasted) from across Azure. You can use the Empty QuickStart template or
just click the New button (both options are shown in Figure 32) from within the Azure
portal to get started with your custom workbook.

FIGURE 32. CREATING A CUSTOM WORKBOOK

Once you have your custom workbook created, you can programmatically manage and
deploy it using Azure Resource Manager (ARM) templates. This makes things a lot easier
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if you need to quickly deploy the same custom workbook to multiple environments. You
can find more information on using ARM templates for workbook management here https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/platform/workbooks-automate
TIP: If you want to get a head start on creating additional custom
Workbooks for Azure Monitor, then check out the excellent
community GitHub repo at the following link https://github.com/Microsoft/Application-InsightsWorkbooks/blob/master/README.md

Insights
One of my favorite features of Azure Monitor is how it unifies the management
experience for all other Azure monitoring services and the Insights area (shown in
Figure 33) is normally the first place I go to when I want to troubleshoot issues with my
virtual machines, applications, containers, and virtual networks.

FIGURE 33. AZURE MONITOR INSIGHTS

The Insights area is where you can navigate to when you need to gain an understanding
of the availability and performance of your Azure-located infrastructure and
applications. In the following sections, we’ll give you a high-level introduction to each of
the Insight services available in Azure Monitor and where applicable, we’ll refer you to
the relevant chapter in this book where we discuss some of them in greater detail.
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Application Insights
If you’re responsible for monitoring web applications within your organization, then
Application Insights (shown in Figure 34) is a great tool to help you monitor their
availability, performance, and end-user usage data.

FIGURE 34. APPLICATION INSIGHTS

Designed as an Application Performance Monitoring (APM) platform for both
development and operations teams, Application Insights integrates well with your
DevOps processes and scenarios. Capabilities include code-level monitoring for
technologies such as .NET, Node.js, and J2EE along with support for monitoring
applications located in Azure, on other public clouds and on-premises.
NOTE: In ‘Chapter 5, Monitoring Applications’, we discussed using
and configuring Application Insights in much more detail and if you
haven’t done so already, we recommend reading through that
chapter before you begin monitoring your web applications.

Storage Accounts Insights
A relatively new addition to Azure Monitor (and still in Preview at the time of writing),
Azure Monitor for Storage (or Storage Accounts Insights) delivers centralized
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monitoring scenarios for the availability, performance, and capacity of your Storage
Accounts into Azure Monitor.
Leveraging a back end built on the Workbooks service we discussed earlier in this
chapter, you can view monitoring information for your storage accounts either from
within Azure Monitor or directly from within the Storage Account.
To access this service from within a Storage Account, you can click on the Insights
(preview) link under the Monitoring menu in the navigation bar as shown in Figure 35.

FIGURE 35. ACCESSING MONITORING FROM WITHIN A STORAGE ACCOUNT

To access it from within Azure Monitor, you need to click the Storage Accounts
(preview) link under the Insights navigation bar (shown in Figure 36).
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FIGURE 36. ACCESSING STORAGE INSIGHTS FROM AZURE MONITOR

When you access Storage Account Insights from Azure Monitor, you get a unified view
of your storage account health across multiple subscriptions. As shown in Figure 37, this
can be useful when you need to quickly identify potential performance bottlenecks
within your Azure storage environment.

FIGURE 37. UNIFIED STORAGE ACCOUNT MONITORING

From there, you can easily drill-down into an individual storage account metric to gain a
deeper monitoring insight as shown in Figure 38.
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FIGURE 38. DRILL-DOWN STORAGE ACCOUNT METRICS

Container Insights
With Container Insights, you can monitor the performance of any container workloads
that you have hosted on Azure Kubernetes Service (AKS). This monitoring capability
collects memory and process metrics from your nodes, controllers, and containers using
the Azure Metrics and Azure Monitor Logs services we discussed earlier in the chapter.
As shown in Figure 39, Container Insights provides a wealth of information and views
that you can use to ensure your container workloads are running optimally.
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FIGURE 39. CONTAINER INSIGHTS
NOTE: In ‘Chapter 9, Monitoring Containers in Azure’, we discuss
working with Container Insights in much more detail. We
recommend getting familiar with all of the walkthroughs in that
chapter before you begin using it to monitor your container
workloads.

Network Insights
The Azure Monitor for Networks (also known as Network Insights) service (still in
Preview at the time of writing) provides a kind of ‘hands-free’ monitoring solution for
your virtual network resources in Azure. I say ‘hands-free’ because there is no
configuration required to monitor any of the network resources within your
subscriptions – they just light up in Azure Monitor as you deploy them!
You can access this service by clicking the Networks (preview) link from the Azure
Monitor navigation bar as shown in Figure 40.
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FIGURE 40. ACCESSING NETWORK INSIGHTS

Once you click into the Network Insights link, you’ll be presented with resource health
and alerting overview similar to the one shown here in Figure 41.

FIGURE 41. NETWORK INSIGHTS OVERVIEW

Each tile in the Overview screen represents a specific Azure Networking resource type
and clicking into a tile will then present a more granular view based on that specific
resource.
For example, if you click into the tile for Network Virtual Appliances (assuming you have
at least one of these appliances deployed), then you’ll be presented with monitoring
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data similar to our example in Figure 42 where we can see metric information on CPU,
Disk Writes, Inbound and Outbound Flows based on our demo Checkpoint devices.

FIGURE 42. VIEWING SPECIFIC NETWORK RESOURCE TYPE HEALTH
TIP: If you’ve deployed an Application Gateway to your Azure
environment, then there’s a nice Dependency View that you can
work with which maps out all of the dependencies that the gateway
communicates with. This dependency view is currently only
supported for Application Gateway resources and you can read
more about how to get it working here https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azuremonitor/insights/network-insights-overview#dependency-view

Network Watcher
The Network Insights service has some nice views and capabilities but it still has a long
way to go before it will replace any of the more mature network monitoring solutions
that die-hard networking teams work with on a daily basis. To be fair, it’s still only a
Preview offering and as we continuously see with Azure, a lot can change in a very short
space of time.
If you’re looking for something in Azure to dive a little deeper into your Network
Monitoring requirements (specifically on IaaS resources), then you should check out the
Network Watcher service.
Network Watcher can be accessed from the Azure portal either by typing its name into
the Global Search bar or if you’re already in Azure Monitor, by first clicking Networks
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(preview) from the navigation bar on the left, then selecting the Useful Links drop-down
menu before finally clicking the Network Watcher link as shown in Figure 43.

FIGURE 43. LAUNCHING NETWORK WATCHER FROM AZURE MONITOR

Once it launches, you can use the Topology view (shown in Figure 44) to easily create a
topology diagram for each of your virtual networks and subnets in Azure. Clicking the
Download Topology button here will download a handy editable graphics file that you
can use for documentation and reference purposes.

FIGURE 44. TOPOLOGY VIEW
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You could also select the Connection Monitor link from the navigation bar to gain
visibility of communication between a virtual machine and a specific endpoint with
regular checks on things such as availability, latency, and possible topology changes.
When you need to troubleshoot network connectivity problems, then Network Watcher
provides several diagnostic tools to help you get through the issue. As you can see in
Figure 45, there are diagnostic tools for checking IP flows, next hops, troubleshooting
VPN’s and even capturing packets. If there’s a problem communicating with the
endpoint, then the Connection Troubleshoot tool provides the ability to check a direct
TCP connection between virtual machines and other endpoints.

FIGURE 45. NETWORK MONITORING DIAGNOSTIC TOOLS

From a logging and traffic analysis perspective, you can use the tools in the Logs section
as shown in Figure 46.

FIGURE 46. NETWORK MONITORING LOG TOOLS
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NSG flow logs give you the ability to log information on traffic that was allowed or
denied through your Network Security Group rules. The Diagnostic logs option here
provides a central location for you to enable and disable diagnostic logs on your Azure
networking resources. Finally, the Traffic Analytics feature provides visualizations of the
data that has been collected by the NSG flow logs, and a nice example of one of these
visualizations in action is shown in Figure 47.

FIGURE 47. TRAFFIC ANALYTICS
NOTE: For more information on the Network Watcher service,
check out the documentation here - https://docs.microsoft.com/enus/azure/network-watcher/

Cosmos DB Insights
Another recent Insight addition to Azure Monitor (and another still in Preview), is
Cosmos DB Insights. This service gives you a centralized view of operational health,
performance, capacity, and failure data within your Cosmos DB deployments.
Similar to the Network Insights service, there’s nothing you need to do to enable
monitoring on these workloads as the metrics presented are collected by default. If you
select the Cosmos DB (preview) link from the Insights menu in the navigation bar, you’ll
be presented with an Overview screen similar to our example in Figure 48.
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FIGURE 48. COSMOS DB MONITORING OVERVIEW

You can get specific information on Failures, Capacity, and Operations by clicking on the
relevant link (shown in Figure 49) and you also have an option to download the
monitoring data to an Excel sheet for further analysis or integration with other
monitoring services.

FIGURE 49. NAVIGATING VIEWS AND DOWNLOADING DATA
NOTE: For more information on this service, see “Chapter 8:
Monitoring Databases”, as well as “Explore Azure Monitor for Azure
Cosmos DB” on the Microsoft Docs site at
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azuremonitor/insights/cosmosdb-insights-overview
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Monitoring Solutions
A few years back when Microsoft first switched their development focus to building a
monitoring platform in Azure, they introduced a product named Operational Insights –
which was a collection of solutions that each had a specific monitoring or management
capability. Over time, that platform brand was morphed into the Operations
Management Suite (OMS) – which was the primary subject of the predecessor to this
book titled ‘Inside the Operations Management Suite’.
Fast-forward to today and Azure Monitor has since retired the OMS brand. However, it’s
powerful back-end monitoring capabilities remain in the form of Azure Monitor Logs
and Monitoring Solutions.
We’ve already discussed Azure Monitor Logs earlier in this chapter and if you’re trying
to locate the Monitoring Solutions service, then follow these steps to get started:
1. From the navigation menu on the left of the Azure Portal, click the Monitor
option to launch Azure Monitor, then under the Insights menu, select More
from the navigation bar as shown in Figure 50.

FIGURE 50. LAUNCHING MONITORING SOLUTIONS

2. When the Overview screen opens and depending on which monitoring solutions
you have deployed, you should be presented with a view of your solutions
displayed in tile format something similar to Figure 51.
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FIGURE 51. AZURE MONITORING SOLUTIONS OVERVIEW

3. From there, you can click into any of the monitoring solution tiles to get a
deeper view of what’s being monitored. For example, if we click into the Active
Directory Health Check tile, it’ll present a detailed view showing the health
state of my monitored Active Directory environment (shown in Figure 52).

FIGURE 52. ACTIVE DIRECTORY HEALTH CHECK SOLUTION

4. If you want to add a new management solution, then back at the Overview
screen, select the Add button as shown in Figure 53.
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FIGURE 53. ADDING A NEW SOLUTION

5. This should now take you to the IT & Management Tools blade from within the
Azure Marketplace (shown in Figure 54) and from there, you can choose which
management solution you want to add.

FIGURE 54. CHOOSING A MONITORING SOLUTION
NOTE: You can get more information on Monitoring Solutions from
the official documentation here - https://docs.microsoft.com/enus/azure/azure-monitor/insights/solutions
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Virtual Machine Insights
One of the most common workloads that organizations deploy to Azure is virtual
machines and with the Azure Monitor for VMs service, we have a comprehensive
monitoring experience that delivers health, performance, and dynamic endpoint
mapping functionality for those workloads.
This service is designed to monitor your Windows and Linux virtual machines at scale
and can help you identify health and performance issues at both host or guest-level.
Azure Monitor for VMs delivers monitoring across the following three perspectives:
▪
▪
▪

Performance: You can display core performance metrics directly from within
the guest operating system.
Maps: Use this to automatically uncover all of the dependencies and
interconnected endpoints with your virtual machines.
Health: Similar to SCOM, the logical components of your Azure virtual machines
are monitored against pre-configured health thresholds and you will be alerted
when a specific threshold has been breached.

In the next sections, we’ll dive deeper into each of these monitoring areas to help you
get a full understanding of how you can monitor your virtual machines with Azure.

Overview (Get Started)
When you first arrive at Virtual Machines Insights, you’ll be presented with an Overview
(Get Started) screen similar to the one shown in Figure 55.
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FIGURE 55. VIRTUAL MACHINE INSIGHTS OVERVIEW SCREEN

Here at the Monitored tab, you can see a high-level overview of the virtual machines
that you are currently monitoring with Azure. You’ll also have the ability to view a list of
virtual machines that are Not Monitored by clicking on the associated tab for more info
(typically these are servers that you have turned off or chosen not to onboard).
Clicking the Workspace Configuration tab (shown here in Figure 56) will present you
with a status list of all the Log Analytics workspaces visible across your Azure
subscriptions.

FIGURE 56. WORKSPACE CONFIGURATION VIEW
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Onboarding
To take advantage of the Virtual Machine Insight capabilities in Azure Monitor, it goes
without saying that you’ll need to ensure your virtual machines are first onboarded with
the required agents to light up monitoring for them. Depending on your requirements,
you’ll need to consider deployment of the following agent types:
▪
▪
▪

Windows VM agent
Linux VM agent
Microsoft Dependency agent

The Microsoft Dependency agent is only required if you wish to use the Map capabilities
of Azure Monitor or Azure Migrate. However, considering the power this monitoring
service unlocks, it would be a wise decision to include it on all servers you need to
monitor.
To get these agents pushed out to your servers, you have many options at your disposal
such as Azure Policy, ARM Templates, Windows Admin Center, SCOM, ConfigMgr
(SCCM), or just manual deployment.
If you’re new to Azure Monitor and would like a quick and easy method to help you get
up and running, then from the Get Started tab, select the Other onboarding options tab
(shown in Figure 57) and you’ll be presented with four handy walk-through options to
onboard.
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FIGURE 57. ONBOARDING OPTIONS
NOTE: In ‘Chapter 2, Implementing Governance in Azure’ and
‘Chapter 4, Configuring Data Sources’, we have gone into much
greater detail on the methods for onboarding these agents and if
you haven’t done so already, we recommend reading through
those chapters to understand what’s required.

Performance
The next area that we’ll explore is Performance. This perspective requires an associated
Azure Logs (Log Analytics) workspace to enable the collection of all the performance
counters it uses. With a performance counter collection interval of every 60 seconds,
you’re provided with a bunch of charts that can be targeted at both the subscription and
resource group level. Some of the built-in performance charts that you get here deliver
typical key performance indicator (KPI) metrics for CPU, Memory, Logical Disk, and
Network utilization.
Here’s a high-level list of the performance capabilities in Azure Monitor for VMs:
▪
▪

Aggregation of metrics across possibly thousands of virtual machines.
Top N performance views to help identify constrained resources.
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▪
▪
▪

Faster root cause analysis with drill through performance diagnostics.
Advanced log analytics integration.
Built-in charts for recommended KPIs.

To access this perspective, click the Virtual Machines link under Insights in the Azure
Monitor navigation bar, then click the Performance button as shown in Figure 58.

FIGURE 58. VIRTUAL MACHINES PERFORMANCE VIEW

The first set of charts that you’re presented with here are the Top N charts. These charts
will show you performance metrics based on the Top 5 most utilized virtual machines
within your chosen group. Clicking the Aggregate Charts link above the performance
views will display a set of charts that aggregate performance metrics from all of your
virtual machines and these will then present an average metric value back to you for
analysis. The final chart option you can select from is the Top N List (shown in Figure 59)
and this chart gives you the ability to view the top performance metrics across all virtual
machines within your subscription.
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FIGURE 59. TOP N LIST CHART

Map
Moving on to the Map perspective, here we get the ability to automatically create
dependency maps for virtual machines within our Azure resource groups and
subscriptions. With a back-end powered by the Service Map management solution, you
can use this to visualize all of the various endpoints and processes that are
communicating with a specific virtual machine. This is especially useful in upgrade and
migration scenarios (we discussed it briefly in ‘Chapter 3, Migrating Workloads to
Azure’) to help you identify any surprise dependencies that need to be considered.
Here are some of the high-level map capabilities you get with Azure Monitor for VMs:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Visualize your virtual machines and process interactions across resource groups,
scale sets, and subscriptions.
Track down unknown dependencies and connection failures.
View interaction between processes and virtual machines.
Monitor connection health and network traffic by process.
Pivot to dependent virtual machine logs and alerts.

Single VM Maps
To access this perspective, click the Virtual Machines link under Insights in the Azure
Monitor navigation bar, then click the Map button. When you first click into here, you
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may be presented with an empty view and you’ll need to choose either a group or an
individual computer as a target. As shown in Figure 60, we’ve selected a single virtual
machine to map from our Azure environment.

FIGURE 60. CHOOSING A MAP TARGET

Choosing a virtual machine presents us with an automatic dependency map (shown in
Figure 61) which shows all of the ports and processes communicating with it.

FIGURE 61. VIRTUAL MACHINE DEPENDENCY MAP
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From the map, if you click on the virtual machine object (which is identified by either a
Windows or Linux logo), you’ll then be presented with a Properties blade similar to our
example shown in Figure 62.

FIGURE 62. VIRTUAL MACHINE DEPENDENCY MAP

Using this properties blade, you can obtain useful information about the type of
operating system, compute resources, networking data, Azure VM properties, and an
overview of the number of machine dependencies it has.
You can also take advantage of the integration between the Azure Map service, Azure
Monitor Logs, and Azure Alerts by clicking on either the Log Events or Alerts buttons as
shown in Figure 63. In our example, we’ve chosen the Log Events option and here we
can see a list of event types that have been associated with this virtual machine. Clicking
any of the log links will then bring you back into the Azure Monitor Logs query window
with a pre-defined query to run.
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FIGURE 63. VIEWING INTEGRATED LOG EVENTS

If there are connectivity issues detected between your virtual server and a specific port
or process, then you’ll be presented with a failed link (highlighted in red and shown in
Figure 64). Clicking this link will display performance charts relating to the issue and in
our example, we’ve clicked on a failed link and can see performance charts relating to
the amount of data transmitted and the number of times it has failed.
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FIGURE 64. WORKING WITH FAILED CONNECTIONS

Multi-VM Maps
For more advanced map scenarios (and instead of targeting just a single virtual
machine), you can choose the Group drop-down menu and select a resource group as a
target. If the resource group contains more than one virtual machine, you will then be
presented with a dependency map for all virtual servers and their connected endpoints.
In Figure 65, you can see that we’ve targeted a resource group containing several virtual
machines and to show all running processes and their links out to different ports and
servers.

FIGURE 65. ADVANCED DEPENDENCY MAPPING
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Workbooks
Building on what you learned earlier in this chapter, you can use Workbooks to create
editable and interactive reports that can be shared with other team members when you
want to report on the performance or availability of your virtual machines.
To access Workbooks from the Map feature in Azure Monitor, click the View
Workbooks link from within a dependency map and choose a workbook to run (as
shown in Figure 66).

FIGURE 66. VIEWING VM INSIGHT WORKBOOKS
NOTE: Workbooks can be launched from several different areas
across Azure Monitor and in ‘Chapter 5, Monitoring Applications’,
we’ve discussed using them for application report scenarios within
the context of Application Insights.

In our example, we’ll choose the pre-built Connections workbook report from the dropdown menu. When this report launches, you can then view the default output from the
pre-built query or you can edit the query and layout until you get the report type that
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you’re satisfied with. In Figure 67, you can see that we’ve targeted the report at a single
server.

FIGURE 67. CONNECTIONS REPORT

Health
The final perspective that we come to while working with Azure Monitor for VMs is
Health. With this perspective, we get the following virtual machine monitoring
capabilities:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Pre-defined health monitors to expedite monitoring visibility.
Near real-time monitoring of core virtual machine components.
Health roll-up model to help diagnose and localize issues.
Vendor-specific knowledge base (KB) articles for common causes and
resolutions.
Alert threshold tuning experience for health monitors.
NOTE: At the time of writing (April 2020), the Health perspective for
Virtual Machine Insights has been pulled back to a limited public
preview and any screenshots you see in the following sections
could be subject to change once this is made Generally Available
again. More info on this announcement here https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/updates/updates-to-azure-
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monitor-for-virtual-machines-preview-before-general-availabilityrelease/

The Health perspective is the final view that we’ll dive into in Virtual Machine Insights
and can be accessed by clicking the Health tab as shown in Figure 68.

FIGURE 68. ALL GUEST VM HEALTH

From this view, you get a summary of the collective health state for all monitored virtual
machines within the selected resource group. In our environment (shown in the
previous figure), we have two out of five virtual machines showing a critical condition
and to investigate this further, we’ll click on the VMs in critical condition tile.
The next screen we are presented with is shown in Figure 69 and here, we can click the
Show Health option to identify the specific virtual machines that are in trouble. We are
going to go even deeper now and you’ll need to click the Critical status link under the
Health State column for one of the virtual machines similar to our example.

FIGURE 69. VIRTUAL MACHINES IN A CRITICAL STATE
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By clicking on the health state link from the previous screen, you will be brought directly
into the Health Diagnostics view (shown in Figure 70). Here, you will be presented with
a health rollup model that should look distinctly familiar to anyone who uses SCOM. This
model is easy to follow, and you should be able to quickly identify which component has
a problem and which component it might affect as it rolls up to its parent.

FIGURE 70. HEALTH DIAGNOSTICS VIEW

The Health Diagnostics design within Azure Monitor for VMs was intentionally made to
look and feel similar to the same rich monitoring experience we get with the Health
Explorer feature in SCOM and combined with the State Changes pane to the right, it
works well in delivering the visibility you need to monitor your virtual machines.
You can modify any of the monitor thresholds by clicking the ellipses (…) button beside
the monitor, then clicking on Show Details as shown in Figure 71.
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FIGURE 71. MODIFYING THE MONITOR

When the properties blade opens, you can configure the threshold values and if you
need more information about the monitor just click the View information link to launch
the online documentation for it. In our example (shown in Figure 72), we’ll raise the
percentage threshold of the Warning state from the default 10% to 15%. Hit Save to
complete the process.

FIGURE 72. EDITING MONITOR THRESHOLDS
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Resource Group Monitoring
In Azure, you can’t deploy a resource such as a virtual machine or application without
first having a Resource Group to deploy them into. Resource groups are essentially
containers that logically group your Azure resources into a centrally managed location
and it makes perfect sense that Microsoft has focused their efforts into integrating them
into Azure Monitor as a supported workload – known as Resource Group Insights.
Here’s an overview of what you get with resource group monitoring in Azure Monitor:
▪
▪
▪
▪

Monitor the health state of all resources within the resource group.
Visibility of alerts across infrastructure and applications.
Easy navigation between application and virtual machine maps.
Drill-down capabilities for performance and failure issues.

Walkthrough
Follow these steps to get started with Resource Group Insights in Azure Monitor:
1. From the navigation menu on the left of the Azure Portal, click the Resource
groups option to view a list of your resource groups, then click a resource group
from the list to display its Overview page.
2. At the resource group Overview page, click Insights from the navigation bar as
shown in Figure 73.

FIGURE 73. LAUNCHING RESOURCE GROUP INSIGHTS
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3. The Insights page (shown in Figure 74), gives you a high-level monitoring
overview of issues within the resource group such as active alerts, critical and
warning virtual machine issues and even visibility on how global Azure Service
Health might affect your resources (you’ll need to check the Show Azure
resource health button to enable this).

FIGURE 74. RESOURCE GROUP INSIGHTS OVERVIEW PAGE

4. If you expand the Virtual machine resource category, you’ll get a health status
for all virtual machines within the resource group. As shown in Figure 75,
clicking the ellipses (…) link will open a monitoring menu scoped to that specific
virtual machine where you get access to all Azure Monitor for VMs perspectives.

FIGURE 75. VIRTUAL MACHINE ACTIONS
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NOTE: Resource Group Insights is still in Preview but you can get
more information about it from the official documentation here https://docs.microsoft.com/en-ie/azure/azuremonitor/insights/resource-group-insights

Diagnostics
The Azure Monitor Diagnostic Logs service differs from the Azure Monitor Logs service
that we discussed earlier in this chapter. With diagnostics logs, you can obtain rich
diagnostic information about things such as virtual machine boot state, tenant-level
service logging (e.g. Azure Active Directory), and resource logging (Network Security
Groups or Storage Accounts).
Typically, diagnostic logging is not enabled by default. However, Azure Monitor provides
us with a centralized area to manage the diagnostic status of our Azure workloads.
Here are some of the high-level diagnostic log capabilities you get with Azure Monitor:
▪
▪
▪
▪

Manage all diagnostics settings in one place.
Use Azure blob storage for archival or offline reporting.
Stream diagnostic logs to Event Hub for additional integration scenarios.
Route to Azure Monitor Logs for advanced analytics.

Follow these steps to find out how you can access it:
1. From the navigation menu on the left of the Azure Portal, click the Monitor
option to launch Azure Monitor, then select Diagnostic settings from the
navigation bar as shown in Figure 76. From there, you can filter by resource
group to return a view that shows the diagnostic status for each resource.
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FIGURE 76. CONFIGURING DIAGNOSTIC SETTINGS

2. Clicking any of the resources in this list will then bring you to a page where you
can enable, disable, or edit diagnostic settings for the specific resource. In our
example (shown in Figure 77), we’ve clicked the Send to Log Analytics option to
forward diagnostic logs from a VPN Gateway to the Azure Monitor Logs service.
NOTE: If required, you could also configure the settings here to
archive your diagnostic logs in an Azure storage account or even
stream them to an event hub for external parsing.
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FIGURE 77. DEFINING DIAGNOSTIC LOGS FOR COLLECTION

3. When you’ve made your changes, click Save to complete the configuration.

VM Diagnostics
An additional diagnostic capability built into Azure Monitor is the virtual machine Run
Diagnostics feature. This feature can be accessed from within the Monitoring area in the
navigation bar of an individual virtual machine and gives you the ability to create
performance analysis reports based on the diagnostic logs that you enable.
Here’s what you need to do to start working with it:
1. Navigate to the Health perspective view on one of your virtual machines using
either the drill-down experience in Azure Monitor for VMs (discussed earlier in
the Virtual Machine Insights section of this chapter) or directly from the virtual
machine overview blade.
2. Once there, click the Run Diagnostics button located across the top navigation
bar as shown in Figure 78.
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FIGURE 78. LAUNCHING THE RUN DIAGNOSTICS FEATURE

3. If you haven’t accessed this feature before on this specific virtual machine,
you’ll be presented with the screen shown in Figure 79 where you will need to
hit the Install performance diagnostics button to continue.

FIGURE 79. INSTALLING PERFORMANCE DIAGNOSTICS
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4. At the next blade (shown in Figure 80), you will be presented with several
performance analysis options to choose from – including quick, standard, and
advanced analysis checks. In our example, we’ll choose the standard
Performance analysis option. Click OK to begin the analysis.

FIGURE 80. DEFINING THE ANALYSIS TYPE
TIP: If you are working with a Microsoft support engineer on virtual
machine performance issues, you can also use this blade to
specify a support request number to assist with troubleshooting.

5. After a short period of time, you should be presented with a performance
diagnostics report – which is the final output from a whole suite of analysis tools
that have run in the background as part of the analysis you’ve chosen. In Figure
81, you can see that we’ve been presented with a report that makes some
Medium Impact recommendations to us about high CPU usage, disk space
problems, and some other performance problems. If required, we can click the
Download report button here to download the report for later offline viewing.
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FIGURE 81. VM PERFORMANCE DIAGNOSTICS REPORT

Autoscale
The Azure Monitor Autoscale feature enables you to automatically allocate additional
resources to an application based on when a specific monitored metric has been
breached. Autoscale currently only supports App Service Web Apps, Virtual Machine
Scale Sets, Cloud Services, and API Management Services.
You can manage all of your Autoscale-compatible workloads centrally from within Azure
Monitor by simply clicking the Autoscale link from the navigation bar. In our example
shown in Figure 82, we have an App Service plan that isn’t configured for Autoscale.

FIGURE 82. AZURE MONITOR AUTOSCALE
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If we click into the App Service plan to configure it, we are then presented with the
Autoscale setting blade shown in Figure 83 and from here, you can specify the instance
count of resources it should scale out by before clicking the Save button to configure
scale condition rules based on your preferred metrics.

FIGURE 83. ENABLING AUTOSCALE FROM AZURE MONITOR

Advisor Recommendations
The Azure Advisor service is like your very own personal cloud advisor who gives you
pointers on best practice recommendations and optimal configurations. Using telemetry
data gathered from the various Azure Monitor services, it analyzes your workloads and
then makes recommendations to help you keep those resources running optimally and
in a secure manner.
Here’s a high-level view of what you get with Azure Advisor:
▪
▪
▪

Proactive and actionable advice on best practices.
Real-time recommendations to help you improve health, performance, security,
running costs, and high availability of your resources.
Suggested actions based on contextual recommendations across your
workloads.
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You can launch Advisor from within Azure Monitor by clicking on the Advisor
recommendations link in the navigation bar as shown in Figure 84. Once you click the
link, you’ll be presented with several tiles – each containing a breakdown of
recommendations for you to consider.

FIGURE 84. LAUNCHING AZURE ADVISOR RECOMMENDATIONS

When we choose to view all recommendations in a single view (shown in Figure 85),
Azure Advisor has suggested that we shut down a virtual machine to save on annual
running costs and also highlighted some potential security issues to consider.

FIGURE 85. VIEWING RECOMMENDATIONS
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Infrastructure Monitoring Dashboards
As you’ve probably gathered by now, the monitoring capabilities of Azure are pretty
awesome. However, like all good monitoring platforms, you need to ensure the data
returned can be visualized in centrally managed and easy-to-consume dashboards. We
can deliver on this requirement in the portal through the use of Azure Dashboards
which bring together many different types of monitoring data into a single pane.
Follow these steps to get started with your first Azure Dashboard:
1. From the Azure Portal, click the Dashboard link in the navigation bar, then hit
the + New Dashboard button to create a new dashboard as shown in Figure 86.

FIGURE 86. CREATING A NEW DASHBOARD

2. Now follow the walkthrough detailed in the official documentation
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-portal/azure-portaldashboards) to configure initial settings and create a markdown tile. You can
use markdown tiles to configure images and live views on your new dashboard.
3. Next, we’ll add a dashboard from the Azure Monitor for VMs service, and to do
this, we’ll browse back to the Performance perspective in Virtual Machine
Insights and click the Pin to dashboard icon as shown in Figure 87.
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FIGURE 87. PINNING A VIEW TO A DASHBOARD
TIP: Most monitoring views across Azure Monitor have the Pin to
dashboard option available and if you work through some of the
previous sections in this chapter again, you can use this to quickly
fill up your dashboard with tiles containing data that’s relevant to
you and your organization.

4. Continue adding the various monitoring views that you require from across your
Azure environment and eventually, you should end up with a central dashboard
that’s tailored exactly to the needs of the business. In Figure 88, you can see a
sample dashboard that we put together which contains some markdown,
performance, availability, and management solution tiles from across our Azure
Monitor deployment.

FIGURE 88. CUSTOM MONITORING DASHBOARD
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Role Based Access Control
In most organizations, you will likely have more than one person who needs access to
the monitoring data in Azure Monitor. Depending on their location and the sensitivity of
data, you might need to consider some granular role-based access control (RBAC)
configurations to lock things down.
To meet this RBAC requirement, you can take advantage of Access Modes, which define
how specific users can access Azure Monitor Logs (Log Analytics) workspaces along with
restricting the type of data they can see.
Azure Monitor has the following two types of Access Modes available to work with:
▪

▪

Workspace-centric: With this mode, you don’t have any granular RBAC
permissions, and users can view all logs in the workspace that they have
permissions to.
Resource-centric: This mode is a lot more restrictive and allows you to specify
granular RBAC permissions against individual resources (as opposed to the
overall full workspace). As an example, when this mode is configured, users will
only be able to view Logs from the resource menu of a specific resource such as
a virtual machine. You can use the granular configuration here to block that
same user from viewing logs on another virtual machine that might contain
sensitive data.

You can configure the type of Access Control you need by clicking the link from within
the Properties blade of your workspace as shown in Figure 89.
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FIGURE 89. CONFIGURING WORKSPACE ACCESS CONTROL MODE
NOTE: Before you make any changes to your RBAC permissions
in Azure Monitor, ensure you fully understand all of your options by
taking a read through the official documentation here https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azuremonitor/platform/manage-access#access-modes

Summary
In this chapter, we first discussed some of the basics of monitoring in Azure and gave
you an understanding of services such as Activity Logs, Alerts, Azure Monitor Logs,
Metrics, Service Health and Workbooks. We then walked you through all of the
infrastructure monitoring features available to you within the Azure Monitor service
including Storage Account Monitoring, Network Insights, Virtual Machine Insights, and
Diagnostics. Toward the end of the chapter, we discussed how to use Azure Advisor and
also how to configure Azure Dashboards to add value to your monitoring scenarios. We
then closed out with some guidance on configuring Role Based Access Control to ensure
you maintain control over who can access sensitive monitoring data across your Azure
resources.
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In the next chapter, you will learn how to configure alerting and notifications for your
monitoring data using concepts such as Smart Groups, Action Groups, and service
integration.
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Chapter 7 – Alerting and
Notification
Table of Contents (click to return to ToC)
Alerts are an important part of our monitoring and probably the most important one.
Getting data and visualizing it is the foundation for alerts but to move to actual
monitoring, you need alerts. No team or engineer sits all day in front of the dashboard
and looks at visualized data. Alerts are also packaged knowledge for our applications
and infrastructure gathered to help us when things are not going as planned. An
essential part of the alerting is also the integrations with other systems like e-mail, ITSM
(IT Service Management), etc. which Azure Monitor offers as well. Although there are
different types of alerts that you can create and use in Azure Monitor, they are unified
in terms of flow, integrations, and UI (User Interface) experience. In this chapter, we will
cover the main concepts and features of Azure Monitor alerts the different types and
the integration capabilities along with real-world examples.
NOTE: Besides Azure Monitor alerts there are also Azure Security
Center, Azure Sentinel, and Azure Cost Management alerts which
are covered in their respective chapters.

Alerts Flow
Alerting helps the operator to identify that something unexpected has happened in the
environment, such as when a service has stopped. When such an event occurs, it results
in creating alert and potentially starting integration like notifying by e-mail, automatic
remediation, logging incident in the ITSM system, etc. Figure 1 shows the flow of an
Azure Monitor alert.
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FIGURE 1. FLOW OF AN AZURE MONITOR ALERT

The following key attributes explain the diagram and the main concepts of the alerts in
Azure Monitor:
•

Alert Rule – Defines the type, signal, and criteria of the alert. Along with those
you can define also other properties that are covered later in this section.
o Target Resources - Everything in Azure is defined as resources. A
resource can be a subscription, a specific Virtual Machine or Azure Web
App, or a Log Analytics workspace. Depending on the alert type you can
target one or more resources. For example, when you target a Log
Analytics workspace you are targeting any data in that workspace that
can come from multiple Azure resources and/or even on-premises or
other cloud resources. If you target a subscription, then you target the
resources in that subscription. Some alert types support adding multiple
targets. For example, you can target multiple Log Analytics workspaces
or Log Analytics workspace and Application Insights instance.
o Signal – The signal defines what kind of data and from where you will
use to create your criteria. The signal also determines what will be the
alert type. When you configure alert trough Azure Portal you will notice
that every signal is also tied to specific Monitor service. Depending on
the target resource chosen different signals are available. The signals
can be Activity log, Metric, and Log Search. Those also define the main
types of alerts we will cover later in this chapter.
o Criteria – Also known as logic. Defines when an alert should be fired.
Defining the logic is different depending on the alert type but an
example of logic would be when % CPU for a virtual machine or a set of
virtual machines reaches threshold greater than 80 an alert should be
fired. Figure 2 shows one such criterion example for the metric alert
type.
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FIGURE 2. CONFIGURE CRITERIA TYPE FOR METRIC ALERT RULE

•

Alert Instance – When the criteria are met this results in the creation of an alert
instance. It is important to understand the difference between an alert rule and
an alert instance. An alert rule can apply for multiple resources and as such
when criteria are met it can result in the creation of multiple alert instances.
Alert rule to alert instance relationship is one too many.
o Data - When alert instances are created, they contain data specific to
the alert instance like from which alert rule was created, what was the
data caused the alert rule criteria to be met, etc. Alert instances also
have state.
o Monitor Condition - When the alert instance is created for the first time
its condition is always ‘Fired’. Some alert types like metric alerts can be
automatically resolved and condition changed to Resolved. Changes to
conditions are logged in to the alert instance history
o Alert State - The alert state can be changed by the operator manually to
New, Acknowledged, or Closed. This allows the alert instances to have
some lifecycle. When alerts are created, they are put automatically to
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•

state New. Changes to states are logged in to the alert instance history.
The state is not automatically changed when the monitor condition is
changed.
Action Group – The action group allows integration with other services. Action
groups can be applied to alert rules directly or alert instances by using Action
rules which contain criteria to which alert instances are applied. One action
group can be used by multiple alert rules and alert instances. The action group
supports some built-in integrations like e-mail, SMS, voice calls and Azure
mobile app notifications, and more general ones like Automation runbook,
Azure Function, webhook, Logic App, etc. The data that is sent via the Action
group is the data that is available for the Alert instance. The action group is
triggered every time a new alert instance is created or when the monitor
condition of the alert instance is changed.

When you create alert rule there are other properties that you will have to configure
besides the mentioned above. Those properties are:
•
•

•

Alert name – The name of the alert. A good practice is not to have alert rules
with the same name.
Alert Description – Serves as a way to describe further the alert rule that is
created. You can put some additional information, such as troubleshooting
steps or a link to documentation that gives further explanation.
Severity – You can choose severity for the alert instances that will be created
from the alert rule. For some alert rules, there is a default severity that cannot
be changed. The severity can be from 0 to 4 and corresponds to the following
severity levels:
o Sev 0 – Critical
o Sev 1 – Error
o Sev 2 – Warning
o Sev 3 – Informational
o Sev 4 – Verbose

All alert instances can be seen from a single view by navigating to Azure Monitor blade > Alerts as shown in Figure 3.
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FIGURE 3. AZURE MONITOR ALERTS

Clicking on any of the links like specific severity or total alerts will lead you to a detailed
list view of those alert instances as shown in Figure 4.

FIGURE 4. AZURE MONITOR ALERTS DETAILS

Azure Monitor alerts honor the Azure RBAC permissions so depending on which
resources you have monitoring reader or contributor access you will see alert instances
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only for them. This is determined by the Affected resource property as seen in Figure 4.
Monitoring Reader and Contributor are built-in Azure RBAC roles that you can assign.
NOTE: You can only view alerts for the past 30 days.

From this blade you can also change the states of alerts and clicking on a specific alert
instance will show you even more details as shown in Figure 5.

FIGURE 5. ALERT DETAILS

The information that will be shown is different depending on the alert type. You can see
also there is a History tab that will show you monitor condition changes, if action group
action was initiated, etc.
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From the same Alerts blade from the top bar, you can click on Managed alert rules to
see what kind of rules you have created to alert upon as seen in Figure 6.

FIGURE 6. AZURE MONITOR ALERT RULES

From that view you can also start creating any alert type except two:
•
•

Service Health alerts – To create those you need to navigate to the Service
Health blade.
Web Availability Tests – These are special alert types that are based on metric
alert but to create them you need first to create availability test in Application
Insights instance. To create those, you will need to navigate to Application
Insights instance, create an availability test and you will see an option for
creating alert for the test as well.
IMPORTANT: Although the UI is useful for creating alerts, we
recommend creating your alerts always as code via PowerShell,
CLI, or ARM Templates. Some specific options are also only
available when you use code to create alerts.

The general steps you will have to go through for creating any of the alert types are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Select target resource/resources
Configure Condition
Set Action group/groups (optional)
Set alert details – name, description, etc.
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Smart Groups
Smart groups is a distinct Azure Monitor feature that allows you to reduce noise caused
by many alert instances that could be related to each other. The feature uses machine
learning algorithms to combine alert instances that are similar to each other based on
historical patterns, similar properties, and structure, etc. Currently, the feature only
groups alerts that are of the same type. Smart groups also have the same states as alert
instances which can be changed by the operator.
NOTE: When you change the state of Smart Group that will also
result in changing the state of alert instances.

You can see the different smart groups created by going to Azure Monitor blade ->
Smart Groups (preview) tile. This will open the smart groups generated as shown in
Figure 7.

FIGURE 7. AZURE MONITOR SMART GROUPS
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Clicking on a specific smart group will show you more details like the alert instances that
are in it as shown in Figure 8.

FIGURE 8. AZURE MONITOR SMART GROUP DETAILS

As you can from the screenshot you can change the state like for specific alerts. Smart
Groups also have History like alerts. History will list state changes and alert membership
changes. A smart group when created always takes the name of the first alert that is
added to it and it cannot be changed.

Programmatically View Alert Instances
Both Alert instances and Smart Groups have REST APIs that you can use to retrieve them
and change states. These APIs although useful can be hard to use when you want to
retrieve alerts at scale. Fortunately, Azure provides the alert instances also as data in
Resource Graph.
NOTE: You can read more about these APIs here
https://docs.microsoft.com/enus/rest/api/monitor/alertsmanagement/alerts and here
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https://docs.microsoft.com/enus/rest/api/monitor/alertsmanagement/smartgroups

To reach the alerts data in Resource Graph open Azure Resource Graph Explorer and
execute the following query:
AlertsManagementResources
| where type =~ 'Microsoft.AlertsManagement/alerts'
| extend allProperties = parse_json(properties)
| where isnotempty(allProperties.essentials.smartGroupId)

When the query is executed it will list all alerts that are attached to a specific smart
group as shown in Figure 9.

FIGURE 9. ALERTS IN RESOURCE GRAPH
NOTE: The resource graph queries that you create for getting
alerts data you can use in Azure Monitor workbooks to visualize it
and share those visualizations with other people.
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Alert Types
To cover multiple scenarios and data sources Azure Monitor offers 3 main types of
alerts. Each type has a few sub-types that differ only in configuration. The 3 main types
we will look into are:
•
•
•

Activity Log Based Alerts
Metric Alert
Azure Monitor Log Alerts

Often you can alert on the same thing with different types of alerts. Determining
which type of alert to choose depends on their features and your desired result.
IMPORTANT: In this chapter, Azure Monitor for VMs alerts will not
be covered as they were pulled from Public Preview to Private
Preview.

Activity Log Based Alerts
As the name suggests these alerts are based on Azure Activity Log.
NOTE: You can learn more on Azure Activity Log here
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azuremonitor/platform/activity-log-alerts.

Azure Activity Log is something you get for free in Azure. The activity logs are stored in
their own store for 90 days and any write operations (POST, PUT, DELETE) on Azure
resources will be visible there. The operations are scoped per subscription and recently
per management group as now you have some actions happening at the management
group level. They can be sent to other stores including Log Analytics. When you create
activity log alerts you are directly tapping into the activity log store so there is no need
to send them to Log Analytics if you do not want to. As the activity log has a different
type of operations it is divided into 8 event categories that can be seen in the Azure
Monitor blade under Activity Log as shown in Figure 10.
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FIGURE 10. ACTIVITY LOG CATEGORIES
NOTE: The Category Alert will not be covered in this book as the
activity log records for it are related to the modification of alerts.
There are not particular real-world scenarios for alerting on alert
rule configuration changes.

When you create activity log alert it is always best practice to first scope it to a specific
category. Based on the category scope you are creating different sub-type alerts. The
options for creating activity log-based alerts are the same no matter the category and
the only differences are:
•
•

Portal creation experience
Alert instances/webhook data – The data that is in the alert instance will differ
and includes specific data to the category along with the standard information
that is available for all of them

Administrative
The Administrative Activity Log alerts are linked to the Administrative category in the
activity log. That category logs any write/delete actions on every Azure resource. For
example, you can alert upon if Virtual Machine gets deleted. The most notable things
you should know about Administrative Activity Log alerts are:
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•
•
•
•
•

•

To designate that is Administrative Log Activity alert you need to scope the alert
to Administrative category
A separate alert instance is created for each Activity Log record that matches
the criteria
You cannot assign severity for this alert type. The severity is always translated to
Sev4 when it is Activity log alert type
Supports common alert schema
Alerts are scoped to subscription level at maximum. If you want to cover
multiple subscriptions, you will have to create the same alert in each
subscription
The alert rule is a global resource, not tied to a specific region

Administrative Activity Log alerts can be created via Portal, PS, CLI, or ARM Templates
where creating them with ARM templates is the most flexible way. Later in this chapter,
we will provide an example with ARM templates along with some additional information
and tips.
NOTE: You can check the other methods for creating Activity Logbased alerts here: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azuremonitor/platform/alerts-activity-log

Security
Alerts that are generated by Azure Security Center (ASC) appear as a record on Activity
Log as well. The built-in ASC alerts are not very well integrated with Azure Monitor
features like Action Groups and because of that, every ASC alert instance is logged to
the activity log. To put it in short for the built-in ASC alerts you will have to create
another alert just to be able to send it properly to other systems via Action Group or to
view them in a single place in Azure Monitor Alerts blade. The built-in ASC alerts
capabilities for notifications are limited to just only e-mails on high severity security
alerts and because of that, It is not something you should use in production. Keep in
mind that ASC integrates with other systems like Microsoft Defender ATP, etc. The alerts
that come from these systems will also appear in the activity log under the Security
category. The most notable things you should know about Administrative Activity Log
alerts are:
•

To designate that is Security Log Activity alert you need to scope the alert to
Security category
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•
•

•
•

•
•

A separate alert instance is created for each Activity Log record that matches
the criteria
You cannot assign severity for this alert type. The severity is always translated to
Sev4 when it is the Activity log alert type. The severity of the ASC alert is present
in the properties of the alert instance
Supports common alert schema
Alerts are scoped to subscription level at maximum. If you want to cover
multiple subscriptions, you will have to create the same alert in each
subscription
It is best to create these alerts per subscription and scope them to the
subscription
The alert rule is a global resource, not tied to a specific region

Security Activity Log alerts can be created via Portal, PS, CLI, or ARM Templates, in cases
where creating them with ARM templates is the most flexible way. Later in this chapter,
we will provide an example with ARM templates along with some additional information
and tips.
NOTE: You can check the other methods for creating Activity Logbased alerts here: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azuremonitor/platform/alerts-activity-log

Service Health
Any cloud provider at some point may experience outage or degradation in certain
services and/or regions. Service Health is a service that figures out what resources
(services) you have deployed and when there is some outage or degradation that will
signal if they are affected. The record appears as an activity log record under the Service
Health category.
NOTE: Service Health alerts are free so there is no charge when
you scope your alerts to that category.

The most notable things you should know about Service Health alerts are:
•
•

To designate that is Service Health alert you need to scope the alert to Service
Health category
A separate alert instance is created for each Activity Log record that matches
the criteria
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•
•
•

•
•

You cannot assign severity for this alert type. The severity is always translated to
Sev4 when it is Activity log alert type
Supports common alert schema
Alerts are scoped to subscription level at maximum. If you want to cover
multiple subscriptions, you will have to create the same alert in each
subscription
It is best to create these alerts per subscription and scope them to the
subscription
The alert rule is a global resource, not tied to a specific region

Service Health alerts can be created via Portal or ARM Templates, in cases where
creating them with ARM templates is the most flexible way. Later in this chapter, we will
provide an example with ARM templates along with some additional information and
tips.
NOTE: You can check the other methods for creating Activity Logbased alerts here: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/servicehealth/alerts-activity-log-service-notifications

Advisor
Azure Advisor is a service that gives you recommendations for your resources to
configure them according to best practices, optimize them, etc. Those
recommendations are logged as activity log under the Recommendation category. You
can get notified of new recommendations by creating alert rules for them and
potentially log them to ITSM as incidents. The most notable things you should know
about Service Health alerts are:
•
•
•

•
•

To designate that is Advisor alert you need to scope the alert to
Recommendation category
A separate alert instance is created for each Activity Log record that matches
the criteria
You cannot assign severity for this alert type. The severity is always translated to
Sev4 when it is the Activity log alert type. The Advisor recommendation impact
level is present as property in the alert instance properties.
Supports common alert schema
Alerts are scoped to subscription level at maximum. If you want to cover
multiple subscriptions, you will have to create the same alert in each
subscription.
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•
•
•
•

It is best to create these alerts per subscription and scope them to the
subscription.
Currently, Advisor recommendations of type Cost are not logged as records in
the Activity log.
Records are generated only when the actual recommendation is created in
Azure Advisor.
The alert rule is a global resource, not tied to a specific region.

Advisor alerts can be created via Portal or ARM Templates, in cases where creating them
with ARM templates is the most flexible way. Later in this chapter, we will provide an
example with ARM templates along with some additional information and tips.
NOTE: You can check the other methods for creating Activity Logbased alerts here: https://docs.microsoft.com/enus/azure/advisor/advisor-alerts

Policy
Azure Policy is a service that helps you stay compliant for your Azure and non-Azure
resources. Within the service, you create policy assignments that show if you are
compliant or not. When Azure Policy performs audit for the policy assignments the
events successful or not will appear under the Policy category in the activity log. You can
create alerts that will signal on non-compliant resources. The most notable things you
should know about Policy Activity Log alerts are:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

To designate that is Policy Activity Log alert you need to scope the alert to the
Policy category
Records in Activity log are generated on Azure Policy Compliance results
Records are generated only when policy compliance check is executed
Records are generated per resource which means that for a single resource one
record will be generated but the record can have results from multiple policy
assignments. This makes it impossible to create an alert rule that alerts upon
specific policy assignment being uncompliant
A separate alert instance is created for each Activity Log record that matches
the criteria.
You cannot assign severity for this alert type. The severity is always translated to
Sev4 when it is the Activity log alert type.
Supports common alert schema
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•

•

Alerts are scoped to subscription level at maximum. If you want to cover
multiple subscriptions, you will have to create the same alert in each
subscription.
The alert rule is a global resource, not tied to a specific region.

Policy Activity Log alerts can be created via Portal, CLI, PowerShell, or ARM Templates,
in cases where creating them with ARM templates is the most flexible way. Later in this
chapter, we will provide an example with ARM templates along with some additional
information and tips.
NOTE: You can check the other methods for creating Activity Logbased alerts here: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azuremonitor/platform/alerts-activity-log

IMPORTANT: To create alert for specific policy assignment being
non-compliant it is best to forward the Policy Activity log to Log
Analytics and use Kusto query for Log Alert. The Kusto language
gives you a lot of possibilities in processing the Policy Activity
Logs and thus more flexibility on alerting for specific scenarios.
You can find an example here:
https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/itops-talk-blog/how-tocreate-azure-monitor-alerts-for-non-compliant-azure/ba-p/713466#

Autoscale
Azure Monitor has a feature called Autoscale. The feature allows certain resources to be
scaled automatically based on certain conditions. When that such automatic scale
action happens, it is logged in the Activity Log as a record. For example, this integration
allows you to get notified when your resource like web app has scaled out to a specific
number of instances. The most notable things you should know about Autoscale Activity
Log alerts are:
•
•
•
•

To designate that is Autoscale Activity Log alert you need to scope the alert to
Autoscale category.
Records are generated for each autoscale execution.
A separate alert instance is created for each Activity Log record that matches
the criteria.
You cannot assign severity for this alert type. The severity is always translated to
Sev4 when it is the Activity log alert type.
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•
•

•
•

Supports common alert schema
Alerts are scoped to subscription level at maximum. If you want to cover
multiple subscriptions, you will have to create the same alert in each
subscription
It is best practice to create these scoped per resource group and for a specific
resource type
The alert rule is a global resource, not tied to a specific region

Policy Activity Log alerts can be created via Portal, CLI, PowerShell, or ARM Templates
where creating them with ARM templates is the most flexible way. Later in this chapter,
we will provide an example with ARM templates along with some additional information
and tips.
NOTE: You can check the other methods for creating Activity Logbased alerts here: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azuremonitor/platform/alerts-activity-log

Resource Health
Resource Health is a fairly new Azure Monitor feature that is available for some
resources. Resource health gives you basic information if your resource is working or
not. This differs from Service Health as a resource like a VM might not be running due to
BSOD. In that case, it is only your VM affected by this issue and not a specific service in
Azure experiencing an outage.
NOTE: You can check which resources are monitored via that
feature on the Microsoft Docs site in “Resource types and health
checks at Azure Resource Health” at
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/service-health/resourcehealth-checks-resource-types

IMPORTANT: The Resource Health service is currently in preview
at the time of writing this book.

The feature maintains health for these types of resources by doing certain checks.
Depending on the result of these checks the health of the resource is also changed.
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These health changes are then logged in Activity Log. The most notable things you
should know about Resource Health alerts are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

To designate that is Resource Health alert you need to scope the alert to
Resource Health category
Records are generated for each health state changed no matter if the returned
result is healthy or unhealthy
A separate alert instance is created for each Activity Log record that matches
the criteria
You cannot assign severity for this alert type. The severity is always translated to
Sev4 when it is Activity log alert type
Supports common alert schema
Alerts are scoped to subscription level at maximum. If you want to cover
multiple subscriptions, you will have to create the same alert in each
subscription
It is best practice to create these scoped per resource group or subscription but
also for specific resource type and health conditions
The alert rule is a global resource, not tied to a specific region

Resource Health alerts can be created via ARM Templates. Later in this chapter, we will
provide an example with ARM templates along with some additional information and
tips.
NOTE: You can check the additional guidance for creating
Resource Health alerts here: https://docs.microsoft.com/enus/azure/service-health/resource-health-alert-arm-template-guide

Metric Alerts
For free and by default Azure provides metrics for almost every resource. These metrics
are stored in metrics stored for 90 days. The metric alerts use the data from the metrics
store to alert upon. As with Activity logs, you can also send the metrics to Log Analytics
workspace and then use Log Alerts instead of metric ones.
NOTE: You can also use the metrics store to send your custom
metrics to it. Sending custom metrics will result in additional
charges. More information at https://docs.microsoft.com/enus/azure/azure-monitor/platform/metrics-custom-overview.
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NOTE: Certain data types from Log Analytics are also
automatically send to the metrics store. This allows taking
advantage of some of the metric alerts specific features with data
from Log Analytics. More on the topic at
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azuremonitor/platform/alerts-metric-logs

When you start to configure metric alerts, you will notice that currently for most
resources in Azure you can configure one metric alert rule per resource. This means that
one alert rule cannot span across multiple resources. A new feature for metric alerts
that is currently in development will provide an option to configure an alert rule that is
applicable for multiple resources. The scenarios that are covered by this feature are:
•
•
•

A list of selected resources of a particular type in one region for a particular
subscription
A list of selected resources located in one or more resource groups in one
region for a particular subscription
A list of all resources of a particular type in one region for a particular
subscription

This feature is currently in preview and it is available for specific resource types like
Virtual Machines, SQL Server databases, SQL Server elastic pools, and Data Box Edge
devices.
Another important feature of metric alerts that we should mention is dimensions.
Dimensions allow from single alert rule to create separate instances by configuring
dimensions. Although that for most resources the metric alert is tied to a single resource
sometimes the metric contains a property that has multiple values and you want to
create a separate alert instance for each different value. For example, if we create a
metric alert for a single VM that is fired when ‘Disk Write IOPS’ reaches a certain
threshold we would want to have a separate alert instance for each disk present on the
VM instead for the total value of all disks. By defining that the number of each disk (LUN)
is a dimension we will achieve that scenario. With dimensions, you can even configure
specific values so, for example, to get alerted only on disks from 1-5, instead of on all
disks.

Like Activity Log-based alerts we also have subtypes of metric alerts. These are:
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•
•
•

Static Metric Alerts
Dynamic Metrics Alerts
Availability Test Alerts
NOTE: You can read more about metric alerts here
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azuremonitor/platform/alerts-metric-overview

No matter the sub-type of the metric alert they all have the following characteristics:
•
•
•
•

•
•

Alerts are fired per resource, but it can be configured to fire per dimensions if
you specify them
You can assign you own severity via the alert rule
Supports common alert schema
The alert instances are automatically resolved when the issue no longer exists.
In case of a resolved problem another alert instance is fired with Resolved
monitor condition
The alert rule is a global resource, not tied to a specific region
The action group needs to be located in the same subscription as the alert rule
in case you attach it directly

Metric alerts can be created via Portal, PowerShell, CLI, or ARM Templates. Later in this
chapter, we will provide an example with ARM templates along with some additional
information and tips.
NOTE: You can check the additional guidance for creating
Resource Health alerts here: https://docs.microsoft.com/enus/azure/azure-monitor/platform/alerts-metric,
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azuremonitor/platform/alerts-enable-template, and
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/app/monitorweb-app-availability

Static
Static metric alerts are called static because you have one or two conditions and the
thresholds for those are static numbers. The alert instances are fired only when those
thresholds are reached.
NOTE: To understand better static alerts check the official
documentation: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-
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monitor/platform/alerts-metric-overview#alert-rule-with-staticcondition-type

Dynamic
Dynamic metric alerts are based on machine learning algorithms. The alerts teach
themselves based on previous data about the baseline of your resource’s metric.
Because of that keep in mind that there is a period of learning before these alerts are
fully enabled. Your resource must have 3 days or 30 samples of metric data before the
alert is fully functional. Once the pattern of your resource for the metric chosen is
learned you will get alerted only on abnormal behaviors.
NOTE: To understand better dynamic alerts check the official
documentation: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azuremonitor/platform/alerts-dynamic-thresholds

Availability Test
Availability Tests is a feature specific to Application Insights. It allows monitoring the
availability of web site with ping tests. Once the availability test is configured you can
also create an availability test alert tied to it. The availability test results are logged as
metrics in the metrics store because of that the availability test alert is metric alert but
just some differences in the configuration.
NOTE: To understand how availability test alert is created with
ARM Template check here https://docs.microsoft.com/enus/azure/azure-monitor/platform/alerts-metric-createtemplates#template-for-an-availability-test-along-with-a-metricalert

Log Alerts
Log alerts are based on Kusto queries. You can create such alerts on data from a Log
Analytics workspace or Application Insights instance. The alert rule can even target
multiple workspace and instances. Even combinations of those are allowed like alerting
on data from both Log Analytics workspace and Application Insights instance. The query
that is used for the Log Alert is executed and the results of it are evaluated by the alert
conditions. The difference when targeting one of those resources is visible in the data of
the alert instance. There are two sub-types of Log Alerts:
•
•

Number of results
Metric measurement
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The main difference between those is that the first one creates one alert instance for
each evaluation cycle of the alert. The latter can create multiple alert instances for one
evaluation cycle based on the query results and the conditions defined in the alert rule.
IMPORTANT: Number of results sub-type is used mostly in
Application Insights as usually a single Application Insights
instance monitors a single application. For Log Analytics
workspaces it is better to use metric measurement sub-type as it
stores data for multiple resources. In such cases, the Kusto query
used in the alert can be built in a way to produce alert instance per
resource. This allows for better integration with other systems like
ITSM incidents.

The characteristics that apply to both sub-types are:
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

Alert rules are tied to the region of the Log Analytics workspace / App Insights
instance
Alert rules can be scoped to multiple Log Analytics workspaces and/or App
Insights instances in different regions but there is always one primary
workspace or instance to which region the alert rule is tied to
Severity can be set
Alert rules can be applied to multiple Azure Resources across multiple
subscriptions and even to non-Azure resources. You can alert on anything
available as data in the Log Analytics workspace / App Insights instance
Part of the alert rule’s conditions are contained in the Kusto query
New alert instances are created with every alert rule execution is performed
Automatic resolution of alert instances is not possible
NOTE: You can find more information for Log Alerts here:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azuremonitor/platform/alerts-unified-log

Number of Results
The “Number of results” Log Alert has a very simple workflow of working. The Kusto
query produces a certain number of results. That number serves as a comparison for the
threshold defined in the alert rule. For example, if the query returns 7 records as results
and the threshold of the alert rule is any number greater than 6 then the alert instance
will be fired in that case.
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Metric Measurement
Metric Measurement Log Alert has a more complex workflow but at the same time
offers more capabilities. To explain better the firing multiple alert instances for a single
alert rule in a single evaluation cycle let’s imagine the following scenario. Most
organizations have a process where when alert instances are created that results also on
creating an incident in the ITSM system. The reason for creating an incident is that it
allows having a record of the issue from its first appearance to its resolution. That
record will vital information like time to response, assignee, troubleshooting steps, etc.
Usually, the alert – incident mapping is always one on one. That makes the bidirectional
communication easier as when the alert is auto-resolved the incident to be resolved as
well or vice versa. One of the most important aspects of Incident Management is also to
have the Configuration Item (CI) attached to the incident. In many cases, the CI could be
the actual resource id (a unique identifier) of the resource but in other cases, it can be
more than that. For example, let’s say you have a server and suddenly two of the
volumes/disks (for example E: and F:) on the server fall below the critical threshold for
free disk space. Ideally, you would want two separate alert instances fired for each disk
of the server thus having two separate incident records as well. In those cases, the two
CIs are both the resource ID of the VM and each volume. So, if two separate alert
instances and incidents are created for each volume this allows for easier investigation
and tracking. For example, you might be able to fix the free disk space issue on drive E:
right away but on F: it requires more time. Then in that situation, you can resolve one of
the incidents on time and avoid breaking Service Level Agreement (SLA) on it. If both
problems were logged on a single incident in that situation you wouldn’t be able to
close the incident just because one of the issues was resolved. As we have mentioned
before Metric Measurement Log Alerts provides this capability to cover real-world
scenarios like the above. With this type of alert, it is very important how you define your
query as that will dictate the generation of alert instances but also the query should
contain certain properties to be valid. Those properties are:
•

•

AggregatedValue column – Usually the query is defined with some aggregation
operator which returns some aggregation value. That aggregation value is used
in the alert rule’s threshold value for comparison. In order, the alert rule to
know against the value to evaluate against the column needs to be named
AggregatedValue. If such a column does not exist in your results from the query
the alert rule will simply not work.
bin() operator – When the alert rule is defined it is defined with frequency and
period. The frequency defines the interval at which the alert rule will be
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executed. A 5-minute frequency results in the execution of the alert every 5
minutes. The period defines the time window for which the query is executed.
For example, alert rule with 5 minutes period every time it is executed will get
data from the Log Analytics workspace / Application Insights instance for the
last 5 minutes. The bin() operator slices the results in time windows and it needs
to be defined with every query for Metric Measurement Log alert. As a best
practice, the slicing period in bin() should be equal to the period defined. It
could be lower than the period but, in any case, it should not be higher value.
NOTE: You can understand better how bin() operator works here
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/logquery/get-started-queries#summarize-by-a-time-column

Notifications and Actions
Azure Monitor provides two features around notifications and actions for alerts. These
are:
•
•

Action Groups
Action Rules

Action Groups
An action group is a collection resource for notification and action preferences. The
action groups are directly attached to the alert rules or defined in action rules. Azure
Monitor offers some pre-built ready to use notifications and some more general ones
that require additional setup. The pre-built notifications are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

E-Mail – E-mail is sent with alert information
SMS – Text message to a phone number is sent with alert information
Voice – Voice call is made to a phone number with alert information. At the
time of writing this book, this option is limited only to US-based phone numbers
Azure app Push notification – Push notification to Azure Mobile app for specific
user
Azure Resource Manager Role – E-mail is sent to Azure AD users who have
specific Azure RBAC role assigned
Automation Runbook – A built-in Azure Automation runbook is started. Built-in
runbooks available are Restart VM, Stop VM, Scale Up VM, Scale Down VM,
Remove VM
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•

ITSM Action – Creation of work items (for example incidents) in one of the
following ITSM tools: System Center Service Manager (SCSM), ServiceNow,
Provance, or Cherwell. This action requires setting up ITSM connection as well
which is limited to certain regions
NOTE: When setting e-mail integration make sure the following emails are not blocked: azure-noreply@microsoft.com, azureemailnoreply@microsoft.com, alerts-noreply@mail.windowsazure.com.
Additionally, check the rate limits of some of these built-in
notifications https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azuremonitor/platform/alerts-rate-limiting

The general actions are all based on making a web request to HTTP endpoints. The only
difference between these action types is the configuration experience in UI and API level
and thus the format of the web request. Although the format of the web request differs
the body of it is the same for all. The body is basically in a format called Common alert
schema. This format unifies the data send by different alert types so certain parts are
the same no matter the alert type. These general actions are:
•
•
•
•
•

Automation Runbook – Starts user-created Azure Automation runbook.
Integration is done by creating also webhook for the runbook selected
Azure Function – Starts Azure Function via its URL and the default key. The
function needs to have HTTP Input configured
Logic App – Starts Logic App via URL. The Logic App needs to have HTTP trigger
configured
Webhook – Sends HTTP request to a webhook URL provided
Secure Webhook – Send HTTP request to a webhook URL provided with
additional authentication from Azure AD. In this case, the webhook URL needs
to support authentication from Azure AD when called
NOTE: When configuring webhook with custom URL the endpoint
that contains the webhook should accept some key for
authentication that is provided in the URL. This provides security
for the webhook URL so it can be called only when a specific key
is provided.

NOTE: Although many of these integrations are secured by having
some additional key in the URL to prevent anonymous web
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requests the secure webhook provides some additional
authentication on top of that by using authentication from Azure
AD. That additional authentication is provided in the header of the
web request.

When you configure these actions that are related to Azure Resource in Azure Portal
you will not be asked for the URLs and the keys. Azure Portal automatically handles
those as long as you have access to them and in the end, you just need to select the
resource.
NOTE: You can check the examples and scenarios in Chapter 10
which shows the integrations with Azure Automation Runbook and
Azure Function. The examples also show the creation of Action
group and how actions are configured via ARM Template.

On a single action group, you can configure multiple notifications and actions as shown
in Figure 11. This allows you to reach multiple channels with a single configuration. One
action group can also be assigned to multiple alert rules either directly or via alert rule.

FIGURE 11. ACTION GROUP CREATION
IMPORTANT: When you configure multiple actions make sure that
they are not interfering with each other.
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Common Alert Schema
The Common alert schema is essential for Azure Monitor alerts integration. It
standardizes the data provided across the different alert types. The schema still contains
some parts that are different between the alert types. The format of the schema is JSON
and it is divided into two main parts:
•
•

Essentials – contains standardized properties that are the same across all alerts
Alert Context – a specific set of properties that differ per alert type
NOTE: You can read more about the common alert schema here
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azuremonitor/platform/alerts-common-schema and here
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azuremonitor/platform/alerts-common-schema-definitions

Previously all different types of alerts had different schema which makes was making it
harder to automate and process the data. The Common alert schema is an opt-in that
can be configured per action in an action group as shown in Figure 12.

FIGURE 12. ENABLE THE COMMON ALERT SCHEMA
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RECOMMENDATION: The authors of the book recommend using
the common alert schema for any action type that you have
configured in Action Group.

Although the properties in an essential part of the schema are the same across all alert
types, the values in those properties still differ depending on the type. The following
additional details will help you when you plan your integrations with the schema:
•
•
•

•

•

•
•

alertId property – As alert instances are also resources in Azure this represents
the resource ID of the alert
severity property – This will be Sev4 always for Activity Log-based alerts
signalType property - This one differs depending on alert type. Possible values
are Activity Log, Metric, and Log. The activity log is for all Activity Log-based
alerts. Metric is for Metric alerts and Log alerts that target Application Insights
instance. The Log type is for Log alerts.
monitorCondtion property – There are two possible values Fired and Resolved.
Only Metric alerts currently can return value Resolved as they are the only ones
who can auto-resolve based on their condition. For any other alert type, you will
see the value always being Fired. This applies also to Service Health and
Resource Health alerts which have a way to report Resolved status. Because
they are based on activity log every alert instance fired is on its own and not in
any way tied to previous ones. For Service Health alerts the actual health state
will be reported in alertContext -> properties -> stage. Keep in mind that stage
property besides Active and Resolved can be other values like RCA, Planned, etc.
The values in stage property are dependent on the incidentType property value.
For resource health alerts the actual health is in alertContext -> properties ->
currentHealthStatus.
alertTargetIds property - When you have Log Alerts for Application Insights or
Log Analytics workspace here will be the resource IDs of those resources. In case
you alert Kusto query returns Azure resources (the query result must contain
_ResourceId column) in its results the actual resource IDs for those Azure
Resources will be located in alertContext -> AffectedConfigurationItems. This is
applicable only for Log Alerts that target the Log Analytics workspace.
firedDateTime property - The value for this property is in format YYYY-MMddTHH:mm:ss.fffffffZ. For example, 2019-08-12T11:57:17.8328556Z.
resolvedDateTime property – Uses the same format as fireDateTime. The
property is present when monitorCondtion value is Resolved.
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NOTE: You can check the examples and scenarios in Chapter 10
which shows the usage of legacy alert schemas (Azure
Automation example) and Common alert schema (Azure
Functions example).

Action Rules
Action rules allow you to define or suppress actions at scale. This means that the action
rules are used for two different scenarios thus they can be two types:
•

•

Suppression – Suppresses any action notification or action configured via Action
Group. Takes precedence over any action group configured directly in the alert
rule or via action rule. The suppression can be active based on a specific
schedule or permanent (always). This type of action rule is useful in
maintenance window scenarios. The alert instance is still created when
notification or action is suppressed
Action Group – Instead of defining in each alert rule a reference to action group
the action rule allows you to define an action group that is triggered based on
characteristics of the alert instance. This provides a simpler and more scalable
way for defining Action groups for alerts
NOTE: Although the Action Rules feature is in preview at the time
of writing this book the authors recommend using it for defining
Action group usage instead of linking action groups in the alert
rule’s configuration.

Both of the types allow you to assign scope and filters for the action rules. The scope is
based on Azure Resource Manager levels like:
•
•
•

Subscription(s)
Resource group(s)
Resource(s)

The scope determines which alert instances will be evaluated by the action rule’s filters.
To determine if the alert instance is in scope the action rule the target resource of the
alert (targetIds property in Common alert schema) is used. Scope is a mandatory
configuration of action rules. To provide the possibility for further granularity action
rules also have filters. The filters allow scoping the actions or suppression to specific
properties of the alert instance. The possible filters are as shown in Figure 13:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Severity – Scopes to specific severity levels
Alert rule id – scopes to specific alert rule or multiple rules. For example, alert
rules in a specific resource group
Monitor Condition – scopes to specific monitor condition
Description – scopes to a specific description in the alert rule
Alert Context (payload) – scopes to alert instances that contain or not contain
specific text in the common alert schema
Resource type – scopes to specific resource type or types
Monitor Service – scopes to the specific alert type

FIGURE 13. ACTION RULES FILTERS
NOTE: Action rules for defining actions are limited to associating
only one Action group.

The flow of alert rule and action rules is shown in Figure 14:

FIGURE 14. ALERT RULE AND ACTION RULES FLOW
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NOTE: To learn more about action rules check
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azuremonitor/platform/alerts-action-rules

Alert on Resource Group Creation
In this section, we will look at creating Administrative Activity Log alert via ARM
Template. The scenario is the following:
•

We want to alert upon creation of resource groups in a subscription

To deploy this scenario, the following prerequisites must be met:
•
•
•
•

Azure tenant and subscription
Resource group to store the alert
Action Group
Windows/Linux machine with PowerShell 5.1 or 6.X.X and Az 3.X.X module
installed
DOWNLOAD THE CODE: You can download the code of the
deployment at https://github.com/insidemscloud/InsideAzureMgmt,
in the \Chapter7\administrative-alert directory.

To deploy the alert, execute the following steps:
1. Edit the azuredeploy.parameters.json file and enter your parameters.
2. Start a PowerShell console.
3. Execute deploy.ps1 by specifying parameters -SubscriptionId and ResourceGroup. These will be the location of the alert resource that will be
created.
4. After the deployment, you can test the alert by creating a new resource group in
the description.
5. The alert rule will also be visible in Alert Rules in the Azure Monitor blade, but
you will not be able to see its conditions. The Azure Portal UI only supports
some simple conditions that can be created only through it.
In order to understand a little bit more about the alert, let’s look at is definition in the
code:
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{
"$schema":
"https://schema.management.azure.com/schemas/2019-0401/deploymentTemplate.json#",
"contentVersion": "1.0.0.0",
"parameters": {
"actionGroupResourceId": {
"type": "string"
}
},
"variables": {
"apiVersions": {
"activityLogAlerts": "2017-04-01"
}
},
"resources": [
{
"name": "Resource Group was created",
"type":
"Microsoft.Insights/activityLogAlerts",
"apiVersion":
"[variables('apiVersions').activityLogAlerts]",
"location": "Global",
"properties": {
"enabled": true,
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"description": "Administrative log alert
sample.",
"scopes": [
"[subscription().id]"
],
"condition": {
"allOf": [
{
"field": "category",
"equals": "Administrative"
},
{
"field": "operationName",
"equals":
"Microsoft.Resources/subscriptions/resourceGroups/write"
},
{
"field": "status",
"equals": "Succeeded"
},
{
"field":
"properties.statusCode",
"equals": "Created"
}
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]
},
"actions": {
"actionGroups": [
{
"actionGroupId":
"[parameters('actionGroupResourceId')]"
}
]
}
}
}
]
}
The main properties of the alert are:
•
•
•

•
•
•

Name – The name of the alert is also the name of the resource
Location - Activity Log Based alerts are global resource
Scope - The alert is scoped to the subscription. You can scope to resource group
or specific resource but in this case, it does not make sense to provide lower
scope
Enabled – All alerts can be disabled and enabled based on when you need them
ActionGroups – The alert is attached to an action group
Condition – This is the main logic for alert to be fired. In this specific condition
all our rules must be true:
o Category - must be Administrative. This defines that is Administrative
Activity Log alert
o Operation Name – Defines that we want to filter on events that are only
about doing write operations to resource group resource
o Status – Defines that we want to alert only on successful operations
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o

Properties.statusCode – With write operation you can do other things
on the resource group like updating its tags. We do not want to get
alerted on that we want to get alerted only when the resource group is
created for first time. Status code value provides that filter.

NOTE: You can check more information about Activity log alert
conditions here https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azuremonitor/platform/alerts-activity-log

All these properties used in the condition are based on the Activity log schema. The
easiest way to identify on which properties you should build your condition is by
identifying the record you want to alert upon find it in Activity Log blade and inspect the
record’s JSON as shown in Figure 15:

FIGURE 15. ADMINISTRATIVE ACTIVITY LOG RECORD JSON
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This approach is applicable for every Activity log-based alert.
NOTE: You can find the Activity Log schema documented for
every category here https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azuremonitor/platform/activity-log-schema

You can easily modify the ARM Template example for other scenarios by modifying the
vales or adding/removing other rules.

Alert on High Severity Security Alerts
In this section, we will look at creating the Security Activity Log alert via ARM Template.
The scenario is the following:
•

We want to alert upon creation Security alerts with High severity

To deploy this scenario, the following prerequisites must be met:
•
•
•
•

Azure tenant and subscription
Resource group to store the alert
Action Group
Windows/Linux machine with PowerShell 5.1 or 6.X.X and Az 3.X.X module
installed
DOWNLOAD THE CODE: You can download the code of the
deployment at https://github.com/insidemscloud/InsideAzureMgmt,
in the \Chapter7\security-alert directory.

To deploy the alert, execute the following steps:
1. Edit the azuredeploy.parameters.json file and enter your own
parameters.
2. Start a PowerShell console.
3. Execute deploy.ps1 by specifying parameters -SubscriptionId and ResourceGroup. These will be the location of the alert resource that will be
created.
4. After the deployment, you can test the alert by following the instructions here
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security-center/security-center-alertvalidation.
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5. The alert rule will also be visible in Alert Rules in the Azure Monitor blade, but
you will not be able to see its conditions. The Azure Portal UI only supports
some simple conditions that can be created only through it.
In order to understand a little bit more about the alert, let’s look at is definition in the
code:
{
"$schema":
"https://schema.management.azure.com/schemas/2015-0101/deploymentTemplate.json#",
"contentVersion": "1.0.0.0",
"parameters": {
"actionGroupResourceId": {
"type": "string"
}
},
"variables": {
"apiVersions": {
"activityLogAlerts": "2017-04-01"
}
},
"resources": [
{
"name": "Security Alert High Severity",
"type":
"Microsoft.Insights/activityLogAlerts",
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"apiVersion": "[variables( 'apiVersions'
).activityLogAlerts]",
"location": "Global",
"properties": {
"enabled": true,
"description": "Security log alert
sample.",
"scopes": [
"[subscription().id]"
],
"condition": {
"allOf": [
{
"field": "category",
"equals": "Security"
},
{
"field":
"properties.Severity",
"equals": "High"
}
]
},
"actions": {
"actionGroups": [
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{
"actionGroupId":
"[parameters('actionGroupResourceId')]"
}
]
}
}
}
]
}
The main properties of the alert are:
•
•
•

•
•
•

Name – The name of the alert is also the name of the resource
Location - Activity Log Based alerts are global resource
Scope - The alert is scoped to the subscription. You can scope to resource group
or specific resource but in this case, it does not make sense to provide lower
scope
Enabled – All alerts can be disabled and enabled based on when you need them
ActionGroups – The alert is attached to an action group
Condition – This is the main logic for alert to be fired. In this specific condition
all our rules must be true:
o Category - must be Security. This defines that is Security Activity Log
alert
o properties.Severity – The severity of the Azure Security Center alert is
logged in the properties of the activity log. Values can be Low, Medium
and High. Our condition scopes it to High only.
NOTE: You can check more information about Activity log alert
conditions here https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azuremonitor/platform/alerts-activity-log
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All these properties used in the condition are based on the Activity log schema. The
easiest way to identify on which properties you should build your condition is by
identifying the record you want to alert upon find it in Activity Log blade and inspect the
record’s JSON as shown in Figure 16:

FIGURE 16. SECURITY ACTIVITY LOG RECORD JSON

This approach is applicable for every Activity log-based alert.
NOTE: You can find the Activity Log schema documented for
every category here https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azuremonitor/platform/activity-log-schema
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You can easily modify the ARM Template example for other scenarios by modifying the
vales or adding/removing other rules.

Alert on Incident and Maintenance Service Health Issues
In this section, we will look at creating Service Health alert via ARM Template. The
scenario is the following:
•
•

We want to alert upon creation Service Health issues
We want to alert only on Service Health issues of type Incident and
Maintenance

To deploy this scenario, the following prerequisites must be met:
•
•
•
•

Azure tenant and subscription
Resource group to store the alert
Action Group
Windows/Linux machine with PowerShell 5.1 or 6.X.X and Az 3.X.X module
installed
DOWNLOAD THE CODE: You can download the code of the
deployment at https://github.com/insidemscloud/InsideAzureMgmt,
in the \Chapter7\service-health-alert directory.

To deploy the alert, execute the following steps:
1. Edit the azuredeploy.parameters.json file and enter your own
parameters.
2. Start a PowerShell console.
3. Execute deploy.ps1 by specifying parameters -SubscriptionId and ResourceGroup. These will be the location of the alert resource that will be
created.
4. After the deployment, you will not be able to test the alert manually. You will
have to wait for a service issue incident or maintenance to happen in order to
test.
5. The alert rule will also be visible in Alert Rules in the Azure Monitor blade. The
alert is also visible in the Service Health blade under Health Alerts.
To understand a little bit more about the alert, let’s look at its definition in the code:
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{
"$schema":
"https://schema.management.azure.com/schemas/2015-0101/deploymentTemplate.json#",
"contentVersion": "1.0.0.0",
"parameters": {
"actionGroupResourceId": {
"type": "string"
}
},
"variables": {
"apiVersions": {
"activityLogAlerts": "2017-04-01"
}
},
"resources": [
{
"name": "Service Health Alert",
"type":
"Microsoft.Insights/activityLogAlerts",
"apiVersion": "[variables( 'apiVersions'
).activityLogAlerts]",
"location": "Global",
"properties": {
"enabled": true,
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"description": "Service Health alert
sample.",
"scopes": [
"[subscription().id]"
],
"condition": {
"allOf": [
{
"field": "category",
"equals": "ServiceHealth"
},
{
"field": "properties.stage",
"equals": "Active"
},
{
"anyOf": [
{
"field":
"properties.incidentType",
"equals": "Incident"
},
{
"field":
"properties.incidentType",
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"equals":
"Maintenance"
}
]
}
]
},
"actions": {
"actionGroups": [
{
"actionGroupId":
"[parameters('actionGroupResourceId')]"
}
]
}
}
}
]
}
The main properties of the alert are:
•
•
•

•

Name – The name of the alert is also the name of the resource
Location - Activity Log Based alerts are global resource
Scope - The alert is scoped to the subscription. You can scope to resource group
or specific resource but in this case, it does not make sense to provide lower
scope
Enabled – All alerts can be disabled and enabled based on when you need them
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•
•

ActionGroups – The alert is attached to an action group
Condition – This is the main logic for alert to be fired. In this specific condition
all our rules must be true:
o Category - must be ServiceHealth. This defines that is Service Health
alert
o properties.stage – Defines that we want to be alerted only on the stage
at which the issue is still active. We do not want to get alerted on stages
like Resolved or RCA.
o anyOf – This is nested condition that basically serves as a way to set
that one of the two rules should be true in order to get alerted upon. If
the incident type is Incident or Maintenance, we should get alerted.
NOTE: You can check more information about Activity log alert
conditions here https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azuremonitor/platform/alerts-activity-log

All these properties used in the condition are based on the Activity log schema. The
easiest way to identify on which properties you should build your condition is by
identifying the record you want to alert upon find it in Activity Log blade and inspect the
record’s JSON as shown in Figure 17:
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FIGURE 17. SERVICE HEALTH ACTIVITY LOG RECORD JSON

This approach is applicable for every Activity log-based alert.
NOTE: You can find the Activity Log schema documented for
every category here https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azuremonitor/platform/activity-log-schema

You can easily modify the ARM Template example for other scenarios by modifying the
vales or adding/removing other rules.
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Alert on Advisor Recommendations
In this section, we will look at creating an Advisor alert via ARM Template. The scenario
is the following:
•
•

We want to alert upon new Advisor recommendations
We want to alert only on recommendations from categories Cost and High
Availability

To deploy this scenario, the following prerequisites must be met:
•
•
•
•

Azure tenant and subscription
Resource group to store the alert
Action Group
Windows/Linux machine with PowerShell 5.1 or 6.X.X and Az 3.X.X module
installed
DOWNLOAD THE CODE: You can download the code of the
deployment at https://github.com/insidemscloud/InsideAzureMgmt,
in the \Chapter7\advisor-alert directory.

To deploy the alert, execute the following steps:
1. Edit the azuredeploy.parameters.json file and enter your own
parameters.
2. Start a PowerShell console.
3. Execute deploy.ps1 by specifying parameters -SubscriptionId and ResourceGroup. These will be the location of the alert resource that will be
created.
4. After the deployment, you will not be able to test the alert manually. You will
have to wait for a new recommendation to appear.
5. The alert rule will be visible in Alert Rules in the Azure Monitor blade. The alert
is also visible in the Advisor blade under Alerts. In both places, you might not be
able to see the conditions properly when you try to edit it from Portal. The
Portal only supports the edit of alerts created from there.
In order to understand a little bit more about the alert, let’s look at is definition in the
code:
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{
"$schema":
"https://schema.management.azure.com/schemas/2015-0101/deploymentTemplate.json#",
"contentVersion": "1.0.0.0",
"parameters": {
"actionGroupResourceId": {
"type": "string"
}
},
"variables": {
"apiVersions": {
"activityLogAlerts": "2017-04-01"
}
},
"resources": [
{
"name": "Advisor Recommendation Alert",
"type":
"Microsoft.Insights/activityLogAlerts",
"apiVersion": "[variables( 'apiVersions'
).activityLogAlerts]",
"location": "Global",
"properties": {
"enabled": true,
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"description": "Advisor log alert
sample.",
"scopes": [
"[subscription().id]"
],
"condition": {
"allOf": [
{
"field": "category",
"equals": "Recommendation"
},
{
"field": "operationName",
"equals":
"Microsoft.Advisor/recommendations/available/action"
},
{
"anyOf": [
{
"field":
"properties.recommendationCategory",
"equals": "Cost"
},
{
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"field":
"properties.recommendationCategory",
"equals":
"HighAvailability"
}
]
}
]
},
"actions": {
"actionGroups": [
{
"actionGroupId":
"[parameters('actionGroupResourceId')]"
}
]
}
}
}
]
}
The main properties of the alert are:
•
•

Name – The name of the alert is also the name of the resource
Location - Activity Log Based alerts are global resource
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•

•
•
•

Scope - The alert is scoped to the subscription. You can scope to resource group
or specific resource but in this case, it does not make sense to provide lower
scope
Enabled – All alerts can be disabled and enabled based on when you need them
ActionGroups – The alert is attached to an action group
Condition – This is the main logic for alert to be fired. In this specific condition
all our rules must be true:
o Category - must be Recommendation. This defines that is Advisor alert
o OperationName – Defines that only new recommendations generated
to be alerted upon.
o anyOf – This is nested condition that basically serves as a way to set
that one of the two rules should be true in order to get alerted upon. If
the recommendation category is Cost or HighAvailability, we should get
alerted.
NOTE: You can check more information about Activity log alert
conditions here https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azuremonitor/platform/alerts-activity-log

All these properties used in the condition are based on the Activity log schema. The
easiest way to identify on which properties you should build your condition is by
identifying the record you want to alert upon find it in Activity Log blade and inspect the
record’s JSON as shown in Figure 18:
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FIGURE 18. RECOMMENDATION ACTIVITY LOG RECORD JSON

This approach is applicable for every Activity log-based alert.
NOTE: You can find the Activity Log schema documented for
every category here https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azuremonitor/platform/activity-log-schema

You can easily modify the ARM Template example for other scenarios by modifying the
vales or adding/removing other rules.
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Alert on Uncompliant Resources
In this section, we will look at creating Policy Activity Log alert via ARM Template. The
scenario is the following:
•

We want to alert upon uncompliant resources by Azure Policy in a specific
resource group

To deploy this scenario, the following prerequisites must be met:
•
•
•
•

Azure tenant and subscription
Resource group to store the alert
Action Group
Windows/Linux machine with PowerShell 5.1 or 6.X.X and Az 3.X.X module
installed
DOWNLOAD THE CODE: You can download the code of the
deployment at https://github.com/insidemscloud/InsideAzureMgmt,
in the \Chapter7\policy-alert directory.

To deploy the alert, execute the following steps:
1. Edit the azuredeploy.parameters.json file and enter your own
parameters.
2. Start a PowerShell console.
3. Execute deploy.ps1 by specifying parameters -SubscriptionId and ResourceGroup. These will be the location of the alert resource that will be
created.
4. After the deployment, you can test the alert by making policy assignment that
you know will be uncompliant for the resource in the designated resource group
5. The alert rule will be visible in Alert Rules in the Azure Monitor blade. The alert
is also visible in the Advisor blade under Alerts. In both places, you might not be
able to see the conditions properly when you try to edit it from Portal. The
Portal only supports the edit of alerts created from there.
In order to understand a little bit more about the alert, let’s look at is definition in the
code:
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{
"$schema":
"https://schema.management.azure.com/schemas/2015-0101/deploymentTemplate.json#",
"contentVersion": "1.0.0.0",
"parameters": {
"actionGroupResourceId": {
"type": "string"
},
"resourceGroupName": {
"type": "string",
"metadata": {
"description": "The resource group where
uncompliant resources will be monitored."
}
}
},
"variables": {
"apiVersions": {
"activityLogAlerts": "2017-04-01"
}
},
"resources": [
{
"name": "Policy Alert",
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"type":
"Microsoft.Insights/activityLogAlerts",
"apiVersion": "[variables( 'apiVersions'
).activityLogAlerts]",
"location": "Global",
"properties": {
"enabled": true,
"description": "Policy log alert sample.",
"scopes": [
"[concat(subscription().id,
'/resourceGroups/', parameters('resourceGroupName'))]"
],
"condition": {
"allOf": [
{
"field": "category",
"equals": "Policy"
},
{
"field": "operationName",
"equals":
"Microsoft.Authorization/policies/audit/action"
},
{
"field":
"properties.isComplianceCheck",
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"equals": "False"
}
]
},
"actions": {
"actionGroups": [
{
"actionGroupId":
"[parameters('actionGroupResourceId')]"
}
]
}
}
}
]
}
The main properties of the alert are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Name – The name of the alert is also the name of the resource
Location - Activity Log Based alerts are global resource
Scope - The alert is scoped to resource group. You can scope to subscription or
specific resource as well
Enabled – All alerts can be disabled and enabled based on when you need them
ActionGroups – The alert is attached to an action group
Condition – This is the main logic for alert to be fired. In this specific condition
all our rules must be true:
o Category - must be Policy. This defines that is Policy Activity Log alert
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o
o

OperationName – Defines that only upon audit events alert should be
generated
properties.isComplianceCheck – Defines that only if the resource is
uncompliant for at least one policy assignment alert will be generated

NOTE: You can check more information about Activity log alert
conditions here https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azuremonitor/platform/alerts-activity-log

All these properties used in the condition are based on Activity log schema. The easiest
way to identify on which properties you should build your condition is by identifying the
record you want to alert upon find it in Activity Log blade and inspect the record’s JSON
as shown in Figure 19:
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FIGURE 19. POLICY ACTIVITY LOG RECORD JSON

This approach is applicable for every Activity log-based alert.
NOTE: You can find the Activity Log schema documented for
every category here https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azuremonitor/platform/activity-log-schema

You can easily modify the ARM Template example for other scenarios by modifying the
vales or adding/removing other rules.
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Alert on Autoscale Operations
In this section, we will look at creating Policy Activity Log alert via ARM Template. The
scenario is the following:
•
•

We want to alert upon the autoscale event for resources in the resource group
We want to alert only on scale-up events

To deploy this scenario, the following prerequisites must be met:
•
•
•
•

Azure tenant and subscription
Resource group to store the alert
Action Group
Windows/Linux machine with PowerShell 5.1 or 6.X.X and Az 3.X.X module
installed
DOWNLOAD THE CODE: You can download the code of the
deployment at https://github.com/insidemscloud/InsideAzureMgmt,
in the \Chapter7\autoscale-alert directory.

To deploy the alert, execute the following steps:
1. Edit the azuredeploy.parameters.json file and enter your own
parameters.
2. Start a PowerShell console.
3. Execute deploy.ps1 by specifying parameters -SubscriptionId and ResourceGroup. These will be the location of the alert resource that will be
created.
4. After the deployment, you can test the alert by having a web app resource that
has autoscale configured and triggered based on the conditions.
5. The alert rule will be visible in Alert Rules in the Azure Monitor blade.
In order to understand a little bit more about the alert, let’s look at is definition in the
code:
{
"$schema":
"https://schema.management.azure.com/schemas/2015-0101/deploymentTemplate.json#",
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"contentVersion": "1.0.0.0",
"parameters": {
"actionGroupResourceId": {
"type": "string"
},
"resourceGroupName": {
"type": "string",
"metadata": {
"description": "The resource group where
autoscale actions will be monitored."
}
}
},
"variables": {
"apiVersions": {
"activityLogAlerts": "2017-04-01"
}
},
"resources": [
{
"name": "[concat('Autoscale on ',
parameters('resourceGroupName'), ' Alert')]",
"type":
"Microsoft.Insights/activityLogAlerts",
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"apiVersion": "[variables( 'apiVersions'
).activityLogAlerts]",
"location": "Global",
"properties": {
"enabled": true,
"description": "Autoscale log alert
sample.",
"scopes": [
"[concat(subscription().id,
'/resourceGroups/', parameters('resourceGroupName'))]"
],
"condition": {
"allOf": [
{
"field": "category",
"equals": "Autoscale"
},
{
"field": "operationName",
"equals":
"Microsoft.Insights/AutoscaleSettings/Scaleup/Action"
},
{
"field": "status",
"equals": "Succeeded"
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}
]
},
"actions": {
"actionGroups": [
{
"actionGroupId":
"[parameters('actionGroupResourceId')]"
}
]
}
}
}
]
}
The main properties of the alert are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Name – The name of the alert is also the name of the resource
Location - Activity Log Based alerts are global resource
Scope - The alert is scoped to resource group. You can scope to subscription or
specific resource as well.
Enabled – All alerts can be disabled and enabled based on when you need them
ActionGroups – The alert is attached to an action group
Condition – This is the main logic for the alert to be fired. In this specific
condition all our rules must be true:
o Category - must be Autoscale. This defines that is Autoscale Activity Log
alert
o OperationName – Defines that only autoscale scale-up events should be
alerted upon
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o

status – Defines that the scale operation should be successful

NOTE: You can check more information about Activity log alert
conditions here https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azuremonitor/platform/alerts-activity-log

All these properties used in the condition are based on the Activity log schema. The
easiest way to identify on which properties you should build your condition is by
identifying the record you want to alert upon find it in Activity Log blade and inspect the
record’s JSON as shown in Figure 20:

FIGURE 20. AUTOSCALE ACTIVITY LOG RECORD JSON
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This approach is applicable for every Activity log-based alert.
NOTE: You can find the Activity Log schema documented for
every category here https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azuremonitor/platform/activity-log-schema

You can easily modify the ARM Template example for other scenarios by modifying the
vales or adding/removing other rules.

Alert on Unhealthy Resources
In this section, we will look at creating a Resource Health alert via ARM Template. The
scenario is the following:
•
•

We want to alert upon resource health for VMs in a resource group
We want to alert upon only on current statuses Unavailable and Degraded

To deploy this scenario, the following prerequisites must be met:
•
•
•
•

Azure tenant and subscription
Resource group to store the alert
Action Group
Windows/Linux machine with PowerShell 5.1 or 6.X.X and Az 3.X.X module
installed
DOWNLOAD THE CODE: You can download the code of the
deployment at https://github.com/insidemscloud/InsideAzureMgmt,
in the \Chapter7\resource-health-alert directory.

To deploy the alert, execute the following steps:
1. Edit the azuredeploy.parameters.json file and enter your own
parameters.
2. Start a PowerShell console.
3. Execute deploy.ps1 by specifying parameters -SubscriptionId and ResourceGroup. These will be the location of the alert resource that will be
created.
4. After the deployment, you can test the alert by shutting the VM manually.
5. The alert rule will be visible in Alert Rules in the Azure Monitor blade.
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In order to understand a little bit more about the alert, let’s look at is definition in the
code:
{
"$schema":
"https://schema.management.azure.com/schemas/2015-0101/deploymentTemplate.json#",
"contentVersion": "1.0.0.0",
"parameters": {
"actionGroupResourceId": {
"type": "string"
},
"resourceGroupName": {
"type": "string",
"metadata": {
"description": "The resource group where
unhealthy resources will be monitored."
}
}
},
"variables": {
"apiVersions": {
"activityLogAlerts": "2017-04-01"
}
},
"resources": [
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{
"name": "VM is Unavailable or Degraded",
"type":
"Microsoft.Insights/activityLogAlerts",
"apiVersion": "[variables( 'apiVersions'
).activityLogAlerts]",
"location": "Global",
"properties": {
"enabled": true,
"description": "Resource Health log alert
sample.",
"scopes": [
"[concat(subscription().id,
'/resourceGroups/', parameters('resourceGroupName'))]"
],
"condition": {
"allOf": [
{
"field": "category",
"equals": "ResourceHealth"
},
{
"field": "status",
"equals": "Active"
},
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{
"field": "resourceType",
"equals":
"MICROSOFT.COMPUTE/VIRTUALMACHINES"
},
{
"anyOf": [
{
"field":
"properties.currentHealthStatus",
"equals":
"Unavailable"
},
{
"field":
"properties.currentHealthStatus",
"equals": "Degraded"
}
]
}
]
},
"actions": {
"actionGroups": [
{
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"actionGroupId":
"[parameters('actionGroupResourceId')]"
}
]
}
}
}
]
}
The main properties of the alert are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Name – The name of the alert is also the name of the resource
Location - Activity Log Based alerts are global resource
Scope - The alert is scoped to resource group. You can scope to subscription or
specific resource as well.
Enabled – All alerts can be disabled and enabled based on when you need them
ActionGroups – The alert is attached to an action group
Condition – This is the main logic for the alert to be fired. In this specific
condition all our rules must be true:
o Category - must be ResourceHealth. This defines that is Resource Health
alert
o Status – Defines that the resource health event is active
o resourceType – Defines that we want to target only Virtual Machines
o anyOf – This is a nested condition that serves as a way to set that one of
the two rules should be true to get alerted upon. If the current health
status is Unavailable or Degraded, we should get alerted.
NOTE: You can check more information about Activity log alert
conditions here https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azuremonitor/platform/alerts-activity-log

All these properties used in the condition are based on the Activity log schema. The
easiest way to identify on which properties you should build your condition is by
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identifying the record you want to alert upon find it in Activity Log blade and inspect the
record’s JSON as shown in Figure 21:

FIGURE 21. RESOURCE HEALTH ACTIVITY LOG RECORD JSON

This approach is applicable for every Activity log-based alert.
NOTE: You can find the Activity Log schema documented for
every category here https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azuremonitor/platform/activity-log-schema
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You can easily modify the ARM Template example for other scenarios by modifying the
vales or adding/removing other rules.

Alert on Metric with Static Threshold
In this section, we will look at creating a Metric alert with a static threshold via ARM
Template. The scenario is the following:
•
•

We want to alert upon Average response time of a web app
We want to alert for each server instance of the web app instead of the whole
site

To deploy this scenario, the following prerequisites must be met:
•
•
•
•
•

Azure tenant and subscription
Resource group to store the alert
Action Group
Web App
Windows/Linux machine with PowerShell 5.1 or 6.X.X and Az 3.X.X module
installed
DOWNLOAD THE CODE: You can download the code of the
deployment at https://github.com/insidemscloud/InsideAzureMgmt,
in the \Chapter7\metric-static-alert directory.

To deploy the alert, execute the following steps:
1. Edit the azuredeploy.parameters.json file and enter your own
parameters.
2. Start a PowerShell console.
3. Execute deploy.ps1 by specifying parameters -SubscriptionId and ResourceGroup. These will be the location of the alert resource that will be
created.
4. After the deployment, you can test the alert only if your web site experiences
issues in average response time.
5. The alert rule will be visible in Alert Rules in Azure Monitor blade as shown in
Figure 22:
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FIGURE 22. STATIC METRIC ALERT

In order to understand a little bit more about the alert, let’s look at is definition in the
code:
{
"$schema":
"https://schema.management.azure.com/schemas/2015-0101/deploymentTemplate.json#",
"contentVersion": "1.0.0.0",
"parameters": {
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"resourceID": {
"type": "string",
"metadata": {
"description": "The ID of the web app
resource"
}
},
"actionGroupResourceId": {
"type": "string",
"metadata": {
"description": "The ID of the action
group"
}
}
},
"variables": {
"apiVersions": {
"metricAlerts": "2018-03-01"
}
},
"resources": [
{
"name": "Metric Alert Sample Rule",
"type": "Microsoft.Insights/metricAlerts",
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"apiVersion": "[variables( 'apiVersions'
).metricAlerts]",
"location": "global",
"properties": {
"description": "Metric Alert Sample
description",
"enabled": true,
"severity": 1,
"windowSize": "PT5M",
"evaluationFrequency": "PT5M",
"scopes": [
"[parameters('resourceID')]"
],
"criteria": {
"allOf": [
{
"metricName":
"AverageResponseTime",
"metricNamespace":
"Microsoft.Web/sites",
"operator": "GreaterThan",
"timeAggregation": "Average",
"name": "Metric1",
"dimensions": [
{
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"name": "Instance",
"operator": "Include",
"values": [
"*"
]
}
],
"monitorTemplateType": 8,
"criterionType":
"StaticThresholdCriterion",
"threshold": 0.1
}
],
"odata.type":
"Microsoft.Azure.Monitor.SingleResourceMultipleMetricCrite
ria"
},
"actions": [
{
"actionGroupId":
"[parameters('actionGroupResourceId')]",
"webhookProperties": {
}
}
],
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"autoMitigate": true,
"targetResourceType":
"Microsoft.Web/sites"
}
}
]
}
The main properties of the alert are:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

Name – The name of the alert is also the name of the resource
Location – Metric alerts are global resource
Enabled – All alerts can be disabled and enabled based on when you need them
Severity – set to 1
windowSize – reflects aggregation granularity (period) in the portal. Defines the
interval over which datapoints are grouped using the aggregation type function.
In this case data for the past 5 minutes will be aggregated.
evaluationFrequency - reflects frequency of evaluation in the portal. Defines
how often the alert rule should be run. In this case it is 5 minutes.
Scopes - The alert is scoped to the web app resource. For most metric alerts
here will be the resource ID of the resource you target. We have mentioned that
some resources like VMs support metric alert targeting the whole subscription
or resource groups. In those cases, you will put the resource ID of the
subscription or the resource IDs of the resource groups. When such scopes are
used, there will be another additional property with the name
targetResourceRegion. That will define to which region the alert rule will be
scoped. Also odata.type property value will be
‘Microsoft.Azure.Monitor.MultipleResourceMultipleMetricCriteria’
Actions – The alert is attached to an action group
targetResourceType – We set the target type of the alert rule to web apps.
Criteria– This is the main logic for the alert to be fired. There is only one
criterion defined, but you can put two which both needs to be true for the alert
to fire:
o metricName – AverageResponseTime is the metric we want to monitor.
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o
o

o

o
o
o

metricNamespace – Each set of metrics have their own namespace
timeAggregation – Defines the aggregation type we want to use. Each
metric has one or more aggregation types supported. In most cases, the
Average is the best option.
Operator - The value can be Equals, NotEquals, GreaterThan,
GreaterThanOrEqual, LessThan, and LessThanOrEqual. This defines the
comparison operator we will use against the threshold
Threshold – The static value that will be compared for evaluating the
alert rule.
CriterionType, monitorTemplateType, and odata.type are every time
the same for metric alerts of the static type.
Dimensions - In this case, we also have dimensions. You have to check if
the metric supports dimensions. As with one web app you can have
more than one instance that will host it, we want to evaluate the metric
alert for each instance and fire separate alert for each one if criteria are
met. The name dimension defines which dimension we want to use.
Some metrics might have more than one dimension. When the value for
dimension is asterisks character (*) it means that any value for that
dimension will be included. In most cases including all instances of a
dimension is the best approach.

NOTE: You can check all information about metrics for Azure
resources here https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azuremonitor/platform/metrics-supported

When an alert instance is generated you can also see which the affected dimension is as
shown in Figure 23:
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FIGURE 23. ALERT INSTANCE WITH DIMENSIONS
NOTE: You can find more examples of metric alerts with ARM
Templates here: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azuremonitor/platform/alerts-metric-create-templates

Alert on Metric with Dynamic Threshold
In this section, we will look at creating a Metric alert with a dynamic threshold via ARM
Template. The scenario is the following:
•

We want to alert upon Average response time of a web app
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•

We want to alert for each server instance of the web app instead of the whole
site

To deploy this scenario, the following prerequisites must be met:
•
•
•
•
•

Azure tenant and subscription
Resource group to store the alert
Action Group
Web App
Windows/Linux machine with PowerShell 5.1 or 6.X.X and Az 3.X.X module
installed
DOWNLOAD THE CODE: You can download the code of the
deployment at https://github.com/insidemscloud/InsideAzureMgmt,
in the \Chapter7\metric-dynamic-alert directory.

To deploy the alert, execute the following steps:
1. Edit the azuredeploy.parameters.json file and enter your own
parameters.
2. Start a PowerShell console.
3. Execute deploy.ps1 by specifying parameters -SubscriptionId and ResourceGroup. These will be the location of the alert resource that will be
created.
4. After the deployment, you can test the alert only if your web site experiences
issues in average response time.
5. The alert rule will be visible in Alert Rules in Azure Monitor blade as shown in
Figure 24:
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FIGURE 24.DYNAMIC METRIC ALERT

In order to understand a little bit more about the alert, let’s look at is definition in the
code:
{
"$schema":
"https://schema.management.azure.com/schemas/2019-0401/deploymentTemplate.json#",
"contentVersion": "1.0.0.0",
"parameters": {
"resourceID": {
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"type": "string",
"metadata": {
"description": "The ID of the web app
resource"
}
},
"actionGroupResourceId": {
"type": "string",
"metadata": {
"description": "The ID of the action
group"
}
},
"resourceLocation": {
"type": "string",
"metadata": {
"description": "The location of the web
app resource."
}
}
},
"variables": {
"apiVersions": {
"metricAlerts": "2018-03-01"
}
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},
"resources": [
{
"name": "Dynamic Metric Alert Sample Rule",
"type": "Microsoft.Insights/metricAlerts",
"apiVersion": "[variables( 'apiVersions'
).metricAlerts]",
"location": "global",
"properties": {
"description": "Dynamic Metric Alert
Sample description",
"enabled": true,
"severity": 1,
"windowSize": "PT5M",
"evaluationFrequency": "PT5M",
"scopes": [
"[parameters('resourceID')]"
],
"criteria": {
"allOf": [
{
"metricName":
"AverageResponseTime",
"metricNamespace":
"Microsoft.Web/sites",
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"operator": "GreaterThan",
"timeAggregation": "Average",
"name": "Metric1",
"alertSensitivity": "Medium",
"failingPeriods": {
"numberOfEvaluationPeriods": 4,
"minFailingPeriodsToAlert": 4
},
"ignoreDataBefore": "2019-0903T21:00:00.000Z",
"dimensions": [
{
"name": "Instance",
"operator": "Include",
"values": [
"*"
]
}
],
"monitorTemplateType": 13,
"criterionType":
"DynamicThresholdCriterion"
}
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],
"odata.type":
"Microsoft.Azure.Monitor.MultipleResourceMultipleMetricCri
teria"
},
"actions": [
{
"actionGroupId":
"[parameters('actionGroupResourceId')]",
"webhookProperties": {
}
}
],
"autoMitigate": true,
"targetResourceType":
"Microsoft.Web/sites",
"targetResourceRegion":
"[parameters('resourceLocation')]"
}
}
]
}
The main properties of the alert are:
•
•
•
•

Name – The name of the alert is also the name of the resource
Location - Metric alerts are global resource
Enabled – All alerts can be disabled and enabled based on when you need them
Severity – set to 1
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•

•
•

•
•
•
•

windowSize – reflects aggregation granularity (period) in the portal. Defines the
interval over which datapoints are grouped using the aggregation type function.
In this case data for the past 5 minutes will be aggregated.
evaluationFrequency - reflects frequency of evaluation in the portal. Defines
how often the alert rule should be run. In this case it is 5 minutes.
Scopes - The alert is scoped to the web app resource. For most metric alerts
here will be the resource ID of the resource you target. We have mentioned that
some resources like VMs support metric alert targeting the whole subscription
or resource groups.
Actions – The alert is attached to an action group
targetResourceType – We set the target type of the alert rule to web apps.
targetResourceRegion – This needs to be the same region as the web app which
will be monitored
Criteria – This is the main logic for the alert to be fired. There is only one
criterion defined, as dynamic metric alerts do not support two:
o metricName – AverageResponseTime is the metric we want to monitor.
o metricNamespace – Each set of metrics have their own namespace
o timeAggregation – Defines the aggregation type we want to use. Each
metric has one or more aggregation types supported. In most cases, the
Average is the best option.
o Operator - The value can be Equals, NotEquals, GreaterThan,
GreaterThanOrEqual, LessThan, and LessThanOrEqual. This defines the
comparison operator we will use against the threshold
o alertSensitivity – There is no threshold value for dynamic metric alerts.
Instead, there are specific controls like this to configure the machine
learning algorithms. In this case, we have set it to Medium but Low and
Hight are also possible.
o fallingPeriods – minFailingPeriodsToAlert and
numberOfEvaluationPeriods properties represent the number of
violations to trigger the alert setting as it can be seen in the portal.
minFailingPeriodsToAlert represents the number of violations and
numberOfEvaluationPeriods represents the aggregation points.
minFailingPeriodsToAlert number is tied to windowSize property. If
windowSize is set to PT5M (5 minutes) you should set this number to at
least 4. If you increase the windowSize you can decrease this value to
lower. Possible values are 1-6. numberOfEvaluationPeriods is also tied
windowSize property. In the portal, you will see this property as
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o

o
o

minutes that you can choose. In the template, it is a number. You have
to multiply the number for windowSize to numberOfEvaluationPeriods
to get the actual minutes. The value for this property should be also
equal to or greater than minFailingPeriodsToAlert. Possible values are 16.
ignoreDataBefore – this is an optional parameter that we can set. If we
have deployed our web app and we have been doing some tests before
releasing it in production, we can ignore the metrics data before a
certain date. That allows for the machine learning algorithm to be
configured properly.
CriterionType, monitorTemplateType, and odata.type are every time
the same for metric alerts of dynamic type.
Dimensions - In this case, we also have dimensions. You have to check if
the metric supports dimensions. As with one web app you can have
more than one instance that will host it, we want to evaluate the metric
alert for each instance and fire separate alert for each one if criteria are
met. The name dimension defines which dimension we want to use.
Some metrics might have more than one dimension. When the value for
dimension is asterisks character (*) it means that any value for that
dimension will be included. In most cases including all instances of a
dimension is the best approach.

NOTE: You can check all information about metrics for Azure
resources here https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azuremonitor/platform/metrics-supported

NOTE: You can find more examples of metric alerts with ARM
Templates here: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azuremonitor/platform/alerts-metric-create-templates

Alert on Low Disk Space
In this section, we will look at creating Log alert via ARM Template that is using metricbased data in Log Analytics. The scenario is the following:
•

We want to alert upon low disk space on server volumes
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•
•

We want to get a separate alert instance for each unique pair of server and
volume
We want to alert on data from Log Analytics workspace, so the alert rule be
applied to every new server onboarded

To deploy this scenario, the following prerequisites must be met:
•
•
•
•
•

Azure tenant and subscription
Resource group to store the alert
Action Group
Log Analytics workspace
Windows/Linux machine with PowerShell 5.1 or 6.X.X and Az 3.X.X module
installed
DOWNLOAD THE CODE: You can download the code of the
deployment at https://github.com/insidemscloud/InsideAzureMgmt,
in the \Chapter7\log-alert-1 directory.

To deploy the alert, execute the following steps:
1. Edit the azuredeploy.parameters.json file and enter your own
parameters.
2. Start a PowerShell console.
3. Execute deploy.ps1 by specifying parameters -SubscriptionId and ResourceGroup. These will be the location of the alert resource that will be
created.
4. After the deployment you can test the alert if you have onboarded Azure VM to
Log Analytics, added performance counter LogicalDisk(*)\% Free Space for data
collection and one of the VM’s volumes goes below 10% free disks space.
5. The alert rule will be visible in Alert Rules in Azure Monitor blade as shown in
Figure 25:
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FIGURE 25.LOG ALERT – LOW DISK SPACE

In order to understand a little bit more about the alert, let’s look at is definition in the
code:
{
"$schema":
"https://schema.management.azure.com/schemas/2019-0401/deploymentTemplate.json#",
"contentVersion": "1.0.0.0",
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"parameters": {
"logAnalyticsWorkspaceId": {
"type": "string",
"metadata": {
"description": "The ID of Log Analytics
workspace"
}
},
"logAnalyticsWorkspaceLocation": {
"type": "string",
"metadata": {
"description": "The location of Log
Analytics workspace"
}
},
"actionGroupResourceId": {
"type": "string",
"metadata": {
"description": "The ID of the action
group"
}
}
},
"variables": {
"apiVersions": {
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"scheduledQueryRules": "2018-04-16"
}
},
"resources": [
{
"name": "Low Disk space on a volume",
"type":
"Microsoft.Insights/scheduledQueryRules",
"apiVersion": "[variables( 'apiVersions'
).scheduledQueryRules]",
"location": "[toLower( replace( parameters(
'logAnalyticsWorkspaceLocation' ), ' ', '' ) )]",
"properties": {
"description": "The volume on a computer
is below 10%.",
"displayName": "Low Disk space on a
volume",
"enabled": "true",
"source": {
"authorizedResources": [
],
"query": "Perf | where ObjectName =~
'LogicalDisk' and CounterName =~ '% Free Space' and
InstanceName !~ '_Total' | summarize AggregatedValue =
avg(CounterValue) by _ResourceId, VolumeName =
InstanceName, bin(TimeGenerated, 5m)",
"dataSourceId":
"[parameters('logAnalyticsWorkspaceId')]",
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"queryType": "ResultCount"
},
"schedule": {
"frequencyInMinutes": 5,
"timeWindowInMinutes": 5
},
"action": {
"odata.type":
"Microsoft.WindowsAzure.Management.Monitoring.Alerts.Model
s.Microsoft.AppInsights.Nexus.DataContracts.Resources.Sche
duledQueryRules.AlertingAction",
"severity": "1",
"throttlingInMin": 0,
"aznsAction": {
"actionGroup": [
"[parameters('actionGroupResourceId')]"
],
"emailSubject": null,
"customWebhookPayload": null
},
"trigger": {
"thresholdOperator": "LessThan",
"threshold": 10,
"metricTrigger": {
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"thresholdOperator":
"GreaterThan",
"threshold": 0,
"metricTriggerType": "Total",
"metricColumn":
"_ResourceId,VolumeName"
}
}
}
}
}
]
}
The main properties of the alert are:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Name – The name of the alert is also the name of the resource. Note that you
can also have displayName. The displayName can be changed where the name
when changed results in creating new resource.
Location – Log Alerts needs to be in the same region as the Log Analytics
workspace to which the Kusto query is executed
Enabled – All alerts can be disabled and enabled based on when you need them
timeWindowInMinutes – reflects to period in the portal. Defines the time span
over which the query will be executed.
frequencyInMinutes - reflects the frequency in the portal. Defines how often
the alert rule should be run. In this case, it is for 5 minutes.
dataSourceId – Defines the main resource for executing the query. In this case,
will be the resource ID of the Log Analytics workspace
query – Defines the query that will be used by the Log Alert. A big part of the
logic for the alert depends on how the query will be defined. It will scope the
data to the specific type, to a specific set of records like specific metrics or
events, to specific resources possibly, etc. In this case, the data is scoped to Perf
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•

data type and ‘% Free Space’ metric. Excluded are any instances with name
_Total to avoid monitoring free disk space of all drives on the server as total.
The average value is calculated for the metric (counter) for each unique pair of
Azure VM (_ResourceId) and volume (VolumeName). The calculation is done in
bins of 5 minutes which is the same period of our timeWindowInMinutes value.
Action – This object defines the rest of the criteria for the alert:
o aznsAction – The alert is attached to an action group.
o thresholdOperator – The value from AggregatedValue column in the
Kusto query results will be compared with this operator.
o Threshold - The value from AggregatedValue column in the Kusto query
results will be compared with this threshold.
o metricTrigger – by defining this object the alert is defined as metric
measurement Log alert type.
▪ thresholdOperator, threshold, and metricTriggerType define
that we want to trigger the alert on every instance that meets
the criteria.
▪ metricColumn – This property is important. Here you put the
name of the columns from your Kusto query results that
represent separate instances for alerting. As we want to alert on
every unique pair of server and volume the value is
_ResourceId, VolumeName. Column names are separated by a
comma.

Once the alert is fired you will see that alert instance is created for each unique pair of
server and volumes as can be seen in:
•
•
•

Figure 26 – 3 separate alert instances are created. In this case, we have one
server with 3 volumes
Figure 27 – For each alert instance the result count is 1, meaning that the alert
was fired for only one of these 3 results
Figure 28 – The view of the results shows the 3 volumes affected. One for each
alert instance
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FIGURE 26.LOG ALERT INSTANCES

FIGURE 27.LOG ALERT INSTANCE
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FIGURE 28.LOG ALERT INSTANCES QUERY RESULTS

Alert on Windows Service Stopped
In this section, we will look at creating Log alert via ARM Template that is using eventbased data in Log Analytics. The scenario is the following:
•
•
•

We want to alert upon several Windows services topped on servers
We want to get a separate alert instance for each unique pair of server and
service
We want to alert on data from Log Analytics workspace, so the alert rule be
applied to every new server onboarded

This scenario is similar to the one in Alert on Low Disk space section. The main
difference is that we use event-based data which requires the query for the alert rule to
be a little bit different.
To deploy this scenario, the following prerequisites must be met:
•
•
•
•
•

Azure tenant and subscription
Resource group to store the alert
Action Group
Log Analytics workspace
Change tracking solution enabled on the workspace
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•

Windows/Linux machine with PowerShell 5.1 or 6.X.X and Az 3.X.X module
installed
DOWNLOAD THE CODE: You can download the code of the
deployment at https://github.com/insidemscloud/InsideAzureMgmt,
in the \Chapter7\log-alert-2 directory.

To deploy the alert, execute the following steps:
6. Edit the azuredeploy.parameters.json file and enter your own
parameters.
7. Start a PowerShell console.
8. Execute deploy.ps1 by specifying parameters -SubscriptionId and ResourceGroup. These will be the location of the alert resource that will be
created.
9. After the deployment you can test the alert if you permanently stop one of the
windows services present in the Kusto query for the alert rule
10. The alert rule will be visible in Alert Rules in Azure Monitor blade as shown in
Figure 29:
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FIGURE 29.LOG ALERT – STOPPED WINDOWS SERVICE

In order to understand a little bit more about the alert, let’s look at is definition in the
code:
{
"$schema":
"https://schema.management.azure.com/schemas/2019-0401/deploymentTemplate.json#",
"contentVersion": "1.0.0.0",
"parameters": {
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"logAnalyticsWorkspaceId": {
"type": "string",
"metadata": {
"description": "The ID of Log Analytics
workspace"
}
},
"logAnalyticsWorkspaceLocation": {
"type": "string",
"metadata": {
"description": "The location of Log
Analytics workspace"
}
},
"actionGroupResourceId": {
"type": "string",
"metadata": {
"description": "The ID of the action
group"
}
}
},
"variables": {
"apiVersions": {
"scheduledQueryRules": "2018-04-16"
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}
},
"resources": [
{
"name": "A critical service has stopped",
"type":
"Microsoft.Insights/scheduledQueryRules",
"apiVersion": "[variables( 'apiVersions'
).scheduledQueryRules]",
"location": "[toLower( replace( parameters(
'logAnalyticsWorkspaceLocation' ), ' ', '' ) )]",
"properties": {
"description": "A critical service has
stopped",
"displayName": "A critical service has
stopped",
"enabled": "true",
"source": {
"authorizedResources": [
],
"query": "ConfigurationChange | where
ConfigChangeType =~ 'WindowsServices' and SvcChangeType =~
'State' and SvcState =~ 'Stopped' | where SvcDisplayName
in ('Computer Browser', 'DNS Client', 'DHCP Client',
'Server', 'Windows Event Log', 'Windows Firewall',
'Remote Procedure Call (RPC)', 'Workstation' ) | extend
AggregatedValue = 1 | summarize arg_max(TimeGenerated, *)
by _ResourceId, SvcDisplayName, bin(TimeGenerated, 5m)",
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"dataSourceId":
"[parameters('logAnalyticsWorkspaceId')]",
"queryType": "ResultCount"
},
"schedule": {
"frequencyInMinutes": 5,
"timeWindowInMinutes": 5
},
"action": {
"odata.type":
"Microsoft.WindowsAzure.Management.Monitoring.Alerts.Model
s.Microsoft.AppInsights.Nexus.DataContracts.Resources.Sche
duledQueryRules.AlertingAction",
"severity": "1",
"throttlingInMin": 0,
"aznsAction": {
"actionGroup": [
"[parameters('actionGroupResourceId')]"
],
"emailSubject": null,
"customWebhookPayload": null
},
"trigger": {
"thresholdOperator":
"GreaterThan",
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"threshold": 0,
"metricTrigger": {
"thresholdOperator":
"GreaterThan",
"threshold": 0,
"metricTriggerType": "Total",
"metricColumn":
"_ResourceId,SvcDisplayName"
}
}
}
}
}
]
}
The main properties of the alert are:
•

•
•
•
•
•

Name – The name of the alert is also the name of the resource. Note that you
can also have displayName. The displayName can be changed where the name
when changed results in creating new resource.
Location – Log Alerts needs to be in the same region as the Log Analytics
workspace to which the Kusto query is executed
Enabled – All alerts can be disabled and enabled based on when you need them
timeWindowInMinutes – reflects to period in the portal. Defines the time span
over which the query will be executed.
frequencyInMinutes - reflects the frequency in the portal. Defines how often
the alert rule should be run. In this case, it is for 5 minutes.
dataSourceId – Defines the main resource for executing the query. In this case,
will be the resource ID of the Log Analytics workspace
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•

•

query – Defines the query that will be used by the Log Alert. A big part of the
logic for the alert depends on how the query will be defined. It will scope the
data to the specific type, to a specific set of records like specific metrics or
events, to specific resources possibly, etc. In this case, the data is scoped to the
ConfigurationChange data type. The configuration change type is
WindowsServices. The query also scopes to state changes that are Stopped.
Additionally, there is a filter to services with specific names. For the aggregation
part, we use operator arg_max() which only returns the last data for any unique
pair of Azure VM (_ResourceId) and service (SvcDisplayName). As operator
arg_max() does not do any aggregation we need to add the AggregatedValue
column with static value as it is required. Because we are using metric
measurement log alerts for event-based data all the logic is within the query
and if the query produces any results than we alert on any of the results for
each unique pair of Azure VM and service. The results are still sliced in bins of 5
minutes which is the same period of our timeWindowInMinutes value.
Action – This object defines the rest of the criteria for the alert:
o aznsAction – The alert is attached to an action group
o thresholdOperator – The value from AggregatedValue column in the
Kusto query results will be compared with this operator.
o Threshold - The value from AggregatedValue column in the Kusto query
results will be compared with this threshold. As for every result
produced from our query the value in AggregatedValue will be 1 we
always trigger alert instance on any value greater than 0.
o metricTrigger – by defining this object the alert is defined as metric
measurement Log alert type.
▪ thresholdOperator, threshold, and metricTriggerType define
that we want to trigger the alert on every instance that meets
the criteria
▪ metricColumn – This property is important. Here you put the
name of the columns from your Kusto query results that
represent separate instances for alerting. As we want to alert on
every unique pair of server and service the value is _ResourceId,
SvcDisplayName. Column names are separated by a comma.
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Summary
In this chapter, we looked at alerting, alert configuration, and actions. We started by
looking at the main concepts around Azure Monitor alerts and their types. We have
gone through integration possibilities with notifications and actions. Finally, we have
learned how to create different alert types by showing you real-world examples.
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Chapter 8 – Monitoring
Databases in Azure
Table of Contents (click to return to ToC)
Azure offers different tools to monitor, troubleshoot, and perform security assessments.
In this chapter, we will cover the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Alert, Metrics and Diagnostic Settings
Management Solutions in Log Analytics
Azure SQL Intelligent Performance
Azure SQL Security
Monitoring Open Source Databases
Monitoring Non-Relational Databases

We will begin by exploring the general monitoring and security options that all PaaS
database resources have in Azure.

Alert, Metrics and Diagnostic settings
Almost all Azure resources have the following options under Monitoring, as shown in
Figure 1.

FIGURE 1. MONITORING OPTIONS IN THE AZURE PORTAL

Alerts
Alerting is a core functionality when working with monitoring. Alerts can notify you
when something has happened in your Azure environment. For example, you could set
up an alert to notify you when certain Azure SQL database performance thresholds have
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been reached. See “Chapter 7 Alerting and Notification” for more details on capabilities
and configuration of alerting and notification in Azure Monitor.

Metrics
Metrics are available for each Azure SQL resource type to monitor availability,
performance, latency, throughput, and storage. The Azure platform collects these
metrics and visualizes them in the Azure portal under each database or a consolidated
view in Azure Monitor. Figure 2 is showing the “billed CPU seconds” for an Azure SQL
Database Serverless database.

FIGURE 2. METRICS FOR AN AZURE SQL DATABASE

Azure Diagnostic Settings
Diagnostic logs in Azure contain logs and metrics generated by Azure resources. The
available logs and metrics will vary for different resource types. A firewall and a web
service will log different data. Azure can forward diagnostic logs and metrics to an Event
Hub, Azure storage account, or Log Analytics, as shown in Figure 3. It is possible to
configure multiple diagnostic settings on the same Azure resource. You could store
diagnostic logs to an Azure storage account for long-term storage, and send logs to Log
Analytics for analytics but each resource can only have a maximum of 5 different
diagnostics settings. Those different diagnostic settings can be configured through the
Azure Portal, PowerShell, Azure CLI, or REST API.
Activity Log vs Diagnostic Log: What’s the difference?
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The Activity log and the resource level diagnostic log are not the
same. The Activity log contains information about operations on a
particular subscription, resource group, or resource; for example, a
database is created or deleted. The diagnostic log contains deeper
information about the specific database. In a virtual machine
scenario, it is also possible to collect logs from the inside of the
operating system, OS-level diagnostic logs.

FIGURE 3. DIAGNOSTIC SETTINGS INCLUDES OPTIONS TO FORWARD LOGS TO LOG ANALYTICS
For a detailed overview of all the diagnostics settings:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/sql-database/sql-databaseintelligent-insights
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Azure SQL Intelligent Insights uses builtin AI to work proactive and reactive. It can
detect events, settings, and incidents that can result in poor database performance.
But Intelligent Insights can also analyze existing issues to find and detect the root
cause. Once a problem is detected, an analysis is executed, and a log is generated
including an assessment of the problem and recommended action. To use Azure
SQL Intelligent Insights we need to consume Azure SQL Insights logs by sending
those logs to either Log Analytics, Storage account, or event hub.
SQL Intelligent Insights builds a workload baseline for the last seven days, it then
compares the last hour workload with the baseline. Intelligent Insights uses this
comparison to detect issues, such as SQL wait times or critical exceptions. After an
issue is detected multiple metrics are analyzed to find the root cause. Intelligent
Insights can generate a diagnostic log with the root cause, issue status, and
suggested actions, such as stop a blocking query, including the SPID number.
For an overview video of Intelligent Insights with Azure SQL
Analytics, navigate to Microsoft Docs
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/sql-database/sql-databaseintelligent-insights

Management Solutions in Log Analytics
There are several management solutions for Azure SQL available in Log Analytics that
should be included in any discussion regarding Azure SQL monitoring.

Azure SQL Analytics
The Azure SQL Analytics management solution for Log analytics is a solution to monitor
Azure SQL Elastic Pools, Azure SQL Managed instances, Azure SQL Databases, and
Managed instance databases. The management solution collects, visualize, and analyze
events and performance metrics from Azure SQL databases. The management solution
also identifies potential issues based on the collected data. The source data for this
solution are the diagnostic logs from Azure SQL. The management solution supports
cross subscription collection. The management solution only supports data collected
from Azure SQL, and not from a SQL Server running inside a virtual machine in Azure.
Figure 3 shows how to enable diagnostic settings for Azure SQL and send logs to Log
Analytics.
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The Azure SQL Analytics management solution tile includes two different views, one for
Azure SQL databases and Azure SQL Elastic Pools, and one view for Managed instances
and Managed instance databases. Figure 4 shows the solution tile, depending on if
clicked on the lower or the upper part, different views will open. Figure 5 shows one of
the views, for Azure SQL Elastic Pools and Azure SQL Databases.

FIGURE 4. AZURE SQL ANALYTICS TILE IN LOG ANALYTICS

FIGURE 5. AZURE SQL ANALYTICS MANAGEMENT SOLUTION IN LOG ANALYTICS

A pre-requisite to be able to use the Azure SQL analytics solution is to configure and
enable SQL Insights in the diagnostics settings of the Azure SQL resource.
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SQL Health Check
The SQL Health Check management solution for Log Analytics is performing health and
risk assessments of SQL servers running on Windows virtual machines. The management
solution will automatically detect SQL server instances on all virtual machines with the
Log Analytics agent installed. If a SQL server is not sending SQL data for three weeks, the
SQL server will automatically be removed from the Log Analytics solution. Data is
collected from the SQL server and sent to Log Analytics every seven days. The solution
analyzes and visualizes the collected data; Figure 6 shows the default dashboard
including detected issues and severity, grouped in different categories, and shows that
every recommendation has a certain “weight”. The weight indicates how important the
recommendation is relative to other recommendations. The weight is based on the
following parameters:
•
•
•

The probability that the issue will cause a problem.
The impact of the issue, how will it affect your organization.
The effort required to implement the recommendation. A large effort equals a
smaller overall score for the recommendation.

It is possible to ignore recommendations if needed, for example, if there is a
recommendation around the security configuration that is not applicable in the current
environment. Figure 7 and Figure 8 shows more information regarding a particular issue.

FIGURE 6. THE SQL HEALTH CHECK DASHBOARD, SHOWING SOME OF THE FOCUS AREAS,
INCLUDING RECOMMENDATIONS
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FIGURE 7. DETAILS FOR THE AVAILABILITY AND BUSINESS CONTINUITY AREA
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FIGURE 8. DETAILED RECOMMENDATION FOR THE RECOMMENDATION SHOWN IN FIGURE 7

Azure SQL Database Intelligent Performance
Many of the services in Azure have a set of tools for monitoring, tuning, and
troubleshooting database performance. Azure SQL comes with some built-in tools as
shown in Figure 9.
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FIGURE 9. AZURE SQL INTELLIGENT PERFORMANCE

•
•

Performance Overview will give you an overview of the performed tuning
activity and the top 5 queries by CPU consumption for the last 24 hours.
Performance Recommendations shows recommendations that can optimize
your Azure SQL database performance. Performance recommendations can
also correct issues either automatically or manually. Azure SQL Database needs
to be monitored for at least one day before recommendations can be
generated.
Performance Tuning: For more information on Performance
recommendations for Azure SQL Database, see Microsoft Docs at
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/sql-database/sql-databaseadvisor

•

Query Performance Insights can be used for basic SQL query performance
monitoring, for example, to investigate database resource (DTU) consumption
and top queries from a performance point of view as shown in Figure 10.
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FIGURE 10. TOP 3 QUERIES BY CPU

For more information about Query Performance Insight for Azure
SQL Database, included examples and required permissions, see
Microsoft Docs at https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/sqldatabase/sql-database-query-performance

You can drill down on one particular query by clicking on the query as shown in
Figure 11.
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FIGURE 11. QUERY DETAILS
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Query Performance Insights will show you the top 20 queries consuming most of
the SQL resources. However, you might have a lot of smaller queries consuming
resources that will not show up here. If you need more advanced performance
monitoring use Azure SQL Analytics.
•

Automatic tuning is an AI-driven service to automatically tunes the database
performance by monitoring queries executed on the database. Automatic
tuning is learning from all databases deployed on Azure, which means that the
longer it runs, the more it will learn and improve the tuning. Automatic tuning
will self-heal, so if a tuning fails it will revert the changes. But as Automatic
tuning is learning from millions of databases on Azure, the risk of affecting the
performance negatively is minimized. It is possible to disable Automatic tuning,
and it is also possible to configure that manual action is required to implement
a recommendation.

FIGURE 12. AZURE SQL DATABASE AUTOMATIC TUNING SETTINGS

For an overview video and more information around Automatic
Tuning, navigate to Microsoft Docs at
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/sql-database/sql-databaseautomatic-tuning
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Azure SQL Security
Azure provides some built-in SQL security capabilities for automatically classifying data,
perform vulnerability assessment, and apply data encryption. Figure 13 shows the
different built-in security features for Azure SQL Database.

FIGURE 13. SECURITY FEATURES FOR AZURE SQL DATABASE

Advanced data security
Advanced data security is a collection of security solutions to perform Data Discovery
and Classification, Vulnerability Assessments, and Advanced Threat Protection.
Advanced Data Security is licensed per month per SQL server.

FIGURE 14. ADVANCED DATA SECURITY

Data Discovery and Classification
The classification engine will scan your database schemas and identify columns that
might contain sensitive information. You can then easily review and apply classification
recommendations and label columns accordingly as shown in Figure 15.
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FIGURE 15. DATA DISCOVERY & CLASSIFICATION

Once classification is applied, two new metadata attributes will be added to the columns
with sensitive data. First, a label will be added to identify the sensitivity level of the
data, and secondly, the Information type column will be added to provide additional
information regarding the type of data stored in the column. Once classification is
applied and server-level auditing is enabled, you can verify who accessed the classified
data. In Log Analytics you can see who accessed the classified data and the source IP
address as shown in Figure 16.
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FIGURE 16. AZURE SQL – ACCESS TO SENSITIVE DATA
You can also set up an Azure Alert based on the Log Analytics
mentioned above to generate an alert if someone is querying
financial data of customers on a regular basis.

Vulnerability Assessment
The Vulnerability Assessment will scan your databases once per week and will check
your database settings against Microsoft best practices. In Figure 17 we can see that the
vulnerability assessment identified 5 issues.

FIGURE 17. VULNERABILITY ASSESSMENT
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We can drill down on a particular rule and immediately remediate the issue if desired by
clicking on the “Run in Query Editor” button as shown in Figure 18.

FIGURE 18. VULNERABILITY ASSESSMENT REMEDIATION

Advanced Threat Protection
The last service of Advanced data security is Advanced Threat Protection. It will detect
suspicious activity like SQL injections, brute force attacks, and many other anomalous
activities. For example, Advanced Threat Protection will detect “Access from unfamiliar
Principal”. This alert is triggered when there is a change in the access pattern to SQL
server, where someone has logged on to the SQL server using an unusual principal (SQL
user). The alerts generated by Advanced Threat Protection will also surface in Azure
Security Center. The alerts that may be raised by Advanced Threat Protection for Azure
SQL include:
•
•
•

Vulnerability to SQL injection
Potential SQL injection
Access from an unusual location
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•
•
•
•

Access from unusual Azure region
Access from unfamiliar principal
Access from a potentially harmful application
Brute force SQL credentials.

Once SQL ATP detects an anomalous activity an alert will be generated as seen in Figure
19.

FIGURE 19. SQL ATP ALERT

An email will be sent and an alert will be generated in Security Center as well. Learn
more about Azure Security Center and Advanced Threat Protection in “Chapter 12 –
Monitoring Security-Related Configuration”.
You can also read more on Advanced Threat Protection for Azure
SQL on the Microsoft Docs site at https://docs.microsoft.com/enus/azure/sql-database/sql-database-threat-detection-overview.

We can start investigating the alert by drilling down on the alert as seen in Figure 20
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FIGURE 20. SQL ATP INVESTIGATION

The remediation steps will provide you with some investigation steps and
recommendations on how to resolve this security alert.
You can find a detailed complete description of these alerts on the
Microsoft Docs site at https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/sqldatabase/sql-database-threat-detection-overview#advanced-threatprotection-alerts
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Auditing
With Auditing, you can track database and server events and see who performed what
activity as shown in Figure 21. Auditing can be enabled on the server or database level
and you can specify the Audit log destination: Azure Storage account, Event Hub, or Log
Analytics. If you enabled Classification and are labeling columns that contain sensitive
information you can review who has accessed the sensitive data.

FIGURE 21. SQL AUDITING

Dynamic Data Masking
Dynamic Data Masking is different than Data Discovery and Classification as it will limit
sensitive data exposure to non-privileged users. Dynamic data masking will assess the
tables and columns and provide a list of possible masking rules that can be applied as
shown in Figure 22.
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FIGURE 22. DYNAMIC DATA MASKING SETTINGS

Once data masking is applied if we then run a SQL query, as shown in Figure 23, as a
user without administrative privileges we will notice that some fields have been masked
based on the masking rules configured above in Figure 22.
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FIGURE 23. DYNAMIC DATA MASKING BANK DETAILS

Transparent data encryption
Transparent data encryption is enabled by default on newly deployed Azure SQL
databases and encrypts your database, log files, and backup files at rest.
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Monitor Open Source Databases
Azure Database for PostgreSQL and MySQL service is a fully managed, enterprise-ready
cloud service which emits the performance metrics and telemetry log to Azure Monitor
service. Using Azure Monitor, you can collect, analyze, and take action on telemetry
data gathered from deployed instances.

Step-by-step guidance
There are several step-by-step guides available on the Microsoft Docs website to help
you through this process for the first time.
PostgreSQL
•

You can find a step-by-step guide PostgreSQL monitoring and tuning tutorial at
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/postgresql/tutorial-monitor-and-tune.

•

This article shows you how to set up Azure Database for PostgreSQL alerts
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/postgresql/howto-alert-on-metric.

MySQL
•

Best practices for alerting on metrics with Azure Database for MySQL
monitoring is available at https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/bestpractices-for-alerting-on-metrics-with-azure-database-for-mysql-monitoring/

Monitor Non-relational Databases (Cosmos DB)
Microsoft has invested heavily in the development of its non-relational platform,
Cosmos DB. Cosmos DB is a globally distributed, elastic scale, multi-model database
service.
There are a couple of very useful tutorials on the Microsoft Docs site that will help you
get started with monitoring Cosmos DB:
•
•

Monitoring and debugging with metrics in Cosmos DB
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/cosmos-db/use-metrics.
Monitoring performance and storage metrics in Azure Cosmos DB
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/cosmos-db/monitor-accounts.
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Like all other resources in Azure, we can define diagnostics settings and analyze Cosmos
DB metrics from the Azure portal. Figure 24 gives you an overview of the Cosmos DB
metrics.

FIGURE 24. COSMOS DB METRICS

Azure Monitor for Cosmos DB
With Azure Monitor, you can analyze the utilization and performance of your Cosmos
DB. The Azure Monitor workbook is using the same monitoring data collected from
Cosmos DB metrics as seen in Figure 24 but provides a unified overview of all your
deployed Cosmos DB, as seen in Figure 25.
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FIGURE 25. AZURE MONITOR FOR COSMOS DB

With the Cosmos DB workbook, you will be able to quickly analyze and compare failures,
requests, capacity, and operations across your different Cosmos DB instances.
Microsoft also offers performance tips for Cosmos DB and .NET for
your developers in “Performance Tips for Azure Cosmos DB
and .NET” on the Microsoft Docs site at
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/cosmos-db/performancetips.

Summary
In this chapter, we looked at some of the different monitoring options for databases in
Azure. The chapter focused on Azure SQL, although similar services are available for
most database platforms available in Azure PaaS. We started by looking at general alert,
metric and diagnostic settings. Then, we looked into how Log Analytics can collect,
analyze, and visualize diagnostic data for Azure SQL. Next, we looked at the default tools
for Azure SQL. We then touched briefly on open source database platforms in Azure,
followed by Microsoft’s non-relational database service.
In this chapter, you have seen how monitoring of databases in Azure can be performed
directly on the resource, as well as how Log Analytics could provide central monitoring
capabilities when a team is responsible for a large of databases.
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Chapter 9 - Monitoring
Containers in Azure
Table of Contents (click to return to ToC)
With the rise of Kubernetes as the de facto container orchestrator, all the major public
cloud providers offer a version of managed Kubernetes. In this chapter, we will cover
how to monitor the two flavors of Kubernetes you will typically encounter in Azure:
Azure Kubernetes Service (AKS) and the Azure Kubernetes Service Engine (AKS Engine).
To ensure you get your hands-on experience with the tooling, we will quickly configure a
test environment that includes at least one AKS cluster and a sample application.
NOTE: While we strive to make the tasks in this chapter possible
for all to complete, having a basic familiarity with Kubernetes and
AKS helps!

In this chapter:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Quick Overview of Managed Kubernetes
Enabling monitoring during cluster creation
Onboarding your existing AKS Cluster
Onboarding AKS Engine
Support for Azure Container Instances
Exploring AKS Cluster Health & Performance Data
Troubleshooting/Debugging with Container Logs
Configuring Container Alerts in Azure Monitor
Visualizing Azure Monitor data in Grafana
Troubleshooting Azure Monitor for Containers

Let’s begin with a quick overview of Microsoft’s managed Kubernetes offering.
DOWNLOAD THE CODE: You can download the code samples
used in this chapter at
https://github.com/insidemscloud/InsideAzureMgmt, in the
\Chapter9\ directory.
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Quick overview of Azure Monitoring for containers
Container workloads are deployed to either Azure Container Instances or managed
Kubernetes clusters hosted on Azure Kubernetes Service (AKS). Monitoring your
containers is critical, especially when you are running a production cluster, at scale, with
multiple applications.
Azure Monitor for Containers supports the following Azure container services:
•
•

Azure Kubernetes Service (AKS). AKS is a managed container orchestration
service, based on the open source Kubernetes platform.
AKS Engine. AKS Engine is an open source tooling to quickly bootstrap selfmanaged Kubernetes clusters on Azure. By leveraging ARM (Azure Resource
Manager), AKS Engine enables you to create, destroy, and maintain clusters
provisioned with basic IaaS resources in Azure.

Azure Monitor for containers gives you performance visibility by collecting memory and
processor metrics from controllers, nodes, and containers that are available in
Kubernetes through the Metrics API. Container logs are also collected. After you enable
monitoring from Kubernetes clusters, these metrics and logs are automatically collected
for you through a containerized version of the Log Analytics agent for Linux and stored
in your Log Analytics workspace.
Azure Monitor for containers includes several pre-defined views that show the residing
container workloads and what affects the performance health of the monitored
Kubernetes cluster so that you can:
•

•

•
•

Identify resource bottlenecks. Identify AKS containers that are running on the
node and their average processor and memory utilization. This information can
help you identify resource bottlenecks.
Controller/pod performance. Identify the processor and memory utilization of
container groups and their containers hosted in Azure Container Instances.
Identify where the container resides in a controller or a pod. This information
can help you view the controller's or pod's overall performance.
Application performance. Review the resource utilization of workloads running
on the host that are unrelated to the standard processes that support the pod.
Cluster utilization and capacity. Understand the behavior of the cluster under
average and heavy loads. This information can help you identify capacity needs
and determine the maximum load that the cluster can sustain.
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Accessing the Container Insights feature
You can access Azure Monitor for containers two ways
•

•

From Azure Monitor. From Azure Monitor, you have a global perspective of all
the containers deployed, which are monitored, and which are not, allowing you
to search and filter across your subscriptions and resource groups, and then drill
into Azure Monitor for containers from the selected container.
Directly from the selected AKS cluster. You can simply access the feature
directly from a selected AKS container from the AKS page, which scopes your
view to the cluster you are accessing.
Not running Kubernetes? If you are interested in monitoring and
managing your Docker and Windows container hosts to view
configuration, audit, and resource utilization, see the Container
Monitoring solution, available at https://docs.microsoft.com/enus/azure/azure-monitor/insights/containers.

Enabling monitoring during cluster creation
In this section, we will create a test environment with at least one cluster,
The step below assume one of the following is true:
•
•

Option 1: You are working from a system with the Azure CLI installed.
Option 2: You are familiar with the Azure Cloud Shell, which includes the Azure
CLI by default.
TIP: The Azure Cloud Shell is a great way to set up your test AKS
cluster and test drive Azure Monitor for Containers end-to-end
without the need to install Linux or the Windows Subsystem for
Linux. To learn more, see “Azure Cloud Shell Overview” at
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/cloud-shell/overview

Step 1: Create a resource group
First, you need to create a resource group to host the AKS instance. You can do this in
the Azure portal, or through the Azure CLI with the following command:
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az group create \
--name InsideAzureK8s \
--location eastus
This will produce output similar to this:
{
"id": "/subscriptions/0b62f50c-c15a-40e2-b1ab7ac2596a1d74/resourceGroups/InsideAzureK8s",
"location": "eastus",
"managedBy": null,
"name": "InsideAzureK8s",
"properties": {
"provisioningState": "Succeeded"
},
"tags": null,
"type": null
}
With the resource group in place, you are now ready to create an AKS cluster.

Step 2: Create the AKS cluster
Next, we’ll create a Kubernetes cluster on the Azure Kubernetes Service. The following
assumes you do not have a Log Analytics workspace and the command will create one
for you automatically.
az aks create \
--resource-group InsideAzureK8s \
--name myAKSCluster \
--node-count 2 \
--enable-addons monitoring \
--generate-ssh-keys

The --enable-addons monitoring parameter enables Azure Monitor for containers at
deploy time, reducing the need to enable monitoring on existing AKS clusters.
Even if you don’t have a Log Analytics workspace, monitoring will still be enabled.
However, this will result in the Azure Monitor for containers solution being created in a
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new default Log Analytics workspace in the default resource group for your Azure
subscription.
NOTE: While letting the AKS cluster creation process create a
default workspace in the default resource group is convenient,
it’s far from ideal as you have no control over workspace
settings. It is best to avoid this.

If you want to create an AKS cluster and point it to your existing Log Analytics
workspace, you will use the same command, with one additional parameter. The “-workspace-resource-id” parameter.
First, we will look at the syntax, then we will look at how to get the Log Analytics
resource ID, as it is not visible in the workspace properties in the Azure portal.
az aks create \
--resource-group InsideAzureK8s \
--name myAKSCluster \
--node-count 2 \
--enable-addons monitoring \
--generate-ssh-keys \
--workspace-resource-id <your LA workspace ID>

TIP: Finding the Log Analytics workspace resource ID
In the above command, the Log Analytics workspace name or GUID will not do. You
must supply the resource ID in the form of a URL, in the following format:
"/subscriptions/<Azure subscription
id>/resourceGroups/<resource
group>/providers/Microsoft.OperationalInsights/workspaces/
<workspace name>"
There are a couple of easy ways to find this value that we recommend.
The first option is through the Azure CLI, using the following syntax:
az resource list --resource-group <resource group> --name
<workspace name>
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The second option is to use the Resource Explorer, which is available under All Services
in the Azure portal.

Step 3: Connect to the Cluster
Now, connect to the cluster to validate your work.
To configure the Kubernetes CLI, kubectl, to connect to your Kubernetes cluster,
use the az aks get-credentials command. This command downloads
credentials and configures kubectl to use them.
az aks get-credentials
--resource-group InsideAzureK8s \
--name myAKSCluster
You should get back the following output.
Merged "myAKSCluster" as current context in
/home/<username>/.kube/config
To verify the connection to your cluster, use the kubectl get command to list the cluster
nodes (as shown in Figure 1).

FIGURE 1. 'KUBECTL GET NODES' OUTPUT

This command will show the nodes created in the previous step (2 nodes in this
example):
sudo kubectl get nodes

TIP: If you want to avoid the need to start every command with
“sudo” simply type the following once: “sudo -s” and press [ENTER]

Want to see what was created “under the hood” when you created your cluster? Try the
following kubectl command (as shown in Figure 2):
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kubectl get pods --all-namespaces

FIGURE 2. ALL PODS RUNNING IN AN AKS INSTANCE

TIP: Creating multiple AKS clusters for feature exploration
Because exploring the Azure Monitor for containers solution completely is only possible
with multiple clusters, you can simply repeat the command from Step 2, incrementing
the number on the end of the Cluster name and adding in the Log Analytics Resource ID
in --workspace-resource-id as shown below:
az aks create \
--resource-group InsideAzureK8s \
--name myAKSCluster2 \
--node-count 1 \
--enable-addons monitoring \
--generate-ssh-keys \
--workspace-resource-id <your LA workspace ID>

Step 4: Deploy a Sample App
We will deploy the Microsoft sample app, the Azure Voting App, to produce some
additional artifacts to explore in the Azure portal.
kubectl apply -f azure-vote.yaml
If you retrieve the pods, you should see the front-end and back-end components (as
shown in Figure 3).
kubectl get pods
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FIGURE 3. SAMPLE APP DEPLOYMENT OUTPUT
NOTE: It may take these pods a couple of minutes to enter a
running state, indicating deployment is complete.

Once the app is deployed, retrieve the public IP address (as shown in Figure 4).
kubectl get service azure-vote-front –-watch

FIGURE 4. PUBLIC IP OF THE AZURE VOTING APP

Open a browser and enter the public IP address returned by the previous command,
which should return the Azure Voting App UI, as shown in Figure 5.

FIGURE 5. AZURE VOTING APP SAMPLE

Access the app enter a few votes if you like. Then, move on to exploring the data
collected and visualized in the Container Insights, visible in Azure Monitor by selecting
Containers, then selecting your AKS instance, then selecting Insights from the
Monitoring.
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Prerequisites for Azure Monitor Setup
Before you start, make sure that you have the following:
•

•

A Log Analytics workspace. You can create it when you enable monitoring of
your new AKS cluster OR let the onboarding experience create a default
workspace in the default resource group of the AKS cluster subscription.
Permissions. You should be a member of the “Log Analytics contributor” role to
enable container monitoring. For details on how to control access to a Log
Analytics workspace, see “Manage workspaces” on the Microsoft site at
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/platform/manageaccess
NOTE: As part of the ongoing transition from Microsoft Operations
Management Suite (OMS) to Azure Monitor, you may find Microsoft
referring to the OMS Agent for Windows or Linux as the Log
Analytics agent for Windows and Log Analytics agent for Linux.

Onboarding your existing AKS Cluster
If you do not use the --enable-addons monitoring option, you will have to enable
Azure Monitor for containers after the fact. It can be enabled for new or existing
deployments of AKS using the following supported methods:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Azure CLI
Resource Manager (ARM) Template
Terraform
Azure SDK for GO
Azure SDK for Python
Ansible
STEP-BY-STEP: You can find links to the step-by-step “How to
onboard Azure Monitor for containers” on the Microsoft site at
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azuremonitor/insights/container-insights-onboard
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Components and Version Upgrades
Your ability to monitor performance relies on a containerized Log Analytics agent for
Linux specifically developed for Azure Monitor for containers. This specialized agent
collects performance and event data from all nodes in the cluster, and the agent is
automatically deployed and registered with the specified Log Analytics workspace
during deployment. The agent version is microsoft/oms:ciprod04202018 or later and is
represented by a date in the following format: mmddyyyy.
When a new version of the agent is released, it is automatically upgraded on your
managed Kubernetes clusters hosted on Azure Kubernetes Service (AKS). To follow the
versions released, see agent release announcements at https://azure.microsoft.com/enus/updates/aks-release/.
After you have enabled monitoring and all configuration tasks are completed
successfully, you can monitor the performance of your cluster in one of two ways:
•

Directly in the AKS cluster by selecting Insights in the left pane.

•

By selecting the Monitor Container insights tile in the AKS cluster page for the
selected cluster. In Azure Monitor, in the left pane, select Health (as shown in
Figure 6).

FIGURE 6. NAVIGATE TO AKS CLUSTER PERFORMANCE DATA
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Enable monitoring from Azure Monitor
To enable monitoring of your AKS cluster in the Azure portal from Azure Monitor, do the
following:
1.
2.
3.
4.

In the Azure portal, select Monitor from the Primary Blade on the left side.
Select Containers from under the Insights section.
On the Monitor | Containers page, select Non-monitored clusters.
From the list of non-monitored clusters, find the container in the list and click
Enable.
5. On the Onboarding to Azure Monitor for containers page, if you have an existing
Log Analytics workspace in the same subscription as the cluster, select it from the
drop-down list. The list pre-selects the default workspace and location that the
AKS container is deployed to in the subscription.
NOTE: Be sure to create the Log Analytics workspace in the same
subscription that the AKS container is deployed to.

After you've enabled monitoring, it can take up to 15 minutes before you can view
health metrics for the cluster.

Enable monitoring from AKS cluster in the portal
To enable monitoring of your AKS container in the Azure portal, do the following:
1. In the Azure portal, select All services.
2. In the list of resources, begin typing Kubernetes.
The list filters based on your input.
3. Select Kubernetes services.
4. Click on the name of the AKS Cluster you want to enable monitoring on.
5. On the main page, select Monitor containers.
6. On the Onboarding to Azure Monitor for containers page, if you have an
existing Log Analytics workspace in the same subscription as the cluster, select it
in the drop-down list. The list preselects the default workspace and location that
the AKS container is deployed to in the subscription. Once you’ve finished
making selections, click on Enable.
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Once monitoring is enabled it can take up to 15 minutes before you can view
operational data for the cluster.
Enable monitoring by using an Azure Resource Manager template
This method includes two JSON templates. One template specifies the configuration to
enable monitoring, and the other contains parameter values that you configure to
specify the following:
•
•
•

The AKS container resource ID.
The resource group that the cluster is deployed in.
The Log Analytics workspace and region to create the workspace in.
Note: The template needs to be deployed in the same resource
group as the cluster.

As mentioned, the Log Analytics workspace should be created manually. To create the
workspace, you can set it up through
•

Azure Resource Manager
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-

•

monitor/platform/template-workspace-configuration
PowerShell
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azuremonitor/scripts/powershell-sample-create-

•

workspace?toc=%2fpowershell%2fmodule%2ftoc.json
Azure portal
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/learn/quickcreate-workspace
TIP: Viewing your configuration https://docs.microsoft.com/enus/azure/azure-monitor/insights/container-insights-onboard#viewconfiguration-with-cli

Onboarding AKS Engine
As mentioned earlier in this chapter, Azure Monitor for containers supports clusters
created with AKS Engine, the open source core leveraged by the AKS managed
Kubernetes offering.
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Initial Setup
The following are the initial steps for onboarding an AKS Engine cluster, which is a more
involved process than its fully-managed AKS cluster sibling.
1. You will need a location to store your monitoring data. If you do not have an
Azure Log Analytics Workspace, create one. Step-by-step guidance in
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/log-analytics/log-analytics-quickcreate-workspace.
NOTE: If you would like to know which tags are required for the
Azure Monitor for Containers portal user experience, read more at

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/monitoring/monitoringcontainer-insights-overview
2. You will need to add the "Container Insights" solution to your workspace if you
do not have any. Step-by-step guidance in https://github.com/Microsoft/OMSdocker/blob/ci_feature_prod/docs/solution-onboarding.md
3. You will need to deploy the agent using helm. Step-by-step guidance in
https://github.com/helm/charts/tree/master/incubator/azuremonitorcontainers
4. Finally, please run a PowerShell script (AddMonitoringWorkspaceTags.ps1 )
from Microsoft which helps you set the tags to the AKS-engine to the values
expected by Azure Monitor for containers. You will find that script at
https://github.com/Microsoft/OMS-docker/blob/ci_feature/docs/attachmonitoring-tags.md
Since AKS Engine is open source, you will not find the detailed configuration steps on
the Microsoft Docs site. Instead, you will find instructions and supporting artifacts in this
GitHub repository: https://github.com/Microsoft/OMSdocker/blob/ci_feature/docs/attach-monitoring-tags.md.
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Upgrading the Agent
Because the AKS Engine is self-managed, the special containerized agent described
earlier is not automatically upgraded. You can upgrade the agent to a newer version by
re-deploying the agent.

Support for Azure Container Instances
Azure Container Instance (ACI) is a serverless service that allows you to spin up both
Linux and Windows Containers, without having to deal with complex infrastructure or a
container orchestration platform. Think of it as a ‘containers on demand’ platform. AKS
can be configured to burst to ACI using the ACI connector and a ‘virtual kubelet’ (think
of it as the agent running on the virtual node in ACI that you don’t have to manage).
Your burst workloads in ACI can be displayed amongst the other AKS data in Azure
Monitor for containers.
If you would like to try out this feature, see “Bursting from AKS to ACI with the Virtual
Kubelet” at https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/resources/samples/virtual-kubelet-aciburst/.

Exploring AKS Cluster Health & Performance Data
With Azure Monitor for containers, you can use the performance charts and health
status to monitor the workload of your AKS clusters from two perspectives- directly
from an AKS cluster or all AKS clusters in a subscription from Azure Monitor. As
mentioned, viewing Azure Container Instances is also possible when you monitor a
specific AKS cluster.

Multi-cluster view from Azure Monitor
To view the health status of all AKS clusters deployed, select Monitor from the lefthand pane in the Azure portal. Under the Insights section, select Containers, and
then click on View monitored clusters. Your view should be like what is shown in Figure
7.
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FIGURE 7. AZURE MONITOR AKS MULTI-CLUSTER VIEW

On the Monitored clusters tab, you can see the following:
1. The health state of your AKS clusters (healthy, critical, warning, unknown).
2. Health State of the Azure Kubernetes Engine (AKS-engine) deployments.
3. The number of nodes, user, and system pods are deployed per cluster.
The health states that may be presented in the dashboard include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Critical – one or more critical issues are detected, which need to be
addressed in order to restore normal operational state as expected.
Error - Error occurred while attempting to read data from the workspace.
Healthy – no issues detected for the VM and it is functioning as required.
Misconfigured - Azure Monitor for containers was not configured correctly in
the specified workspace.
No data - Data has not reported to the workspace in the last 30 minutes.
Not found - Either the workspace, the resource group, or subscription
containing the workspace for this solution has been deleted.
Unauthorized - User doesn’t have the required permissions to read the data
in the workspace.
Unknown – if the service was not able to make a connection with the node or
pod, the status changes to an unknown state.
Warning - one or more issues are detected, which need to be addressed or
the health condition could become critical.

NOTE: Health state calculates overall cluster state as “worst of ”
the three states with one exception; if any of the three states
is unknown , the overall cluster state will show Unknown.
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Viewing performance directly from an AKS cluster
Access to Azure Monitor for containers is available directly from an AKS cluster by
selecting Insights from the left-hand pane. Viewing information about your AKS cluster
is segmented info four components:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cluster
Health (Preview)
Nodes
Controllers
Containers
Deployments (Preview)

The default page opened when you click on Insights is Cluster, and it includes several
line charts with performance data, that display key performance metrics of your cluster.

FIGURE 8. AKS CLUSTER PERFORMANCE CHARTS

The performance chart (shown in Figure 8) displays four performance metrics:
•

Node CPU Utilization %: An aggregated perspective of CPU utilization for the
entire cluster. You can filter the results for the time range by selecting Avg, Min,
Max, 50th, 90th, and 95th in the percentiles selector above the chart, either
individually or combined.
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•

Node memory utilization %: An aggregated perspective of memory utilization
for the entire cluster. You can filter the results for the time range by selecting
Avg, Min, Max, 50th, 90th, and 95th in the percentiles selector above the chart,
either individually or combined.

•

Node count: A node count and status from Kubernetes. Statuses of the cluster
nodes represented are All, Ready, and Not Ready and can be filtered
individually or combined in the selector above the chart.

•

Active pod count: A pod count and status from Kubernetes. Statuses of the
pods represented are All, Pending, Running, Succeeded, Failed, and
Unknown and can be filtered individually or combined in the selector above
the chart.

When you switch to Nodes, Health (Preview) Controllers, Containers, or Deployments
(Preview) tabs, the Property page at the right is updated. It shows the properties of the
item selected (properties will vary be artifact type), including the labels you define to
organize artifacts in Kubernetes.
You can click on the << link in the pane to view or >> to hide the pane. Notice the object
types and log links in the sample Property pages in Figure 9.

FIGURE 9. SAMPLES FROM INSIGHTS PROPERTY PAGE
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Use the + Add Filter option from the top of the page to filter the results for the view by
Service, Node, Namespace, or Nodepool, as shown in Figure 10. The formula only
supports the ‘equals’ operator, but you can specify multiple filtering criteria. The filter is
applied globally while viewing any perspective of the AKS cluster.
Specifying a filter in one tab continues to be applied when you select another. It is
deleted only after you click the x symbol next to the specified filter.
Switch to the Nodes tab and the row hierarchy follows the Kubernetes object model,
starting with a node in your cluster. Expand the node and you can view one or more
pods running on the node. If more than one container is grouped to a pod, they are
displayed as the last row in the hierarchy. You can also view how many non-pod related
workloads are running on the host if the host has processor or memory pressure.

FIGURE 10. NODES VIEW IN CONTAINER INSIGHTS

From an expanded node, you can drill down from the node, pod, or container running
on the node to the controller to view the underlying performance data by clicking on
the hyperlink in the right-hand columns.
For Controllers and Containers view, you can select a value in the Metric drop-down
list, such as CPU Usage, Memory RSS or Memory working set, as shown in Figure 11.
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NOTE: Memory RSS is supported only for Kubernetes version 1.8
and later.

FIGURE 11. METRIC FILTERING DROP-DOWN
Additional Reading: A Controller can create and manage
multiple Pods for you, handling replication and rollout, and
providing self-healing capabilities at the cluster scope. Read
more about pods and controllers at
https://kubernetes.io/docs/concepts/workloads/pods/podoverview/#pods-and-controllers

Kubernetes Cluster Health View
The Health feature, which is currently in Public Preview, provides proactive health
monitoring of your Kubernetes cluster to enable you to identify and troubleshoot issues
more effectively. The health data from the monitors running on the containerized agent
on the cluster are written to the KubeHealth table in your Log Analytics workspace.
The health of the Kubernetes Cluster is determined from two aspects.
•

•

Kubernetes infrastructure - provides a rollup of the Kubernetes API server,
ReplicaSets, and DaemonSets running on nodes deployed in your cluster by
evaluating CPU and memory utilization, and a Pods availability
Nodes - provides a rollup of the Node pools and state of individual Nodes in
each pool, by evaluating CPU and memory utilization, and a Node's status as
reported by Kubernetes.
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FIGURE 12. KUBERNETES HEALTH VIEW IN CONTAINER INSIGHTS

Kubernetes Deployments real-time View
The view Deployments (Preview) provides the same information as if you were running
kubectl get deployments and kubectl describe deployment
<deployment name> from a command prompt. The information that is presented to
you in the view is pulled directly from the Kubernetes API on the Cluster. If you click on
Refresh in the top left of the page, the page refreshes the list of deployments in the
same manner as re-running the kubectl command.
The View live data (preview) option available for each deployment allows you to view
their real-time activity as they are being deployed, torn down, or modified as shown in
Figure 13. To see this feature in action, you can tear down and redeploy the Azure
Voting Sample App by running:
kubectl delete –f azure-vote.yaml && kubectl apply -f
azure-vote.yaml.
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FIGURE 13. KUBERNETES DEPLOYMENTS VIEW IN CONTAINER INSIGHTS

NOTE: As soon as navigate or browse away, all information
captured during the session is deleted. Additionally, you cannot pin
Live Data (Preview) data from the console to an Azure dashboard.

Container data types in Log Analytics
Container Insights collects various performance metrics and log data from container
hosts and containers. Data is collected every three minutes. The data types that appear
in log search results are displayed in the following table:
Data type

Data type and search queries in Log Search

Performance for hosts and
containers

Perf

Container inventory

ContainerInventory

Container image inventory

ContainerImageInventory

Container log

ContainerLog

Container service log

ContainerServiceLog

Container node inventory

ContainerNodeInventory_CL

Container process

ContainerProcess_CL
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Data type

Data type and search queries in Log Search

Inventory of pods in a
Kubernetes cluster

KubePodInventory

Inventory of nodes part of a
Kubernetes cluster

KubeNodeInventory

Kubernetes Events

KubeEvents_CL

Services in the Kubernetes
cluster

KubeServices_CL

Performance metrics for
nodes part of the
Kubernetes cluster

Perf | where ObjectName == “K8SNode”

Performance metrics for
containers part of the
Kubernetes cluster

Perf | where ObjectName ==
“K8SContainer”

TABLE 1. CONTAINER INSIGHTS LOG SEARCH DATA TYPES

Searching logs to analyze data
The container logs that are forwarded to Log Analytics are in the STDOUT and STDERR
output streams.
Log Analytics can help you look for trends, diagnose bottlenecks, forecast, or correlate
data that can help you determine whether the current cluster configuration is
performing optimally. Pre-defined log searches are provided for you to immediately
start using or to customize to return the information the way you want.
You can perform interactive analysis of data in the workspace by selecting the View
Kubernetes event logs or View container logs links in the Property pane at right. The
Log Search page appears to the right of the Azure portal page that you were on.
NOTE: Because Azure Monitor is monitoring Azure-managed AKS
clusters, system containers are not your responsibility. Kubesystem is not collected today because of the large volume of
generated data.
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Example log search queries
You can find several sample Log Analytics search queries for AKS on the Microsoft site at
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/insights/container-insightsanalyze#search-logs-to-analyze-data
For example, to list all of a container's lifecycle information
ContainerInventory
| project Computer, Name, Image, ImageTag,
ContainerState, CreatedTime, StartedTime, FinishedTime
| render table

Troubleshooting / Debugging with Container Logs
We all know the importance of verifying that your application is working as expected,
especially after you have deployed an update.
To view container-level logs in Kubernetes, you would use the following syntax:
Kubectl logs <pod id> -n <namespace>
The following will stream the log for the specified container.
Kubectl logs <pod id> -n <namespace> -f
With the Azure Monitor for containers solution, you have two options:
•

•

Log Analytics. You can view historical logs for a container sent to Log Analytics.
Since these are not the most recent logs, they are not well-suited for real-time
diagnosis of application issues.
Live Logs (Preview). Unlike the Azure Monitor logs, the stream data in Live Logs
view is ephemeral and intended for real-time troubleshooting. With live logs,
you get a real-time, live stream of your container logs directly in your Azure
portal that is not sourced from the Log Analytics database (as shown in Figure
14). If desired, you can pause the live stream and search within the log file for
errors or issues.
NOTE: The Live Logs feature only works for non-system
containers. While you can see the pane, it will be empty and return
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an error for system containers (basically anything in the kubesystem namespace).

FIGURE 14. LIVE LOGS PANE IN CONTAINER INSIGHTS

Creating Container Alerts in Azure Monitor
Azure Monitor for containers does not include a predefined set of alerts rules. Read
more on creating alerts from your AKS-related Log Analytics data in “Chapter 7
Configuring Alerting and Notification”.

Visualizing Azure Monitor Data in Grafana
While this is not part of the Azure Monitor for container solution, it is worth mentioning
simply because Grafana has been the de facto standard tool in the open source world
for visualization of Kubernetes monitoring data captured by Prometheus, an open
source monitoring tool often used for container monitoring.
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Microsoft recently introduced a new Grafana integration with Microsoft Azure Monitor
logs. This integration is achieved through the new Log Analytics plugin, now available as
part of the Azure Monitor data source from https://grafana.com/plugins/grafana-azuremonitor-datasource/installation.
While you can natively consume all logs in Azure Monitor Log Analytics, many customers
also requested that Microsoft make logs available in Grafana, so they partnered with
Grafana to enable this capability. The new plugin allows you to display any data
available in Log Analytics, such as logs related to virtual machine performance, security,
Azure Active Directory (which has recently integrated with Log Analytics), and many
other log types including custom logs.

Configuring the Grafana plugin
The new plugin requires Grafana version 5.3 or newer, running either locally or in Azure
•

Install Grafana locally (on-premises). To set up a local Grafana
server, download and install Grafana in your local environment. To use the
plugin's Log Analytics integration, install Grafana version 5.3 or higher.

•

Install Grafana in Azure. To setup Grafana in Azure, go to the Azure
Marketplace and pick Grafana by Grafana Labs.

FIGURE 15. GRAFANA OFFERING IN THE AZURE MARKETPLACE

Configuring the Data Sources
After the initial data source configuration, you can start embedding Azure Monitor logs
in your dashboards and panels easily, simply select the service Azure Log Analytics and
your workspace, then provide a query. You can reuse any existing queries you already
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have in Azure or write a new query. Writing queries in Grafana is made simple with the
familiar IntelliSense auto-complete options you have already seen in the Azure Log
Analytics query editor.
The plugin will run the query through the Log Analytics API, which means data is
available to query as soon as it’s ingested to Log Analytics and is not copied to a
separate store. In addition to the standard query language, Grafana supports specific
macros such $__timeFilter, which enables features like zooming-in on charts or using
variables.
The plugin utilizes the Kusto query language used by Azure Log Analytics, so you don’t
have to translate your queries to another format (such as Prometheus Query Language
often used with Grafana). Queries you use in Microsoft query interfaces can also be
used with the Azure Monitor extension for Grafana.

Monitoring Docker Applications in Application Insights
While you could monitor a Docker application with Application Insights, you should not.
This method has been deprecated.

Troubleshooting
You can find a PowerShell script to aid in AKS troubleshooting, as well as a list of known
issues for AKS and AKS Engine at https://github.com/Microsoft/OMS-docker/tree/aksengine/Troubleshoot.

Summary
In this chapter, we explored how to monitor your managed Kubernetes workloads
hosted on Microsoft’s AKS offering. We began by setting up a test instance with Azure
Monitor enabled, then deployed the Azure Vote sample application. Next, we explored
how data is presented in the Container Insights component of Azure Monitor. We then
explored how to view container log data in the Azure Monitor solution. Finally, we
touched on where to find troubleshooting guidance when Azure Monitor for containers
setup does not go as planned.
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Chapter 10 - Implementing
Process Automation
Table of Contents (click to return to ToC)
Process automation is an essential task in any organization. The more processes an
organization automates the more effective IT operations become. Azure offers a few
services that can help with process automation, like Azure Automation, Functions, and
Logic Apps. In this chapter, we will focus on the first two in this list. Azure Automation is
a service that will help you in automating manual, long-running, error-prone, and
frequently repeated tasks that you need to perform in any cloud or on-premises
environment. Currently, Azure Automation has three major capabilities: process
automation, configuration management, and update management. This chapter focuses
on the process automation capability.
When we talk about Process Automation within Azure Automation, we should mention
that the service has “classic” (legacy) on-premises equivalent products, which are
System Center Orchestrator (SCOrch) and System Center Service Management
Automation (SMA). Some of the advantages of Azure Automation over these onpremises products include:
•
•

•
•
•

Faster release cycles. As a cloud service, Azure Automation is being updated
with new features and bug fixes every month.
Additional runbook types. Azure Automation supports five types of runbooks:
PowerShell script, Python 2, Graphical, PowerShell Workflow, and Graphical
PowerShell Workflow.
Zero infrastructure. Creating and executing runbooks in Azure Automation does
not require deploying infrastructure.
Pay per usage. You pay only when you actually use the service.
Native Azure Integration. Out of the box integration with other Azure services
for ease-of-use.
NOTE: The Process Automation capability of Azure Automation
includes a free tier. The free tier of Process Automation offers 500
minutes of job run time and 744 hours of watchers every month.
For detailed pricing information on Azure Automation, visit the
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Microsoft website at https://azure.microsoft.com/enus/pricing/details/automation/.

Azure Functions is a fairly new service in Azure for easily running small pieces of code.
That code can be run in different languages like C#, Java, JavaScript, PowerShell, and
Python. When you run code, you do not have to worry about setting up additional
infrastructure, similar to Azure Automation. Due to this fact, the benefits that Azure
Automation offers compared to on-premises solutions also apply to Azure Functions.
Under the hood, Azure Functions is based in part on Azure Apps service. The Functions
service has different versions and at the time of writing this book, version 3 is the
current release, which was made Generally Available just a couple of weeks ago at the
time of writing this book. Compared to version 2, version 3 was not so significant a
release. Version 2 was a complete refactor compared to v1 and also introduced the
following important changes:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Official PowerShell support
PowerShell Core (version 6)
PowerShell modules management
Code execution performance improvements
Pay per usage plan
Ability to run code from a package

These are very important updates in terms of keeping the service up-to-date. For
example, Azure Automation currently runs on Windows PowerShell 5.1.
RECOMMENDATION: The authors of the book recommend the
usage of Azure Functions with PowerShell or Python for
automation scenarios instead of legacy or on-premises tools. In
cases where you cannot use Azure Functions, we recommend
Azure Automation as your second-best option.

The goals of this chapter are to cover:
•
•
•
•
•

The basic components of process automation in Azure Automation
Comparison of the different type of Azure Automation runbooks
Provide real-world scenarios for using Azure Automation runbooks and
watchers
Provide scenarios for integrating Azure Automation with other Azure services
The basic components of Azure Functions with PowerShell
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•

Provide scenarios for integrating Azure Functions with other Azure services
IMPORTANT: Make sure you check out the sample solutions in
this chapter and get the source code from the book’s Git repository!

Automation Account
The first step to start using Azure Automation is to create an Automation account. An
Automation account is an isolation boundary for your Azure Automation resources such
as runbooks, Hybrid Runbook Workers (Hybrid Workers), Desired State Configuration
(DSC) Nodes, and DSC Configurations. Multiple Automation accounts can be created
under one Azure subscription. A few of the most common reasons for multiple
Automation accounts include:
•
•
•
•
•

logical environments separation
physical location separation
team separation
billing separation
purpose separation

It is important to design the architecture of your Azure Automation implementation, as
that will dictate how the service is configured.
When an Automation account is created, an Azure region must be specified where that
account will reside. This designates where all Azure Automation resources for that
account will be located. An Automation account created in a specific region can manage
Azure resources in other regions as well. In fact, Azure Automation can manage
resources in other Azure subscriptions, on-premise resources, other cloud resources,
and/or resources located in other clouds.
There are many ways of creating an Azure Automation account: The Azure portal,
PowerShell (Azure Resource Manager module), an Azure Resource Manager (ARM) JSON
template, Azure CLI, etc.
Before proceeding with using the Process Automation feature of Azure Automation, we
will first review its components. Process Automation has five main components:
Runbooks, Assets, Watcher Tasks, Hybrid Workers, and Jobs. Some of these components
have sub-components as well.
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Runbooks
A runbook is a collection of one or more linked activities that together automate a
process or operation. A runbook can be a process as simple as starting a service, or a
complex one, such as orchestrating installation of updates in a distributed application
consisting of multiple server or service tiers. A runbook can execute tasks on any
resource, whether it is located in a public cloud, on-premises, or in a hybrid cloud.
Runbook automation can be used to automate processes on a variety of operating
environments, including Windows, Linux, and containers, as well as devices like network
switches, firewalls, and load balancers, whether in hardware or software form.
Azure Automation uses PowerShell or Python as a platform. For PowerShell-based
runbooks, it uses Windows PowerShell or Windows PowerShell Workflow. For Pythonbased runbooks, it uses Python 2.
NOTE: Python 3 Support is planned for sometimes in 2020.
Source: https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/issues/37403

Windows PowerShell is a very popular platform that has many modules enabling you to
execute actions against a wide variety of applications and services. These same modules
can be uploaded into Azure Automation and used in runbooks. PowerShell can also
execute actions against applications or services without modules by using their
application programming interface (API). This functionality is also surfaced in Azure
Automation runbooks through the PowerShell platform.
NOTE: At the time of writing this book, Azure Automation supports
only Windows PowerShell 5.1 also known as Windows PowerShell.
PowerShell 6.x or also known as PowerShell Core is not yet
supported.

Python is an interpreted, object-oriented, high-level programming language with
dynamic semantics. Its high-level built-in data structures, combined with dynamic typing
and dynamic binding, make it very attractive for rapid application development (RAD),
as well as for use as a scripting or glue language to connect existing components.
Python's simple, easy to learn syntax emphasizes readability and therefore reduces the
cost of program maintenance. Python supports modules and packages, which
encourages program modularity and code reuse. The Python interpreter and the
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extensive standard library are available in source or binary form without charge for all
major platforms and can be freely distributed.1
NOTE: At the time of writing this book Azure Automation supports
only Python 2. Python 3 specific functions will fail.

In Azure Automation, there are five types of runbooks you can create – PowerShell,
Python 2, Graphical, PowerShell Workflow, and Graphical PowerShell Workflow. You can
view the runbooks in your Automation account upon runbook creation, as shown in
Figure 1.

FIGURE 1. RUNBOOK TYPES
RECOMMENDATION: We strongly advise you to use only
PowerShell or Python 2 runbooks. If you want to create automation
visually, we recommend using Azure Logic App as it has many out
of box integrations. PowerShell Workflow is a deprecated concept
in PowerShell 6.x and another concept for executing parallel
operations will be developed. Graphical runbooks are
recommended only when you want to visualize and stitch together
multiple PowerShell and/or Python 2 runbooks.

PowerShell
1

What is Python? Executive Summary. Source: https://www.python.org/doc/essays/blurb/
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The first type of runbook is the PowerShell runbook, which is written in standard
PowerShell, just like any other PowerShell script. They can be authored in the text editor
in the Azure portal or offline in a tool such as PowerShell ISE or Visual Studio Code.
NOTE: The Authors recommend using Visual Studio Code (VSC)
with PowerShell extension
(https://marketplace.visualstudio.com/items?itemName=msvscode.PowerShell) installed for authoring. Additionally, you can
run Azure Automation Authoring Toolkit
(https://github.com/azureautomation/azure-automation-ise-addon)
in parallel to VSC to help you test your runbooks.

When using PowerShell runbooks, you can execute complex logic within a runbook, and
call other runbooks. Generally speaking, PowerShell runbooks start faster than
PowerShell workflow runbooks, since they do not need to be compiled before
execution. However, compared to PowerShell Workflow runbooks, you lose capabilities
like parallel processing, creating checkpoints, and resuming from the last checkpoint
upon failure.

Python 2
Python runbooks compile under Python 2. They can be authored in the text editor in the
Azure portal or offline in a tool such as Atom or Visual Studio Code. Python runbooks
utilize the robust Python libraries which makes them very powerful for automating a lot
of different tools, systems, and services.
Graphical
Graphical runbooks are based on Windows PowerShell. They are authored in a graphical
editor available in the Azure portal. The experience is similar to the Runbook Designer
Console in System Center Orchestrator. The primary purpose of this type of runbook is
to provide authoring capabilities for those who are not PowerShell savvy or who are
used to authoring runbooks in System Center Orchestrator. This type of runbook cannot
be authored outside of the Azure portal. However, it is possible to export graphical
runbooks and import them into the same or other Automation accounts. When a
graphical runbook is created, on the backend, the PowerShell code is generated, but
cannot be viewed or edited. The biggest advantage of a graphical runbook is that it
visualizes the process created and that visualization is more easily understandable for
less technical people. The graphical runbook is very similar to the Graphical PowerShell
workflow runbook. The only difference is that graphical runbooks are based on
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PowerShell, where Graphical PowerShell Workflow runbooks are based on PowerShell
Workflow. Thus, any of the advantages that workflows have are also missing here.
PowerShell Workflow
As the name implies, PowerShell Workflow runbooks are based on Windows PowerShell
Workflow. As such, they are written in simple text. They can be authored in the Azure
portal via the text editor or offline in any text editor, such as Windows PowerShell
Integrated Scripting Environment (ISE) with Azure Automation Authoring Toolkit or in
Visual Studio Code. When Workflow runbooks are authored offline, they can be saved in
files with the .ps1 extension and imported into an Azure Automation account. Some of
the advantages of a PowerShell Workflow runbook include parallel processing of
activates, ability to create checkpoints, and resume from last checkpoint upon failure
and ability to execute complex logic. They also present some challenges you should be
aware of, such as time for Workflow Runbook compilation, familiarity with PowerShell
Workflow code, and deserialization of objects. When an object is returned by a
PowerShell Workflow cmdlet, that object is serialized, which means that you cannot
have an object method, and properties with complex types are deserialized. All these
challenges make writing PowerShell Workflow runbooks more complex, as well as
difficult to support and troubleshoot.
Graphical PowerShell Workflow
The Graphical PowerShell Workflow runbook is very similar to Graphical PowerShell
runbook. As graphical runbooks use PowerShell Workflow code under the hood, they
also inherit some of its advantages, like the ability to create checkpoints and resume the
runbook from the last checkpoint upon failure, or to perform parallel processing by
executing several tasks at the same time.
Runbooks Types Summary
Every type of Azure Automation runbook has its advantages and disadvantages, which
are summarized in Table 1 for easier comparison.
Capability

Process
Visualization
Checkpoints and
Resuming on
error

PowerShell

Python

Graphical

Graphical
PowerShell
Workflow

PowerShell
Workflow

x

x

✓

✓

x

x

x

x

✓

✓
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Capability

Parallel
Processing
Source Control
Integration
Hybrid Worker
Support
Webhooks
Child runbook
execution
(Nesting)
Child runbook
execution (via
StartAzureAutomatio
nRunbook)
Runbook
Authoring

Startup Time
Complex Logic
Implementation

PowerShell

Python

Graphical

Graphical
PowerShell
Workflow

PowerShell
Workflow

x

via
packages

x

✓

✓

✓

✓

x

x

✓

on
Windows
✓

on
Windows
✓

on
Windows
✓

Graphical,
PowerShe
ll

Graphical
PowerShell
Workflow,
PowerShell
Workflow

Graphical
PowerShell
Workflow,
PowerShell
Workflow

Any

Any

Any

on
Windows
✓

PowerShell

on Linux
✓
Python
via
azure_aut
omation_
utility
package

Any

Any via
Azure
SDK for
Python

Azure
portal or
offline
editor

Azure
portal or
offline
editor

Short

Full

Short

Full

Azure
portal

Azure
portal

Short

Longer,
Depends
on runbook
complexity

Azure
portal or
offline
editor
Longer,
Depends
on runbook
complexity

Minimal

Minimal

Full

TABLE 1. AZURE AUTOMATION RUNBOOK TYPES COMPARISON

Jobs
When a runbook is started, a job is created. The job represents a single instance of
execution of a runbook. Once the job is created, it is picked up and run by an Azure
Automation Worker or Hybrid Worker. Azure Automation has pools of workers that are
shared between multiple Automation accounts. Although jobs from multiple
Automation accounts (even across multiple tenants) can run on the same Worker, they
are isolated at the Automation account level. With the Hybrid Worker, which we will
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cover later in this chapter, there is the possibility to run jobs on your organization’s
servers. Jobs can be found in the Jobs blade, as shown in Figure 2, but also in a blade
within every runbook.

FIGURE 2. JOBS BLADE

Assets
Every Automation account has an Assets store. The purpose of assets is to store
information or resources that can be used by any runbook in an Automation account.
The Assets store is also used by Configuration Management and Update Management
capabilities. There are six types of assets – Schedules, Modules, Python 2 packages,
Credentials, Connections, Certificates, and Variables. These assets can be managed by
PowerShell, Azure CLI, ARM Templates, etc., for tasks such as retrieval of assets,
creation of assets, import, export, etc. Assets are located under a shared resource
group, as shown in Figure 3.
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FIGURE 3. SHARED RESOURCES

Schedules
Schedules enable a runbook to be executed automatically at a pre-defined time in the
future, Schedules allow runbooks to be executed once or multiple times through
recurring interval. Once a schedule is created, it can be attached to one or more
runbooks. Schedules also are created for a specific time zone to reflect changes
happening with daylight saving time in different countries. When creating a reoccurring
schedule, you can also define the expiration date for the schedule.
NOTE: The lowest recurring interval is 1 hour. However, you can
create 4 schedules that occur every 1 hour but start within a
different time of the hour with a 15 minutes difference. You can
assign the schedules to a single runbook that way achieving 15
minutes run interval. Another option is to use Watchers
functionality. We recommend the latter.

Modules
Modules in Azure Automation are very similar to PowerShell Modules. A PowerShell
module is a group of PowerShell cmdlets that are executed in PowerShell console,
scripts, workflows, or runbooks. One example is Get-Service, which will return
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services running on a computer. This particular cmdlet is located in the
Microsoft.PowerShell.Management module. Azure Automation modules can be
imported through the PowerShell Gallery at http://www.powershellgallery.com or
manually. DSC resources are also imported as modules and are used by the
Configuration Management capability.
NOTE: For additional guidance on how to import modules you can
check the official documentation: https://docs.microsoft.com/enus/azure/automation/shared-resources/modules.

WARNING: Modules imported in the Automation account are only
distributed to Azure Runbook Workers (ARW) and not to Hybrid
Workers. For Hybrid Workers, you will need to distribute the
modules needed by your runbooks manually.

Python 2 Packages
Python 2 packages are similar to PowerShell modules. Python packages enhance the
platform by utilizing third-party libraries. The package can be a .whl file or .tar.gz file. To
use packages and functions in a Python runbook, you must explicitly import them. A
must-have package is the azure_automation_utility in order to work with some basic
Azure Automation functions that are available by out of the box on PowerShell based
runbooks.
NOTE: You can find more information about the package from the
official Microsoft documentation here:
https://docs.microsoft.com/bs-cyrl-ba/azure/automation/pythonpackages and
https://github.com/azureautomation/azure_automation_utility.

NOTE: Python packages are distributed automatically to both
Azure Runbook Workers and Hybrid Runbook Workers.

Credentials
A Credential is a set of username and password values. The password is stored securely
as a secure string. When the credential is retrieved inside a runbook, it is retrieved as a
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PSCredential object for PowerShell based runbooks. Credentials are used for
authenticating against servers, applications, or services.
Connections
Connections are a mix of variables and credentials. A good example would be a
connection to an SMTP server, which will have fields such as username, password, SMTP
Server, and SMTP Port number. The advantage of connections compared to credentials
and variables is that all the necessary information for connecting to a service or
application is stored in a single object. When a connection is created, a type must be
chosen. Connection type is much like a template that defines the properties of a
connection and what values are allowed for them. Connection types can be added
through importing Azure Automation modules although this method is rarely used.
Certificates
In Azure Automation, certificates can be stored as assets. Certificates are used by many
services as an authentication mechanism. For example, Azure cmdlets allow you to
authenticate with a service principal and certificate instead of credentials. For example,
the run as accounts deployed with Automation account, when created via the Azure
portal, use a certificate asset.
Variables
Variables are containers for storing information. For example, you may have a variable
named “LogAnalyticsWorkspaceID” where you store the ID of your Log Analytics
Workspace. You can extract the value of that variable in a runbook when you want to
install the Log Analytics Agent (or simply ‘the agent’) on a server and connect it to your
Log Analytics Workspace. Variables can be of different types such as String, Boolean,
DateTime, Integer, and Not Specified. Variables also include a property to specify
whether the value should be encrypted. When a variable is not encrypted, the value can
be seen by anyone who has access to the Automation account. When a variable is
encrypted, it is stored securely in Azure Automation and can be retrieved only inside a
runbook. For example, as the primary key for a Log Analytics Workspace is sensitive
data, it should be stored as an encrypted variable if you want to use it inside an Azure
Automation account.

Hybrid Workers
By default, Azure Automation runbooks are executed on worker nodes located in Azure
that are shared between different Automation accounts, although jobs are completely
isolated from one Automation account to another in a secure manner. Since jobs run on
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Azure Runbook worker nodes, it is challenging to access resources that are located onpremises. Fortunately, Azure Automation has a solution called the Hybrid Runbook
Worker (HRW). Simply put, you can connect servers located in your organization’s
networks to your Azure Automation account as Hybrid Workers. When you execute
runbooks, you can specify that you want the job to be executed on a Hybrid Worker
Group (HWG) instead of in Azure. The runbooks are stored and managed in Azure
Automation but delivered to one or more HRW servers and executed there. A server
designated as a HRW does not require inbound connectivity to the Internet, only
outbound connectivity. This is because the HRW initiates all communication to Azure
Automation in the cloud. When a runbook is started from the Azure portal and assigned
to a Hybrid Worker Group, one of the HRW servers within the group retrieves
instruction for the runbook execution from a queue. The server pulls down the runbook
and any assets from Azure Automation before it runs the job. There are two types of
HRWs – Linux, and Windows. Linux Hybrid Runbook Workers can run only Python 2
runbooks, whereas Windows Hybrid Runbook Workers can run only PowerShell-based
runbooks.
NOTE: Linux Hybrid Runbook Workers can also run PowerShell
6.x code. For this scenario, you must install PowerShell Core on
the Linux Hybrid Worker, and from the Python runbook, you will
start PowerShell code.

Besides reaching on-premises resources, HRWs can also be used to overcome some of
the Azure Runbook Workers limitations, such as:
•
•
•
•
•

1 GB Max amount of disk space allowed per Azure Runbook Worker
400 MB Max amount of memory given to an Azure Runbook Worker
1000 Max number of network sockets allowed per Azure Runbook Worker
3 hours Maximum runtime allowed per runbook
Run only signed runbooks

It is essential to understand that there is a difference between Linux and Windows
Hybrid Workers and plan accordingly before using one, the other, or both.
NOTE: Currently, PowerShell modules and certificates are not
distributed to Hybrid Workers automatically. To use them on Hybrid
Workers you should import/install them manually on the servers
that are acting as Hybrid Workers.
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When a Hybrid Worker is being set up, it is added to a Hybrid Runbook Worker Group. In
a Hybrid Runbook Worker Group, you can add one or multiple servers. When you start a
runbook, you designate on which Hybrid Runbook Worker Group should be running. By
having a Hybrid Runbook Worker Group with more than one node, you achieve high
availability because runbooks will start only on servers that are running and healthy.
When we talk about Hybrid Workers it is important to mention that this feature is also
used by the Update Management capability. Update Management automatically
registers all onboarded servers as Hybrid Workers and every server registered is its own
Hybrid Worker Group. To make it easier to distinguish between manually registered
Hybrid Workers and those registered automatically by Update Management, we call the
latter Update Workers. Here are a few important considerations regarding the Hybrid
Worker and Update Management:
•

•
•

•

If Update Management solution is enabled on your Log Analytics Workspace,
any Windows or Linux computer will be automatically registered as a Hybrid
Worker in order to support runbooks that are part of this solution. Every
Computer will be in its own Hybrid Worker Group which will have the <Server
FQDN>_<GUID> naming convention.
You can manually register one server to only one Hybrid Worker Group and one
Automation account.
A server can be a Hybrid Worker as part of the Update Management solution, as
well as be manually registered to a Hybrid Worker group within Azure
Automation. Co-existence between these two types is allowed as long as they
are tied to the same Automation account.
Also, Hybrid Workers registered by Update Management solution cannot
execute runbooks from the Azure Automation account, they are only able to
execute system runbooks specifically used by the Update Management solution.

After the Hybrid Worker is setup it will communicate to a specific URL depending on the
region of your Automation account. These endpoints are different from Log Analytics
agent communication endpoints.
NOTE: You can check the list of URLs in the “Hybrid Runbook
Worker overview” documentation on the Microsoft Docs site at
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/automation/automationhybrid-runbook-worker#network-planning.
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Outbound Internet access on TCP Port 443 should be allowed to those URLs for proper
Hybrid Worker functionality. Hybrid Worker servers support proxy configuration applied
to the system. You can use netsh winhttp commands to configure a system proxy on the
Windows Hybrid Worker Server. The system proxy is used by the Operating System
applications and processes.

Watchers
Watchers is a feature in Azure Automation that enhances Hybrid Workers. Watchers
allow you to deliver an automatic response to events in your datacenter using watcher
tasks. The feature consists of two components – a runbook that runs on a specific
interval (a watcher runbook), polls a system/service in your environment, and then calls
an action via runbook (action runbook) to process the results from the poll.
Unfortunately, the watcher runbook can run only on a Hybrid Worker. The action
runbook can be run on the Azure Runbook worker as well. Additionally, this feature can
only use PowerShell-based runbooks.
RECOMMENDATION: To achieve similar functionality as
Watchers but with watcher runbook that runs on Azure Runbook
Workers, you can use a Logic App to trigger a runbook at a certain
interval. That runbook will poll information and trigger one or
multiple instances of another runbook to process the data.

Source Control Integration
When you author runbooks, you usually go through several iterations before reaching to
a runbook version that gives you the desired results. However, even when you reach
that version, you often introduce small improvements or new features to your runbook.
You may introduce many changes throughout the lifecycle of a runbook. When a change
to a runbook is made, it needs to be documented. Documentation provides the reason
why the change was introduced and also describes the state of the runbook before and
after the change. It also provides information on when the change was made and by
whom. To ease this process, you can use a source control system. The term for a change
in a source control system is called a revision. Source control systems track those
revisions automatically. Revisions can be compared, restored, and with some file types,
merged. Runbooks should always be treated as code and because of that, you should
always use the source control system when you author them.
Currently, Azure Automation allows integration with popular source control systems like
GitHub and Azure DevOps (previously known as Visual Studio Team Services).
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Integration with another system, called Visual Studio Online, is planned as well but is
not yet available.
RECOMMENDATION: The authors recommend using CI/CD to
deploy all Azure Automation resources rather than the built-in
Source Control Integration. Using your source control system and
CI/CD pipeline for deployment allows you to control not only the
runbooks but also other resources like Python packages,
PowerShell Modules, variables, etc. from a single source of truth.
You can use an ARM template to define and build the logic of the
deployed resources.

Webhooks
A webhook gives you the ability to start a runbook with a simple web request. This
allows other services or applications to programmatically start runbooks without using
the Azure Resource Manager REST API. Examples of such services include Azure DevOps,
GitHub, or third-party services such as Atlassian Bitbucket and GitLab. When a webhook
is created for a runbook, a few properties need to be specified:
•

•
•

•

Name – Name is irrelevant to the service that will call the runbook. This
property is used to identify the runbook in Azure Automation. As a best
practice, you should give the webhook a name related to the service that will
use it.
Enabled – This property designates whether the webhook should be enabled or
disabled. The default value is enabled.
Expires – Every webhook has an expiration date. Once a webhook is created its
expiration date cannot be modified. A webhook that has reached its expiration
date cannot be re-enabled. To replace the expired webhook, you must generate
a new one.
URL – This is the URL of the webhook. It is a unique address to which a web
request is executed from another service. This URL is automatically generated
by the service and you cannot change it on your own. The URL also contains a
token that authorizes other services to execute the runbook. It can be viewed
only upon creation and once it is created cannot be retrieved. Webhook URLs
should be treated as a secret and stored in a secure location (i.e. Azure Key
Vault).

If a runbook has mandatory input parameters, we must give values to those parameters
upon webhook creation. If there are input parameters that are not mandatory
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(optional), we can assign values, but we are not obligated to do it. Multiple webhooks
linked to a single runbook can each use different parameter values. When a service
starts a runbook using a webhook, it cannot override the parameter values defined in
the webhook. To send data into the runbook, you must create an input parameter called
$WebhookData of type [object]. This object will contain the data that is included in the
web request to the webhook. The $WebhookData object has three properties:
•
•
•

WebhookName – Contains the name of the webhook.
RequestHeader – Contains the headers of the web request in a hash table
format.
RequestBody – Contains the body of the web request. This property can contain
various types of data like string, JSON, XML, or form-encoded data. You must
write your runbook in a way that can convert and format the data that is
passed.

When the value for the $WebhookData input object is specified during webhook
creation, that value will be overridden when the webhook is called from another
service.
As the URL of the webhook is sensitive data and can be compromised, it is best practice
to include additional logic in your runbook on the data passed to $WebhookData. Such
logic could be to check if specific data is passed to the runbook and that data can only
come from the service for which the webhook was intended to.

Azure Functions
As mentioned previously, Azure Functions is a serverless service on which you can run
small pieces of code from different languages. In this section, we will primarily cover the
core concepts of the service that apply when using PowerShell language. To create an
Azure Function, you will first need to create a hosting plan. After that, you create a
Function app that references the hosting plan. There is one to one or one to many
mapping between the hosting plan and the Function app. Under the Function app, you
can have one or more functions. No matter which hosting plan your function app is on,
you will need to create a storage account as well. The storage account needs to be one
of the types that support Blob, Queue, Files, and Table storage. The function app uses
the storage account for operations such as managing triggers and logging. If your code
in the function needs a storage account, you can use the same, but it is best to use a
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separate account if you have storage-intensive operations. Multiple function apps can
also use the same storage account.
RECOMMENDATION: To understand full the Azure Functions
service also go through the official documentation on the Microsoft
Docs site at https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azurefunctions/.

Hosting Plans
The hosting plan affects the pricing of the service but most importantly, will affect the
functionality you have access to, scaling capabilities and resources available for each
function instance. You can choose between Consumption, Premium, and Dedicated
hosting plans.
When using the Consumption plan, your functions scale automatically. The automatic
scale happens based on incoming events to your function. When there are no events
and a certain time out period has passed, your function app will scale down to zero
instances. If new events come in while the function app is at zero instances, a cold start
will be performed. That cold start will result in some latency before the function can be
executed for the first time. With one Consumption plan, you can have multiple function
apps attached to it. Having one Consumption plan with multiple function apps does not
affect their performance or scale capabilities.
IMPORTANT: Functions in the Consumption plan are limited to 10
minutes for a single execution.

The Premium plan gives you the possibility of perpetually warm instances to avoid any
cold start. You can set the number of pre-warmed instances, that way those will always
be available no matter if your functions are receiving events or not. Additionally, you
also have the option to define minimum instances and maximum bursts. Another
feature of this plan is that you can have private network connectivity by using Vnet
integration for web apps. This will allow your function to communicate with resources in
a Vnet or secured via service endpoints. The Premium plan also extends the runtime of
your function executions to 30 minutes by default, which can be configured to a
maximum of 60 minutes. Under one Premium plan, you can attach multiple function
apps. As the Premium plan requires you to choose a specific instance size, you should
plan what instance size to choose and how to scale in advance, depending on your
number of functions and their execution.
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NOTE: The time of the execution is one limit that might block some
of your automation scenarios with Azure Functions. In such cases,
you can turn to Azure Automation, which has higher limits in that
area.

The reasons below are the drivers that may lead you to choose the Premium plan over
Consumption plan:
•
•
•
•

Your functions need to run continuously without cold start delay
Your functions require more CPU and memory
Your functions need to run longer
Your functions require private connectivity

With a Dedicated plan, you are using App Services dedicated plan which is used by other
services like web apps. In that case, your Azure Functions run on dedicated VMs. The
payment for function apps becomes the same as other App Services, like web apps.
Scaling in that plan is manual by adding more VM instances. The reasons to choose this
plan are:
•
•

You are already using a Dedicated plan for other App Services and your VMs are
underutilized
A custom image is required for your functions apps to run

Runtime Versions
We already mentioned that Azure Functions have different versions. This is essentially
the runtime of Azure Functions. Each version corresponds to a different .NET version on
top of which the Azure Functions are run. For example, for version 2 it is .NET Core 2.2
and for version 3 is .NET Core 3.1. Along with choosing the version, you also choose the
language that will be used by the Function app. All functions under the same Function
app can use only the designated language. The runtime version also determines what
versions of the language are available your functions to run on. For PowerShell
language, only PowerShell Core 6 is available in both version 2 and 3. Runtime version
and language are specified upon Function app creation as Application settings.

Triggers & Bindings
Triggers are what make a function run. Unlike Azure Automation, which has only 3
triggers – execution via REST API/Portal, schedule and webhook, Azure Functions have
multiple triggers like:
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•
•
•

Blob trigger – when a new or updated blob is detected
Cosmos DB – when inserts or updates are made across partitions
IoT Hub – when an event is sent to event hub stream

The listed above are just only a few examples of triggers. Others, like HTTP and Timer,
are also present.
NOTE: The Timer trigger in Azure Functions provides a lot more
capabilities compared to schedules in Azure Automation.

Binding allows you to connect the function to another resource declaratively. Bindings
can be defined as an input, output, or both in a function. Binding is optional, unlike
trigger, which is required for each function. You can think of bindings like pre-defined
functions you can use to connect to other resources without having to write actual code
to interact with them.
Triggers are the bindings for PowerShell language functions and are defined in
functions.json file. Below is an example of an HTTP trigger binding (like a
webhook) with HTTP binding output.
{
"bindings": [
{
"authLevel": "function",
"type": "httpTrigger",
"direction": "in",
"name": "Request",
"methods": [
"get",
"post"
]
},
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{
"type": "http",
"direction": "out",
"name": "Response"
}
]
}
In this example, the trigger is defined by these properties:
•
•
•
•
•

authlLevel – defines that Functions HTTP authorization level
type – The type of trigger
direction – The direction which for triggers is always in
name – The name of the parameter that will receive the request
methods – What methods can be used

The binding output is defined by these properties:
•
•
•

type – The type of the output
direction – For output, the direction is always out
name – The name of the parameter that will contain the output

PowerShell-based Azure Functions
Creating a PowerShell Azure Function is similar in many ways to creating a PowerShell
script. There are specific things that are needed a script to become a function but
overall, the main portions of code and logic will be the same. A function is usually
uploaded as a package of files and folders. That package represents the contents of your
function app and may contain more than one function. A sample structure for the files
and folders can be seen below:
PSFunctionApp
| - MyFirstFunction
| | - run.ps1
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| | - function.json
| - MySecondFunction
| | - run.ps1
| | - function.json
| - Modules
| | - myFirstHelperModule
| | | - myFirstHelperModule.psd1
| | | - myFirstHelperModule.psm1
| | - mySecondHelperModule
| | | - mySecondHelperModule.psd1
| | | - mySecondHelperModule.psm1
| - local.settings.json
| - host.json
| - requirements.psd1
| - profile.ps1
| - extensions.csproj
| - bin
Functions folders
In the root folder, we have a subfolder for each function we want to have. The folder of
each function contains the function.json file which defines the triggers and the
bindings. File run.ps1 is the actual code of the function. We can also have a Modules
folder, which can contain modules that are needed for our code to run.
File local.settings.json
File local.settings.json is present when you perform testing locally on your
machine while doing the development of your function. That file can contain the
application settings that your function uses when running in Azure. For example, if you
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run your function in Azure and you have an app setting that gives you the key for the
storage account, when you run that function locally on your computer, the function
does not have access to those app settings. Due to that limitation, you replicate them to
that file and when the function is run locally, it will find them. These settings can be
retrieved in code by using the $env variable. For example, if you have a setting with the
name AzureWebJobsStorage, you will be able to grab it in code as $env:
AzureWebJobsStorage.
File host.json
File host.json defines settings for the function app. A setting in that file called
managedDependency is specific to PowerShell. It enables dependencies to be
automatically managed by the service. With dependency management enabled the
requirements.psd1 file is used to automatically download required PS modules.
{
"managedDependency": {
"enabled": true
}
}
File requirements.psd1
The requirements.psd1 file, as mentioned above, is processed when the
dependency management enabled setting is enabled. In that file, we can define which
modules we need for our code to run and they will automatically be downloaded from
PowerShell Gallery (www.powershellgallery.com) on cold start.
@{
Az = '1.*'
SqlServer = '21.1.18147'
}
As you can see you can a specific version or a major version only. When you define
major version PS modules will automatically be updated to the latest version available
for the major version. The maximum number of modules you can define currently is 10.
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If you do not want your modules to be automatically downloaded, you can put them in
the Modules folder and disable dependency management.
RECOMMENDATION: For faster cold starts, it is better to place
your modules in the Modules folder instead of using dependency
management.

File profile.ps1
File profile.ps1 is an optional file. The code in that file is executed upon function
cold start. You can use that file to place PowerShell functions that you use but are not in
modules, or execute login to Azure with Managed Identity.
File extensions.csproj and Folder bin
File extensions.csproj is only used when you have bindings that require files and
the libraries needed with those bindings, which are placed in the bin folder.
Script run.ps1
Like most PowerShell scripts run.ps1 needs to start with param() block. The
parameters that need to be present are the ones that are defined as trigger and input
bindings.
param($Request, $TriggerMetadata)
In the example below $Request is a parameter defined in functions.json as an
HTTP trigger. Parameter $TriggerMetadata is a system parameter that is present
for every function. It contains metadata about the function and its content differs from
binding to binding. For example, you can see the name of the function no matter the
binding by using the following code:
$TriggerMetadata.sys.MethodName
It is a best practice that the order of parameters in param() block follows the same order
as they are defined in function.json file.
For writing to bindings that are defined with direction as out you can use the special
Push-OutputBinding cmdlet which is available only within function execution. The
cmdlet has the following parameters:
•

Name – Type: String. The name of the output binding you want to set.
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•

Value – Type: Object. The value of the output binding you want to set, which is
accepted from the pipeline ByValue.
Clobber – Type: SwitchParameter. (Optional) When specified, forces the value
to be set for a specified output binding.

•

An example of cmdlet usage is shown here:
Push-OutputBinding -Name Response -Value
([HttpResponseContext]@{
StatusCode = $status
Body = $body
})
When using the cmdlet, you should be aware that it behaves differently depending on
the value specified by name:
•
•
•

When the specified name cannot be resolved to a valid output binding, then an
error is thrown.
When the output binding accepts a collection of values, you can call PushOutputBinding repeatedly to push multiple values.
When the output binding only accepts a singleton value, calling PushOutputBinding a second time raises an error.

Cmdlet with name Get-OutputBinding is also available. That one will retrieve the
values for bindings that you have set. The returned data is in the form of hashtables that
contain the names the output bindings along with their respective values:
Get-OutputBinding

Name

Value

----

-----

MyQueue

myData

MyOtherQueue

myData
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For that cmdlet you can also use the parameter -Name if you want to grab specific
binding. The parameter supports wildcard * so you can get for example bindings that
start with a specific prefix.
Besides sending value to output binding you also might want to log certain information
during the execution of the function. You can do that through regular PowerShell
logging cmdlets. The PowerShell logging cmdlets are mapped to the functions logging
level:
Functions Logging Level

Logging Cmdlet

Error

Write-Error

Warning

Write-Warning

Information

Write-Information
Wire-Host
Write-Output

Debug

Write-Debug

Trace

Write-Verbose
Write-Progress

TABLE 2. FUNCTION LOGGING LEVELS

Anything that is also written to the pipeline also goes to the Information log level.
NOTE: Logging is a little bit different compared to Azure
Automation where everything is written with Write-Information,
Write-Host, Write-Output, and the pipeline directly goes to the
output as a returned result. In Azure Functions, you can have
multiple output bindings and you have to explicitly pass the value to
them. This behavior provides a better experience as the Logging
levels are used as they are intended.

Use of Write-Verbose or Write-Debug will not automatically appear in logging.
In file host.json you will have to explicitly enable those log levels if you want them:
{
"logging": {
"logLevel": {
"Function.MyFunction": "Debug",
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"default": "Trace"
}
}
}
You can define default log level and also you can override it per function.
IMPORTANT: To view the actual logs from a function execution,
you will need to enable integration with Application Insights.

When you use cmdlets like Write-Error, keep in mind that it will cause the function
to fail because $ErrorActonPreference is set to ‘stop’ by default.
RECOMMENDATION: Always implement some logging and error
handling in your PowerShell based Azure functions so you can
follow through when troubleshooting where your code has failed
and why. Additionally, when you have an output binding like Http
pass relevant status code and information why the function has
failed. For example, a function could be failing because the
information was not passed correctly by the HTTP trigger.

If your functions require some variables, you can save those in the application settings
of the function app. The function app also has integration with Azure Key Vault, where
all your applications can be stored on Key Vault. This enables you to securely store
secrets that you want to retrieve as application settings. As we have mentioned before
you can use $env variable to retrieve those:
$env:SomeSecret
The example shows retrieval of application setting with the name ‘SomeSecret’.
Unlike Azure Automation runbooks, functions execute one instance at a time by default.
This means that if you start two instances of the same function at the same time, only
one of the instances will run and the other one will wait to finish before being started.
This behavior can be changed by setting an environment variable in app settings with
the name PSWorkerInProcConcurrencyUpperBound. The value of that setting
should be an integer that corresponds to the number of parallel executions allowed. The
setting applies for all functions in a function app.
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IMPORTANT: When setting concurrency for a function app, there
are some additional considerations to factor into your solution. You
can find more information in Azure Functions official
documentation: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azurefunctions/functions-reference-powershell#concurrency

Automated Alert Remediation with Azure Automation
In this section, we will look at a solution for automated remediation of Azure Monitor
Log Alerts. The scenario is the following:
•
•
•
•

We want to alert when specific services are stopped on Azure Windows VMs
We want to automatically start the services we alert upon
We want the remediation to be dynamic, so we do not have to change it when
we want to add more services to our alert
We want initial remediation structure to be dynamic enough so we can add
more alerts in the future for remediation

Based on those requirements, we have created a solution that deploys the following
resources:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Resource group for all resources
Azure Automation account
Log Analytics Workspace
Linking Azure Automation account for Log Analytics workspace
Azure Automation solution for Log Analytics
Change Tracking solution for Log Analytics
Configure Change Tracking Windows Service tracking frequency to 10 seconds
Azure Automation runbook that will be executed when an alert instance is
created
PowerShell modules needed for the runbook
Webhook for the runbook that is needed for the Action group
Action Group that is configured to execute the runbook
Azure Monitor Log Search alert that fires up when certain services are stopped
and is connected to the Action Group

To deploy this scenario, the following prerequisites must be met:
•

Azure tenant and subscription
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•
•
•

New Azure Monitor pricing model enabled on the subscription
At least one Azure Windows VM deployed
Windows machine with PowerShell 5.1 or 6.X.X and Az 3.X.X module installed
DOWNLOAD THE CODE: You can download the code of the
deployment at https://github.com/insidemscloud/InsideAzureMgmt,
in the \Chapter10\Remediate directory.

To deploy the solution, execute the following steps:
6. Edit the azuredeploy.parameters.json file and enter your parameters.
7. Start a PowerShell console.
8. Execute deploy.ps1

FIGURE 4. EXECUTING DEPLOY.PS1

9. You will be asked for a subscription ID. You can also provide Tenant ID in case
you have access to multiple tenants. That is an optional parameter.
10. If you do not have an existing session you will be asked to log in.
11. Once the script completes, two ARM template deployments would have finished
as shown in Figure 5.
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FIGURE 5. SUCCESSFUL DEPLOYMENT

12. Resources will be created in the resource group specified as shown in Figure 6.
Note that ‘Show hidden types’ is selected.

FIGURE 6. DEPLOYED RESOURCES

After successful deployment there are a few manual tasks that need to be executed:
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1. Go to the Automation account blade.
2. Click on the Run as accounts option from Account Settings, as shown in Figure
7.

FIGURE 7. RUN AS ACCOUNTS

3. Click on Create under Azure Run As Account.
4. This will create a Service Principal, assign it as a contributor on the subscription,
and enter the service principal login information in Azure Automation. Once this
is done it will be marked with a green checkmark.
5. Next, connect the Azure Windows VMs to Log Analytics.
6. Open the Log Analytics workspace blade.
7. Click on Virtual Machines under Workspace Data Sources, as shown in Figure 8.
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FIGURE 8. VIRTUAL MACHINES DATASOURCE

8. Select the machine you want to onboard and click Connect as shown in Figure 9.

FIGURE 9. CONNECT VIRTUAL MACHINE
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9. After the connection is completed successfully, you can log in to the VM and
stop the Print Spooler service.
10. This will generate an alert after several minutes in Azure Monitor under the
Alerts blade, as shown in Figure 10.

FIGURE 10. AZURE MONITOR ALERTS

11. You can also open the job output for the RemediateAlert runbook to see
additional details, as shown in Figure 11.
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FIGURE 11. REMEDIATEALERT RUNBOOK JOB OUTPUT

To understand a little bit more about the solution, let’s look at different elements of the
code and provide some context for them.
The PowerShell script deploy.ps1 does a simple job to authenticate to Azure and
start two ARM template deployments. We use two ARM template deployments because
there is one action for which we cannot use ARM templates. That action is getting a
valid webhook URI. We can get such URI only after the Automation account is deployed.
Due to that limitation, we have split the deployment into two parts. You will notice also
that if we have already created a webhook for the runbook we do not get a valid
webhook URI. This is visible in the following lines of code:
try
{
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$getWebhookParams = @{
Name = $automationAccountName + '/' +
'RemediateAlert'
ResourceType =
"Microsoft.Automation/automationAccounts/webhooks"
ResourceGroupName =
$automationAccountResourceGroup
ApiVersion = '2015-10-31'
ErrorAction = 'SilentlyContinue'
}
Get-AzureRmResource @getWebhookParams | Out-Null
$webhookUri = ""
}
catch
{
$validWebhookUriParams = @{
ResourceGroupName =
$automationAccountResourceGroup
ResourceType =
"Microsoft.Automation/automationAccounts/webhooks"
ResourceName = $automationAccountName
ApiVersion = '2015-10-31'
Force = $true
Action = 'Action'
ErrorAction = 'Stop'
}
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$webhookUri = Invoke-AzureRmResourceAction
@validWebhookUriParams
}
If we already have an existing webhook created, the webhook resource and action
group resources are skipped for deployment. That way we guarantee that the
deployment can be run multiple times. Example of those conditions are:
"condition": "[not(empty(parameters('webhookUri')))]",
"type":
"Microsoft.Automation/automationAccounts/webhooks",
To rely less on PowerShell code, we use a subscription-level deployment in ARM, and we
deploy the resource group with an ARM template as well:
"resources": [
{
"name": "[parameters('resourceGroupName')]",
"type": "Microsoft.Resources/resourceGroups",
"apiVersion":
"[variables('apiVersions').resourceGroups]",
"location":
"[parameters('resourceGroupLocation')]",
"properties": {}
},
For the alert creation, we use a new Azure Monitor API for Log Search alerts:
"name": "Windows Service Stopped",
"type":
"Microsoft.Insights/scheduledQueryRules",
"apiVersion":
"[variables('apiVersions').scheduledQueryRules]",
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This new API decouples the alerts from the Log Analytics workspace resource.
The alert that we use has some advanced techniques for achieving better alerting
results. You will notice that you can easily extend it by adding more services. Currently,
the alert is set only to Print Spooler, DHCP Client, Server, Windows Time, and DNS Client
services. You can add more services by just appending to the others with OR
statements.
ConfigurationChange
| where ConfigChangeType == 'WindowsServices' and SvcState
== 'Stopped'
| where SvcDisplayName == 'Print Spooler' or
SvcDisplayName == 'DHCP Client' or SvcDisplayName ==
'Server' or SvcDisplayName == 'Windows Time' or
SvcDisplayName == 'DNS Client'
| extend ComputerService = strcat(SourceComputerId, ' - ',
SvcDisplayName)
| extend AggregatedValue = 1
| summarize arg_max(TimeGenerated, *) by ComputerService,
bin(TimeGenerated, 5m)
Additionally, we are creating ComputerService field so we can have a unique
combination of a computer and a service. This allows us to use that field in
summarization. For summarization we use arg_max() operator. That operator will
always get us the latest results from the query by time for each unique ComputerService
value. Also, that operator retains all other columns that are part of the record. Another
interesting technique is that we extend every result with column AggregatedValue and
value 1. This guarantees that the alert will be fired for every result as we use metric
measurement-based alert.
Runbook RemediateAlert allows some flexibility to be extended. From the code, you can
see that you can use it to act on different alerts, not only on Azure Monitor Log Search
alerts:
if ($schemaId -eq "AzureMonitorMetricAlert")
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{
# This is the near-real-time Metric Alert schema
Write-Error "The alert data schema - $schemaId is not supported."
}
elseif ($schemaId -eq
"Microsoft.Insights/activityLogs")
{
# This is the Activity Log Alert schema
Write-Error "The alert data schema - $schemaId is not supported."
}
elseif ($schemaId -eq $null)
{
# This is the original Metric Alert schema
Write-Error "The alert data schema - $schemaId is not supported."
}
elseif ($schemaId -eq "unknown")
{
# This is the Log Analytics Search Schema
$alertName = $webhookBody.data.AlertRuleName
}
else {
# The schema isn't supported.
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Write-Error "The alert data schema - $schemaId is not supported."
}
Additionally, you can create different remediation steps based on the alert name:
if($alertName -eq "Windows Service Stopped")
{
Lastly, you can extend it, so it works with on-premises Windows servers besides Azure
Windows VMs.
if($queryResult._ResourceId)
{
…
}
else
{
$computerName = $queryResult.Computer
Write-Error "Computer $computerName is not an
Azure VM. Only Azure VMs are supported."
}

Reactive Automation
In this section, we will look at a solution for reactive automation using the Azure Event
Grid service. The scenario is the following:
•
•
•
•

We want to detect any write event happening on VM resources
We want upon write event detection to add/update tag to the VM with last
modified date
We want to retain any existing tags on the VM
We want to realize this scenario in a cost-effective way
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Based on those requirements we have created a solution that deploys the following
resources:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Resource group for all resources
Azure Automation account
Azure Automation runbook that will be executed when write activity is detected
on a VM
PowerShell modules needed for the runbook
Webhook for the runbook that is needed for the Event Grid subscription
Event Grid subscription is configured to watch on VM write logs and start
Automation runbook

To deploy this scenario the following prerequisites needs to be met:
•
•
•

Azure tenant and subscription
At least one Azure VM Deployed
Windows machine with PowerShell 5.1 or 6.x.x and Az 3.X.X module installed
DOWNLOAD THE CODE: You can download the code of the
deployment at https://github.com/insidemscloud/InsideAzureMgmt,
in the \Chapter10\EventGrid directory.

To deploy the solution, execute the following steps:
1. Edit the azuredeploy.parameters.json file and enter your own parameters.
2. Start a PowerShell console.
3. Execute deploy.ps1

FIGURE 12. EXECUTING DEPLOY.PS1
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4. You will be asked for a subscription ID. You can also provide Tenant ID in case
you have access to multiple tenants. That is an optional parameter.
5. If you do not have an existing session you will be asked to log in.
6. Once the script completes two ARM template deployments would have finished
as shown in Figure 13.

FIGURE 13. SUCCESSFUL DEPLOYMENT

7. Resources will be created in the resource group specified as shown in Figure 14.
Also, an Event Grid Subscription is deployed but it is not visible due to it being a
subscription level resource.
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FIGURE 14. DEPLOYED RESOURCES

After successful deployment there are a few manual tasks that need to be executed:
1. Go to the Automation account blade.
2. Click on the ‘Run as accounts’ option from Account Settings, as shown in Figure
15.
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FIGURE 15. RUN AS ACCOUNTS

3. Click on Create under Azure Run As Account.
4. This will create a Service Principal, assign it as a contributor on the subscription,
and enter the service principal login information in Azure Automation. Once this
is done, it will be marked with a green checkmark.
5. Next, connect go to the blade of the Azure VM for testing.
6. Click on the Tags option, as shown in Figure 16.
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FIGURE 16. VM TAGS

7. This will generate write activity on the VM. The Event Grid subscription will
trigger the runbook.
8. Go to the UpdateVMTag runbook and check the output of the job.
9. You should see output similar to what is shown in Figure 17.

FIGURE 17. UPDATEVMTAG RUNBOOK OUTPUT
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10. You can also go to the VM Tags blade and see the LastModifiedDate tag and the
value added, as shown in Figure 18.

FIGURE 18. LASTMODIFIEDDATTE TAG

To understand a little bit more about the solution, let’s look at different elements of the
code and provide some context for them.
The deployment script and ARM templates are similar to the Automation Alert
Remediation scenario. The difference is in the resources being deployed. Most notable
is that with this scenario we have a subscription level resource. That resource is the
Event Grid Subscription:
{
"condition":
"[not(empty(parameters('webhookUri')))]",
"name": "vmWrite",
"type":
"Microsoft.EventGrid/eventSubscriptions",
"apiVersion":
"[variables('apiVersions').eventSubscriptions]",
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"properties": {
"topic": "[subscription().id]",
"destination": {
"endpointType": "WebHook",
"properties": {
"endpointUrl":
"[parameters('webhookUri')]"
}
},
"filter": {
"includedEventTypes": [
"Microsoft.Resources.ResourceWriteSuccess"
],
"advancedFilters": [
{
"operatorType":
"StringContains",
"key": "Subject",
"values": [
"Microsoft.Compute/virtualMachines"
]
}
]
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},
"eventDeliverySchema": "EventGridSchema",
"labels": [],
"retryPolicy": {
"eventTimeToLiveInMinutes": 1440,
"maxDeliveryAttempts": 30
}
},
"dependsOn": [
"additionalAutomationResourcesDeployment"
]
}
You can see that the subscription is filtered for only VM activities.
When we look at the UpdateVMTag runbook there are a few interesting things to
notice. Event Subscription may require validating the webhook. Because of that, we
have a small code snippet where we accommodate that scenario:
if($requestBody.eventType -eq
'Microsoft.EventGrid.SubscriptionValidationEvent')
{
# Validate webhook
Invoke-WebRequest -UseBasicParsing -Uri
$data.validationUrl -Method Get
}
Another interesting fact is that we skip write events generated by the runbook itself.
This is to avoid a never-ending loop where when the runbook updates the VM tags that
triggers another runbook because it is a write activity. To recognize such events, we
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simply compare if the write change was performed by the service principal that the
Automation account uses:
if($data.claims.appid -ne
$servicePrincipalConnection.ApplicationId)
{
….
}
else
{
Write-Output "Change is made by Automation account
Service Principal so no changes will be made to the VM."
}
Finally, the interesting section of the runbook code is where we retain existing tags that
are on the VM already. We take them. Remove LastModifiedDate if it exists and add it
again:
$vm = Get-AzureRmVM -ResourceGroupName $vmResourceGroup Name $vmName
$vm.Tags.Remove($tagName) | Out-Null
$tag = @{"$tagName"=$tagValue }
$allTags = $vm.Tags + $tag
# Add tag to VM
Write-Output "Adding LastModifiedDate tag to VM
$($vm.Name) in resource group $vmResourceGroup."
Update-AzureRmVM -ResourceGroupName
$vmResourceGroup -VM $vm -Tag $allTags | Out-Null
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Automated Alert Remediation with Azure Functions
In this section, we will look at a solution for automated remediation on Azure Monitor
Log Search Alerts. The scenario is the following:
•
•
•
•

We want to alert when specific services are stopped on Azure Windows VMs
We want to automatically start the services we alert upon
We want the remediation to be dynamic, so we do not have to change it when
we want to add more services to our alert
We want initial remediation structure to be dynamic enough so we can add
more alerts in the future for remediation

Based on those requirements we have created a solution that deploys the following
resources:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Resource group for all resources
Azure Function in PowerShell language that does the remediation
Log Analytics Workspace
Change Tracking solution for Log Analytics
Configure Change Tracking Windows Service tracking frequency to 10 seconds
Azure Function that will be executed when the alert instance is created via
Action group
PowerShell modules are controlled by the Azure Function
Azure Function is using Consumption plan
The Function is packaged and deployed as a zip archive

The scenario described is the same one in “Automated Alert Remediation with Azure
Automation” with a few key differences:
•
•
•
•

•

Instead of Automation account and Runbook we use Azure Function
The JSON payload that is sent to the Function is in Common Alert Schema
All resources are deployed with single ARM Template
To execute actions via Azure PowerShell module the Function is using System
Managed Identity that is assigned Virtual Machine Contributor role on the
subscription where it is deployed
The Function is managing the modules used in it by specifying them in its
configuration
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To deploy this scenario, the following prerequisites need to be met:
•
•
•
•

Azure tenant and subscription
New Azure Monitor pricing model enabled on the subscription
At least one Azure Windows VM deployed
Windows or Linux machine with PowerShell 5.1 or 6.X.X and Az 3.X.X module
installed
DOWNLOAD THE CODE: You can download the code of the
deployment at https://github.com/insidemscloud/InsideAzureMgmt,
in the \Chapter10\Remediate2 directory.

To deploy the solution, execute the following steps:
1. Edit the azuredeploy.parameters.json file and enter your parameters.
2. Start a PowerShell console.
3. Execute deploy.ps1

FIGURE 19. EXECUTING DEPLOY.PS1

4. You will be asked for the subscription ID. You can also provide Tenant ID in case
you have access to multiple tenants. That is an optional parameter.
5. If you do not have an existing session you will be asked to log in.
6. Once the script completes, two ARM template deployments will have finished,
as shown in Figure 20.
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FIGURE 20. SUCCESSFUL DEPLOYMENT

7. Resources will be created in the resource group specified, as shown in Figure 21.
Note that ‘Show hidden types’ is selected.

FIGURE 21. DEPLOYED RESOURCES

8. If you check the App Service (Function) resource -> Platform features tab ->
Identity -> Show the Azure RBAC roles assigned to this managed identity, you
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will be able to show the role assigned to the managed identity as shown in
Figure 22.

FIGURE 22. MANAGED IDENTITY PERMISSIONS

9. In case you want to test the function without actually firing alert, you can do it
with the JSON body below and Test functionality in Azure Functions, as shown in
Figure 23. You will have to modify the content of the JSON body, so it has some
data from your environment, like the resource ID of an Azure Windows VM.
{
"schemaId": "azureMonitorCommonAlertSchema",
"data": {
"alertContext": {
"SearchQuery": "ConfigurationChange |
where ConfigChangeType == 'WindowsServices' and SvcState
== 'Stopped' | where SvcDisplayName == 'Print Spooler' or
SvcDisplayName == 'DHCP Client' or SvcDisplayName ==
'Server' or SvcDisplayName == 'Windows Time' or
SvcDisplayName == 'DNS Client' | extend AggregatedValue =
1 | summarize arg_max(TimeGenerated, *) by _ResourceId,
SvcDisplayName, bin(TimeGenerated, 5m)",
"Operator": "Greater Than",
"LinkToSearchResults": "",
"WorkspaceId": "f8bf4ea7-7e0f-4b95-8d5ffa28daf1bd9f",
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"SearchIntervalDurationMin": "5",
"SeverityDescription": "Medium",
"SearchIntervalEndtimeUtc": "2019-1230T15:29:51Z",
"SearchResults": {
"dataSources": [
{
"resourceId":
"/subscriptions/6cba4157-c5d4-4642-94d059afdf5a4262/resourcegroups/kustotest/providers/microsoft
.operationalinsights/workspaces/workspace877",
"tables": [
"Perf"
]
}
],
"tables": [
{
"rows": [
[
"/subscriptions/6cba4157-c5d4-4642-94d059afdf5a4262/resourcegroups/vmmgmt/providers/microsoft.co
mpute/virtualmachines/vmmgmt001",
"Windows Time",
"2019-1230T15:24:51Z",
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"vmmgmt001",
1
]
],
"name": "PrimaryResult",
"columns": [
{
"name":
"_ResourceId",
"type": "string"
},
{
"name":
"SvcDisplayName",
"type": "string"
},
{
"name":
"TimeGenerated",
"type": "datetime"
},
{
"name": "Computer",
"type": "string"
},
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{
"name":
"AggregatedValue",
"type": "long"
}
]
}
]
},
"SearchIntervalInMinutes": "5",
"Threshold": 0,
"AlertType": "Metric measurement",
"AffectedConfigurationItems": [
"/subscriptions/6cba4157-c5d4-464294d059afdf5a4262/resourcegroups/vmmgmt/providers/microsoft.co
mpute/virtualmachines/vmmgmt001"
],
"ResultCount": 1,
"IncludedSearchResults": "True",
"SearchIntervalStartTimeUtc": "2019-1230T15:24:51Z"
},
"essentials": {
"alertId": "/subscriptions/6cba4157-c5d44642-94d0-
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59afdf5a4262/providers/Microsoft.AlertsManagement/alerts/
ee3c1b82-399c-46b9-b6c1-7116d96e6287",
"alertContextVersion": "1.1",
"severity": "Sev1",
"monitoringService": "Log Analytics",
"essentialsVersion": "1.0",
"originAlertId": "fdf3f471-ef8f-4db1b166-7b909858aeab",
"alertRule": "Windows Service Stopped",
"monitorCondition": "Fired",
"firedDateTime": "2019-1230T15:29:58.4651114Z",
"signalType": "Log",
"alertTargetIDs": [
"/subscriptions/6cba4157-c5d4-464294d059afdf5a4262/resourcegroups/kustotest/providers/microsoft
.operationalinsights/workspaces/workspace877"
],
"description": ""
}
}
}
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FIGURE 23. TESTING AZURE FUNCTION WITH SAMPLE ALERT PAYLOAD
NOTE: You can also deploy Azure Windows VM, connect it to the
Log Analytics workspace and stop the Print Spooler service to see
that Azure Function will be started, and that run command will be
executed on the Azure VM with the Managed Identity of the
function. The run command execution can be tracked through the
activity log.

To understand the solution a little better, let’s look at different elements of the code
and provide some context.
PowerShell script deploy.ps1 performs the simple job of authenticating to Azure and
starting a single ARM template deployment. The main deployment template
(azuredeploy.json) is subscription level deployment that executes deployment of 4 other
deployments:
•
•
•

Creation of resource group
Linked template deployment that creates Azure Function resources
Linked template deployment that creates Azure Monitor resources
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•

Linked template deployment that assigns RBAC role to the Manage Identity at
the subscription level

The main resources needed for the Azure function are a storage account, App service
plan, and a web site resource. The App Service plan has a Consumption plan for Azure
Functions:
…
{
"name": "[parameters('planName')]",
"type": "Microsoft.Web/serverfarms",
"apiVersion":
"[variables('apiVersions').serverfarms]",
"location": "[resourceGroup().location]",
"sku": {
"name": "Y1",
"tier": "Dynamic",
"size": "Y1",
"family": "Y",
"capacity": 0
},
"kind": "functionapp",
…
For the website resource, we are specifying that it is of the functionapp kind. We are
also specifying the identity which will be system managed and created along with the
function. In the application settings, we have some important properties, like the
version of the function (2) and its type (PowerShell). We also specify the name of the
function which will be enabled. You can also see that the function will be deployed from
a publicly accessible zip package. If you want the function to be deployed from a private
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link, you can upload the zip package to a storage account with a private container and
use SAS to access the zip package. There are also a few settings related to the storage
account that will be used by the function’s operation.
…
{
"name": "[parameters('siteName')]",
"type": "Microsoft.Web/sites",
"apiVersion":
"[variables('apiVersions').sites]",
"location": "[resourceGroup().location]",
"dependsOn": [
…
],
"kind": "functionapp",
"identity": {
"type": "SystemAssigned"
},
"properties": {
"enabled": true,
…
"serverFarmId":
"[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/serverfarms',
parameters('planName'))]",
"siteConfig": {
"appSettings": [
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{
"name": "AzureWebJobsStorage",
"value":
"[concat('DefaultEndpointsProtocol=https;AccountName=',par
ameters('storageAccountName'),';AccountKey=',listKeys(reso
urceId('Microsoft.Storage/storageAccounts',
parameters('storageAccountName')), '2015-05-01preview').key1, ';EndpointSuffix=core.windows.net')]"
},
{
"name":
"FUNCTIONS_EXTENSION_VERSION",
"value": "~2"
},
{
"name":
"FUNCTIONS_WORKER_RUNTIME",
"value": "powershell"
},
{
"name":
"WEBSITE_CONTENTAZUREFILECONNECTIONSTRING",
"value":
"[concat('DefaultEndpointsProtocol=https;AccountName=',par
ameters('storageAccountName'),';AccountKey=',listKeys(reso
urceId('Microsoft.Storage/storageAccounts',
parameters('storageAccountName')), '2015-05-01preview').key1, ';EndpointSuffix=core.windows.net')]"
},
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{
"name":
"WEBSITE_RUN_FROM_PACKAGE",
"value":
"[concat(parameters('_artifactsLocation'), '/',
parameters('functionName'), '.zip',
parameters('_artifactsLocationSasToken'))]"
},
{
"name":
"[concat('AzureWebJobs.', parameters('functionName'),
'.Disabled')]",
"value": "false"
}
]
},
…
At the end of this deployment, we are placing the principal ID (object ID) of the
Managed Identity in the output. The principal ID will be used later to assign it an Azure
RBAC role:
…
"outputs": {
"principalId": {
"type": "string",
"value": "[reference(resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',
parameters('siteName')), variables('apiVersions').sites, 'Full').identity.principalId]"
}
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}
…

Continuing with the Azure monitor resources there we have:
•
•
•
•
•

Log Analytics workspace deployment
Change Tracking solution deployment
Log Analytics data source configuration
Action Group deployment
Log Analytics alert deployment

By default, the Change Tracking solution has a setting for gathering Windows service
states of every 30 minutes. With a data source resource, we can configure that interval
to a minimum of 10 seconds, as shown here:
…
{
"name":
"[concat(parameters('logAnalyticsWorkspaceName'), '/',
'ChangeTrackingServices_CollectionFrequency')]",
"type":
"Microsoft.OperationalInsights/workspaces/datasources",
"apiVersion":
"[variables('apiVersions').datasources]",
"dependsOn": [
"[resourceId('Microsoft.OperationsManagement/solutions',
concat('ChangeTracking(',
parameters('logAnalyticsWorkspaceName'), ')'))]"
],
"kind": "ChangeTrackingServices",
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"properties": {
"CollectionTimeInterval": 10
}
},
…
To configure our deployed Azure function as a receiver on the action group, we have to
reference its properties like web site resource id, the function name, the function URL
and its default admin key. Note that we take those dynamically using ARM template
functions. The function will also receive the alert in the common alert schema.
…
"azureFunctionReceivers": [
{
"name": "remediateFunction",
"functionAppResourceId":
"[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',
parameters('siteName'))]",
"functionName":
"[parameters('functionName')]",
"httpTriggerUrl": "[concat(
reference(resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites/functions',
parameters('siteName'), parameters('functionName')),
variables('apiVersions').functions,
'Full').properties.invoke_url_template, '?code=',
listkeys(resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites/functions',
parameters('siteName'), parameters('functionName')),
variables('apiVersions').functions).default)]",
"useCommonAlertSchema": true
}
]
…
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In the end, we have the Log Analytics alert that is attached to the action group we have
deployed:
…
{
"name": "Windows Service Stopped",
"type":
"Microsoft.Insights/scheduledQueryRules",
"apiVersion":
"[variables('apiVersions').scheduledQueryRules]",
"location":
"[replace(toLower(resourceGroup().location), ' ', '')]",
"tags": "[variables('hiddenLinkTag')]",
"properties": {
"displayName": "Windows Service Stopped",
"description": "Notifies on Windows
Services Stopped.",
"enabled": "true",
"source": {
"query": "ConfigurationChange | where
ConfigChangeType == 'WindowsServices' and SvcState ==
'Stopped' | where SvcDisplayName == 'Print Spooler' or
SvcDisplayName == 'DHCP Client' or SvcDisplayName ==
'Server' or SvcDisplayName == 'Windows Time' or
SvcDisplayName == 'DNS Client' | extend AggregatedValue =
1 | summarize arg_max(TimeGenerated, *) by _ResourceId,
SvcDisplayName, bin(TimeGenerated, 5m)",
"dataSourceId":
"[resourceId(subscription().subscriptionId,
resourceGroup().name,
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'Microsoft.OperationalInsights/workspaces',
parameters('logAnalyticsWorkspaceName'))]",
"queryType": "ResultCount"
},
"schedule": {
"frequencyInMinutes": 5,
"timeWindowInMinutes": 5
},
"action": {
"odata.type":
"Microsoft.WindowsAzure.Management.Monitoring.Alerts.Model
s.Microsoft.AppInsights.Nexus.DataContracts.Resources.Sche
duledQueryRules.AlertingAction",
"severity": "0",
"throttlingInMin": 0,
"aznsAction": {
"actionGroup": [
"[resourceId(subscription().subscriptionId,
resourceGroup().name, 'Microsoft.Insights/actionGroups',
variables('actionGroupName'))]"
]
},
"trigger": {
"thresholdOperator":
"GreaterThan",
"threshold": 0,
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"metricTrigger": {
"thresholdOperator":
"GreaterThan",
"threshold": 0,
"metricTriggerType": "Total",
"metricColumn":
"_ResourceId,SvcDisplayName"
}
}
}
},
…
Note that by the way the query is built and because of the usage of the mertricTrigger
and metricColumn properties, an alert instance will be fired for every unique pair of
_ResourceId and SvcDisplayName columns in the query results. You can also see that
the alert has both the resource name and displayName. The displayName property
allows you to change the name of the alert over time without having to create a new
resource, such as when the name of the resource is changed. That means a different
resource will be displayed.
Finally, we have the deployment of the role assignment. When we start that
subscription level deployment, we are passing the principal ID from the output of the
function resources deployment:
…
"parameters": {
"roleDefinitionId": {
"value": "[concat(
subscription().id,
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'/providers/Microsoft.Authorization/roleDefinitions/9980e0
2c-c2be-4d73-94e8-173b1dc7cf3c' )]"
},
"principalId": {
"value":
"[reference('functionResourcesDeployment').outputs.princip
alId.value]"
},
"siteName": {
"value":
"[parameters('siteName')]"
},
…
In the action role assignment resource, we are specifying the principalType property. By
specifying it, this allows us to deploy the role assignment even if the Managed Identity is
not fully created. When the managed identity is being created it is asynchronous
operation as it takes some time until the object is replicated across multiple Azure AD
regions.
…
{
"name":
"[guid(concat(parameters('roleDefinitionId'),
parameters('resourceGroupName'),
parameters('principalId'), parameters('siteName')))]",
"type":
"Microsoft.Authorization/roleAssignments",
"apiVersion":
"[variables('apiVersions').roleAssignments]",
"properties": {
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"roleDefinitionId":
"[parameters('roleDefinitionId')]",
"principalId":
"[parameters('principalId')]",
"principalType": "ServicePrincipal"
}
}
…
To understand fully the whole solution, we also have to look inside the code of the
Azure Function which is located in the zip package.
The profile.ps1 file contains the code to log in to Azure via the Az PowerShell
module using Managed Identity. In that file we also have a PowerShell function that
allows us to process the results from the Log Analytics query in a better way:
…
# Authenticate with Azure PowerShell using MSI.
# Remove this if you are not planning on using MSI or
Azure PowerShell.
if ($env:MSI_SECRET -and (Get-Module -ListAvailable
Az.Accounts)) {
Connect-AzAccount -Identity
}

$ErrorActionPreference = "Stop"

#region Load functions
Function ConvertFrom-LogAnalyticsSearchResult
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{

[CmdletBinding()]
[OutputType([Object])]
Param (
[parameter(Mandatory=$true)]
[object]$SearchResults
)

try
{
…
The file requirements.psd1 contains the version of the PowerShell module that we
will use. Those modules will be installed when the function is started.
File run.ps1 contains our PowerShell code for the Azure function. The code passes
different conditions where we check if the right alert and the alert information is
present in the JSON payload. You will notice that the payload is automatically converted
to a PowerShell object once passed inside the function. You can extend the code in a
way that it accommodates different remediation scenarios, not only for different Log
Analytics alerts but also for different types. To execute code inside an Azure VM we use
Run Command functionality. Additional information is inserted into the output channel
on the major steps of the code. That information can be seen in the logs generated by
Azure Function if you enable monitoring via Application Insights. With that integration,
any PowerShell output is sent to a log in Application Insights. If you call the function
manually you will receive success or failure HTTP Status code and message in the body
what is the end successful or failed result.
…
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if ($Request.Body.schemaId -eq
'azureMonitorCommonAlertSchema')
{
Write-Output -InputObject "Schema ID:
'$($Request.Body.schemaId)'."
if
($Request.Body.data.essentials.monitoringService -eq 'Log
Analytics')
{
# Log Analytics alert
Write-Output -InputObject "Alert Type:
'$($Request.Body.data.essentials.monitoringService)'."

if ($Request.Body.data.essentials.alertRule eq 'Windows Service Stopped')
{
Write-Output -InputObject "Alert Name:
'$($Request.Body.data.essentials.alertRule)'."
try
{
# Reformatting results
$results = ConvertFrom-Json
($Request.Body.data.alertContext.SearchResults |
ConvertTo-json -Depth 10)
$queryResult = ConvertFromLogAnalyticsSearchResult -SearchResults $results
Write-Output -InputObject "Formatted
query results: $($queryResult)."
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if ($queryResult._ResourceId)
{
Write-Output -InputObject
"Resource ID: '$($queryResult._ResourceId)'."
$svcDisplayName =
$queryResult.SvcDisplayName
$resourceInformation =
$queryResult._ResourceId -split '/'
$subscriptionId =
$resourceInformation[2]
$resourceGroup =
$resourceInformation[4]
$vmName = $resourceInformation[8]

Write-Output "Service
'$($svcDisplayName)' on VM '$($vmName)' in resource group
'$($resourceGroup)' has stopped."
Set-AzContext -SubscriptionId
$subscriptionId
# Create Temporary Script File
$todayDate = Get-Date -Format yyMM-dd-HH-mm-ss
$parent =
[System.IO.Path]::GetTempPath()
$tempFileName = "$vmName$svcDisplayName-$todayDate.ps1"
$tempFile = New-Item -ItemType
File -Path (Join-Path $parent $tempFileName)
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"Start-Service -DisplayName
'$svcDisplayName' -Verbose -ErrorAction Stop" | Out-File FilePath $tempFile -Append
# Start the service with Run
Command for Azure VMs
Write-Output -InputObject
'Invoking command to start the service...'
$commandOutput = InvokeAzVMRunCommand -ResourceGroupName $resourceGroup -VMName
$vmName -CommandId 'RunPowerShellScript' -ScriptPath
$tempFile
$body += "Status:
'$($commandOutput.Status)'. "
$body += "Output Message:
'$($commandOutput.Value[0].Message)'."
Write-Output -InputObject $body
$status = [HttpStatusCode]::OK
}
…
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Summary
Automation is a key component of modern IT management. Automating repeating tasks
through Process Automation in Azure reduces IT Operations costs. Mastering this
capability delivers business value to your organization by reducing IT Operations costs
and competitive advantage over other organizations and looks great on your CV. Azure
certainly offers a rich set of capabilities for automating repetitive processes.
In this chapter, we have discussed Azure Automation and one of its principal capabilities
- Process Automation. We also looked at PowerShell-based Azure Functions, which
through innovation and new features could be the preferred automation service not
only for developers but also for IT Pros. We have learned through examples how we can
use process automation and Azure Functions to implement real-world tasks. We hope
these examples will help you when you need to automate tasks in your environment
and encourage you to explore more in Azure Functions, Azure Automation, and other
Azure services that help in that area.
In the next chapter, we will have a look at the other principal capability of Azure
Automation – Configuration Management, as well as Azure Policy Guest Configurations.
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Chapter 11 – Configuration
Management
Table of Contents (click to return to ToC)
Configuration management (CM) is a process of tracking and controlling the changes on
resources. The benefits of implementing CM is that it allows you to establish baselines,
management of changes through revision control, and track undesired changes. Azure
offers many capabilities to implement configuration management, from Azure native
services to third-party integrations. In this chapter, we will cover configuration
management capabilities in Azure Automation, Azure Resource Manager (ARM)
templates, and Guest Configuration in Azure Policy. You will not only learn about the
basics of these services but also how to use them to achieve your CM goals.

Azure Automation Configuration Management
The Configuration Management feature represents the other major capability of the
Azure Automation service. Within this capability the following distinct features are
available:
•
•
•

State Configuration
Change Tracking
Inventory

State Configuration
The State Configuration feature is built on top of the PowerShell Desired State
Configuration (DSC) platform. DSC is a management platform introduced in Windows
PowerShell 4 and significantly enhanced in version 5. This new platform enables
management of configuration on physical hosts, VMs, or any device using a declarative
syntax that is based on PowerShell. Besides Windows machines, DSC is also available on
Linux, which makes Azure Automation a cross-platform management service. DSC
extends the PowerShell language through PowerShell cmdlets and resources that can be
used to declaratively specify how your environment should be configured and then
applies that configuration. It also provides maintenance and management of existing
configurations. DSC has many practical applications, but the most compelling is to
create and maintain your infrastructure as code.
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As State Configuration builds on top of PowerShell DSC, it allows you to manage all the
DSC components and tasks at scale, like authoring and managing DSC configurations,
importing DSC resources, and generating DSC Node configurations. All of this is
performed in the cloud, where there is a DSC pull server to which target nodes (physical
machines, VMs, and devices) connect. These target nodes pick up the configurations,
compare them with their local state, and report back their compliance to Azure
Automation. They can even automatically remediate the desired state if needed. The
target nodes can be located on-premises or in any cloud. State Configuration gives you
all this management capability without the need to deploy infrastructure of your own,
whether in the cloud or on-premises.
NOTE: As Process Automation and State Configuration capabilities
both reside inside the Azure Automation service, we suggest you
go through “Chapter 10 – Implementing Process Automation” to get
familiar with concepts such as Automation accounts, assets, etc.
that are used by both features.

Before seeing how we can use State Configuration, we should get familiar with its
components.
DSC Configuration
A DSC Configuration is a new concept in PowerShell 4.0. In declarative PowerShell
syntax, you define your environment’s state. Configurations are used in PowerShell by
defining a script block using the keyword ‘Configuration’, followed by the name of the
configuration, which is used as an identifier and finally, braces to delimit the block.
Configuration SMNPServerBaseline {
...
}
Inside the configuration block, a node block needs to be defined. That node block
represents a set of servers that should have the same configuration. You can think of a
node block as a role. A node block starts with the keyword ‘Node’. After the keyword, a
name must be given to that node which can be replaced by a variable or expression if
needed. Last are the braces used to delimit the node configuration block.
Configuration SMNPServerBaseline {
Node "SNMPserver" {
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...
}
}
Inside the node block, a resource block is defined to configure DSC resources. A
resource block starts with a name, which should be the same as the DSC resource that
we want to use. After the name, an identifier is specified. Finally, the braces are used to
delimit the block.
Configuration SMNPServerBaseline {
Node "SNMPserver" {
WindowsFeature SNMP {
Ensure = "Present"
Name

= "SNMP-Service"

}
}
}
IMPORTANT: A configuration should contain only one
configuration block, which should have the same name as the
configuration in State Configuration in the Azure portal.

DSC Configurations can be imported from your repository or the PowerShell Gallery. The
Azure Portal for State Configuration has direct import integration with PowerShell
Gallery.
Compilation Job
When a DSC Configuration is created, it needs to be converted to a Node Configuration
so it can be distributed to Nodes. The instance of such a conversion of a single DSC
Configuration to Node Configuration is called a compilation job.
Compiled Configurations
A Compiled Configuration is a document that is distributed to Nodes so they can run it
locally and check their state. These documents are written in Managed Object Format
(MOF). When DSC Configuration is converted to Compiled Configuration, the latter
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receives a name in the following format “<DSC Configuration Name>.<Node Block
Name>”.
NOTE: Instead of importing DSC configurations and turning them
into Compiled configurations, you can also import both signed and
unsigned Compiled Configurations (MOFs) directly within State
Configuration.

DSC Resource
DSC Resources are the building blocks for creating and running configurations. DSC for
Windows and Linux comes with a set of built-in resources that can be used out of the
box. Additional DSC resources can be imported, in the same fashion as PowerShell
Modules are imported in Azure Automation. When an additional DSC resource is used in
a configuration, that resource will be pulled by the node from the State Configuration
DSC Pull Server before running the configuration. DSC resources can be imported from
your repository or the PowerShell Gallery. The Modules Gallery blade in Azure
Automation is a direct integration to the PowerShell Gallery.
DSC Pull Server
DSC Pull Server is the place where all the above resources are being managed. When an
Azure Automation Account is created, a logical DSC Pull Server is created for that
account to enable the State Configuration functionality.
Local Configuration Manager (LCM)
The Local Configuration Manager is the agent that is installed on the machines. That
agent runs Compiled Configurations and connects to DSC Pull Server to receive
instructions. On Windows machines, the agent is installed through Windows PowerShell
5.0 or 5.1, and on Linux, it is installed through DSC For Linux package.
Node
A node is any machine that has its configuration managed by a State Configuration DSC
Pull Server. Nodes pull Compiled Configurations from a DSC Pull Server and maintain
compliance according to what is defined in those configurations. Nodes run those
configurations on a defined interval and report their state to the DSC Pull server.
Because nodes initiate all the actions to the DSC Pull Server, only an outbound Internet
connection on the nodes is needed.
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When a node is onboarded for the first time in Azure Automation, you can specify
several settings that configure the behavior of the Local Configuration Manager (LCM)
agent. Table 1 lists those options:
Setting

Description

Default value

Node
Configuration
Name

Initial node configuration can be applied
during onboarding. The node configuration
must be present in Configuration
Management in advance.

N/A

Refresh
Frequency

The time interval, in minutes, at which the
LCM checks a pull server to get updated
configurations. Either the value of this
setting must be a multiple of the value of
the Configuration Mode Frequency setting,
or the value of the Configuration Mode
Frequency setting must be a multiple of the
value of this setting.

30

Configuration
Mode
Frequency

How often, in minutes, the current
configuration is checked and applied. This
property is ignored if the Configuration
Mode setting is set to ‘ApplyOnly’.

15

Configuration
Mode

Specifies how the LCM applies the
configuration to the target nodes. Possible
values are:
• "ApplyOnly" - DSC applies the
configuration and does nothing
further unless a new configuration
is pushed to the target node or
when a new configuration is pulled
from a server. After the initial
application of a new configuration,
DSC does not check for drift from a
previously configured state. Note
that DSC will attempt to apply the
configuration until it is successful
before ApplyOnly takes effect
• "ApplyandMonitior" - The LCM
applies any new configurations.
After the initial application of a new
configuration, if the target node

ApplyAndMonitor
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Setting

Description

•

Default value

drifts from the desired state, DSC
reports the discrepancy in logs.
Note that DSC will attempt to apply
the configuration until it is
successful before ApplyAndMonitor
takes effect.
"ApplyandAutoCorrect" - DSC
applies any new configurations.
After the initial application of a new
configuration, if the target node
drifts from the desired state, DSC
reports the discrepancy in logs and
then re-applies the current
configuration.

Allow module
override

Allows new configurations downloaded
from the configuration server to overwrite
the old ones on the target node if set to
true.

false

Reboot node
if needed

Automatically reboot the node after a
configuration that requires a reboot is
applied if set to true. If the value is set to
false, the node needs to be rebooted
manually.

false

Action after
reboot

Specifies what happens after a reboot
during the application of a configuration.
The possible values are:
• ContinueConfiguration- Continue
applying the current configuration
after a machine reboot.
• StopConfiguration - Stop the
current configuration after a
machine reboot.

ContinueConfiguration

TABLE 1. LCM SETTINGS

Inventory and Change Tracking
Inventory and Change Tracking can be viewed as a single solution, as they share the
same configuration, but with two capabilities that serve different purposes. Inventory
takes snapshots of all configurations that are tracked every 24 hours, while change
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tracking is recording them as changes happen. The features work cross-platform by
providing support for both Linux and Windows. Inventory and tracking of changes are
possible on the following elements:
•
•
•
•

Windows and Linux files
Windows Registry Keys
Installed Software on Windows and Linux systems.
States of Windows Services and Linux daemons.

These features use Log Analytics as a platform for storing the inventory and change
tracking data. When they are configured, data is collected and send to the Log Analytics
service in Azure for processing. Once received, logic is applied using Kusto query
language to the data, and results are presented in Inventory and Change Tracking blades
in Azure Automation. With the data, for example, you can easily see recent changes
made to your server infrastructure, and optionally, create alerts to be sent to your
system administrators or application teams. In the sections that follow, we will cover
some of the details around the possible elements that can be tracked and inventoried.
File Tracking
File tracking allows you to track changes in files. As we mentioned before, it supports
both Linux and Windows. File tracking can be useful in a variety of configuration
management and security scenarios, including monitoring for changes in content and
permissions (access control lists) in custom line-of-business application files, or even
Windows and Linux system binaries. By default, when you enable Inventory and Change
Tracking, no files are tracked so you will need to configure the files that are in interest
for you. The configuration supports wild cards and recursion, but only on the last
segment of the path. Changes happening to files are not sent right away to Log Analytics
but instead on a recurring internal. The frequency for Windows files is 30 minutes and
for Linux, it is 15 minutes. There is also a limit of tracking 500 files maximum per
machine. When you add files to be tracked for changes you will start receiving what
attributes and properties are changed on those files, but not the actual change in the
content. Tracking the content is also possible but needs additional configuration in the
solution. This configuration requires an Azure Storage account. As changes happen on
the files the different versions of the files are uploaded to the configured Azure Storage
account. The change tracking records in Log Analytics contain links to the current and
previous version located in the storage account. When these changes are visualized in
Azure Portal you have the option to view the changes in the file content either in a sideby-side or Inline view.
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Windows Registry Tracking
The registry is a very popular place on Windows for storing settings and information not
only by applications but also by the system. In many cases, the registry can be also be
used by malicious actors. Inventory and Change Tracking can be used for extracting
configuration data or to pinpoint extensibility points where third-party code and
malware can activate. You can add your registry paths for monitoring, or you can enable
some of the built-in ones. There are more than 15 keys available by default that can be
enabled. A complete list of default registry keys is available at
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/automation/automation-changetracking#registry-key-change-tracking.
NOTE: Presently, only the HKLM hive is supported by this feature.

Registry changes are also sent on a certain frequency – every 50 minutes. You are also
allowed to track a maximum of 250 registry keys per machine.
Software Tracking
Tracking installation or removal of software (Windows) or packages (Linux) requires no
configuration beyond enabling the features. From the data, you will be able to see any
removed, updated, or added software along with the previous and the current version.
Data collection frequency for Windows machines is 30 minutes, and the collection
frequency for Linux is 5 minutes. You can track a maximum of 250 unique software
installations per machine on Windows where system software updates are excluded
from that number. For Linux, you can track a maximum of 1250 unique packages.
Windows Services and Linux Daemons Tracking
Like software tracking, tracking changes to Windows services and Linux daemons does
not require additional configuration. However, for Windows services, you can configure
the frequency of data collection. By default, that frequency is set to 30 minutes.
RECOMMENDATION: The authors of the book recommend setting
windows services collection frequency to a minimum of at least 5
minutes. The value of the setting will be highly dependable on the
requirements of your environment.

The Linux daemon’s data collection frequency is 5 minutes. You can track at maximum
either 250 Linux daemons or windows services per machine.
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IMPORTANT: In Chapter 9 – Implementing Process Automation
we have shown a real-world example of how you can use windows
services tracking to remediate on stopped service using Azure
Automation runbooks.

ARM Templates
Azure provides a large portfolio of different services. These services have a variety of
different features, but in many cases to build an application, you are required to deploy
and configure more than one service. Azure Resource Manager (ARM) is the
orchestration engine for deploying and configuring those services. With ARM templates,
you deploy and configure multiple services and features together as a group so they can
represent a solution or an application. With a single template, you can deploy the same
resource to multiple environments just by changing the input. You can also apply the
same template multiple times to the same environment to make sure that your services
are configured correctly and consistently. These functionalities are at the core of
configuration management.
ARM template deployments are often used along with Continuous
Integration/Continuous Deployment (CI/CD). Some of the benefits of using ARM
Template deployments are:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

You can deploy, manage, and configure all the resources for your solution or
application as a group, rather than handling these resources individually.
You can repeatedly deploy your solution throughout the development lifecycle
and have confidence your resources are deployed in a consistent state.
You can manage your infrastructure through declarative templates rather than
scripts.
You can define the dependencies between resources, so they're deployed in the
correct order.
You can apply access control to all services in your resource group because RoleBased Access Control (RBAC) is natively integrated into the management
platform.
You can apply tags to resources to logically organize all the resources in your
subscription.
You can clarify your organization's billing by viewing costs for a group of
resources sharing the same tag.
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All these benefits make ARM templates a valuable solution for configuration
management, but it is important to mention that ARM templates are often used with
other services for a complete CM solution rather than a standalone function.
NOTE: The purpose of this section is not to cover ARM templates
end-to-end, but rather give you the option of trying them. Detailed
documentation on ARM templates is available on the Microsoft
Docs site at https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azureresource-manager/resource-group-overview. Throughout this book,
you will find many examples with ARM Templates that will help you
in your Azure Management initiatives.

Configuration Management in Azure Policy
In Chapter 2, we covered the Azure Policy service. Two features of the service that were
not covered were Guest Configuration, Azure Policy for Kubernetes, and Change History
on non-compliant Azure resources.

Guest Configuration
Guest Configuration is a fairly new feature introduced at the Ignite 2018 conference.
This feature enables you to audit settings inside a virtual machine.
IMPORTANT: Because of the naming of the feature “Guest
Configuration” and the technologies it uses to achieve the current
functionalities, the authors of the book think that in the future you
will be able to perform not only auditing but also configuration.
There is already one policy in Preview that allows you to do that.

This feature works by installing the Guest Configuration extension, which takes care of
installing a client on the machine. The Guest Configuration feature can be used on both
Azure VMs and servers located on-premises or on other clouds. The latter is possible via
Azure Arc service. There is support for Windows and Linux Azure operating systems, but
only to certain distributions:
•
•
•
•
•

Ubuntu Server 14.04, 16.04, 18.04
Debian 8, 9
Windows Server 2012 Datacenter, 2012 R2 Datacenter, 2016 Datacenter, 2019
Datacenter
CentOS 7.3, 7.4, 7.5
Red Hat Enterprise Linux 7.4, 7.5
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•

SLES 12 SP3
NOTE: You can find more information about Azure Arc for Servers
here: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azurearc/servers/overview.

You will also have to use the official marketplace images for those operating systems. In
case you have your own images you will have to copy the built-in policy definitions
available for guest configuration and modify them, so the rules include your images. The
client that is installed on the machines varies depending on the operating system. For
Windows operating systems, Microsoft Desired State Configuration v2 is being used.
Microsoft Desired State Configuration v2 is the next version of Local Configuration
Manager client. This new version hasn’t been released publicly, but is being used in
different Azure services as Microsoft has shared in blog post “Desired State
Configuration (DSC) Planning Update – September 2018”
(https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/powershell/2018/09/13/desired-stateconfiguration-dsc-planning-update-september-2018/). For Linux based systems Chef
InSpec is used, along with installing Ruby as well as Python.
IMPORTANT: At the time of writing the book certain features and
policies of the service are still in preview.

As with any other Azure service or feature to enable it, you will first need to register a
resource provider for the subscriptions where you want to enable it. This can be done
with one PowerShell command:
Register-AzureRmResourceProvider -ProviderNamespace
'Microsoft.GuestConfiguration'
At the time of writing this book a fair amount of built-in policies (definitions and
initiatives) for Guest Configuration are available. Those policies that start with [Preview]
in their names should be used with consideration as they can be changed when officially
released. All except one ([Preview]: Configure time zone on Windows machines.) that
allows you to set the desired configuration as shown in Figure 1.
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FIGURE 1. CONFIGURE TIME ZONE ON WINDOWS MACHINES POLICY

In the future, more policies will be released that allows you not only to audit but set
configurations as well. All of the built-in Guest Configuration policies are supported on
servers onboarded via Azure Arc service as long as they meet the operating system
requirements. Besides the ability to set the time zone on your Windows servers one of
the latest capabilities of this feature is also the ability to develop and create your own
Guest Configuration audit policies.
When you do the Guest Configuration assignment on a specific built-in audit definition,
you need two policy assignments. These policy assignments usually start with the names
as shown in Figure 2:
•
•

Deploy prerequisites to audit…
Show audit results from…

FIGURE 2. GUEST CONFIGURATION AUDIT POLICIES PAIR

The first policy (Deploy prerequisites…) of each pair has a deployIfNotExists effect that is
initiated if:
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•
•

If the machine is Azure VM created from one of the images defined in the policy
definition
If the machine is Azure Arc server of specific OS type defined in the policy
definition

Once the resource found that fit in those conditions are met for each one of them the
following resources are deployed if they do not exist already:
•

•

For Azure Arc resources a resource of type
Microsoft.HybridCompute/machines/providers/guestConfigurationAssignments
is applied with the name of the configuration that is for the policy. This also
installs client tools used by Guest Configuration depending on the OS.
For Azure VM resources
o System Managed Identity is created for authenticating to the VM
o Installs the latest version of Microsoft.GuestConfiguration extension
o A resource of type
Microsoft.Compute/virtualMachines/providers/guestConfigurationAssig
nments is applied with the name of the configuration that is for the
policy. This also installs client tools used by Guest Configuration
depending on the OS.

When you do policy assignment for the definition that affects deployIfNotExists via the
Azure Portal a Managed Identity (MI) is created. The MI is also assigned Contributor
permissions on the scope of the policy assignment. That MI is tied to the policy
assignment and it is used to deploy the resources defined in it.
The second policy (Show audit results from…) just gets the resource of type
Microsoft.HybridCompute/machines/providers/guestConfigurationAssignments for the
corresponding policy configuration and checks if field the complianceStatus value is
equal to Compliant.
The process that happens and it is repeated when these policies are assigned, and
working is the following:
•

•

The guest configuration client checks for a new resource of type
Microsoft.Compute/virtualMachines/providers/guestConfigurationAssignments
every 5 minutes
Once guest assignment or multiple assignments are received the settings from
them are checked on a 15 minutes interval
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•

Once each setting is completed, the state is reported to the corresponding
resource of type
Microsoft.Compute/virtualMachines/providers/guestConfigurationAssignments
in the complianceStatus field

Azure Policy Guest Configuration is the first feature that can report status back to Azure
from a VM in an Azure-native manner. For this communication between the server and
Azure only outbound traffic to Azure datacenters on port 443 is required. It is important
to note that when you trigger the evaluation of these policies it is only evaluating the
value of the complianceStatus field on the
Microsoft.Compute/virtualMachines/providers/guestConfigurationAssignments
resource and it does not trigger the actual evaluation of the setting on the server.
NOTE: Guest Configuration only supports assigning the same
policy definition once. When you are assigning policies from Guest
configuration at different levels (subscription, management group,
resource group, etc.) avoid assigning the same definition more than
once.

The initiatives that are available for Guest Configuration always contain the pair of
policies, so you do not have to do additional policy assignments.
The policy ‘Configure the time zone on Windows machines’ does not require additional
policy assigned when you already have used other Guest Configuration policies.
However, if that is the only policy, you should also apply ‘Deploy prerequisites to enable
Guest Configuration Policy on Windows VMs.’ as well. That policy takes care of
deploying the Managed Identity and Microsoft.GuestConfiguration extensions, which
are required for Azure VMs when Guest Configuration policies are used.

Azure Policy for Kubernetes
Azure Policy integrates with Kubernetes in Azure in two ways:
•

Azure Kubernetes Service (AKS) – this is the Kubernetes as a service offering
from Azure. You deploy a resource of type
Microsoft.ContainerService/managedClusters and trough that resource you
define your Kubernetes configuration. Depending on your definition different
more Azure resources are created in Azure to run Kubernetes. The
infrastructure for AKS and operations like scale up and scale out are controlled
via that resource.
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•

AKS Engine – This is a tool that you run locally on your computer that allows you
to create the same infrastructure as for AKS but without the control resource of
type Microsoft.ContainerService/managedClusters. To change the infrastructure
and do operations like scale-up or scale-out, you use the tool by running
commands against it. The AKS engine tool is the same code that AKS uses but
you run it on your own.

The integration of Azure Policy with these two deployments is similar but differs in a few
areas like:
•
•

•

Different ways of setup - mainly because of the way the deployments are
different in those as well
Policy definitions – the same set of controls are available for both, but different
policy definitions are available for each because of conditions. They are under
separate category – For AKS category is Kubernetes service and for AKS Engine it
is Kubernetes
Different Gatekeeper versions - Azure Policy is using Gatekeeper to enforce the
policies. For AKS integration Gatekeeper v2 is used and for AKS Engine v3 beta.

There are other small differences as well and, in this section, we will cover mostly the
Azure Kubernetes Service as it is more widely used.
NOTE: At the time of writing the book these features were still in
Preview. Particularly for AKS is it is not recommended to use
features in Preview for production workloads. To opt-in for the
preview, you should follow the steps described here
https://docs.microsoft.com/enus/azure/governance/policy/concepts/rego-for-aks#opt-in-forpreview for AKS and here https://docs.microsoft.com/enus/azure/governance/policy/concepts/aks-engine#prerequisites for
AKS Engine.

The way this integration works is by using 3 main components:
•

OPA (Open Policy Agent) Policies - OPA policies are written in the Rego
language, a query language, which is OPA’s policy language. OPA is a generalpurpose policy agent that is used across different stacks, including Kubernetes.
This allows for using the existing policies you have written for on-premises or on
other clouds Kubernetes deployments.
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•
•

Gatekeeper – software that acts as a policy controller for Kubernetes. The
controller takes care of applying the policies and making sure they are honored.
Azure Policy and Azure Policy Add-on for Kubernetes – Checks for new policies.
If such found downloads them and caches them as configmaps. Takes care of
distributing the policies to the Gatekeeper, running full scan compliance check,
and reporting back the status so you can see and monitor the compliance state
of all your Azure resources at a single place.
NOTE: Currently you can use only the built-in policies for AKS and
AKS engine to govern your Kubernetes deployments. In the future
probably you will be able to define your custom policies using
Azure Policy and OPA policies for Kubernetes.

The Azure Policy Add-on does a check every 5 minutes for new, removed, or modified
policy assignments. If there are changes, a refresh cycle is performed which removes all
configmaps in a namespace created specifically for these policies. The name of the
namespace is azure-policy. Once the configmaps are removed they are re-created so the
Gatekeeper can start to use them. The add-on also performs a full scan on the cluster
every 5 minutes. The results of the full scan along with any real-time evaluations
performed by the Gatekeeper are reported back to the Azure Policy service. The
compliance and the details than can be seen for each policy assignment present. This
workflow very much mimics the workflow used by the Guest Configuration feature.
When policy assignments for category Kubernetes services are done the scope must be
a particular AKS cluster instance (resource of type
Microsoft.ContainerService/managedClusters). This is different compared to the other
policies which can be assigned on subscriptions, resource groups, and other levels. You
should only create one policy assignment for the same definition and scope.
NOTE: When policies are used for the Kubernetes category their
assignment scope should be the resource group where you have
done your AKS engine deployment.

The policies in Kubernetes service category have specific definitions like:
•
•

Mode property is set to Microsoft.ContainerService.Data
Effect property is set to EnforceRegoPolicy – this allows for the passing of the
specific properties needed for OPA and Gatekeeper to work.
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•

The OPA rego policy is referenced via public URL so it can be downloaded by the
Azure Policy Add-on

FIGURE 3. AZURE POLICY DEFINITION FOR AKS
NOTE: Policies for AKS Engine are also specific. Mode property is
set to Microsoft.Kubernetes.Data. Property effect is
enforceOPAConstraint. The actual policies are still referenced in
public URL but as constraint and constraint template. As the AKS
Engine uses Gatekeeper v3 beta the rego policies are not
enforced via configmap-based policies in Kubernetes but as CRDbased policies defined in OPA Constrained Framework. Probably
when Gatekeeper v3 has officially been released, Azure Policy for
AKS will also adopt the way of defining the Rego policies in
constraints and constraint templates.

Change History
Change history for non-Compliant Azure resources is a new feature available since
February 2019. With this feature, you can see details about when a change was
detected. You are also able to visualize the difference for each change. A change
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detection is triggered when the Resource Manager properties of a non-compliant
resource are added, removed, or altered. Change history helps you with:
•
•
•
•
•

Finding the exact configuration drift
How the resource was configured before the change
The time when the configuration was changed
The account that caused the change
What other changes occurred around the change you are investigating
NOTE: At the time of writing this book the feature was still in
Preview.

You can easily take advantage of this feature by opening the Azure Policy blade. On the
Compliance page, click on a policy assignment that has non-compliant resources. From
the Resource compliance tab, click on the non-compliant resource. On the newly
opened blade click on the Change History (Preview) tab. If this resource has changed in
the last 14 days, you will see them listed there as shown in Figure 4.

FIGURE 4. NON-COMPLIANT RESOURCE CHANGE HISTORY

After that, you can click on one of the changes listed to see the configuration of the
resource before and after the change, as shown in Figure 5.
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FIGURE 5. CHANGE HISTORY COMPARISON BLADE

Although the configuration change made is not related to the rule of the policy, we can
still see it.
NOTE: The official documentation writes that this feature is
available for non-compliant resources, but in our tests, it was
available for compliant resources as well.

On the backend, this feature is powered by the Azure Resource Graph service and if you
need to access it programmatically, you can use Azure Resource Graph’s SDK.
Even if you do not use Azure Policy, the same feature is available in the Azure Monitor
blade for Azure Activity logs. When you go to the Azure Monitor blade and select the
Activity log, you can click on specific log entry and select the Change history (Preview
tab), as shown in Figure 6.
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FIGURE 6. CHANGE HISTORY IN ACTIVITY LOG

In the example above I have enabled large file share support for the storage account,
and this is caught by the change history feature. If you click on one of the changed
properties a detailed blade is opened, as shown in Figure 7.

FIGURE 7. CHANGE HISTORY DETAILS IN ACTIVITY LOG
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Configuration Management with ARM Templates and State
Configuration
In this section, we will look at a solution for applying a configuration to Azure VMs via
both ARM and State Configuration. The scenario is the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

We want to configure a domain controller VM in Azure
We want to install the Log Analytics agent on the domain controller and connect
it to Log Analytics workspace
We want to configure certain Azure-specific settings via an ARM template
We want to deploy and configure other guest settings via State Configuration
We want to be able to manage future guest settings via State Configuration
We want to constantly monitor and correct certain guest settings
We want to send State Configuration logs to the Log Analytics workspace

Based on those requirements, we have created a solution that deploys the following
resources:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

One resource group is created
An Automation Account will be deployed to the first resource group
A Log Analytics workspace will be deployed to the first resource group
State Configuration logs will be sent from Azure Automation to Log Analytics via
the diagnostic logs feature
DSC Configuration will be created to install and configure Windows Server
Active Directory
The DSC Configuration will also monitor and correct other things, like windows
Server services states
The DSC Configuration will be compiled
Required DSC modules for the configuration will be uploaded to the Automation
account
A second resource group is created
Azure Windows VM will be deployed the second resource group
The networking configuration for the Azure VM will be configured with an ARM
template
Azure Log Analytics agent will be installed on the Azure VM via ARM template
The Azure VM will be onboarded to State Configuration with ARM template and
pre-defined compiled configuration
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To deploy this scenario, the following prerequisites must be met:
•
•

An Azure tenant and subscription
A Windows machine with PowerShell 5.1 or 6.x.x and Az 3.X.X module installed
DOWNLOAD THE CODE: You can download the code of the
deployment at https://github.com/insidemscloud/InsideAzureMgmt,
in the \Chapter11\dsc directory.

To deploy the solution, execute the following steps:
8. Edit file azuredeploy.parameters.json and enter your parameters.
9. Start a PowerShell console.
10. Execute deploy.ps1

FIGURE 8. EXECUTING DEPLOY.PS1

11. You will be asked for the subscription ID. You can also provide the Tenant ID if
you have access to multiple tenants. That is an optional parameter.
12. If you do not have an existing session, you will be asked to log in.
13. You will also be asked to provide a password for the domain administrator
account and the AD safe mode password.
14. Once the script completes, one of ARM template deployments will have
finished, as shown in Figure 9.
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FIGURE 9. SUCCESSFUL DEPLOYMENT

15. Two resource groups will be created, as shown in Figure 10.

FIGURE 10. RESOURCE GROUPS

16. You can look in State Configuration in the Automation Account to see the state
of the Azure VM, as shown in Figure 11.
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FIGURE 11. STATE CONFIGURATION

To understand a little bit more about the solution, let’s look at different parts of the
code and provide some context for them.
Through all templates, notice that we deploy some resources in parallel to speed up the
process and only create dependencies where necessary. For example, both resource
groups are deployed in parallel:
"resources": [
{
"name":
"[parameters('automationResourceGroupName')]",
"type": "Microsoft.Resources/resourceGroups",
"apiVersion":
"[variables('apiVersions').resourceGroups]",
"location":
"[parameters('automationResourceGroupLocation')]",
"properties": {}
},
{
"name": "[parameters('vmResourceGroupName')]",
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"type": "Microsoft.Resources/resourceGroups",
"apiVersion":
"[variables('apiVersions').resourceGroups]",
"location":
"[parameters('vmResourceGroupLocation')]",
"properties": {}
},
To send State Configuration logs to Log Analytics, we are using the code below.
‘DscNodeStatus’ is the name of the log for State Configuration:
{
"name":
"[concat(parameters('automationAccountName'), '/',
'Microsoft.Insights/service')]",
"type":
"Microsoft.Automation/automationAccounts/providers/diagnos
ticSettings",
"apiVersion":
"[variables('apiVersions').diagnosticSettings]",
"dependsOn": [
"[resourceId('Microsoft.OperationalInsights/workspaces',
parameters('logAnalyticsWorkspaceName'))]",
"[resourceId('Microsoft.Automation/automationAccounts',
parameters('automationAccountName'))]"
],
"properties": {
"workspaceId":
"[resourceId('Microsoft.OperationalInsights/workspaces',
parameters('logAnalyticsWorkspaceName'))]",
"logs": [
{
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"category": "JobLogs",
"enabled": true
},
{
"category": "JobStreams",
"enabled": true
},
{
"category": "DscNodeStatus",
"enabled": true
}
]
}
},
Note that for the DSC Configuration we are providing a version value. If we make
changes in DomainControllerConfig.ps1, we have to increase the version
before deployment, otherwise the new ps1 file will not be uploaded.
{
"name":
"[concat(parameters('automationAccountName'), '/',
parameters('dscConfigurationNameWindows'))]",
"type":
"Microsoft.Automation/automationAccounts/configurations",
"apiVersion":
"[variables('apiVersions').configurations]",
"location":
"[parameters('automationAccountLocation')]",
"dependsOn": [
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"[resourceId('Microsoft.Automation/automationAccounts',
parameters('automationAccountName'))]"
],
"properties": {
"logVerbose": "false",
"description": "Configure Windows AD",
"state": "Published",
"overwrite": true,
"Source": {
"type": "uri",
"value":
"[variables('dscConfigurationUriWindows')]",
"version": "1.0.0"
}
}
},
To generate a new compilation job ID on every deployment, we use the name of the
main deployment which is unique every time. That way we compile the configuration on
every deployment we do.
"compilationJobId":
"[guid(concat(parameters('deploymentName'),
parameters('dscConfigurationNameWindows')))]"
The uniqueness of the deployment name is guaranteed in deploy.ps1 via the code
below:
$firstDeploymentParams = @{
Name = 'azDeploy-' + ((Get-Date).ToUniversalTime()
).ToString('yyMMdd-HHmm')
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For installing the Log Analytics agent on the Azure VM, we use VM extensions. To get
the required input for the extension, we use ARM template functions to get the
information on the fly from the Log Analytics workspace:
{
"type":
"Microsoft.Compute/virtualMachines/extensions",
"name":
"[concat(parameters('vmName'),'/LAExtension')]",
"apiVersion":
"[variables('apiVersions').vmExtensions]",
"location": "[resourceGroup().location]",
"dependsOn": [
"[resourceId('Microsoft.Compute/virtualMachines',
parameters('vmName'))]"
],
"properties": {
"publisher":
"Microsoft.EnterpriseCloud.Monitoring",
"type": "MicrosoftMonitoringAgent",
"typeHandlerVersion": "1.0",
"autoUpgradeMinorVersion": true,
"settings": {
"workspaceId":
"[reference(resourceId(parameters('automationResourceGroup
Name'), 'Microsoft.OperationalInsights/workspaces/',
parameters('workspaceName')), '2015-11-01preview').customerId]"
},
"protectedSettings": {
"workspaceKey":
"[listKeys(resourceId(parameters('automationResourceGroupN
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ame'), 'Microsoft.OperationalInsights/workspaces/',
parameters('workspaceName')), '2015-11-01preview').primarySharedKey]"
}
}
},
Note: For more information on ARM template functions, see “Azure
Resource Manager Template Functions” on the Microsoft Docs
website at https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-resourcemanager/resource-group-template-functions.

In DomainControllerConfig.ps1, note that we are taking the credentials from
Azure Automation. During the compilation phase, they are inserted into the compiled
configuration.
# When using Azure Automation, modify these
# values to match your stored credential names
$domainCredential = Get-AutomationPSCredential
'DomainAdministratorCredentials'
$safeModeCredential = Get-AutomationPSCredential
'SafeModeAdministratorCredentials'
In DomainControllerConfig.ps1, the actual configuration of the domain, notice
that some settings are pre-defined. You can change them to suit your environment:
xADDomain Domain
{
DomainName = 'contoso.local'
DomainAdministratorCredential = $domainCredential
SafemodeAdministratorPassword =
$safeModeCredential
DatabasePath = 'F:\NTDS'
LogPath = 'F:\NTDS'
SysvolPath = 'F:\SYSVOL'
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DependsOn =
'[WindowsFeature]ADDSInstall','[xDisk]DiskF','[xPendingReb
oot]BeforeDC'
}
In DomainControllerConfig.ps1, we also monitor that certain services are
always running. The example below shows Active Directory Web Services and Log
Analytics agent service:
xServiceSet ActiveDirectoryWebServices
{
Name

= @('ADWS')

Ensure = 'Present'
State

= 'Running'

}

xServiceSet HealthService
{
Name

= @('HealthService')

Ensure = 'Present'
State

= 'Running'

}
For applying the compiled configuration, we use the DSC extension. That extension does
the connection to Azure Automation by also specifying the compile configuration.
Notice that the properties configured, like ‘ConfigurationMode’, are the same
mentioned in the LCM section.
{
"type":
"Microsoft.Compute/virtualMachines/extensions",
"name":
"[concat(parameters('vmName'),'/Microsoft.Powershell.DSC')
]",
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"apiVersion":
"[variables('apiVersions').vmExtensions]",
"location": "[resourceGroup().location]",
"dependsOn": [
"[resourceId('Microsoft.Compute/virtualMachines/extensions
', parameters('vmName'), 'LAExtension')]"
],
"properties": {
"publisher": "Microsoft.Powershell",
"type": "DSC",
"typeHandlerVersion": "2.76",
"autoUpgradeMinorVersion": true,
"settings": {
"configurationArguments": {
"RegistrationUrl":
"[reference(resourceId(parameters('automationResourceGroup
Name'), 'Microsoft.Automation/automationAccounts',
parameters('automationAccountName')), '2018-0115').registrationUrl]",
"NodeConfigurationName":
"[parameters('nodeConfiguration')]",
"ConfigurationMode":
"ApplyandAutoCorrect",
"RefreshFrequencyMins": 30,
"ConfigurationModeFrequencyMins":
15,
"RebootNodeIfNeeded": true,
"ActionAfterReboot":
"ContinueConfiguration",
"AllowModuleOverwrite": true
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}
},
"protectedSettings": {
"configurationArguments": {
"RegistrationKey": {
"userName": "NOT_USED",
"Password":
"[listKeys(resourceId(parameters('automationResourceGroupN
ame'), 'Microsoft.Automation/automationAccounts/',
parameters('automationAccountName')), '2018-0115').Keys[0].value]"
}
}
}
}
}
You can extend the example above by adding more settings in the DSC Configuration
file.

Applying Audit Guest Configuration Policies
In this section, we will look at a solution for applying guest configuration policies. The
scenario is the following:
•
•
•
•

We want to apply guest configuration policies to our existing Azure VMs
We want to audit the password security settings on our Azure VMs
We want to audit if python application is installed on our Azure Linux VMs
We want to apply the policies to a specific group

Based on those requirements we have created a solution that deploys the following
resources:
•
•

Gust configuration policy assignments will be created for a specific group
Managed Identities will be created for each policy assignment
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•

Managed Identities will be assigned the required permissions at the resource
group level

To deploy this scenario the following prerequisites must be met:
•
•
•

Azure tenant and subscription
A Windows machine with PowerShell 5.1 or 6.x.x and Az 3.X.X module installed
A resource group already created with one or more Azure Linux VMs. Must be
one of the Guest Configuration supported images.
DOWNLOAD THE CODE: You can download the code of the
deployment at https://github.com/insidemscloud/InsideAzureMgmt,
in the \Chapter11\policy directory.

To deploy the solution, execute the following steps:
1. Edit the azuredeploy.parameters.json file and enter your parameters.
2. Start a PowerShell console.
3. Execute deploy.ps1.

FIGURE 12. EXECUTING DEPLOY.PS1

4. You will be asked for a subscription ID. You can also provide the Tenant ID if you
have access to multiple tenants. That is an optional parameter.
5. If you do not have an existing session, you will be asked to log in.
6. Once the script completes, one ARM template deployments would have
finished, as shown in Figure 13.
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FIGURE 13. SUCCESSFUL DEPLOYMENT

7. You can navigate to the resource group and look at policies blade to see the
two policy initiatives assigned, as shown in Figure 14.

FIGURE 14. POLICY ASSIGNMENTS

8. After 20 to 30 minutes, you will see the policies moving from ‘Not started’ to
‘Compliant’ or ‘Non-compliant’, as shown in Figure 15.
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FIGURE 15. POLICY ASSIGNMENTS COMPLIANCE

9. If we navigate to one of the Non-compliant policies, we can see exactly which
policy assignment is failing, as shown in Figure 16.
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FIGURE 16. POLICY ASSIGNMENTS NON-COMPLIANT

To understand a little bit more about the solution, let’s look at different parts of the
code and provide some context for them.
First thing you will notice in azuredeploy.json is that we are making a resource
group deployment to an already created resource group:
"resources": [
{
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"name": "policiesDeployment",
"type": "Microsoft.Resources/deployments",
"apiVersion":
"[variables('apiVersions').deployments]",
"resourceGroup":
"[parameters('resourceGroupName')]",
"properties": {
"mode": "Incremental",
"templateLink": {
"uri":
"[variables('templatesUris').policies]",
"contentVersion": "1.0.0.0"
},
"parameters": {
"LinuxApplicationName": {
"value":
"[parameters('LinuxApplicationName')]"
}
}
}
}
In policies.json you will see that we are deploying two policyAssignment
resources that are essentially the same, but with different property values. Note how
we are creating a system Managed Identity, scoping the policy to the resource group
and referring to the built-in policy initiative. The policy initiative is represented as a
policySetDefintions resource.
{
"name": "c937dcb4-4398-4b39-8d634a6be432252e",
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"type":
"Microsoft.Authorization/policyAssignments",
"apiVersion":
"[variables('apiVersions').policyAssignments]",
"location": "[resourceGroup().location]",
"identity": {
"type": "SystemAssigned"
},
"properties": {
"displayName": "[Preview]: Audit that an
application is installed inside Linux VMs",
"description": null,
"metadata": {
"assignedBy": "Inside Azure
Management"
},
"scope": "[resourceGroup().id]",
"policyDefinitionId":
"/providers/Microsoft.Authorization/policySetDefinitions/c
937dcb4-4398-4b39-8d63-4a6be432252e",
"parameters": {
"ApplicationName": {
"value":
"[parameters('LinuxApplicationName')]"
}
}
}
},
You will notice that for the second policy assignment, we also have an input parameter
for the application name.
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At the end of policies.json, we are creating role assignments to the system
Managed Identities (Mis) created. We give Contributor permissions on the resource
group for the MIs. Note that the value of property principalType allows us to do the role
assignments even when the MI is not fully created in Azure AD.
{
"name": "[guid(concat('3fa7cbf5-c0a4-4a5985a5-cca4d996d5a6', resourceGroup().name, '-Contributor' )
)]",
"type":
"Microsoft.Authorization/roleAssignments",
"apiVersion":
"[variables('apiVersions').roleAssignments]",
"dependsOn": [
"[resourceId('Microsoft.Authorization/policyAssignments',
'3fa7cbf5-c0a4-4a59-85a5-cca4d996d5a6')]"
],
"properties": {
"roleDefinitionId":
"[concat(subscription().id,
'/providers/Microsoft.Authorization/roleDefinitions/b24988
ac-6180-42a0-ab88-20f7382dd24c')]",
"principalType": "ServicePrincipal",
"principalId": "[reference('3fa7cbf5-c0a44a59-85a5-cca4d996d5a6',
variables('apiVersions').policyAssignments, 'Full'
).identity.principalId]",
"scope": "[resourceGroup().id]"
}
},
{
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"name": "[guid(concat('c937dcb4-4398-4b398d63-4a6be432252e', resourceGroup().name, '-Contributor' )
)]",
"type":
"Microsoft.Authorization/roleAssignments",
"apiVersion":
"[variables('apiVersions').roleAssignments]",
"dependsOn": [
"[resourceId('Microsoft.Authorization/policyAssignments',
'c937dcb4-4398-4b39-8d63-4a6be432252e')]"
],
"properties": {
"roleDefinitionId":
"[concat(subscription().id,
'/providers/Microsoft.Authorization/roleDefinitions/b24988
ac-6180-42a0-ab88-20f7382dd24c')]",
"principalType": "ServicePrincipal",
"principalId": "[reference('c937dcb4-43984b39-8d63-4a6be432252e',
variables('apiVersions').policyAssignments, 'Full'
).identity.principalId]",
"scope": "[resourceGroup().id]"
}
}
You can try to extend the deployment further by including more Guest Configuration
policy assignments in it. Do not forget to do role assignments for the newly added policy
assignments as well.

Applying Set Time Zone Guest Configuration Policy
In this section, we will look at a solution for the guest configuration policy for setting the
time zone on Windows VMs. The scenario is the following:
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•
•

We want to apply guest configuration policies to our existing Azure VMs or
Azure Arc servers that are Windows-based
We want to apply the policy at subscription level so every new VM will be
configured with that time zone

Based on those requirements we have created a solution that deploys the following
resources:
•

•
•

Gust configuration policy assignments will be created for the whole subscription
o One policy assignment to configure prerequisites for Guest
Configuration
o One policy assignment to configure time zone on Windows-based
servers
Managed Identities will be created for each policy assignment
Managed Identities will be assigned the required permissions at the subscription
level

To deploy this scenario the following prerequisites must be met:
•
•
•

Azure tenant and subscription
A Windows machine with PowerShell 5.1 or 6.x.x and Az 3.X.X module installed
Windows VMs in the subscription
DOWNLOAD THE CODE: You can download the code of the
deployment at https://github.com/insidemscloud/InsideAzureMgmt,
in the \Chapter11\policy2 directory.

To deploy the solution, execute the following steps:
Edit the azuredeploy.parameters.json file and enter your parameters.
Start a PowerShell console.
Execute deploy.ps1.
You will be asked for a subscription ID. You can also provide Tenant ID if you
have access to multiple tenants. That is an optional parameter.
14. If you do not have an existing session, you will be asked to log in.
15. Once the script completes, one ARM template deployments would have
finished, as shown in Figure 17.
10.
11.
12.
13.
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FIGURE 17. SUCCESSFUL DEPLOYMENT

16. You can navigate to the Policy blade and see the two policies assigned, as shown
in Figure 18.
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FIGURE 18. POLICY ASSIGNMENTS

17. After 20 to 30 minutes, you will see the policies moving from ‘Not started’ to
‘Compliant’ or ‘Non-compliant’, as shown in Figure 19.

FIGURE 19. POLICY ASSIGNMENTS COMPLIANCE
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18. If you have Windows Server, you can check the time zone on it via the Run
Command feature, as shown in Figure 20.

FIGURE 20. TIME ZONE ON WINDOWS VM

To understand a little bit more about the solution, let’s look at different parts of the
code and provide some context for them.
The first thing you will notice is that we have a single ARM template file
azuredeploy.json that is deploying the resources at the subscription level. The
deployment is very similar to the previous example in this chapter but with policies at
the subscription level:
"resources": [
{
"name": "6141c932-9384-44c6-a39559e4c057d7c9",
"type":
"Microsoft.Authorization/policyAssignments",
"apiVersion":
"[variables('apiVersions').policyAssignments]",
"location": "[deployment().location]",
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"identity": {
"type": "SystemAssigned"
},
"properties": {
"displayName": "[Preview]: Configure time
zone on Windows machines.",
"description": null,
"metadata": {
"assignedBy": "Inside Azure
Management"
},
"enforcementMode": "Default",
"scope": "[subscription().id]",
"policyDefinitionId":
"/providers/Microsoft.Authorization/policyDefinitions/6141
c932-9384-44c6-a395-59e4c057d7c9",
"parameters": {
"TimeZone": {
"value":
"[parameters('timeZone')]"
}
}
}
},
{
"name": "0ecd903d-91e7-4726-83d3a229d7f2e293",
"type":
"Microsoft.Authorization/policyAssignments",
"apiVersion":
"[variables('apiVersions').policyAssignments]",
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"location": "[deployment().location]",
"identity": {
"type": "SystemAssigned"
},
"properties": {
"displayName": "Deploy prerequisites to
enable Guest Configuration Policy on Windows VMs.",
"description": null,
"metadata": {
"assignedBy": "Inside Azure
Management"
},
"enforcementMode": "Default",
"scope": "[subscription().id]",
"policyDefinitionId":
"/providers/Microsoft.Authorization/policyDefinitions/0ecd
903d-91e7-4726-83d3-a229d7f2e293",
"parameters": {}
}
},
You will notice that we have both the perquisite policy and the set time zone policy
deployed at the same time. To use the policies, we also need to assign the correct
permissions for their respective Managed Identities:
{
"name": "[guid(concat('6141c932-9384-44c6a395-59e4c057d7c9', '-Contributor' ) )]",
"type":
"Microsoft.Authorization/roleAssignments",
"apiVersion":
"[variables('apiVersions').roleAssignments]",
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"dependsOn": [
"[subscriptionResourceId('Microsoft.Authorization/policyAs
signments', '6141c932-9384-44c6-a395-59e4c057d7c9')]"
],
"properties": {
"roleDefinitionId":
"[concat(subscription().id,
'/providers/Microsoft.Authorization/roleDefinitions/b24988
ac-6180-42a0-ab88-20f7382dd24c')]",
"principalType": "ServicePrincipal",
"principalId": "[reference('6141c932-938444c6-a395-59e4c057d7c9',
variables('apiVersions').policyAssignments, 'Full'
).identity.principalId]",
"scope": "[subscription().id]"
}
},
{
"name": "[guid(concat('0ecd903d-91e7-472683d3-a229d7f2e293', '-Contributor' ) )]",
"type":
"Microsoft.Authorization/roleAssignments",
"apiVersion":
"[variables('apiVersions').roleAssignments]",
"dependsOn": [
"[subscriptionResourceId('Microsoft.Authorization/policyAs
signments', '0ecd903d-91e7-4726-83d3-a229d7f2e293')]"
],
"properties": {
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"roleDefinitionId":
"[concat(subscription().id,
'/providers/Microsoft.Authorization/roleDefinitions/b24988
ac-6180-42a0-ab88-20f7382dd24c')]",
"principalType": "ServicePrincipal",
"principalId": "[reference('0ecd903d-91e74726-83d3-a229d7f2e293',
variables('apiVersions').policyAssignments, 'Full'
).identity.principalId]",
"scope": "[subscription().id]"
}
}

Summary
Configuration management is vital for maintaining stability in a modern, agile
environment. By implementing configuration management, your organization can gain
control of their environments, but at the same time continue implementing changes at a
rapid pace that enables the business to remain competitive.
In this chapter, we discussed all the capabilities of the State Configuration, Inventory,
and Change Tracking in Azure Automation. Additionally, we have covered two other vital
services like ARM Templates and Azure Policy Guest Configuration. We have learned
through examples how we can use it to achieve real-world tasks. We hope these
examples will help you when you start your journey with configuration management in
your environment, but also encourage you to explore the service further on your own.
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Chapter 12 – Monitoring
Security-Related Configuration
Table of Contents (click to return to ToC)
Security has become an even more important topic in the last decade, due in part to
several public security breaches of well-known companies. These security breaches
increase every year not only in number but in size as well, and the threat actors have
grown more sophisticated (skilled, funded, and organized) over time. And the Microsoft
cybersecurity stack is constantly evolving in its capabilities to help organizations secure
their environments, both in the cloud and on-premises.
To be able to prevent, detect, and intercept such breaches in time, organizations need
to incorporate new tools and methods. Azure Security Center (ASC) is a service that
gives you visibility and control of your cloud and on-premises workloads, focusing
primarily on infrastructure security, including identity and access to your infrastructure.
ASC strengthens your security posture by providing protection, detection, and response.
Through integration with Azure Logic Apps, you can automate response to security
issues detected by ASC.
One of the newest components of the Microsoft cybersecurity stack is Azure Sentinel, a
security information and event management (SIEM) and security orchestration
automated response (SOAR) solution that ingests data from across your Azure cloud
services and on-premises network infrastructure. This provides greater context and
visibility into the scope of threats in your environment. As with ASC, Azure Sentinel
provides protection, detection, and response. Through integration with Azure Logic
Apps, you can automate response to security issues detected by Azure Sentinel.

Not Overlap, Evolution
Reading that last sentence, did you feel like you had seen it before? Good! There are
some features in ASC and Azure Sentinel that, at first glance, feel like overlap or
duplication, but they are not. It is all about context. It would more aptly be described as
an evolution in the Microsoft suite of security solutions. So, understanding the
capabilities of each tool and where they fit in your overall cybersecurity strategy is
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important, and helping you onboard this knowledge is one of the key objectives of this
chapter.
Additionally, if you have been a heavy user of ASC but have stepped away for a few
months, you will notice some features have been retired from ASC. This is in large part
due to the introduction of Azure Sentinel, which serves a central and critical role in the
Microsoft cybersecurity stack. You may want to take a moment to review the complete
list of features that were retired from Azure Security Center in 2019. The full list is
available in “Requirement of Security Center Features (July 2019)” on the Microsoft
Docs site at https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security-center/security-centerfeatures-retirement-july2019.
This chapter will focus largely on ASC and Azure Sentinel, as well as a high-level view
into how the other components of the Microsoft cybersecurity stack integrate with
these solutions to provide a complete picture of the state of security across your Azure
and hybrid infrastructure investments.

Microsoft Cybersecurity Stack Integration
Since the previous release of this book in early 2019, perhaps the most significant
addition to the Microsoft cybersecurity stack is Azure Sentinel. As a security information
and event management (SIEM) solution, it will be a centralized source of truth for many
cybersecurity-related activities, particularly investigation. However, integration across
the entire Microsoft stack is growing and evolving all the time.
Just as the Intelligent Security Graph shares findings across Microsoft cloud services,
the integration between the services themselves is considerable. While not intended to
be 100% comprehensive, the simple high-level diagram in Figure 1 is intended to
illustrate the integration across the components of the Microsoft cybersecurity stack.
Notice that the security-focused services most responsible for supporting advanced
cyber hunting and incident investigation, Azure Sentinel and Microsoft Defender ATP
(MDATP), have the broadest service integration.
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FIGURE 1. SECURITY-RELATED INTEGRATION OF MICROSOFT CLOUD SERVICES

During this chapter, we will explore the features of Azure Security Center and Sentinel,
as well as their integration with other Microsoft security services. As with other chapters
in this text, we will provide links to step-by-step tutorials and templates to accelerate
your learning process and implementation journey.
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ASC Architecture
Azure Security Center is a subscription level service like other management services
such as Azure Policy, Resource Graph, etc. Though you enable the service for each Azure
subscription, you also have the option to choose which resources you can onboard for
the different features. ASC also integrates with other services such as Log Analytics,
Azure Policy, Azure Monitor, Microsoft Defender Advanced Threat Protection, and
Microsoft Cloud App Security.
To best explain the features and configurations of ASC, we will cover them in the order
they appear in the Security Center blade.

Pricing & Settings
You configure many of the main ASC settings in this blade. Click on Pricing & Settings
and then click on a subscription, which will bring you to a blade that has settings in 6
categories:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pricing tier
Data Collection
Email notifications
Threat detection
Workflow Automation
Continuous export

FIGURE 2. PRICING & SETTINGS
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Pricing Tier
The first settings category is the Pricing tier. Here you can choose the ASC pricing tier for
the subscription you have selected to configure. As shown in Figure 3, you also have the
option to enable the Standard tier per resource type.

FIGURE 3. ASC PRICING TIER SETTINGS

Data Collection
In the Data Collection category, you can enable auto-provisioning of the Log Analytics
agent (also known as Microsoft Monitoring agent) on your Azure VMs. This setting will
apply only to the VMs that you have selected to configure. Once auto-provisioning is
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enabled, you can also choose a default Log Analytics workspace to be created for you or
choose an existing one. Both settings are shown in Figure 4.
IMPORTANT: The authors of the book recommend creating your
own Log Analytics workspace and choosing it in ASC instead of
letting ASC create it for you.

The workspace can be in a different subscription than the one you are configuring, and
you can choose the same workspace for every subscription you configure ASC settings.
At the end of this category, you can also configure the level of security events that will
be gathered from Windows-based operating systems.

FIGURE 4. DATA COLLECTION SETTINGS

This determines which Log Analytics workspace will hold our ASC data. This workspace
can be different than the one that will store data from computers.
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IMPORTANT: The authors of the book recommend choosing the
same one. Workspace configuration is set per subscription, and
many subscriptions may use the same workspace.

Email notifications
The next settings category is E-mail notifications. Here you can configure e-mail
notifications for ASC alerts.
NOTE: We recommend sending your alerts to actionable systems
like an ITSM rather than using this setting. This setting is not fully
configurable and allows notifications on high severity alerts only.

Threat detection
The Threat detection section provides configuration for integration with two other
Microsoft security services:
•
•

Cloud App Security
Microsoft Defender ATP (MDATP)

These two integrations are just enabled or disabled, which means no additional
configuration is required if you are already using these services.

FIGURE 5. THREAT DETECTION INTEGRATIONS WITH DEFENDER ATP
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Cloud App Security integration allows you to bring the alerts based on user and entity
behavioral analytics (UEBA) from that service for your Azure resources and users (Azure
activity). For this integration, you will also need a valid Cloud App Security license.
NOTE: We suggest reading the official documentation on this
feature at https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/securitycenter/security-center-ueba-mcas.

The integration with Microsoft Defender ATP (formerly Windows Defender ATP) adds
additional Cloud Workload Protection to Azure Security Center. These capabilities are
added by allowing you to use Microsoft Defender ATP on the Windows Servers that you
have onboarded to Azure Security Center.
Any Windows Server 2012 R2, 2016, 1803, or 2019 VM that is onboarded to Azure
Security Center will be automatically onboarded to Microsoft Defender ATP up to 24
hours after enabling this feature and Standard tier. It is a requirement that a Log
Analytics workspace is configured in the settings as well. Any alerts that are generated
by Microsoft Defender ATP will also appear in ASC. To investigate further, you should
use MDATP. No matter if your Windows servers are located in Azure, on-premises, or
other clouds, this integration will help you protect them.
You can read more about this integration in “Microsoft Defender
Advanced Threat Protection with Azure Security Center” on the
Microsoft Docs site at https://docs.microsoft.com/enus/azure/security-center/security-center-wdatp.

Workflow automation
We will also see a top-level menu item for this feature, which is covered in the
“Workflow Automation” section of this chapter.
Continuous export
You can configure streaming of Security alerts and recommendations to multiple export
targets. Exporting Security Center's data also enables you to use other user interfaces,
such as integration with 3rd-party SIEM solutions, or even Azure Data Explorer. One could
reasonably assume this feature will be less common as the adoption of Azure Sentinel
increases, which offers native integration with ASC via a connector.
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FIGURE 6. CONTINUOUS EXPORT
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Workflow Automation
Security Center provides many options for automation through different Azure services.
Out of the box, integration with Azure Logic Apps is present via a feature called
Workflow automation, which is currently in public Preview. Workflow automation
allows you to configure an alert, and an action using a Logic App. Every Logic App has a
trigger. The triggers supported by this feature in ASC are:
•

•

Threat detection alerts. Any time the Threat detection feature identifies at
potential threat, you can trigger a workflow that raises an alert and triggers a
Logic App response, optionally including automated remediation.
Security Center recommendations. Any time ASC raises a recommendation for a
resource, you can trigger a workflow that raises an alert and triggers a Logic App
based on the name and/or state of the ASC recommendation.

While the Logic App will be instantiated by the trigger we configure, the actions you
take are entirely up to you. For example, you could use this to deliver customized
notifications, such as dropping a message into a Teams or Slack channel. Likewise, upon
detection of a malicious external IP, you could configure a Logic App response to add
that IP address to the block list of your perimeter network firewall.
.
Logic Apps Connectors
Logic Apps also includes 200+ connectors you can use to access hundreds of events,
data sources, services, and third-party and Microsoft platforms. These connectors can
provide access to both cloud-based and on-premises resources. At a high-level, there
are a couple of categories of connectors
•

Built-in. These are native triggers and actions available in Logic Apps by default.

•

Managed connectors. These connectors are managed by Microsoft and provide
triggers and actions for Microsoft and third-party services, such as Office 365,
Salesforce, or IBM MQ, to name a couple. These connectors are classified as
Standard or Enterprise.

You will find Logic Apps connectors that provide access to a host of Azure and thirdparty cloud services, as well as connectors that provide access to on-premises resources,
via a gateway.
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NOTE: You can find the full list of Log Apps connectors in
“Connectors for Azure Logic Apps” on the Microsoft Docs site at
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/connectors/.

IMPORTANT NOTES:
•

•

The Workflow automation feature was previously called “Security Playbooks”.
While similar functionality is present in the Workflow automation feature in
ASC, the name Security Playbooks now appears only in Azure Sentinel. The
capability in Azure Sentinel is similar in that it uses Logic Apps to facilitate
automated response. However, the triggers supported in Azure Sentinel are
specific to that service.
The available triggers have been updated for the Workflow automation feature.
Make sure you do not attempt to use the legacy trigger “When a response to an
Azure Security Center alert is triggered”. You will find the latest guidance on this
in “Workflow automation” on the Microsoft Docs site at
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security-center/workflow-automation.

Logic App Templates for Workflow Automation
To help you get started building Logic Apps to use within this feature, Microsoft
provides two simple Logic App templates, shown in Figure 7. You can use these
templates as a starting point, remove any existing actions you do not want, and add the
custom actions of your choice from the wide catalog of available actions.

FIGURE 7. LOGIC APP TEMPLATES FOR WORKFLOW AUTOMATION
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Understanding Workflow automation data type schemas
The raw data of the security alert (threat detection) or recommendation is passed to
your Logic App instance in JSON format. To integrate this dynamic data into your custom
Logic Apps, you will want to better understand the schema for the data types you are
working with.
You will find detailed documentation of the data type schemas in “Workflow
automation and continuous export data types schemas” on Github at
https://github.com/Azure/Azure-SecurityCenter/tree/master/Powershell%20scripts/Workflow%20automation%20and%20export
%20data%20types%20schemas.
Other Considerations
Workflow automation is only available in the Standard tier of ASC, but you will incur
additional costs when using Logic Apps, based on the actions and connectors you
choose, and how often they are triggered.
NOTE: You will find pricing information for Logic Apps in “Pricing
model for Azure Logic Apps” on the Microsoft Docs site at
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/logic-apps/logic-appspricing.

Policy & Compliance
The first section of the Security Center blade is Policy & Compliance. Although Azure
Policy is the service for compliance, ASC offers a similar view from a security
perspective. ASC uses what is already available in Policy and builds on top of it with
additional features.

Coverage
The Coverage blade provides a summarized view of ASC coverage on your subscriptions.
In organizations with multiple subscriptions, this is useful to see on which subscriptions
you have enabled Security Center. The Coverage tab lists subscriptions where ASC is
configured with Standard SKU, as shown in Figure 8.
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FIGURE 8. COVERAGE BLADE

Secure Score
ASC provides security recommendations for an Azure resource. They cover a variety of
Azure resources such as VMs, Azure SQL, Azure Storage, etc. In environments with many
subscriptions and resources, it is difficult to determine where to start to harden your
workloads. Secure Score helps with that task by reviewing the security
recommendations in your environment and prioritizing them. That way you can
distinguish which security recommendations can help you harden your security posture
most effective, so you can begin with those actions.
In a sense, Secure Score acts as a security analyst who is reviewing the security
recommendations and applying advanced algorithms to determine how crucial each
recommendation is. The service is calculating the score constantly to provide you with
the latest information as your environment changes. For an individual recommendation,
you will see a description of the issue, links to remediation steps, as well as the list of
affected resources, as shown in Figure 9.
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FIGURE 9. SECURITY RECOMMENDATION SCORE

The overall Secure Score of a recommendation is a calculation based on the ratio
between your healthy resources and your total resources for which a recommendation
applies. If all your resources are healthy, for that recommendation you get the
maximum score. The recommendation impact lets you know how much your Secure
Score improves if you execute the remediation steps.
Besides individual recommendation score, you also get a subscription score and overall
score as seen in Figure 10.
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FIGURE 10. OVERALL AND PER CATEGORY SCORE

The Overall Secure Score is not just sum or average of all your subscription scores. The
calculation is based on the ratio between your healthy resources and your total
resources per recommendation. You can also use the global subscription filter
functionality in Azure Portal to see the overall score only to specific subscriptions.

To prioritize your remediation efforts with Secure Score, you could begin with the top
recommendations by Secure Score impact, which provides you with a list of the
recommendations that will improve your Secure Score the most if you implement them.
You can see recommendations sorted by their potential score increase in descending
order in Figure 11.

TIP: Look for recommendations with the blue Quick fix button,
which represents a remediation that can be implemented
automatically with a couple of mouse clicks! (see Figure 11)
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FIGURE 11. SECURE STORE RECOMMENDATIONS

Security Policy
In the Security Policy section, ASC integrates with Azure Policy and allows you to
configure some of the settings for the service. In this blade, what you will see is the
hierarchy of your Azure subscriptions and all the Log Analytics workspaces present in
them, as shown in Figure 12.
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FIGURE 12. AZURE SECURITY CENTER SECURITY POLICY

In case you have created management groups, they will be listed here as well. If you
click on the Management group or subscription, you will be directed to a blade where
you can assign a policy initiative in Azure Policy created by the ASC service. This policy
overlaps with the recommendations in the Secure Score section, but there are also
some unique policies that are not available as recommendations.
WARNING: Some of the policy definitions in the ASC initiative are
still in the Preview phase. The authors advise to always look at
both recommendations and policy assignment compliance state,
especially while some features are in Preview.

Once the policy initiative is configured from this blade, you can navigate to Azure Policy
to see its compliance.
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Regulatory Compliance
Regulatory compliance is also a feature of Azure Security Center that uses the
recommendation rules. As shown in Figure 13, you get the compliance state for your
environment for different regulatory compliance requirements.

FIGURE 13. ASC REGULATORY COMPLIANCE

The recommendations that ASC generates are mapped to specific compliance controls
from a supported set of standards. You can choose to view the compliance for the
following standards:
•
•
•
•

Azure CIS 1.1.0
PCI DSS 3.2.1
ISO 27001
SOC TSP
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The All view helps you focus on the assessments that cover more than one compliance
standard as shown in Figure 14.

FIGURE 14. ASC REGULATORY COMPLIANCE – ALL

By clicking on assessment in any of the tabs, you will be directed to the same blade as in
Figure 9 which will give you guidance on how to improve your security posture to reach
compliance on that assessment. All regulatory compliance results can be downloaded as
a report in pdf format.

Resource Security Hygiene
Security Hygiene is a reference to practices and steps that you should take on resources
to maintain system health and maintain security. These practices are often a part of a
routine to ensure the safety of identity and data that could be stolen or corrupted.
Much like physical hygiene, a review of security hygiene should be conducted regularly.
This section covers a few ASC features that help in maintaining your security hygiene:
•
•

The recommendations covered in more details
Network map of your Azure VMs
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•
•
•
•

Adaptive Network Hardening which allows you to secure your Network Security
Groups (NSG) dynamically
SQL Information Protection configuration
Identity & Access visibility
Configuration of Microsoft and third-party security solutions
NOTE: Adaptive Network Hardening feature is in Public Preview at
the time of writing this book.

Recommendations
We already covered parts of recommendations where they are used as a basis for
Secure Score and regulatory compliance. The recommendations themselves are divided
into 4 categories:
•
•
•
•

Compute & apps – Covers VMs, Cloud Services, App services, Containers, and
Compute resources such as Logic apps for example.
Networking – covers network resources such as virtual networks, subnets,
network security groups, etc.
Data & Storage – Covers data services such as Azure storage accounts, Azure
SQL, Azure MySQL, Azure PostgreSQL, Cosmos DB, etc.
Identity & Access – Covers subscriptions, Key Vaults, etc.
NOTE: For a full list of supported platforms and features visit
official documentation: https://docs.microsoft.com/enus/azure/security-center/security-center-os-coverage.

In the blades for these categories, you will see the recommendations for them along
with some additional features which we will cover in the upcoming sections.
Add Computers
In the Computer & apps blade, there is a button for onboarding computers to Azure
Security Center. Clicking on that button will direct you to instructions for adding nonAzure computers to ASC as shown in Figure 15.
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FIGURE 15. ADD NON-AZURE COMPUTERS

Azure VMs can be easily onboarded via the portal as the blade for them contains a
Security section from which you can onboard them directly. Onboarding at scale is also
possible through the ASC setting described earlier in this chapter or via Azure Policy.
Networking
The Networking blade contains access to the Network Map feature, as well as Adaptive
Network Hardening recommendations.
Network Map presents your Azure network environment in a graphical view with
security overlays giving you recommendations and insights for hardening your network
resources. As shown in Figure 16, the network topology of your Azure workloads such as
connections between your virtual machines and subnets, with the capability to drill
down from the map into specific resources and the recommendations for those
resources.
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FIGURE 16. NETWORK MAP

You can also choose to see the traffic by selecting the allowed traffic. This view will
show you the possible communications between resources based on virtual networks,
subnets, and NSG rules. Adaptive Network Hardening, which addresses NSG rule
recommendations, is covered in the “Adaptive Network Hardening” section later in this
chapter.

SQL Information Protection
SQL Information Protection (SQL IP) is a tenant wide policy for discovering, classifying,
labeling, and protecting sensitive data in your Azure data resources. Currently, only the
Azure SQL database resource is supported. This policy can help you meet certain data
privacy and regulatory compliance standards, monitoring, and controlling access to
sensitive data.
SQL IP settings are applied at the highest level in Azure. To customize the information
protection policy for your Azure tenant, you need to have administrative privileges on
the root management group (named ‘Tenant Root Group’). As an Azure AD Global
Administrator, you need to elevate yourself to gain access to the group.
For detailed steps on the required permissions and elevation, see
“Gain tenant-wide visibility for Azure Security Center” at
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https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security-center/securitycenter-management-groups#grant-tenant-level-visibility-and-theability-to-assign-policies

SQL IP is based on two primary constructs that make up the classification taxonomy:
•
•

Labels – a classification attribute to define the sensitivity level of the data
stored in a column
Information Types – granularity filter into the type of data stored in the column

The feature comes with some pre-built labels and information types and with the ability
to customize those and create new ones. Once SQL IP is enabled, it will automatically
discover and classify potentially sensitive data. The information from that process is
presented in a dashboard inside the Azure SQL Database instance blade. Additionally,
the policy calculates the sensitivity of the result set of SQL queries, so that queries that
extract sensitive data can be explicitly audited, and the data can then be protected.
STEP-BY-STEP: You can define and customize the SQL
information protection policy for your entire Azure tenant. Detailed
guidance is available on the Microsoft Docs site in “Customize the
SQL information protection policy in Azure Security Center
(Preview)” at https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/securitycenter/security-center-info-protection-policy

Identity & Access
Identity and access recommendations include information on a variety of Azure Active
Directory identity-related configurations and activities, including successful and failed
logins, locked accounts, password resets, etc. You can review a full list in “Identity and
Access recommendations” on the Microsoft Docs site at https://docs.microsoft.com/enus/azure/security-center/recommendations-reference#recs-identity.
Recommendations will reflect either Azure subscriptions or Key Vault instances as the
resource, as shown in Figure 17.
As of March 2020, ASC identity and access recommendations are included in all
subscriptions on the free pricing tier. If you have subscriptions on the free tier, their
Secure Score may be negatively affected. This is because free tier ASC subscriptions
were not previously assessed for their identity and access security.
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FIGURE 17. IDENTITY & ACCESS RECOMMENDATIONS

IMPORTANT NOTES:
• If your subscription has more than 600 accounts, ASC currently cannot run the
Identity recommendations against your subscription.
• ASC cannot run the Identity recommendations against the admin agents of a
Microsoft Cloud Solution Provider (CSP) partner.

Security Solutions
In the previous section, we have covered two services with which ASC integrates but
with other options for integration with third-party solutions. In this section, we will
touch on the available options. The solutions under the Security solution category are
listed as “Connected solutions”, shown in Figure 18 and include:
•
•
•

Non-Azure Servers
SIEM
Azure Application Gateway (WAF)
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FIGURE 18. SECURITY SOLUTIONS BLADE IN ASC

Non-Azure Servers
This is another shortcut for adding non-Azure computers to ASC, which was covered
earlier in this chapter. Again, this represents physical or virtual machines hosted onpremises or any cloud other than from Azure.
SIEM
ASC integrates with Microsoft’s Security Information and Event Management (SIEM)
solution, Azure Sentinel, to share alert data. You can read more about Azure Sentinel
and how to enable the integration of ASC and other Microsoft cybersecurity
components with Azure Sentinel in the “Azure Sentinel” section later in this chapter.
However, you can also integrate ASC with select third-party partner SIEM solutions.
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Configuration of third-party SIEM integration includes three high-level steps:
1. Create an Event Hub. This will host data that will be retrieved by the partner
SIEM solution.
2. Stream the Azure Activity log to the Event Hub. This stages data for retrieval.
3. Install a partner SIEM connector. The connector pulls the log data from the
Event Hub for ingestion by the third-party SIEM.
NOTE: For a current list of supported partner SIEM solutions, see
“Partner Tools with Azure Monitor Integration” on the Microsoft
Docs site at https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azuremonitor/platform/stream-monitoring-data-event-hubs#partner-toolswith-azure-monitor-integration

Azure Application Gateway (WAF)
ASC will provide recommendations for using Web Application Firewalls for any publicfacing IP associated with an NSG and where inbound ports 80 or 443 are opened,
indicating an unprotected web application. From the recommendations or this blade,
you can configure an Application Gateway WAF to protect this resource. This integration
not only provides you with quick setup for hardening your web-facing applications but
also lists any alerts generated from these solutions in ASC. For example, Azure
Application Gateway Alerts are generated and displayed by a WAF rule.

Advanced Cloud Defense
Advanced Cloud Defense section covers four features of ASC that will help you to
prevent or stop threats before they appear.

Adaptive Application Controls
Adaptive Application Controls is a solution that will prevent unauthorized software from
running on your servers. This might sound familiar if you have used AppLocker, but the
solution is more than that. It has built-in machine learning capabilities that will analyze
the applications running, provide suggestions via specific whitelisting policies, and apply
them automatically if you choose. This feature greatly simplifies the process of
configuring and maintaining application whitelisting policies, enabling you to:
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•
•
•

Block or alert (depending on preference) on malicious applications that are not
caught by antimalware solutions right away
Implement policies that allow usage of only authorized company software
Implement policies that allow usage of only specific software versions

NOTE: This ASC feature perfectly complements the Configuration
Management solutions that we covered in Chapter 11.

On the VM itself, the solution still uses Windows AppLocker policies to restrict/audit the
software usage. With this feature, you not only save the hassle of building and managing
AppLocker policies but also have a central place to apply them. To use this feature, you
will have to comply with the following requirements:
•

•
•

To see groups that are being recommended or not, you will have to wait a
minimum of 2 weeks until ASC gathers enough data to make recommendations.
The VMs must be running during that time.
AppLocker should not be enabled on the VMs by either a GPO or a local security
policy
Software changes should not be made for 2 weeks

Once the recommendations are available, you will be able to choose between Audit or
Enforce mode by editing them. Audit mode will log attempts to run non-whitelisted
applications. Enforce mode will not allow non-whitelisted applications to run.
IMPORTANT: At the time of writing the book (March 2020), Enforce
mode is not available until further notice. Check official
documentation for the latest status: https://docs.microsoft.com/enus/azure/security-center/security-center-adaptive-application.

In case your resource group appears in No recommendations tab, that means that your
VMs had many changes of applications running on them during the assessment period.
NOTE: Support for Linux VMs was added and currently only can work
in Audit only mode. ASC also recently introduced support for servers
located on-premises or other clouds.

Just in time VM access
Just in time (JIT) VM access allows you to open specific ports of Azure VMs only when
you need them for a specified time period. This reduces the attack surface of your Azure
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VMs. The feature works with Network Security Groups (NSGs), so they are a prerequisite for your VMs to enable this feature. The ports that should be opened for a
certain period are defined upon configuring this feature but in general, these are:
•
•
•
•

22 – SSH
3389 – RDP
5985 – PowerShell Remoting
5986 – PowerShell Remoting

You can choose custom ports, but this feature defaults to ports commonly used for
remote management on Windows and Linux systems.
When you access the feature’s blade you will have 3 tabs where VMs may be listed:
•
•
•

The Configured tab will show you VMs for which the JIT VM access is
configured.
The Recommended tab will show you VMs for which you can configure the
feature.
The No recommendation tab shows VMs for which you are not able to
configure JIT.

VMs will appear on the No recommendation tab if they are classic Azure VMs, do not
have NSG configured, or JIT Policy is turned off at their scope.
Once you select one or more VMs and click on the Enable JIT button, you will be
presented with 4 default rules that cover the ports that we have listed above. You can
also enable this easily through the VMs blade under the Configuration option, as shown
in Figure 19.
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FIGURE 19. ENABLE JIT ACCESS

IMPORTANT: The authors of the book recommend using the VM
blade to enable this feature, as for Windows VMs automatically only
RDP port will be configured and for Linux VMs, SSH.

Once JIT is enabled/configured for a VM, the VM will appear under the Configured tab
from where you can Request access or edit the configuration. Clicking on edit will lead
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you to a blade where you can edit the existing rule or add new rules as shown in Figure
20.

FIGURE 20. EDIT JIT ACCESS

As you can see, you can specify the port applicable for our environment, the protocol,
specific CIDR block or IP per request, and the duration. The CIDR block option is useful
when a request is made to open the port to block of addresses that correspond to your
organization. That way you can restrict access only from secure place instead of allowing
access from any public IP provided during the request. This option is also useful in
situations where the end-users of the feature are behind a proxy. In those cases, if the
per request option is configured, the IP might not be detected properly. The duration of
the request can be as low as 1 hour to a maximum of 24 hours.
When JIT is enabled, it creates an NSG rule that blocks access to the ports specified in
the configuration, as shown in Figure 21.
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FIGURE 21. SECURITY CENTER JIT RULE

The rules that will be created by Security Center will be controlled by the ASC service.
When an end-user requests access via JIT, he or she needs to have the following actions
allowed in Azure RBAC at least on the resource group scope where the VM is located:
•
•

Microsoft.Security/locations/{the_location_of_the_VM}/jitNetworkAccessPolici
es/initiate/action
Microsoft.Compute/virtualMachines/read

When submitting an access request, the requestor can choose the ports to be opened,
as well if they should be opened by the IP used or for a specific range. Once the request
is granted, which will happen automatically. Assuming the above permissions have been
granted to the user, Security Center will create a new allow NSG rule that overrides the
deny rule, as shown in Figure 22.
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FIGURE 22. SECURITY CENTER ENABLE JIT RULE

The additional rule will be automatically deleted once the allocated time period is over.
IMPORTANT: Although the allow rule will be deleted after the
allocated time period, this will not close any existing connection on that
port.

Access requests can also be granted programmatically. The code sample below shows
an example with Az PowerShell module.
$vmSubscriptionId = "7346e20c-d896-49c3-8224-84d8d3da4249"
$vmResourceGroup = "inside"
$vmName = "crmsql"
$vmLocation = "westeurope"
$time = (GetDate).AddHours(3).ToUniversalTime().ToString("yyyy-MMddTHH:mm:ss.fffffffZ")
$ipAddress = "37.68.15.13"

$jitPolicyVm = (@{
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id="/$vmSubscriptionId/resourceGroups/$vmResourceGroup/prov
iders/Microsoft.Compute/virtualMachines/$vmName"
ports=(@{
number=3389
endTimeUtc=$time
allowedSourceAddressPrefix=@($ipAddress)
})
})

$jitPolicyArr=@($JitPolicyVm)

Start-AzJitNetworkAccessPolicy `
-ResourceId
"/subscriptions/$vmSubscriptionId/resourceGroups/$vmResourc
eGroup/providers/Microsoft.Security/locations/$vmLocation/j
itNetworkAccessPolicies/default" `
-VirtualMachine $jitPolicyArr

Adaptive Network Hardening
The Adaptive Network Hardening feature will show recommendations that should be
applied to Internet-facing virtual machines to further harden network security group
(NSG) rules. This feature uses a machine learning algorithm that factors in multiple
criteria, including actual traffic, known trusted configuration, threat intelligence, and
other indicators of compromise. It then provides recommendations of traffic that should
be allowed from specific IP/port combinations (sometimes called ‘tuples’).

File Integrity Monitoring
File Integrity Monitoring (FIM) is a focused view of the Inventory and Change Tracking
solution that we covered in Chapter 11. In this blade, ASC provides easier access to the
dashboards and the configurations of Change tracking. Those dashboards are also
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scoped to configurations for files and registry. The purpose of this integration is to allow
you to use more easily use Change tracking for tracking security-related changes. Once
you open this blade, your Log Analytics workspaces will be listed. On those workspaces
where Change Tracking is not enabled, you will be presented with the option to enable
FIM, thus deploying the Change tracking solution. On those workspaces where the
solution is enabled, you will be directed to the Change tracking dashboard, scoped to
specific configuration changes.
IMPORTANT: Inventory and Change Tracking is a separate service
and additional charges will apply when using it.

Upon initial configuration of FIM, you are presented with specific settings to be
configured, which you will not see if Change Tracking was already enabled in the
workspace. In the latter case, you can use the list below to add those settings:
•

•

Windows Files
o C:\autoexec.bat
o C:\boot.ini
o C:\config.sys
o C:\Windows\system.ini
o C:\Windows\win.ini
o C:\Windows\regedit.exe
o C:\Windows\System32\userinit.exe
o C:\Windows\explorer.exe
o C:\Program Files\Microsoft Security Client\msseces.exe
Registry
o HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Cryptography\OID\Enco
dingType 0\CryptSIPDllRemoveSignedDataMsg\{C689AAB8-8E78-11D08C47-00C04FC295EE}
o HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Cryptography\OID\Enco
dingType 0\CryptSIPDllRemoveSignedDataMsg\{603BCC1F-4B59-4E08B724-D2C6297EF351}
o HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows
NT\CurrentVersion\IniFileMapping\SYSTEM.ini\boot
o HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows
NT\CurrentVersion\Windows
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o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

o

o
o
o
o
o
o

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows
NT\CurrentVersion\Winlogon
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersio
n\Explorer\Shell Folders
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersio
n\Explorer\User Shell Folders
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersio
n\Run
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersio
n\RunOnce
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersio
n\RunOnceEx
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersio
n\RunServices
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersio
n\RunServicesOnce
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\WOW6432Node\Microsoft\Crypto
graphy\OID\EncodingType
0\CryptSIPDllRemoveSignedDataMsg\{C689AAB8-8E78-11D0-8C4700C04FC295EE}
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\WOW6432Node\Microsoft\Crypto
graphy\OID\EncodingType
0\CryptSIPDllRemoveSignedDataMsg\{603BCC1F-4B59-4E08-B724D2C6297EF351}
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\WOW6432Node\Microsoft\Windo
ws NT\CurrentVersion\IniFileMapping\system.ini\boot
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\WOW6432Node\Microsoft\Windo
ws NT\CurrentVersion\Windows
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\WOW6432Node\Microsoft\Windo
ws NT\CurrentVersion\Winlogon
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\WOW6432Node\Microsoft\Windo
ws\CurrentVersion\Explorer\Shell Folders
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\WOW6432Node\Microsoft\Windo
ws\CurrentVersion\Explorer\User Shell Folders
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\WOW6432Node\Microsoft\Windo
ws\CurrentVersion\Run
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o

•

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\WOW6432Node\Microsoft\Windo
ws\CurrentVersion\RunOnce
o HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\WOW6432Node\Microsoft\Windo
ws\CurrentVersion\RunOnceEx
o HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\WOW6432Node\Microsoft\Windo
ws\CurrentVersion\RunServices
o HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\WOW6432Node\Microsoft\Windo
ws\CurrentVersion\RunServicesOnce
o HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Control\hivelist
o HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Control\Session
Manager\KnownDLLs
o KEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Services\SharedAcce
ss\Parameters\FirewallPolicy\DomainProfile
o HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Services\SharedAc
cess\Parameters\FirewallPolicy\PublicProfile
o HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Services\SharedAc
cess\Parameters\FirewallPolicy\StandardProfile
Linux Files
o /bin/login
o /bin/passwd
o /etc/*.conf
o /usr/bin
o /usr/sbin
o /bin
o /sbin
o /boot
o /usr/local/bin
o /usr/local/sbin
o /opt/bin
o /opt/sbin
o /etc/crontab
o /etc/init.d
o /etc/cron.hourly
o /etc/cron.daily
o /etc/cron.weekly
o /etc/cron.monthly
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All the settings above are tied to security related changes on your Windows and Linux
servers. You can also enter your own settings that you think will cover security related
changes.
IMPORTANT: We recommend reading Chapter 11 if you want to know
more about the capabilities of the Inventory and Change tracking
solution.

Threat Protection
Security Center’s threat detection capabilities are enhanced by Machine Learning (ML)
and are not just signature-based. Microsoft as a global organization with many diverse
customers and is constantly looking at new threats and updates detection algorithms to
prevent new attacks. This approach helps you keep pace with a fast-moving threat
environment.
The threat detection capabilities in Security Center work by collecting data from various
sources like Azure resources, server audit logs, the network, partner solutions, etc.
Specifically, ASC provides threat protection for the following resources:
Compute Resources:
•

•
•
•

Windows Servers – Those can be located on-prem, on Azure or any other cloud.
Information is gathered from the Windows security event log, app locker event
log, etc.
Linux Servers – Those can be located on-prem, on Azure or any other cloud.
Information is gathered via the auditd daemon.
Azure Containers. Includes monitoring at the host, container, and AKS cluster
levels.
Azure App Service – Automatic integration by enabling ASC Standard tier SKU
on subscription level.

Data Resources:
•

Azure SQL – Through direct integration within the Azure SQL Server. For more
information visit https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/sql-database/sqldatabase-threat-detection-overview.
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•

•

•

•

Azure Database for PostgreSQL – Enabled at the resource level. For more
information visit https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/postgresql/conceptsdata-access-and-security-threat-protection
Azure Database for MySQL – Enabled at the resource level. For more
information visit https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/mysql/concepts-dataaccess-and-security-threat-protection
Cosmos DB (Preview). Generates alerts on anomalous and potentially harmful
access attempts. For more information visit https://docs.microsoft.com/enus/azure/cosmos-db/cosmos-db-advanced-threat-protection.
Azure Blob storage accounts - through direct integration. For more information
visit https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/storage/common/storageadvanced-threat-protection

Service Layers:
•
•
•

Network (Azure NICs) - Automatic integration by enabling ASC Standard tier
SKU on subscription level.
Resource Manager (Preview). Processes Resource Manager events to provide
to identify potentially malicious events in the Azure control plane.
Key Vault (Preview). Detects and alerts on anomalous and potentially harmful
attempts to access or exploit Key Vault accounts.

The information that is gathered is then analyzed. The analysis phase also includes
correlating the data coming from different sources. Once an abnormal behavior is
detected, an alert will be created in the Security Center.
STEP-BY-STEP: Additional details on threat protection coverage
and configuration is available in “Threat protection in Azure
Security Center” on the Microsoft Docs site at
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security-center/threatprotection.

Security Alerts
Security alerts in ASC can be generated by threat detection features in ASC or best
practices recommendations No matter the source of the security alert, it will show up in
the Security alerts blade shown in Figure 23.
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FIGURE 23. SECURITY ALERTS

These alerts have some common characteristics that are visible in the UI:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Description: short name for the alert.
Count: number of alert instances present
Detection: the service responsible for triggering the alert.
Environment: the environment that the alert is related to. This could be either
Azure or non-Azure.
Date: the date the event occurred.
State: the state of the service. Initially, security alerts are in the Active state.
Security alerts can be dismissed when action is taken upon them. Upon
dismissing an alert, the state is changed to Dismissed.
Severity: the severity level of the alert. It can be High, Medium, or Low.

When you drill down to the actual alert instance, you will see more specific information
for the alert as shown in Figure 24.
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FIGURE 24. SECURITY ALERT DETAILS

How does Security Center detect alerts?
To detect real threats and reduce false positives, Security Center collects, analyzes, and
integrates log data from your Azure resources and the network.
•

Integrated Threat Intelligence. Integrated threat intelligence looks for known
bad actors by leveraging global threat intelligence from Microsoft products and
services, the Microsoft Digital Crimes Unit (DCU), the Microsoft Security
Response Center (MSRC), and external feeds. ASC detects any outgoing or
incoming traffic from or to malicious endpoints. Incoming traffic signals that
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there is some attack, probe, or scan to your resources, but any outgoing traffic
most probably signals that there is a compromised resource in your
environment.
•

Behavioral Analytics. Behavioral analytics applies known patterns to discover
malicious behavior. These patterns are determined through complex machine
learning algorithms that are applied to massive datasets. To additionally boost
the accuracy of these patterns, careful analysis of malicious behaviors by expert
analysts is made. Through these patterns, security alerts are generated that
uncover events such as
o suspicious process execution
o Hidden malware and exploitation attempts
o Malicious PowerShell Scripts
o Outgoing attacks

NOTE: The items in the above list are just some examples. For a full
list check the official ASC documentation at
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security-center/security-centeralerts-type.

•

Anomaly Detection. Anomaly detection uses statistical profiling to build a
historical baseline. Machine learning is applied to determine normal activity
levels for your deployments and then rules are generated to define outlier
conditions that could represent a security event. It alerts on deviations from
established baselines that conform to a potential attack vector.

Behavioral analytics? Anomaly detection? What’s the difference?
The difference between anomaly detection and behavioral analytics is that behavioral
analytics depends on known patterns derived from large data sets whereas anomaly
detection is more personalized and focuses on baselines that are specific to your
environments.
For example, inbound RDP/SSH brute force attacks will be logged as a security alert
based on the activity on your machine. ASC will create a baseline based on the number
of logins, the time of day of the logins, the location from which the logins are requested,
and/or other login-related characteristics. If the activity on your servers is out of this
baseline, an alert will be generated.
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Security Alerts Map (Preview)
Security Center will surface any important IP information in the Security alerts map
blade as shown in Figure 25.

FIGURE 25. SECURITY ALERTS MAP

Microsoft encourages the use of the Security alerts map functionality built into Security
Center because this feature works across all Azure subscriptions and associated
workspaces. It provides a high-level view across your entire tenant.

Configuring Security Center at Scale
In this section, we will look at a solution for configuring Security Center at scale. The
scenario is the following:
•
•
•

We want to configure ASC primary settings.
We want to have a single workspace for all our subscriptions.
We want the configuration to be idempotent, which means using ARM
Templates.

Based on those requirements we have created a solution that deploys the following
resources:
•

Configure different settings of ASC
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•
•

Deploy Log Analytics resources related to ASC
Deploy Azure Policy resources related to ASC

To deploy this scenario the following prerequisites must be met:
•
•

Azure tenant and subscription
Windows machine with PowerShell 5.1 and AzureRM 6.X.X module installed
DOWNLOAD THE CODE: You can download the code of the
deployment at https://github.com/insidemscloud/InsideAzureMgmt,
in the \Chapter12\security directory.

To deploy the solution, execute the following steps:
19. Edit the azuredeploy.parameters.json file and enter your own
parameters.
20. Start an elevated PowerShell console.
21. Execute deploy.ps1.

FIGURE 26. EXECUTING DEPLOY.PS1

22. You will be asked for a subscription ID. You can also provide Tenant ID if you
have access to multiple tenants. That is an optional parameter.
23. If you do not have an existing session, you will be asked to log in.
24. Once the script completes, one ARM template deployment would have finished
as shown in Figure 27.
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FIGURE 27. SUCCESSFUL DEPLOYMENT

25. You can navigate around ASC and look at the configuration that has been
created.
To understand a little bit more about the solution, let’s look at different parts of the
code and provide some context for them.
First resources you will notice in azuredeploy.json are the ones around pricing:
{
"comments": "Sets ASC pricing on Subscription
level",
"type": "Microsoft.Security/pricings",
"apiVersion": "2017-08-01-preview",
"name": "default",
"properties": {
"pricingTier": "Standard"
}
},
{
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"comments": "Sets ASC pricing on Subscription
level for Azure VMs specifically.",
"type": "Microsoft.Security/pricings",
"apiVersion": "2018-06-01",
"name": "VirtualMachines",
"dependsOn": [
"[concat('Microsoft.Security/pricings/default')]"
],
"properties": {
"pricingTier": "Standard"
}
},
When we reach the stage of deploying Log Analytics resources, we have a condition that
makes sure that we deploy only in the subscription which we have chosen for Log
Analytics. That way, we can have one central Log Analytics workspace. Of course, that
requires deploying the template first to the subscription where Log Analytics will be
located.
{
"condition":
"[if(equals(parameters('logAnalyticsSubscription'),
subscription().subscriptionId), bool('true'),
bool('false'))]",
"name":
"[parameters('logAnalyticsResourceGroupName')]",
"type": "Microsoft.Resources/resourceGroups",
"apiVersion":
"[variables('apiVersions').resourceGroups]",
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"location":
"[parameters('logAnalyticsWorkspaceLocation')]",
"dependsOn": [
"[concat('Microsoft.Security/pricings/default')]"
],
"properties": {}
},
{
"condition":
"[if(equals(parameters('logAnalyticsSubscription'),
subscription().subscriptionId), bool('true'),
bool('false'))]",
"name": "logAnalyticsDeployment",
"type": "Microsoft.Resources/deployments",
"apiVersion":
"[variables('apiVersions').deployments]",
"dependsOn": [
"[resourceId(
'Microsoft.Resources/resourceGroups/', parameters(
'logAnalyticsResourceGroupName' ) )]"
],
"resourceGroup":
"[parameters('logAnalyticsResourceGroupName')]",
"properties": {
"mode": "Incremental",
"templateLink": {
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"uri":
"[variables('templatesUris').logAnalytics]",
"contentVersion": "1.0.0.0"
},
"parameters": {
"logAnalyticsWorkspaceName": {
"value":
"[parameters('logAnalyticsWorkspaceName')]"
},
"logAnalyticsWorkspaceLocation": {
"value":
"[parameters('logAnalyticsWorkspaceLocation')]"
},
"tier": {
"value": "All"
}
}
}
},
Once the Log Analytics workspace is deployed, we set it as default for ASC.
{
"comments": "sets Log Analytics workspace for
ASC",
"type": "Microsoft.Security/workspaceSettings",
"apiVersion": "2017-08-01-preview",
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"name": "default",
"dependsOn": [
"[concat('Microsoft.Security/pricings/default')]",
"logAnalyticsDeployment"
],
"properties": {
"workspaceId": "[concat('/subscriptions/',
parameters('logAnalyticsSubscription'), '/resourceGroups/',
parameters('logAnalyticsResourceGroupName'),
'/providers/Microsoft.OperationalInsights/workspaces/',
parameters('logAnalyticsWorkspaceName'))]",
"scope": "[subscription().id]"
}
},
At the end we deploy some Azure Policy Assignments related to ASC.
{
"type":
"Microsoft.Authorization/policyAssignments",
"name": "DataProtectionSecurityCenter",
"apiVersion": "2018-05-01",
"location": "[deployment().location]",
"dependsOn": [
"[concat('Microsoft.Security/pricings/default')]"
],
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"properties": {
"displayName": "[concat('ASC DataProtection
(subscription: ', subscription().subscriptionId, ')')]",
"description": "This policy assignment was
automatically created by Azure Security Center",
"scope": "[subscription().id]",
"metadata": {
"assignedBy": "Security Center"
},
"notScopes": [],
"policyDefinitionId":
"/providers/Microsoft.Authorization/policySetDefinitions/9c
b3cc7a-b39b-4b82-bc89-e5a5d9ff7b97"
}
}
In the log-analytics.json template, we deploy all resources related to Log Analytics. One
example would be setting the level of windows security events ingestion:
{
"comments": "Sets the level of Windows Events
that will be gathered.",
"dependsOn": [
"[resourceId('Microsoft.OperationalInsights/workspaces/',
parameters('logAnalyticsWorkspaceName'))]",
"[resourceId('Microsoft.OperationsManagement/solutions/',
concat('Security(',
parameters('logAnalyticsWorkspaceName'), ')'))]"
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],
"name":
"[concat(parameters('logAnalyticsWorkspaceName'), '/',
'SecurityEventCollectionConfiguration')]",
"type":
"Microsoft.OperationalInsights/workspaces/dataSources",
"apiVersion":
"[variables('apiVersions').dataSources]",
"kind": "SecurityEventCollectionConfiguration",
"properties": {
"tier": "[parameters('tier')]"
}
},
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Introducing Azure Sentinel
Microsoft Azure Sentinel is perhaps the most significant addition to the Microsoft
cybersecurity stack in 2019. Azure Sentinel is a cloud-native security information event
management (SIEM) and security orchestration automated response (SOAR) solution.
It features intelligent security analytics as well as threat intelligence, serving as a
centralized source for threat detection and visibility, threat response, and proactive
hunting. Because Azure Sentinel is a cloud service, you can get it set up, running, and
ingesting a wide variety of security data with no server infrastructure. Even fully
configured for all manner of security data ingestion, the server infrastructure required
will be minimal.
This section is intended to be a concise, but thorough introduction to Azure Sentinel, to
help you start ramping up quickly.
TIP: Be sure to note the references to additional tutorials and
sample queries and resources in this chapter to get your efforts
moving quickly!

Logical Architecture
An unofficial, high-level logical architecture of Azure Sentinel is shown in Figure 28. As
we review the features of Azure Sentinel in more detail, this may provide a useful frame
of reference to help bring the pieces together for you conceptually.
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FIGURE 28. HIGH-LEVEL LOGICAL ARCHITECTURE OF AZURE SENTINEL
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Onboarding Process
The onboarding process for Sentinel is very simple, enabling you to get the solution up
and started collecting data in your environment in just a few minutes. High-level
onboarding steps are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Provision Log Analytics workspace
Add workspace to Sentinel
Configure Connectors
Enable Detection Rules
Configure Data Retention
Configure Permissions
STEP-BY-STEP: You can find the latest step-by-step setup
documentation for Azure Sentinel on the Microsoft Docs site in
“Quickstart: On-board Azure Sentinel” at
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/sentinel/quickstart-onboard.

Data Collection via Connectors
To fully on-board Azure Sentinel, you first need to connect to your organization’s
security-related data sources to your Azure Sentinel instance. Azure Sentinel comes with
nearly 40 connectors for Microsoft and third-party data sources available out of the box,
and most configurable with just a few mouse clicks.
In addition to the Microsoft connectors, you will find several built-in connectors for
third-party vendors in the broader security ecosystem. If your security vendor is not in
the list of native connectors, you can also use common event format (CEF), Syslog or
REST API to connect your data sources with Azure Sentinel.
The “Data connectors“ node in the Azure Sentinel dashboard in the Azure portal is
shown in Figure 29.
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FIGURE 29. AZURE SENTINEL CONNECTORS

Data collection across these connectors can be classified into three broad categories:
•
•
•

Service-to-service integration.
External solutions (via API).
External solutions (via agent).

A complete list of connectors (as of May 2020) is shown in Table 1.
Service-to-Service
• Amazon Web Services CloudTrail
• Azure Activity
• Azure AD audit logs
and sign-ins
• Azure AD Identity
Protection
• Azure Advanced Threat
Protection
• Azure Information
Protection
• Azure Security Center
• Cloud App Security
• Domain name server
• Office 365

External solutions (API)
• Barracuda
• Barracuda CloudGen
Firewall
• Citrix Analytics
(Security)
• F5 BIG-IP
• Forcepoint DLP
• Squadra Technologies
secRMM
• Symantec ICDX
• Zimperium

External solutions (agent)
• Firewalls, proxies, and
endpoints:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Check Point
Cisco ASA
ExtraHop Reveal(x)
F5
Forcepoint products
Fortinet
Palo Alto Networks
One Identity
Safeguard
• Other CEF appliances
• Other Syslog
appliances
• Trend Micro Deep
Security
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Service-to-Service
• Microsoft Defender
ATP
• Microsoft web
application firewall
• Windows firewall
• Windows security
events

External solutions (API)

External solutions (agent)
• Zscaler
• DLP solutions
• Threat intelligence

providers
• DNS systems (via

agent)
• Linux servers
• Other clouds
•

TABLE 1. AZURE SENTINEL CONNECTORS

While the vast majority of these connectors require little configuration, a few will
require light server infrastructure, such as a Syslog collector.
STEP-BY-STEP: For detailed instructions on how to set up a
Syslog collector, see “Connect your external solution using Syslog”
on the Microsoft Docs site at https://docs.microsoft.com/enus/azure/sentinel/connect-syslog

Analytics
To help reduce alert noise (non-actionable alerts), Azure Sentinel uses analytics to
correlate and group alerts into incidents. Incidents are groups of related alerts that
together represent an actionable, potential threat you can investigate, remediate, and
resolve. Sentinel includes several built-in detection rules (sometimes called “out-of-thebox detections”). You can use these built-in correlation rules as-is or modify the Kusto
(KQL) queries in these rules to better tailor them to your environment and needs.
Azure Sentinel also includes machine learning rules to map behaviors on your network
and to identify anomalies across your resources. The goal of this intelligence is to
automate the core analytics that “connect the dots”, combining low fidelity alerts from
different entities into high-fidelity security incidents you can investigate.
You will find these in the Azure Sentinel portal in the Analytics → Rule templates node,
as shown in Figure 30. There are four types of type of rule templates:
•

Fusion. This technology includes multi-stage attack detection aided by machine
learning algorithms. Fusion is enabled by default and not user-configurable.
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•

Machine learning behavioral analytics. These are based on Microsoft’s own
proprietary machine learning algorithms, largely not configurable (logic is
hidden). These templates cannot be customized to create multiple rules.

•

Microsoft Security. These templates automatically create incidents in Azure
Sentinel based on alerts in other Microsoft solutions (like Cloud App Security).

•

Scheduled. Run queries on a scheduled interval and create alerts. These
templates contain queries you can build on and customize.

FIGURE 30. ANALYTICS RULE TEMPLATES IN AZURE SENTINEL

Entity Mapping in Detection Queries
Your queries in custom rules will need to include one or more entities that can be
mapped in rules to support visual investigations described in the next section. The
queries in the Scheduled rule templates described above can serve as a guide in how to
do this, as they include a “Map entities” section, shown in Figure 31. Although the list of
entity types will grow over time, the current release of Azure Sentinel supports the
following entity types:
•

Account (AccountCustomEntity). Generally, this maps to Account,
AccountName, UserPrincipalName, or UserID.

•

Host (HostCustomEntity). Generally, this maps to Host, Computer, System, or
Device.
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•

IP (IPCustomEntity). Generally, this maps to IP, IPAddress, ClientIP, RemoteIP,
or DestinationIP.

•

URL (URLCustomEntity). Generally, maps to the contents of the RequestURL, if
included in your query.

•

timestamp. Generally, this is the TimeGenerated field.

It is important to note that only one entity of each type can be extracted per result entry
from your query results. To support entity mapping when creating detection rules,
Microsoft recommends using the following syntax at the end of your KQL queries:
| extend timestamp = TimeGenerated, HostCustomEntity =
Computer, AccountCustomEntity = UserPrincipalName,
IPCustomEntity
TIP: For additional guidance on creating effective KQL queries for
detection rules, see the “Query Style Guide for Azure Sentinel” on
Github at https://github.com/Azure/Azure-Sentinel/wiki/Query-StyleGuide.

If you are new to Azure Sentinel, the authors recommend you begin with the queries
from the rule templates to help you get acquainted with the event schema and writing
queries that include entities necessary to support the investigations feature described in
the next section.
STEP-BY-STEP: You can walk through configuring threat
detections with “Tutorial: Detects threats out-of-the-box” on the
Microsoft Docs site at https://docs.microsoft.com/enus/azure/sentinel/tutorial-detect-threats-built-in.
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FIGURE 31. ENTITY MAPPING IN SCHEDULED DETECTION RULES

URL Detonation
When you create scheduled alert rules, you can map any URL data in the query results
to the URL entity type. Whenever an alert containing a URL fires, the mapped URL is
automatically detonated, and the investigation graph is immediately enriched with the
detonation results. An example of the URL detonation feature is shown in Figure 32.
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FIGURE 32. URL DETONATION FEATURE IN AZURE SENTINEL INVESTIGATIONS

Investigation
Azure Sentinel includes a visual Investigations feature to help your team perform indepth investigations to better understand the scope of an incident and identify the root
cause of a potential security threat. In an Investigation, you can choose an entity (e.g.
host, account, IP) on the interactive graph and drill down into that entity and its
connections to identify to the root cause of the threat.
An incident can include multiple alerts. It is an aggregation of all the relevant evidence
for a specific investigation. The properties related to the alerts, such as severity, and
status, are set at the incident level. After you let Azure Sentinel know what kinds of
threats you are looking for and how to find them in your scheduled detection rules, you
can monitor detected threats by investigating incidents.
You can expand or drill down in your investigation by hovering over any entity on the
investigation to reveal a list of questions designed by Microsoft security experts. These
additional questions in the list are called exploration queries. For example, on a
computer, you can request Related alerts, as shown in Figure 33. You can also view raw
event results and the query used in Log Analytics, by selecting the blue Events link to
the right of the exploration query (also pictured in Figure 33).
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FIGURE 33. THE INVESTIGATION INTERFACE IN AZURE SENTINEL

Remember, the investigation feature relies on well-formed KQL queries in your
detection rules, as described in the “Entity Mapping in Detection Queries” section
earlier in this chapter. You will only be able to investigate the incident if you wrote a
well-formed query and used the entity mapping fields. The investigation graph requires
that your original incident includes entities.
STEP-BY-STEP: You can walk through creating custom analytics
rules and entity mapping in “Tutorial: Create custom analytics rules
to detect suspicious threats” on the Microsoft Docs site at
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/sentinel/tutorial-detectthreats-custom.

If you would like guidance in exploring incident investigation in Azure Sentinel,
Microsoft has published a tutorial, referenced below.
STEP-BY-STEP: You can walk through creating custom analytics
rules in “Tutorial: Investigate incidents with Azure Sentinel” on the
Microsoft Docs site at https://docs.microsoft.com/enus/azure/sentinel/tutorial-investigate-cases.
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Security Automation & Orchestration (Playbooks)
Playbooks in Azure Sentinel enable you to configure automated threat responses to
security-related issues detected by Azure Sentinel. Like ASC Workflow automation,
Playbooks are based on Logic Apps. You have access to the same 200+ connectors and
the same Logic Apps Designer interface. The difference is the trigger. In Azure Sentinel,
the trigger “When a response to an Azure Sentinel alert is triggered”, shown in Figure
34, is specific to the service.
The Playbooks feature did not truly disappear from ASC, the automation feature was
rebranded as Workflow Automation, described earlier in this chapter. The security
playbooks name migrated to Azure Sentinel, which makes sense in this context. Because
of the broad array of connectors for data ingestion in Azure Sentinel, you have greater
context when it comes to security investigations and identifying the scope of an
incident.

FIGURE 34. LOGIC APPS DESIGNER (FOR PLAYBOOK CREATION)

While Logic Apps reduces the need to touch code, the authors would advise that you
may find the need to work with JSON in the Logic Apps Designer to fully automate
response in some scenarios. This may require some practice, so be sure to visit the
Playbooks tutorial referenced in the box below.
STEP-BY-STEP: To get acquainted with Playbooks hands-on, see
“Tutorial: Set up automated threat responses in Azure Sentinel” on
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the Microsoft Docs site at https://docs.microsoft.com/enus/azure/sentinel/tutorial-respond-threats-playbook.

Reporting (Workbooks)
Azure Monitor Workbooks, covered in other chapters in this book, combine
text, analytics queries, metrics, and parameters into interactive reports. Workbooks can
be edited by members of your team who have access. Once you have your data
sources to Azure Sentinel, you can monitor the data using the Azure Sentinel integration
with Azure Monitor Workbooks, which provides versatility in creating custom
workbooks.
Azure Sentinel includes multiple built-in workbooks and allows you to create custom
workbooks across your security data. One of the workbooks included out-of-the-box in
Azure Sentinel is shown in Figure 35.

FIGURE 35. AZURE AD SIGN-IN LOGS WORKBOOK

Hunting for Threats
Use Azure Sentinel's powerful hunting search-and-query tools, based on the MITRE
framework, which enables you to proactively hunt for security threats across your
organization’s data sources, before an alert is triggered. After you discover which
hunting query provides high-value insights into possible attacks, you can also create
custom detection rules based on your query and surface those insights as alerts to your
security incident responders.
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You will find many sample queries you can use in your hunting activities in the Azure
Sentinel Github repository, linked in the “Community” section later in this chapter.
Bookmarks
Bookmarks allow you to mark (save) query results you deem relevant for an
investigation, enabling you or your colleagues to revisit those results as needed at any
point in your investigation. You can revisit the bookmarks directly to see those results,
or you can go to the HuntingBookmark table in the Log Analytics workspace to view
all bookmarks. Bookmarks are shown in Figure 36.
While hunting, you can create bookmarks for interesting events, enabling you to return
to them later, share them with others, and group them with other correlating events to
create a more compelling incident for investigation.

FIGURE 36. ADVANCED HUNTING INTERFACE

Livestream
Livestream is a user session-based, user interface-driven feature that allows an Azure
Sentinel user to quickly create a Livestream session using a Log Analytics query. The
Livestream query will run in the background and will notify you of any results obtained
during the Livestream session. You can find the Livestream feature under the Hunting
blade of Azure Sentinel, next to the Queries tab, as shown in Figure 37.
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Livestream can make changes in activity immediately apparent. For example, in a
production environment, you would expect to see a small number of failed logins on a
sustained basis. If the frequency of failed logins spikes sharply, you should see this in the
Livestream results, which are updated every 30 seconds. You can then click the Create
analytics rule button to upgrade this rule to an alert rule, so it begins generating
incidents for investigation.

FIGURE 37. LIVESTREAM FEATURE IN AZURE SENTINEL

Notebooks
Jupyter Notebook is an open-source web application that enables you to create and
share documents that contain live code, equations, visualizations, and narrative text.
While the early history of Jupyter is based on data science, and traditional use cases
included data transformation, numerical simulation, statistical modeling, data
visualization, and machine learning, with the integration of the Jupyter experience into
Azure Sentinel’s Notebook feature, you can add “cyber hunting” to that list.
The Azure portal and all Azure Sentinel tools use a common API to access Azure
Sentinel’s data store. This is the same API used for external tools like Jupyter notebooks
and Python. While many common tasks can be carried out in the portal, Jupyter extends
the scope of what you can do with Azure Sentinel data. Jupyter is fully programmable,
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with support for over 40 programming languages, as well as a collection of libraries for
machine learning, visualization, and data analysis. However, the notebook samples for
Azure Sentinel generally rely on Python.
Supporting Tools and Libraries
Microsoft has created some open-source resources that are used in the Jupyter
notebooks provided for Azure Sentinel:
•

The Kqlmagic library enables you to take queries from Azure Sentinel and run
them directly inside a notebook. You can find the Kqlmagic project at
https://pypi.org/project/Kqlmagic/.

•

Microsoft also released several open-source Jupyter security tools in a package
named msticpy. You can find the “MSTIC Jupyter and Python Security Tools”
project at https://pypi.org/project/msticpy/.

These components are included in all the default and sample notebooks you will find in
the Notebooks node of the Azure Sentinel interface, as well as the Azure Sentinel
community repository on Github. The Azure Sentinel notebooks also use many popular
Python libraries like pandas, matplotlib, and bokeh. There are many more you can
choose from to perform relevant functions, such as generating visualizations, data
processing, and analysis, statistics, or machine learning.
This makes it easy to create and run notebooks to analyze your data, though it will
require some familiarity with Jupyter notebooks and Python.
Notebook Resource Requirements and Limitations
Notebooks can include queries that return big result sets, and code that triggers
searches and calculations that require substantial computing power. By default, this
kernel runs on Azure Free Cloud Compute and Storage, which has very limited
compute resources. If your notebooks include complex machine learning models or
visualizations, you may need to migrate to dedicated compute resources with greater
capacity, such as Data Science Virtual Machines (DSVM) in Azure.
Default and Sample Notebooks
Several notebooks, developed by some of Microsoft's security analysts, are packaged
with Azure Sentinel, as shown in Figure 38. Some of these notebooks were designed to
be scenario-specific and can be used as-is, while others are samples to illustrate
techniques you can adapt for use in your custom notebooks.
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FIGURE 38. DEFAULT NOTEBOOKS IN AZURE SENTINEL

Several notebooks are available for important from the Azure Sentinel community
GitHub repository, covered in the “Azure Sentinel Community” section of this chapter.
NOTE: Notebooks in your account are kept private unless you
choose to share them.

Learning Resources for the Notebooks Feature
While not required, the Notebooks feature will be much easier to work with if you have
basic knowledge of Jupyter and Python. These free learning resources should help you
ramp up quickly:
•

•

Intro to Jupyter Notebooks. This tutorial will bring you up to speed on the
basics of Jupyter Notebooks in a few minutes. https://realpython.com/jupyternotebook-introduction/
Intro to Python. This 1-hour course will acquaint you with the basics quickly.
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/learn/modules/intro-to-python/
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Once you have the foundational skills, you will find customizing the sample Jupyter
notebooks for Azure Sentinel is a reasonable task.

Azure Sentinel Community
With a new product like Azure Sentinel, the community often begins with Microsoft,
which is generally the first production user of any Microsoft product on a global scale.
Fortunately, as Microsoft security analysts are constantly creating and adding new
workbooks, playbooks, hunting queries, workbooks, and notebooks, they are also
posting them to the community for you to use in your environment!
You can download sample content from the Azure Sentinel GitHub repository, which is
a public repository with many examples of all the artifacts mentioned in this chapter.
You can find this repository at https://github.com/Azure/Azure-Sentinel or
https://aka.ms/asicommunity.

Summary
Security is a topic that every person in every organization should be concerned about.
Preventing a security breach before it happens is a key validator of the efficacy of your
organization’s security posture. In this chapter, we have explored Azure Security Center,
as well as Azure Sentinel. We have shown how to configure them and take full
advantage of their features, integrations, and extensibility in protecting and auditing
your organization. Additionally, we provided links to the most useful and authoritative
resources to get you ramped up quickly.
We hope you will use the hands-on examples provided in this chapter and continue to
explore these services further.
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Chapter 13 - Data Backup for
Azure Workloads
Table of Contents (click to return to ToC)
Azure Backup is an Azure-based service you can use to back up (or protect) and restore
your data in the Microsoft cloud. Azure Backup replaces your existing on-premises or
off-site backup solutions with a cloud-based solution that is reliable, secure, and costeffective. Azure Backup offers multiple components that you can download and deploy
on a desktop, server, or in the cloud. The component or the agent that you deploy
depends on what you want to protect. All Azure Backup components (no matter
whether you're protecting data on-premises or in the cloud) can be used to back up
data to a Recovery Services vault in Azure.
In the cloud, there are Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) workloads, as well as a variety
of Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) workloads. In this chapter, we will discuss your IaaS
options and the scenarios where each fit in your backup strategy. For Platform-as-aService (PaaS) workloads, options will vary by service, and this is usually dictated by the
service plan or service tier you configure for that service. Our coverage here will be
limited to the most common data-intensive PaaS workloads – databases.

IaaS Backup Options
Microsoft provides several options for protecting IaaS workloads. Which is best depends
on the situation. Protection options include:
•

Azure Backup (MARS) agent. Use this option for backing up files and
folders on a physical or virtual Windows machine, on-premises, or in Azure.
No Linux agent is available.

•

System Center Data Protection Manager (DPM). Use this option if you
need application-aware snapshots, Linux, and VMware support for onpremises scenarios.

•

Azure Backup Server. Azure Backup Server offers similar functionality to
System Center DPM, minus the tape support. It also ties into Azure Recovery
Services vault for a hybrid, tiered, disk-to-disk retention strategy.
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•

Azure IaaS VM Backup. This provides the benefits of application-aware
snapshots, Linux support, and fabric-level backup directly to a recovery
services vault, with no backup infrastructure needed!

Choosing the right backup solution
Which option is best? It depends on your functionality requirements, your budget, and
your need and ability to host your own backup infrastructure. If you map your feature
requirements to the capabilities, the right choice quickly becomes clear. A high-level
mapping of features to solutions is shown in the table below.
Feature
Recovery Services
vault
Disk storage
Tape storage
Compression (in RS
vault)
Incremental backup
Disk deduplication
Linux support

Azure Backup
Agent

System
Center DPM

Azure Backup
Server

✓

✓

✓

✓
✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
Partial
✓

✓
Partial
✓

Azure IaaS
VM Backup
✓

✓
✓

TABLE 1. MAPPING BACKUP FEATURES -TO-SOLUTIONS

Automating backup configuration
If you are automating the deployment of your IaaS workloads, you may want to
automate the configuration of backups where possible, such as recovery vault and VM
extensions (for Azure VMs). You have a few options for automating this process:
•

•

Azure PowerShell. PowerShell is a language many IT Pros are familiar with and
may be a logical place to start. You can find a quickstart guide in “Backup a
virtual machine in Azure with PowerShell” on the Microsoft website at
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/backup/quick-backup-vm-powershell.
Azure CLI. Especially if you are working with Linux frequently, you may find the
Azure CLI an appealing option. You can find a quickstart guide in “Backup a
virtual machine in Azure with the CLI” on the Microsoft website at
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/backup/quick-backup-vm-cli.
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•

Resource Manager (ARM) Template. ARM templates provide an automated,
declarative, and idempotent deployment method. Microsoft offers a library of
ARM templates for Azure backup in “Azure Resource Manager Templates for
Azure Backup” on the Microsoft website at https://docs.microsoft.com/enus/azure/backup/backup-rm-template-samples

The ARM template is generally considered the optimal approach to deployment in
Azure, but you can choose which option is best for your circumstances and your current
skillset.

Backing Up Azure VMs
Azure Backup for Azure VMs is a feature that makes protecting your Azure VMs a
relatively simple task. Azure Backup for Azure VMs provides application-consistent
backups for both Windows and Linux VMs with no downtime. Before configuring the
settings mentioned below, always discuss these with your organization and/or
customer. Each situation will require its’ own unique set of data-retention, backupwindow, and recovery methods inside a configuration.
How it works
We should start with a brief description of how the service works “under the hood”. To
back up an Azure VM, you first need a point-in-time snapshot of the data. The Azure
Backup service initiates the backup job at the scheduled time and triggers the backup
extension to take a snapshot. The backup extension coordinates with the Microsoft VSS
service in the Azure VM to achieve consistency (Windows VMs only). Once consistency
is achieved, the backup extension invokes the blob snapshot API of the Azure Storage
service to get a consistent snapshot of the disks of the virtual machine (VM), without
having to shut down the VM.
After the snapshot has been taken, the data is transferred by the Azure Backup service
into the backup vault. The service handles the job of identifying and transferring only
the blocks that have changed from the last backup – making the backups storage very
efficient. When the data transfer is completed, the snapshot is removed, and a recovery
point is created. You can view this recovery point in the Azure portal.
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Prerequisites
The primary prerequisite to configuring backups is creating a recovery services vault.
The recovery services vault is a logical container that stores all the backups and recovery
points that have been created over time. The recovery services vault also contains the
backup policies that will be applied to the VMs that are being backed up.
STEP-BY-STEP: For step-by-step configuration guidance, see
"Back up an Azure VM from the VM Settings" on the Microsoft web
site at https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/backup/backupazure-vms-first-look-arm.

High-level Steps
The high-level steps to configure Azure Backup to protect Azure VMs are:
1. Create an Azure Backup Vault in the same Azure region as the VMs you wish to
backup.
2. Run VM discovery (which identifies unprotected VMs in the same Azure region
where your backup vault is created)
3. Register the VMs that need to be protected (backed up), including the backup
policy
4. Set the backup and retention policy
Because this all runs as-a-service, you can perform all the configuration in the Azure
Portal with no additional backup infrastructure required!

Backing Up On-Premises VMs
Azure Backup also enables data protection for on-premises hosts, both physical and
virtual machines. Once you have configured the backup vault, you can install the
Microsoft Azure Backup Agent.
Backups to Azure are secured through encryption. A management certificate (generated
outside of Azure) is used to encrypt API communications to Azure Backup, and the
backup data itself is encrypted with a passphrase (that is also generated on-premises).
This ensures that the communication channel is always protected and that the data at
rest is always protected, and only accessible by you.
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STEP-BY-STEP: For step-by-step configuration guidance, see
"Configure Azure Backup to quickly and easily back up Windows
Server" on the Microsoft web site at https://msdn.microsoft.com/enus/library/azure/dn337332.aspx.

Backing Up Files and Folders (from Windows server or
clients)
Listed below and as shown in Figure 1, are steps to back up your Windows Server (or
Windows client) files and folders to Azure with Azure Backup using the Resource
Manager deployment model.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Create a Recovery Services vault
Configure the vault
Install & register the Microsoft Azure Recovery Services (MARS) agent
Make sure the systems have connectivity to these domains
• www.msftncsi.com
• *.microsoft.com
• *.windowsazure.com
• *.microsoftonline.com
• *.windows.net
5. Create a backup policy
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FIGURE 1. MARS AGENT INSTALL AND COMMUNICATION
STEP-BY-STEP: You can find the detailed steps in “Backup a Windows
Server or Client to Azure” on the Microsoft documentation site at
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/backup/backup-configure-vault.
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Backing Up Files and Folders (Azure VMs)
For Azure VMs, Azure Backup provides the capability to restore Azure virtual machines
(VMs) and disks from Azure VM backups, also known as recovery points. Restoring files
and folders is available only for Azure VMs deployed using the Resource Manager model
and protected by a Recovery services vault.
NOTE: File recovery from an encrypted VM backup is not
supported.

The file recovery feature enables mounting the backup volumes as a local drive and
browsing the files so you can copy and paste the files you need to recover. The volumes
are mounted with the help of a special password-protected executable that you can
download from the File Recovery wizard in the Azure portal, as shown in Figure 2.
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FIGURE 2. FILE RECOVERY BLADE
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Backing Up Database Workloads
Since SQL Server is one of the most common (and often most critical) workloads hosted
in Azure, coverage of options for protecting SQL server and database instances in Azure
VMs is warranted. Aside from the Azure Backup service, there are many ways you can
leverage Azure as a part of your SQL IaaS backup and recovery strategy, including:
•
•

SQL Database Backup to Azure Blob Storage
SQL Server Managed Backup to Microsoft Azure

SQL Database Backup to Azure Blob Storage.
Starting with SQL Server 2012 SP1 CU2, you can perform SQL Server backups directly to
the Azure Blob storage service. You can use this functionality to back up to and restore
from the Azure Blob service with an on-premises SQL Server database or a SQL Server
database in an Azure VM. This delivers the benefit of geo-replicated storage without the
need for any backup infrastructure. With this option, you can issue BACKUP and
RESTORE statements in T-SQL or Server Management Objects (SMO).
SQL Server 2016 introduces a new capability that enables you to use a file-snapshot
backup to perform nearly instantaneous backups and incredibly quick restores.
STEP-BY-STEP: A hands-on walkthrough of the configuration
process is available in “Tutorial: SQL Server Backup and Restore
to Azure Blob Storage” on the Microsoft website at
https://bit.ly/2Us6d8R.

EXAMPLE: Backup Using T-SQL BACKUP DATABASE Command
To back up a database to Azure storage using a T-SQL query, perform the following
steps. It is assumed that you have already configured the blob storage.
1. In SQL Server Management Studio, right click the database you want to back up
and select New Query.
2. Enter the following T-SQL command into the query window, replacing the
database name, URL, and Credential with the values from your environment.
Specify a file name at the end of the URL, which will be created at runtime.
There are two examples below,
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Backup (default compression, which is no compression)
BACKUP DATABASE Master
TO URL =
'https://insidemscloud.blob.core.windows.net/insidemsc
loud-sql/MasterNoCompress.bak'
WITH CREDENTIAL = 'insidemscloud-sql'
,STATS = 1

To turn compression on, simply add the COMPRESSION option as shown below
BACKUP DATABASE Master
TO URL =
'https://insidemscloud.blob.core.windows.net/insidemsc
loud-sql/MasterNoCompress.bak'
WITH CREDENTIAL = 'insidemscloud-sql'
,COMPRESSION
,STATS = 1

When finished, check the target Azure storage container to verify the backup is present.
You will find that the backup file created with COMPRESSION specified is typically
much smaller than when compression is not specified.
TIP: You can both read and create blob storage containers with
Azure Storage Explorer. You can find additional guidance on the
Microsoft website in “Quickstart: Use Azure Storage Explorer to
create a blob in object storage” at https://docs.microsoft.com/enus/azure/storage/blobs/storage-quickstart-blobs-storage-explorer.

Automated SQL Backup in Azure VMs
Automated Backup v2 automatically configures SQL Server Managed Backup to
Microsoft Azure for all existing and new databases on an Azure VM running SQL Server
2016, 2017, and 2019 (Standard, Enterprise, or Developer editions). This enables you to
configure regular database backups that utilize Azure blob storage.
NOTE: Automated Backup v2 depends on the SQL Server IaaS
Agent Extension. You can read more about this extension at
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-
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machines/windows/sql/virtual-machines-windows-sql-server-agentextension.

You can choose to allow SQL Server to determine the backup schedule based on the
transaction workload of your database, or you can use advanced options to define a
schedule. The retention settings determine how long the backups are stored in Azure
Blob storage. SQL Server Managed Backup to Microsoft Azure supports point-in-time
restore for the retention period specified.
You can specify a custom backup schedule using the system stored procedure
managed_backup.sp_backup_config_schedule in T-SQL.

Azure Database for PostgreSQL, MariaDB, & MySQL
Azure Database supports for following open source database platforms:
•
•
•

Azure Database for PostgreSQL
Azure Database for MariaDB
Azure Database for MySQL
NOTE: These relational database platforms are all distinct PaaS
services, and they essentially have the same underlying
architecture and backup capabilities, so we will consolidate
coverage here to avoid repetition. With that in mind, any reference
to “Azure Database” in this section applies equally to Azure
Database for PostgreSQL, MariaDB, and MySQL.

The service automatically creates server backups and stores them in configured locally
redundant or geo-redundant storage, based on your selections when you initially
provisioned the server. Backups can be used to restore your server to a point-in-time.
How Automated Backup Works
The database backups in Azure Database are a zero-cost, zero-administration solution.
Database backups are taken automatically with no need to opt-in and no additional
charges. These backups are retained for 7 days for the Basic tier, up to 35 days for
Standard and 35 days for Premium. You can change the retention level between
minimum and maximum in one-day increments, as shown in Figure 3. The default
database backup retention period is seven days. All backups are encrypted using AES
256-bit encryption.
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You only incur additional costs if you use the restore capability. A new database created
by a restore is charged at normal database rates. Together, the automated backup
system and point-in-time restore provide a zero-cost, zero-administration method to
protect databases from accidental corruption or deletion, whatever the cause.

FIGURE 3. STORAGE REDUNDANCY & BACKUP RETENTION IN AZURE DB FOR POSTGRESQL

Tip: For long-term retention, you can schedule a data dump (copy
and export) using a SQL script to an Azure storage account.

Backup Frequency
Full backups occur weekly, differential backups occur twice a day, and transaction log
backups occur every five minutes. The first full backup is scheduled immediately after a
server is created. As you might expect, the initial backup will take longer on a server
with a large amount of data and could take a few hours. The earliest point in time to
which a new server can be restored is the point-in-time at which the initial full backup
was completed.
After the first full backup, all further backups are scheduled automatically and managed
in the background. The exact timing of full and differential backups is determined by the
system to balance the overall load. Backup files are stored in geo-redundant storage
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account with read access (RA-GRS) to ensure backups’ availability for disaster recovery
purposes. When you restore a database, the required backup files are retrieved in the
same data center and applied. When a geo-restore is invoked, the geo-redundant copy
of the backups is retrieved and applied.

Redundancy
Azure Database provides the flexibility to choose between locally redundant or georedundant backup storage in the General Purpose and Memory Optimized tiers during
initial server creation. When the backups are stored in geo-redundant backup storage,
they are not only stored within the region in which your server is hosted but are also
replicated to a paired data center. This provides better protection and the ability to
restore your server into a different region in the event of a disaster. The Basic tier only
offers locally redundant backup storage.
IMPORTANT: Configuring locally redundant storage or georedundant storage for backup is only allowed during server
creation.

Cost
Azure Database provides up to 100% of your provisioned server storage as backup
storage at no additional cost. This will typically cover your needs for 7 days. You’ll pay
for any additional storage by the GB. You’ll find storage prices on the pricing calculator
for each service:
Azure Database for PostgreSQL
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/pricing/details/postgresql/.
Azure Database for MariaDB
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/pricing/details/mariadb/
Azure Database for MySQL
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/pricing/details/mysql/.

Restoring Data
Azure Database for PostgreSQL, performing a restore creates a new server from the
original server's backups. There are two types of restores available:
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Point-in-time restore. Point-in-time restore is a self-service capability that allows you to
restore a database (of any tier) from these backups to any point within the retention
period of the automated backups (7 days for Basic tier, up to 35 days for Standard and
Premium tiers). It is available with either backup redundancy option and creates a new
server in the same region as your original server with the original server's configuration
for the pricing tier, compute generation, number of vCores, storage size, backup
retention period, and backup redundancy option.
IMPORTANT: A point-in-time restore always creates a new
database.

Point-in-time restore is useful when a user accidentally deletes data, drops an important
table or database, or if an application accidentally overwrites good data with bad data
for any reason.
STEP-BY-STEP: Detailed steps for restoring "How to backup and
restore a server in Azure Database for PostgreSQL using the
Azure portal" on the Microsoft site at https://docs.microsoft.com/enus/azure/postgresql/howto-restore-server-portal.

Geo-restore is available only if you configured your server for geo-redundant storage
and it allows you to restore your server to a different region. Geo-restore is the default
recovery option when your server is unavailable due to an incident in the region where
that server is hosted. If a large-scale incident in a region results in the unavailability of
your database application, you can restore a server from the geo-redundant backups to
a server in any other region.
The estimated time of recovery depends on several factors including:
•
•
•
•

database size
transaction log size
network bandwidth
the total number of databases recovering in the same region at the same time.

The recovery time is usually less than 12 hours but will vary based on the factors above.
IMPORTANT: Deleted servers CANNOT be restored. If you delete
the server, all databases that belong to the server are also deleted
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and cannot be recovered. Make sure you put resource locks in
place to prevent accidental deletion of critical resources.

Important Post-Restore Tasks
After a restore from either recovery mechanism, you should perform the following tasks
to get your users and applications back up and running:
•
•
•
•

Redirect apps and clients. If the new server is meant to replace the original
server, redirect clients and client applications to the new server.
Configure firewall security. Ensure appropriate server-level firewall rules are in
place for users to connect.
Check access control. Ensure appropriate logins and database-level permissions
are in place.
Configure monitoring. Configure alerts for your desired settings.

Step-by-Step Tasks
You can find the steps for PostgreSQL and MySQL restore from the following URLs on
the Microsoft documentation site. You can recover servers and databases from the
Azure portal, Azure PowerShell, or the Azure CLI.
PostgreSQL point in time restore
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/postgresql/howto-restore-server-portal
MySQL point in time restore
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/mysql/howto-restore-server-portal

Azure SQL Database
Azure SQL Database shares many characteristics with the Azure Database services for
MariaDB, MySQL, and PostgreSQL.
Automated Backups
A SQL Database automatically creates database backups that are kept between 7 and 35
days and uses Azure read-access geo-redundant storage (RA-GRS) to ensure that they
preserved even if the data center is unavailable. These backups are created
automatically and at no additional charge. You do not need to do anything to make
them happen and you can change the backup retention period.
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Long Term Retention for Azure SQL Database
Many applications have regulatory, compliance, or other business purposes that require
you to retain database backups beyond the 7-35 days provided by Azure SQL
Database automatic backups. By using the long-term retention (LTR) feature, you can
store specified SQL database full backups in RA-GRS blob storage for up to 10 years. You
can then restore any backup as a new database. Long-term backup retention (LTR)
leverages the full database backups that are automatically created to enable point-time
restore (PITR).
Additional Reading: You can read a detailed example of the Long
Term Retention feature in action on the Microsoft website at
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/sql-database/sql-databaselong-term-retention.

Cosmos DB
Azure Cosmos DB automatically takes backups of your data at regular intervals. The
automatic backups are taken without affecting the performance or availability of the
database operations. All the backups are stored separately in a storage service, and
those backups are globally replicated for resiliency against regional disasters. The
automatic backups are helpful in scenarios when you accidentally delete or update your
Azure Cosmos account, database, or container and later require data recovery.
Self-Management Options
With Azure Cosmos DB SQL API accounts, you can also maintain your backups by using
one of the following approaches:
•
•

Use Azure Data Factory to move data periodically to the storage of your choice.
Use Azure Cosmos DB change feed to read data periodically for full backups, as
well as for incremental changes, and retain it in Azure storage.

Storage and Retention
With Azure Cosmos DB, both your data and your backups are redundant and resilient to
regional disasters.
•

Azure Cosmos DB automatically takes a backup of your database every 4 hours,
but only the latest 2 backups are stored.
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•

If the container or database is deleted, Azure Cosmos DB retains the existing
snapshots of a given container or database for 30 days. Azure Cosmos DB stores
these backups in Azure Blob storage.

•

To guarantee low latency, the snapshot of your backup is stored in Azure Blob
storage in the same region as the current write region
IMPORTANT: If you have accidentally deleted or corrupted your
data, you should contact Azure support within 8 hours so that the
Azure Cosmos DB team can help you restore the data from the
backups.

Restoring Data from Online Backup
Accidental deletion or modification of data can happen in one of the following
scenarios:
•
•
•
•
•

The entire Azure Cosmos account is deleted
One or more Azure Cosmos databases are deleted
One or more Azure Cosmos containers are deleted
Azure Cosmos items (for example, documents) within a container are deleted or
modified. This specific case is typically referred to as “data corruption”.
A shared offer database or containers within a shared offer database are
deleted or corrupted
STEP-BY-STEP: You can find the detailed steps in “Restore data
from a backup in Azure Cosmos DB” on the Microsoft
documentation site at https://docs.microsoft.com/enus/azure/cosmos-db/how-to-backup-and-restore.

Summary
In this chapter, we reviewed the backup options we have for various Azure and hybrid
use cases. We looked at basic scenarios, such as file and folder backup, as well as
Windows IaaS workloads. Then, we looked at options for backing up database
workloads, including SQL IaaS, as well as various PaaS database workloads, including,
Azure SQL for PostgreSQL, MariaDB, and MySQL. Next, we explored the backup features
for Azure SQL Database. Finally, we discussed the backup options for the Azure Cosmos
DB service.
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Chapter 14 - Implementing a
Disaster Recovery Strategy
Table of Contents (click to return to ToC)
With the seamless integration between public cloud and on-premises IT estates, today is
IT Pro has a much bigger and ultimately more complex environment to manage as part
of their day-to-day role. Historically, the IT team and overall estate they managed within
an organization were often seen as a ‘means to an end’, with any requests for new
budgets to help deploy high-availability or disaster redundancy environments frowned
upon. It wasn’t until data had been lost or systems incurred downtime that those
organizations realized something had to change.
These days, most organizations place a high value on ensuring continuous uptime for
their workloads and now take it as a standard policy that business continuity and
disaster recovery (BC/DR) should always be considered for their critical production
workloads. In ‘Chapter 13, Data Backup for Azure Workloads’ you learned how to back
up and recover your data with Azure Backup. Here, we’ll help you understand how to
use replication as a disaster recovery solution to help deal with major disruptions to
your IT environment.
Potential causes of disruption that highlight a need for disaster recovery can range from
issues such as systems failure, natural disasters, and even cyber-attacks. In Azure, you
have a ready-made, cost-effective disaster recovery platform to help keep your business
running when faced with disruptions such as these, and with the right strategy, you will
be well prepared to deal with them.
In this chapter you will learn:
•
•
•
•
•

How to plan for disaster recovery.
Why you need to assess any workloads targeted for disaster recovery.
How to use Azure Site Recovery for replication.
The importance of testing all replicated workloads.
How to monitor your disaster recovery environment.
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Plan
The best way to deal with an IT disaster when it occurs is to properly plan and prepare
for it well in advance of the event. This is where the Business Continuity Plan (BCP)
comes into play and its goal is to effectively ensure the lights stay on when there is a
major outage.
A solid BCP should include the following:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Knowledge of all potential threats that could cause downtime to your business.
Detailed documentation for all production workloads and their dependencies.
Contact information for all application owners and support vendors.
Detailed documentation of firewall access and NAT rules.
Remote access to external DNS record providers.
Regularly validated and documented offsite backups.
Emergency remote access information for workers (RDS/Citrix/VPN).
Defined and fully agreed recovery time objective and recovery point objectives.

As you can probably notice from this list, most tasks that you should be conscious of
call out the need to ensure you maintain full and proper documentation of your IT
estate. Good documentation means you can properly configure your disaster
recovery operations and ensure everything comes back online as expected in the
new site.
TIP: Always store a copy of your site documentation somewhere
other than your production environment. If this documentation
becomes inaccessible due to an outage or cyber-attack, then it is
effectively useless and your BCP will fail.

Another point worth noting is that the responsibility for creating a BCP for an
organization should not rest on the shoulders of a single person. Instead, collaboration
from all stakeholders is required to ensure a seamless transition when facing a failover
scenario.
Finally, from a planning perspective, if you are running production workloads in a public
cloud (such as Azure or AWS), then remember that this is an extension of your
datacenter and the same processes, capabilities, and compliance requirements will
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apply there as they do with your on-premises environment. Consider this when putting
together your BCP and make sure to include all connected locations with the same
disaster recovery priority.

Recovery Time Objective (RTO)
When disaster strikes, one of the most common questions that you will be asked
continuously by your boss and work colleagues, is “How long before things are back up
and running again?”.
Now, depending on how well designed your business continuity plan is, while combined
with your rising stress levels and innate ability to find the root cause of the problem, you
may (or may not) have an accurate answer at that moment in time to give them for this
question. In this case, you would be wise to refer people to the previously agreed
Recovery Time Objective (RTO) for the business.
An RTO is an important component of your BCP and it defines the amount of time that it
will take to return the IT environment to a fully working state after the initial disruption.
As an example, let us say that in your BCP you have agreed to an RTO with the business
of three hours and you unexpectedly get hit with a major power outage at 4:00 p.m. on
a Friday (because these things always seem to happen just before the weekend). In this
scenario, as soon as the outage is reported, the agreed RTO dictates that you have until
19:00 that same day to bring things back to a fully working order again.
Whether or not an RTO can be realistically met is fully open for debate at the time when
you’re putting together the BCP and disaster recovery strategy and everyone must
understand the limitations (or cost implications) of unrealistic RTO demands.

Recovery Point Objective (RPO)
Another equally important parameter of your overall BCP is the Recovery Point
Objective (RPO). The RPO defines the maximum tolerated point in time that data can be
recovered from. It is generally accepted that using an RPO to recover from an outage is
essentially defining a measured amount of data that will be lost during the time interval
that has passed since the disaster occurred and the last working data recovery point.
When an organization must throw in the towel and start thinking about how much data
they can tolerate losing, then the amount of time it will take to restore data from a
recovery point will also need to be added to the overall agreed RTO window. For
example, let’s say that there is an agreed RTO of three hours and an agreed RPO of
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twelve hours defined in your organization's BCP. You’ve been performing twice-daily
backups of your environment at 07:00 and then again at 19:00.
If an outage occurs at 18:00 and you need to restore the environment from the last
working backup, then the most up-to-date recovery point will be from 07:00 that
morning and you will be faced with a minimum data loss interval of eleven hours. With
an RPO of twelve hours defined, you have still met the requirements and have
recovered data up to the agreed tolerable point in time. However, if it takes four hours
for the recovery job to run and restore all the data, then you’ve already exceeded your
RTO of three hours!
NOTE: It is important to work closely with all stakeholders across
the organization to define realistic RTO and RPO timelines within
your disaster recovery strategy. Remember, the lower the
timeframes, the more budget it will cost to ensure they can be met.

Assess
Most disaster recovery strategies specify that all critical workloads for the business are
replicated to a separate offsite location and Azure is an ideal and cost-effective
candidate to use as a replication target. With your BCP, RTO and RPO agreed and
documented, the next step in your strategy is to assess all the production workloads
that you wish to enable disaster recovery for.
A good assessment will help you understand which servers and applications are
supported for replication and it will also identify any dependencies that need to be
considered for parallel migration. Microsoft has several free tools that you can use to
get your workloads assessed and for this task, we recommend checking out Azure
Migrate and the Azure Site Recovery Deployment Planner.

Azure Migrate
Although the title of this tool refers to migration, the assessment capabilities that it
brings to the table are perfect for your disaster recovery requirements. You can use
Azure Migrate (shown in Figure 1) as a central launch-pad for discovery, assessment,
and migration of your virtual machines and it is compatible with both VMware and
Hyper-V environments.
NOTE: In ‘Chapter 3, Migrating Workloads to Azure’, we discussed
using and configuring Azure Migrate in much more detail and if you
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haven’t done so already, we recommend reading through that
chapter before you work through the steps in this one.

FIGURE 1. AZURE MIGRATE ASSESSMENT

ASR Deployment Planner
The Azure Site Recovery (ASR) Deployment Planner is a command-line tool that
connects to your VMware or Hyper-V hosts and gathers data to assess the compatibility
of migrating your virtual machines to Azure using ASR.
The data gathered allows the tool to produce a comprehensive report (generated in
Microsoft Excel format) containing recommendations such as compatibility, bandwidth
requirements, Azure requirements, on-premises requirements, and cost analysis. An
example of an assessment report in the ASR Deployment Planner tool can be seen in
Figure 2.
NOTE: You can get a full overview and access to the download of
this tool, from the official documentation site here https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/site-recovery/site-recoverydeployment-planner
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FIGURE 2. ASR DEPLOYMENT PLANNER

Replicate
With your plan prepared and assessments completed, you should now have a good
understanding of the workloads that you wish to enable disaster recovery for and
knowledge too of any dependencies that need to be migrated. For the next step in your
strategy, we’re going to discuss one of our favorite tools (Azure Site Recovery) that can
be used during the replication phase.

Azure Site Recovery Overview
Azure Site Recovery (ASR) can be used to replicate your on-premises servers (physical
and virtual) up to Azure or a secondary site. It supports Windows and Linux operating
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systems and you can replicate from both Hyper-V and VMware virtualization hosts. To
make life easy for you, automation comes built-in with ASR, and replication plans can be
configured to ensure a seamless failover of production workloads when disaster strikes.
Here’s a high-level overview of the key ASR features:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Automated protection and continuous replication.
Best in class RPO and RTO.
No impact disaster recovery drills with the Test Failover feature.
Orchestrated Recovery Plans for Disaster Recovery.
Centralized Monitoring and Alerting.
Failback support.
Multi-region availability.

In the event of a major outage within your organization, you can use ASR to fail over
your replicated production workloads to a secondary location and as part of your
defined Business Continuity Plan, you can ensure users get access to your business
applications and services from there. Once the outage has been resolved and your
primary location is available again, you can use ASR to fail the workloads back over with
minimum downtime.
You can use ASR in several different ways to deliver a disaster recovery solution that’s
the right fit for your organization. Here’s a high-level overview of some of the supported
scenarios:
Azure to Azure
If you’re currently running virtual machines in Azure, don’t fall into the trap of thinking
that you get automatic replication of those workloads from one Azure region to another
for free. This is a common misconception with the cloud where some people might
assume that as the Azure framework has been designed for high-availability and disaster
recovery, their workloads also get that same functionality without any additional
configuration.
If you want disaster recovery replication between Azure sites for your virtual machines,
then you’ll need to configure ASR to do this and you will also incur a cost for using the
service. The cost of ASR is quite reasonable though and enabling the Azure to Azure
scenario for your virtual machines gives you full replication between different
geographical regions – which is a great way to safeguard against any possible downtime
in your primary region.
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NOTE: You can get a full walkthrough of configuring Azure to
Azure replication from here - https://docs.microsoft.com/enus/azure/site-recovery/azure-to-azure-tutorial-enable-replication

VMware to Azure
One of the more common scenarios to use ASR with is the VMware to Azure scenario.
With this option, you will need to prepare your on-premises VMware environment by
deploying a Configuration server (from a downloadable template) and connecting that
with your Azure subscription. After this, you can configure a replication policy and plan
for your replicated workloads.
NOTE: You can get a full walkthrough of configuring Azure to
Azure replication from here - https://docs.microsoft.com/enus/azure/site-recovery/vmware-azure-tutorial

This scenario also supports a disaster recovery option for VMware virtual machines by
directly replicating to Azure Managed Disks. This option removes the need to create
storage accounts as you can write replication data direct to your choice of Managed Disk
(Standard HDD, Standard SSD, and Premium SSD).
NOTE: You can also take advantage of the direct replication to
Azure Managed Disks when you need to replicate a physical (nonVMware) server to Azure.

Hyper-V to Azure
For the Hyper-V to Azure scenario, you have the option of configuring replication using
either System Center Virtual Machine Manager (SCVMM) or just working with the native
Hyper-V console. If you choose to work without SCVMM, then you’ll need to download a
provider tool that connects your on-premises Hyper-V environment with Azure.
In the following sections, we’ll walk you through the tasks for replicating an on-premises
virtual machine running on a Hyper-V host up to Azure using Azure Site Recovery.

Preparing the target environment (Azure)
Like the Azure Migrate service (discussed in Chapter 3, Migrating Workloads to Azure),
Azure Site Recovery requires configuration of both the cloud and on-premises
environments. In this walkthrough, we’ll start by preparing the target disaster recovery
location in Azure where we’ll need to create a new Recovery Services Vault and a new
Virtual Network.
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To work through the following steps, you’ll need to ensure the account that you’re
logged into Azure with has the relevant permissions to configure replication and if
you’re not the subscription administrator (Owner), then your account should be
assigned the Virtual Machine Contributor and Site Recovery Contributor roles.
Creating a Recovery Services Vault
Here’s what you need to do to create a Recovery Services Vault:
1. From the Global Search bar at the top of the Azure Portal, type Recovery
Services vaults into the search bar, then click the first result that pops up in the
list.
2. From the Recovery Services vaults blade (shown in Figure 3), click the Create
recovery services vault button at the bottom of the screen (alternatively you
can click the + Add button).

FIGURE 3. ADDING A NEW RECOVERY SERVICES VAULT

3. At the Create Recovery Services vault blade, type a unique name for the
project, select a subscription, resource group, and geographical location (as
shown in Figure 4).
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FIGURE 4. CONFIGURING THE RECOVERY SERVICES VAULT

4. Click Next: Tags if you need to add tags, then hit the Review + create button to
create the Recovery Services Vault.

Creating a Virtual Network
1. From the Global Search bar at the top of the Azure Portal, type Virtual
networks, then click the first result that pops up in the list.
2. At the Virtual networks blade, click the Create virtual network button at the
bottom of the screen (alternatively you can click the + Add button).
3. From the Basics tab of the Create Virtual Network blade, choose a subscription,
and resource group, then type a unique name for the virtual network.
4. In the Region field, you must choose the same region here as the Recovery
Services Vault that you previously created.
5. Click Next: IP Addresses to move to the next step in the wizard.
6. In the IPv4 address space field on the next tab, enter an address range for the
virtual network (we’ll use 10.0.0.0/24 in this example).
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7. Now click the + Add subnet and add a new subnet with a unique name and
subnet address range. Your configuration should now look similar to our
example in Figure 5.

FIGURE 5. CREATING A NEW VIRTUAL NETWORK

8. Click Next: Security to move on.
9. You can leave the remaining settings for DDoS protection and Firewall with
their default settings and click Next: Tags if you want to add tags.
10. When you get to the final tab, hit the Create button to complete the process
and create the new virtual network.

Preparing the source on-premises environment (Hyper-V)
The next task we need to tackle is how to prepare your on-premises Hyper-V
environment for replication to Azure. This is a good time to call out the importance of
ensuring you have run a full assessment of the servers that you wish to replicate and
Azure Migrate, or the ASR Deployment Planner are the tools you’ll need to work with
there. A good assessment will highlight any support or compatibility issues that you
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might encounter with your servers prior to running them in Azure. In the next sections,
we’ll cover the following:
▪
▪
▪
▪

Review Hyper-V host requirements.
Verify virtual machine support for Azure.
Validate internet access to required Azure locations.
Prepare virtual machines for connectivity after failover to Azure.

Hyper-V host requirements
ASR supports replication to Azure from Hyper-V hosts running Windows Server 2019,
Windows Server 2016, or Windows Server 2012 R2. Support for earlier versions of
Hyper-V hosts (such as Windows Server 2008) is not available anymore as it is an end-oflife product.
Virtual machine requirements
If you’ve run an assessment of the virtual machines you wish to migrate, you’ll likely
already have a report with information on whether those machines are supported in
Azure. For further clarification, ASR will support all operating systems that are currently
supported as guest operating systems in Azure and you can check out the full list of
requirements here - https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/site-recovery/hyper-vazure-support-matrix#azure-vm-requirements
Validating internet access
With Azure being a full cloud platform, it shouldn’t be a surprise to learn that the HyperV hosts you wish to replicate from, require a decent connection to the internet. It is
preferred that the hosts have a direct connection out (as opposed to going through a
proxy server first) and all traffic is communicated over TCP port 443 (HTTPS).
If your firewall team have locked things down pretty hard, then you can get a list of all
Azure datacenter IP ranges and required URLs that need to be allowed through from the
following link - https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/site-recovery/hyper-v-prepareon-premises-tutorial#verify-internet-access
Preparing virtual machines for connectivity
In the event of a disaster recovery failover to Azure, you’re going to need to have the
ability to remotely connect to the replicated virtual machines in their new location.
However, if you haven’t properly planned for this, then you’ll quickly find that you’ve
been locked out – likely due to a forgotten Windows Firewall configuration inside the
virtual machine.
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To ensure you don’t get caught out, enable Remote Desktop Protocol (RDP) access
through the Windows Firewall on each server and make sure that you account for both
direct and VPN connectivity.
NOTE: You can review the steps in the following link to ensure you
have these simple firewall rules in place https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/site-recovery/hyper-vprepare-on-premises-tutorial#prepare-to-connect-to-azure-vmsafter-failover

Configuring and managing replication
With the target (Azure) and source (on-premises Hyper-V) environments prepared and
ready to go, you can now focus on configuring the replication component of ASR. In the
next sections, we’ll run through the following tasks:
▪
▪
▪

Setting up the source and target replication environments.
Creating a replication policy.
Enabling replication for a Hyper-V virtual machine.

Setting a protection goal
To get started with disaster recovery replication, you’ll need to create and configure a
protection goal, which defines where your machines are currently located and where
you would like to replicate them.
Here are the steps you need to take:
1. From the Global Search bar at the top of the Azure Portal, type Recovery
Services, then click the first result that pops up in the list.
2. Click to select the recovery services vault that you previously created.
3. In the Getting Started section of the vault’s navigation menu, click Site
Recovery, then click the Prepare Infrastructure option as shown in Figure 6.
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FIGURE 6. PREPARING THE PROTECTION GOAL

4. In the Protection goal blade, and at the Where are your machines located?
section, select On-premises from the drop-down menu.
5. At Where do you want to replicate your machines to? select To Azure from the
drop-down menu.
6. For the Are you performing a migration? section, leave the default option of No
here.
7. In the Are your machines virtualized? section, select Yes, with Hyper-V from
the drop-down menu.
8. For the Are you using System Center VMM to manage your Hyper-V hosts?
section, select No and you should see something similar to Figure 7.
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FIGURE 7. CONFIGURING PROTECTION GOAL SETTINGS

9. Click OK to move on when you’re ready.
Deployment planning
At the Deployment planning blade (shown in Figure 8), you’re prompted to confirm that
you’ve run the Deployment Planner command-line tool before configuring ASR. As part
of our overall Business Continuity Plan, we’ve included an Assess section where this tool
should have been previously run. Select Yes, I have done it from the drop-down menu
at this blade, then click OK to move on.

FIGURE 8. CONFIRMING DEPLOYMENT PLANNING
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Setting up the source
Next up, we need to configure the source environment, and to do this, we’ll need to
specify a new Hyper-V site and then we’ll add our Hyper-V host to it. After that, we’ll
download and install the Azure Site Recovery Provider and the Azure Recovery Services
agent onto the Hyper-V host, before then registering the Hyper-V site with the recovery
services vault.
Here is a step-by-step walkthrough on setting up the source environment (these steps
continue through the wizard from the previous walkthrough):
NOTE: It would be a good idea to go through the following steps
from a browser running on the Hyper-V host that you wish to
replicate virtual machines from as you will need to download an
installer and registration key to the host.

1. At the Prepare Source blade, click the Hyper-V Site button (shown in Figure 9).

FIGURE 9. ADDING A HYPER-V SITE

2. At the Create a Hyper-V site blade, type a unique name for the on-premises
Hyper-V site into the Name field, then click OK to create the new site.
3. Once the new site has been created and back at the Prepare Source blade, you
can click the Hyper-V Server button as shown in Figure 10.
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FIGURE 10. ADDING A HYPER-V SERVER

4. From the Add Server blade (shown in Figure 11), you’ll first need to click the
Download link to download the ASR Provider installer (it is just over 50mb in
size) and you’ll also need to click the blue Download button to grab the vault
registration key – which is required by the ASR Provider installation.

FIGURE 11. DOWNLOADING THE PROVIDER AND REGISTRATION KEY
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Installing the Provider and Registration Key
Once you’ve downloaded the Provider installer and registration key, you’ll need to copy
them over to each Hyper-V host that you wish to replicate virtual machines up to Azure
from.
Here’s how to get it installed and configured on each host:
1. Using an account with administrative permissions, run the Provider setup file
(AzureSiteRecoveryProvider.exe) on each Hyper-V host that you want to be
added to your defined Hyper-V site in ASR. This will install the Azure Site
Recovery Provider and Recovery Services agent to the host.
2. At the Microsoft Update dialog box in the Azure Site Recovery Provider Setup
wizard, opt in to use Microsoft Update to check for Provider updates, then click
Next to move on.
3. From the Provider Installation dialog box, leave the default install location as-is,
then click Install.
4. Once the installation is complete, you’ll need to click the Register button
(shown in Figure 12) to get the host registered with your ASR environment.

FIGURE 12. INSTALLING THE ASR PROVIDER
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5. At the ASR Registration Wizard dialog box, use the Browse button to select the
registration key file that you downloaded previously from ASR and if everything
is in order, you should see your ASR configuration settings here – similar to our
example shown in Figure 13. Click Next to continue.

FIGURE 13. REGISTERING THE KEY FILE

6. At the Proxy Settings dialog box, select Connect directly to Azure Site Recovery
without a proxy server, then hit Next.
7. Once registration with Azure has completed, click Finish to exit the wizard.
NOTE: It can take up to 30 minutes for the Hyper-V metadata to
fully synch with Azure Site Recovery so don’t worry if you find that
there’s nothing registered after the initial installation of the provider.

Setting up the target
With the source environment now configured, it is time to focus on setting up the target
and to do this you can follow these steps:
1. Back in the Azure portal, browse to the recovery services vault that you
previously created, and from the Getting Started section, click Site Recovery,
then click the Prepare Infrastructure option.
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2. In the Protection goal blade, and at the Where are your machines located?
section, select On-premises from the drop-down menu.
3. At Where do you want to replicate your machines to? select To Azure from the
drop-down menu.
4. For the Are you performing a migration? section, leave the default option of No
here.
5. In the Are your machines virtualized? section, select Yes, with Hyper-V from
the drop-down menu.
6. For the Are you using System Center VMM to manage your Hyper-V hosts?
section, select No.
7. At the Deployment Planning blade, select Yes, I have done it from the dropdown menu at this blade, and click OK.
8. From the Prepare Source blade, ensure that your previously created Hyper-V
site and Hyper-V host server are selected, then click OK to move on.
9. At the Target blade, click the Storage account button, then click the Create new
button from the Choose storage account blade as shown in Figure 14.

FIGURE 14. CREATING A STORAGE ACCOUNT

10. From the Create storage account blade, type a unique name for the new
storage account, then configure the account type, performance, and replication
settings as shown in Figure 15. Click Review + Create to create the account.
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FIGURE 15. CONFIGURING THE ACCOUNT

11. Now close the Target blade and then click back into it again (to ensure the new
storage account is picked up by the wizard). You should be able to select the
subscription and deployment model (make sure to choose Resource Manager
here) along with ensuring the new storage account and at least one virtual
network are available. Click OK to complete the target configuration.
Creating a replication policy
The final step in configuring replication is to set up a replication policy and the following
steps will walk you through this process (we’re assuming you’ve still got the Prepare
Infrastructure blade open from the previous section):
1. At the Replication Policy blade, click the Create and Associate button as shown
in Figure 16.

FIGURE 16. CREATING THE REPLICATION POLICY
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2. In the Create and associate policy blade, type a unique name for the policy and
leave the other replication settings with default values as shown in Figure 17.
Click OK to create the policy.

FIGURE 17. CONFIGURING THE POLICY

3. Once the policy has been created and associated with the site, click OK to
complete the process.
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Application-Consistent Snapshots
When replicating workloads that include applications such as SQL, applicationconsistent snapshots are something you’ll want to use. These snapshots are designed to
capture all application data and transactions stored in memory using the Volume
Shadow Copy Service (VSS). This service pauses the application, flushes the memory
cache, and performs a snapshot, before then resuming normal operations. This all
happens without any downtime to the database application and it is a feature that’s
nicely integrated into the Azure Site Recovery replication policy.

Enabling Replication
With your replication policy now configured and ready to go, you can move ahead and
enable replication for the specific virtual machines that you want to deploy to Azure for
disaster recovery. To do this, follow these steps:
1. At the recovery services vault that you previously created and from the Getting
Started section, click Site Recovery, then click Step 1: Replicate Application as
shown in Figure 18.

FIGURE 18. ENABLING REPLICATION
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2. From the Source blade, select the Hyper-V site that you previously created, then
click OK.
3. At the Target blade, verify Azure is selected as the target, choose the vault
subscription, select a resource group to create the replicated virtual machine,
and ensure Resource Manager is selected for the deployment model.
4. Select the storage account that you previously created and define the virtual
network and subnet similar to the example shown in Figure 19. Click OK to
confirm.

FIGURE 19. CONFIGURING REPLICATION

5. From the Select virtual machines blade, choose the virtual machine(s) that you
wish to replicate, then click OK.
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6. At the Configure properties blade shown in Figure 20, select the OS type (e.g.
Windows or Linux) and choose the disks to replicate.

FIGURE 20. CONFIGURING VIRTUAL MACHINE REPLICATION PROPERTIES

7. The final blade in this process presents a summary of your replication settings
and the replication policy you are working with. Click OK here, then hit the
Enable replication button to start replicating to Azure.
8. It can take some time to complete the initial replication and you can view the
progress of the replication job from the Replicated items blade as shown in
Figure 21.
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FIGURE 21. VIEWING REPLICATION JOB STATUS

Test
An important pillar of your Business Continuity Plan is to ensure that you’ve tested the
validity of the replicated workloads in Azure. A good test will confirm that systems will
fail over as expected when faced with a real-life disaster recovery scenario. Before
running a test, you’ll need to configure an isolated environment in Azure for which to
connect the replicated servers.
NOTE: It is important to properly plan for the isolated environment
in Azure that you will use for testing. This environment will need to
have its own virtual network (with no VPN connectivity) and
possibly a domain controller running DNS. This is to ensure you
can login to the replicated virtual machine during testing without
affecting the active production environment. For more information,
review the failover site considerations here https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/site-recovery/site-recoveryactive-directory#test-failover-considerations
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Test Failover
Assuming you’ve configured an isolated test environment in Azure, you can follow these
steps to perform a test failover for your replicated virtual machine:
1. At the recovery services vault that you previously created and from
the Protected items section, select Replicated items, then click the replicated
virtual machine that you wish to test.
2. At the Overview blade for the replicated virtual machine, click the Test Failover
button as shown in Figure 22.

FIGURE 22. RUNNING A TEST FAILOVER

3. At the Test Failover blade, ensure the failover direction has been configured to
failover from your Hyper-V site to Azure.
4. For the Recovery Point section, choose the Latest processed recovery point
option as this fails over the virtual machine to the latest available recovery
point. This option delivers a low RTO and you can see the time stamp for the
recovery point in brackets here too.
5. At the Azure virtual network section (shown in Figure 23), choose the isolated
virtual network that you’ve previously created for test purposes. Click OK to
kick-off the failover job.
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FIGURE 23. RUNNING A TEST FAILOVER

6. If you want to track the progress of the test failover job, you can view it from
the Monitoring section of the recovery vault navigation menu under Site
Recovery jobs as shown in Figure 24.

FIGURE 24. VIEWING TEST FAILOVER
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7. Once the test failover has completed, the replica virtual machine appears in the
Azure portal under Virtual Machines. As you can see in Figure 25, ASR has
replicated the virtual machine into the same resource group as the isolated
virtual network and it has appended the word test to the end of its name.

FIGURE 25. VIEWING THE TEST FAILOVER VIRTUAL MACHINE

8. The test failover virtual machine will be turned off by default and you’ll need to
hit Start here first before you attempt to connect to it.
9. When the virtual machine has been started, you will need either a public IP
address assigned to it (with a custom Network Security Group rule allowing only
specific access from your office) or a VPN connection to enable RDP access. If
you just wish to validate that the virtual machine has booted up properly, you
could use the Boot Diagnostics feature from the virtual machine properties to
view a screenshot of it as shown in Figure 26.

FIGURE 26. USING BOOT DIAGNOSTICS TO VALIDATE BOOT
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NOTE: You can review all of the requirements that should be in
place for when you need to connect to a replicated virtual machine
after failover from here - https://docs.microsoft.com/enus/azure/site-recovery/site-recovery-test-failover-to-azure#prepareto-connect-to-azure-vms-after-failover

10. When you’re satisfied that the test failover has been a success, you will need to
clean-up the test failover by browsing back to the recovery services vault that
you previously created and from the Protected items section, select Replicated
items, then click the replicated virtual machine that you wish to clean up and
finally selecting the Cleanup test failover button as shown in Figure 27.

FIGURE 27. CLEANING UP THE TEST FAILOVER

11. When you select to clean up the test failover, make sure to check the box to
delete the test failover virtual machine. Hit OK to complete the process.

Failover
With your test failover completed and validated, there may come a time when you need
to perform a full failover – most likely during a disaster recovery event. To ensure this is
a seamless process, you need to have a full understanding of the terms agreed and
defined within the Business Continuity Plan. You’ll also need to be confident that your
target and source environments have been prepared as discussed earlier in this chapter.
Here’s what you need to do to perform a full virtual machine failover to Azure:
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1. At the recovery services vault that you previously created and from
the Protected items section, select Replicated items, then click the replicated
virtual machine that you wish to failover.
2. At the Overview blade for the replicated virtual machine, click the Failover
button as shown in Figure 28.

FIGURE 28. INITIATING THE FAILOVER

3. From the Failover blade, choose the latest recovery point and ensure the Shut
down machine and synchronize the latest data option has been checked as
shown in Figure 29. Click OK to continue with the failover.

FIGURE 29. CONFIGURING THE FAILOVER
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4. At this point, Azure Site Recovery will first attempt to shut down the source
virtual machine before it kicks in with the failover. This ensures that the most
recent set of processed data will be replicated and if for some reason, the
shutdown request doesn’t work, the failover job will continue regardless.
NOTE: Be careful not to cancel a failover job while it is in progress.
If you do, then it’ll cause synchronization issues and you won’t be
able to replicate it again.

5. To track the progress of the failover job, you can view it from the Monitoring
section of the recovery vault navigation menu under Site Recovery jobs.
6. When the job completes you will need to commit the failover to ensure all
available recovery points are deleted. You can do this by browsing back to the
recovery services vault that you previously created and from the Protected
items section, selecting Replicated items, then clicking the replicated virtual
machine that you wish to clean up. From there, you need to click the Commit
button as shown in Figure 30. Click OK to complete the process.

FIGURE 30. COMMITTING FAILOVER
NOTE: Once you click the Commit button, you won’t be able to
change the recovery point of the machine so be sure that you’ve
failed over to the correct one first.

7. Click OK to complete the process.
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TIP: A common requirement when planning for disaster recovery
failovers is to retain the same IP addressing scheme in Azure as to
what you have on-premises. This scenario can be complex to
implement however, Microsoft has documented what you need to
know here - https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/siterecovery/concepts-on-premises-to-azure-networking

Failback
When the incident that triggered the need for your disaster recovery failover has been
resolved, you might then want to perform a failback operation from Azure back to the
on-premises environment. This process is essentially the reverse of a failover where we
would enable replication between Azure and on-premises, before then completing a
planned failover and commit.
NOTE: Failback from Azure to on-premises is not supported for
virtual machines running in Azure with managed disks. Keep this in
mind when setting the Use managed disks option to Yes and only
use it if you don’t intend on falling back to on-premises.

Here’s what you need to do:
1. At the recovery services vault that you previously created and from
the Protected items section, select Replicated items, then click the replicated
virtual machine that you wish to failback.
2. At the Overview blade for the replicated virtual machine, click the Planned
Failover button as shown in Figure 31.

FIGURE 31. INITIATING A PLANNED FAILOVER
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3. In the Planned Failover blade (shown in Figure 32), verify the failover direction
is pointing from Azure to your on-premises site, and choose your preferred Data
Sync option. If the original virtual machine no longer exists, you can select an
option to re-create it again.

FIGURE 32. CONFIGURING THE FAILBACK

4. Click OK to begin the failover to your on-premises site and you can track its
progress from the Monitoring section of the recovery vault navigation menu
under Site Recovery jobs.
5. When the job finishes you will need to manually complete the failover (which
shuts down the Azure-located virtual machines) and to do this, you’ll need to
click into the planned failover job and then hit Complete Failover as shown in
Figure 33.
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FIGURE 33. COMPLETING THE FAILBACK

6. This will shut down the virtual machine in Azure and will transfer the latest
changes before then starting up the on-premises virtual machine.
7. Once the on-premises virtual machine comes back online, login as normal, and
validate that everything is working as expected.
8. Back in ASR, the on-premises virtual machine is now in a Commit Pending state.
To resolve this, you will need to browse back to the recovery services vault and
from the Protected items section, select Replicated items, then click the
replicated virtual machine item. From there, you need to click the Commit
button as shown in Figure 34.

FIGURE 34. COMMITTING THE FAILBACK JOB
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9. Click OK to complete the process.
10. Committing the job here, deletes the virtual machine and its disks in Azure and
prepares the on-premises virtual machine for reverse replication. To start
replicating the on-premises virtual machine back up to Azure, you will need to
enable Reverse Replicate. Doing this triggers replication of delta changes that
have occurred since the Azure-located virtual machine was switched off.
TIP: You can leverage the power of Azure Automation to make
your recovery process a lot easier by integrating automation
runbooks into your recovery plans. To learn more about how to
automate your recoveries, check out the documentation here https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/site-recovery/site-recoveryrunbook-automation

Monitor
Azure Site Recovery has several built-in monitoring features to help give you better
visibility of the health of your disaster recovery environment. The first place you should
go when you want a centralized view of the recovery services vault is the Site Recovery
Dashboard. This can be accessed from the Overview pane of the vault under the Site
Recovery section (as shown in Figure 35).

FIGURE 35. SITE RECOVERY DASHBOARD

Further down the Site Recovery Dashboard, you also get a nice view of the ASR
infrastructure (shown in Figure 36) where you can choose from Azure virtual machines,
VMware or Hyper-V views.
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FIGURE 36. SITE RECOVERY DASHBOARD
NOTE: You can get more information about ASR monitoring from
this link - https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/site-recovery/siterecovery-monitor-and-troubleshoot

Summary
In this chapter, we first discussed the need for a solid Business Continuity Plan (BCP),
and we emphasized the importance for you to work with all stakeholders within your
organization to agree on a defined Recovery Time Objective (RTO) and Recovery Point
Objective (RPO). You also learned how to Assess your workloads for replication and then
how to prepare your target and source environments for use with Azure Site Recovery
to first replicate virtual machines to Azure before then testing failover to ensure
everything works as expected. We closed out the chapter by performing a full failover of
the replicated workload and then we demonstrated how you can perform a reverse
failback to the original site.
In the next chapter, you will learn about the Update Management solution in Azure,
which will help you to stay on top of any potential security gaps across your Azure
workloads.
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Chapter 15 – Update
Management for VMs
Table of Contents (click to return to ToC)
To stay ahead of security threats, organizations strive to patch as quickly as possible and
with minimum effort. Azure offers an update management solution, which supports
Windows and Linux operating systems. The Update Management solution in Azure
allows you to manage operating system security updates for your Windows and Linux
computers deployed in Azure, on-premises environments, or other cloud providers. The
solution enables administrators to assess the status of available updates on all Windows
Server and Linux computers, and then manage the process of installing required updates
for servers.
In this chapter, we will explain how to use Azure Update Management for installing
updates to supported versions of Windows and Linux systems.

Solution Architecture and Process Flow
Computers managed by Azure Log Analytics and Azure Automation use the following for
performing assessment and update deployments:
•
•
•
•

Microsoft Monitoring Agent (MMA) for Windows and Linux.
PowerShell Desired State Configuration (DSC) for Linux.
Automation Hybrid Runbook Worker.
Microsoft Update or Windows Server Update Services for Windows computers.

Figure 1 shows a conceptual view of the solution architecture, process, and data flow
with how the solution assesses and applies security updates to all connected Windows
Server and Linux computers in an Azure Log Analytics workspace.
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FIGURE 1. UPDATE MANAGEMENT SOLUTION ARCHITECTURE

The process flow, illustrated in Figure 1, is as follows:
Step 1: Compliance scan. After the computer performs a scan for update compliance,
the MMA forwards the scan results to Azure Log Analytics. On a Windows computer, the
compliance scan is performed every 12 hours by default. With a Linux computer, the
compliance scan is performed every 3 hours by default,
NOTE: On both Windows and Linux systems, an update
compliance scan is initiated within 15 minutes if the MMA is
restarted.

The compliance information is then processed and summarized in the dashboards
included in the Log Analytics Update Management solution or searchable using userdefined or pre-defined queries in Log Analytics. The Update Management solution
reports how up-to-date the computer is based on what source you are configured to
synchronize with. If the Windows computer is configured to report to WSUS, depending
on when WSUS last synchronized with Microsoft Update, the results may differ from
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what Microsoft Updates shows. The same for Linux computers that are configured to
report to a local repository (for example, self-hosted repositories on Artifactory, MyGet,
ext.) versus a public repository.
NOTE: For Windows systems, the Update Management solution
will only report on the updates approved in the update source (i.e.
WSUS).

Step 2: Update selection and targeting. You can deploy and install software updates on
computers that require the updates by creating a scheduled deployment. Updates
classified as optional are not included in the deployment scope for Windows computers,
only required updates. At the time of writing this book, optional updates for Windows
are not supported by Azure Update Management. The scheduled deployment defines
which target computers will receive the applicable updates, either by explicitly
specifying computers or selecting a computer group that is based on log searches of a
particular set of computers. You also specify a schedule to approve and designate a
maintenance window during which updates are allowed to be installed. The solution
allows maintenance windows from 30 minutes up to 6 hours.
Step 3: Update deployment initiated in Azure Automation. Updates are installed by
runbooks in Azure Automation. You cannot view these runbooks, and they do not
require any configuration. When an update deployment is created, it creates a schedule
that starts a master update runbook at the specified time for the targeted computers.
This master runbook starts a child runbook on each agent that installs required updates.
Step 4: Deployment on targeted computers. At the date and time specified in the
update deployment, the target computers execute the deployment in parallel. The
agent performs a scan first to verify the updates are still required and installs them.
NOTE: On Windows computers that are also WSUS clients, if the
updates are not approved in WSUS, the update deployment will
fail.

Step 5: Results processing and reporting. The results of the applied updates are
forwarded by the MMA to Log Analytics, where they are processed and summarized in
the dashboards or by searching the events.
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Install & Configuration
The prerequisites for the solution are fundamentally the same for Windows and Linux
computers:
A supported OS
•

For Windows Server, Windows 2012 and higher are supported. Client operating
systems are not supported, nor are Nano servers.
WARNING: Update Management only supports performing
assessments for Windows Server 2008 R2. Patching is not
supported as the Hybrid Runbook Worker is not supported for
this operating system.

•

For Linux, the following operating systems are supported
o CentOS 6 and 7 (x64 only)
o Red Hat Enterprise 6 and 7 (x64 only)
o SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 11 and 12 (x64 only)
o Ubuntu 14.04 LTS and newer
Unless otherwise mentioned in the list above, both x86 and x64 versions are
supported.
NOTE: A Log Analytics Agent for Linux that is configured to report
to more than one Log Analytics workspace is not supported with
this solution.

Update source
•
•

Windows agents must either be configured to communicate with a Windows
Server Update Services (WSUS) server or have access to Microsoft Update.
Linux agents must have access to an update repository. Updates are installed
with the platform’s package manager, which may be Yum, Apt, or Zypp,
depending on the platform.
NOTE: The Update Management solution does not integrate with
the update management feature in System Center Configuration
Manager.
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Enable Update Management
Azure Update Management leverages the Azure Automation Hybrid Runbook worker
capability to patch Windows machines. To enable Hybrid Runbook worker capabilities,
the Azure Automation Account must be linked to an Azure Log Analytics workspace. To
link an Automation Account to a Log Analytics workspace, they must be in the same
Azure subscription, and only certain Azure regions support linking Log Analytics
workspace and Automation accounts.
NOTE: The supported regions for linking Automation accounts and
Log Analytics workspaces are listed at the Microsoft docs site:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/automation/automationonboard-solutions-from-automation-account#enable-solutions.

There are several ways to onboard machines to Azure Update Management:
•
•
•

From the Azure Portal virtual machine blade
From the Azure Portal Automation Account blade
Via the Azure Automation runbook

To enable Update Management from the Azure Portal virtual machine blade, you can
either select a single virtual machine, then go to Update Management under
OPERATIONS, and enable Update Management (as shown in Figure 2):
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FIGURE 2. ENABLE UPDATE MANAGEMENT SOLUTION FOR A SINGLE VIRTUAL MACHINE

Alternatively, you can configure multiple virtual machines at once by selecting multiple
VMs from the Azure portal, and select Services, then Update Management (as shown in
Figure 3):
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FIGURE 3. ENABLE UPDATE MANAGEMENT SOLUTION FOR MULTIPLE VIRTUAL MACHINES

To enable Update Management solution from the Automation Account blade via the
Azure portal, go to Update management of the automation account, and select a Log
Analytics workspace, as shown in Figure 4:

FIGURE 4. ENABLE UPDATE MANAGEMENT SOLUTION FOR AUTOMATION ACCOUNT

In addition to the above-mentioned methods via the Azure portal, the Azure
Automation product team has published a runbook for onboarding Azure VMs at scale.
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The details of the above-mentioned methods are documented on the Microsoft docs
site. You can read more from the following pages:
•
•
•
•

Enable for a single VM: https://docs.microsoft.com/enus/azure/automation/automation-onboard-solutions-from-vm
Enable for multiple VMs: https://docs.microsoft.com/enus/azure/automation/automation-onboard-solutions-from-browse
Enable from automation account: https://docs.microsoft.com/enus/azure/automation/automation-onboard-solutions-from-automation-account
Enable for Azure VMs using a runbook: https://docs.microsoft.com/enus/azure/automation/automation-onboard-solutions

Since Azure Update Management uses Azure Automation and Azure Log Analytics, you
can configure your automation account and log analytics workspaces when they are
being created via ARM template. The sample template below creates the following
resources required for Azure Update Management:
•
•
•
•

An automation account
A log analytics workspace
Link automation account and Log Analytics workspace
Update Management solution for Log Analytics

{
"$schema":
"https://schema.management.azure.com/schemas/2015-0101/deploymentTemplate.json",
"contentVersion": "1.0.0.0",
"parameters": {
"automationAccountName": {
"type": "string",
"defaultValue": "",
"metadata": {
"description": "Assign a name for the Automation
account"
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}
},
"automationAccountRegion": {
"type": "string",
"defaultValue": "West Europe",
"allowedValues": [
"Japan East",
"East US 2",
"West Europe",
"Southeast Asia",
"South Central US",
"North Europe",
"Canada Central",
"Australia Southeast",
"Central India"
],
"metadata": {
"description": "Specify the region for your
Automation account"
}
},
"logAnalyticsWorkspaceName": {
"type": "string",
"defaultValue": "",
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"metadata": {
"description": "Assign a name for the Log
Analytics workspace"
}
}
},
"variables": {
"logAnalyticsRegion":
"[if(equals(parameters('automationAccountRegion'),'East US
2'), 'East US', parameters('automationAccountRegion'))]",
"solutions": [
{
"name": "[concat('Updates', '(',
parameters('logAnalyticsWorkspaceName'), ')')]",
"marketplaceName": "Updates"
}
]
},
"resources": [
{
"apiVersion": "2015-10-31",
"location":
"[parameters('automationAccountRegion')]",
"name": "[parameters('automationAccountName')]",
"type": "Microsoft.Automation/automationAccounts",
"comments": "Automation account for OMS",
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"properties": {
"sku": {
"name": "Basic"
}
}
},
{
"name":
"[parameters('logAnalyticsWorkspaceName')]",

"apiVersion": "2015-11-01-preview",
"type": "Microsoft.OperationalInsights/workspaces",
"location": "[variables('logAnalyticsRegion')]",
"properties": {
"sku": {
"name": "PerNode"
}
},
"dependsOn": [
"[parameters('automationAccountName')]"
],
"tags": {},
"resources": [
{
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"name": "Automation",
"type": "linkedServices",
"apiVersion": "2015-11-01-preview",
"dependsOn": [
"[parameters('logAnalyticsWorkspaceName')]"
],
"properties": {
"resourceId":
"[resourceId('Microsoft.Automation/automationAccounts/',
parameters('automationAccountName'))]"
}
}
]
},
{
"apiVersion": "2015-11-01-preview",
"type": "Microsoft.OperationsManagement/solutions",
"name":
"[concat(variables('solutions')[copyIndex()].Name)]",
"location": "[variables('logAnalyticsRegion')]",
"dependsOn": [
"[concat('Microsoft.OperationalInsights/workspaces/',
parameters('logAnalyticsWorkspaceName'))]"
],
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"copy": {
"name": "solutionCopy",
"count": "[length(variables('solutions'))]"
},
"properties": {
"workspaceResourceId":
"[resourceId('Microsoft.OperationalInsights/workspaces',
parameters('logAnalyticsWorkspaceName'))]"
},
"plan": {
"name":
"[variables('solutions')[copyIndex()].name]",
"product": "[concat('OMSGallery/',
variables('solutions')[copyIndex()].marketplaceName)]",
"promotionCode": "",
"publisher": "Microsoft"
}
}
],
"outputs": { }
}
DOWNLOAD: You can download this ARM template at
https://github.com/insidemscloud/InsideAzureMgmt, in the
\Chapter16\update-mgmt-arm-template directory.
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Hybrid Runbook Worker Role & Update Management
After you enable the Update Management solution, any Windows computer directly
connected to your Log Analytics workspace is automatically configured as a Hybrid
Runbook Worker to support the runbooks included in this solution. For each Windows
computer managed by the solution, it will be listed under the Hybrid Runbook Worker
Groups blade of the Automation account following the naming convention Hostname
FQDN_GUID.
NOTE: These groups are only intended to support the
management solution. If you target these groups with runbooks, the
runbook job will fail.

However, you can add the Windows computers to a Hybrid Runbook Worker group in
your Automation account to support Automation runbooks, as long as you are using the
same account for both the solution and the Hybrid Runbook Worker group membership.
This functionality has been added to version 7.2.12024.0 of the Hybrid Runbook Worker.

Using the Update Management Solution
When you add the Update Management solution to your Log Analytics workspace, the
System Update Assessment tile (shown in Figure 5), will be added to your Log
Analytics dashboard. This tile displays a count and graphical representation of the
number of computers in your environment and their current update compliance.
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FIGURE 5. UPDATE MANAGEMENT TILE

Click on the System Update Assessment tile to open the Updates dashboard shown in
Figure 6, which presents additional detail on computer update compliance, a link to the
deployment configuration interface, as well as a list of linked sampled queries for use in
Log Analytics.

FIGURE 6. THE UPDATE MANAGEMENT DASHBOARD
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You can use this dashboard to get a detailed breakdown of update status categorized by
type of operating system and update classification - security, definition update, update
rollups, updates.
You can run a log search that returns all records by clicking on the specific tile, or to run
a query of a category and pre-defined criteria, select one from the list available under
the Common Update Queries column.

Installing updates with the Update Management Solution
Once updates have been assessed for the Linux and Windows computers in your
workspace, you can install required updates by creating an update deployment. An
update deployment is a scheduled installation of required updates for one or more
computers. You specify the date and time for the deployment in addition to a computer
or group of computers that should be included in the scope of a deployment.
IMPORTANT: When you include computer groups in your update
deployment, group membership is evaluated only once at the time
of schedule creation. Subsequent changes to a group are not
reflected. To work around this, delete the scheduled update
deployment and recreate it.

Notes on default update management behavior:
•

•

Windows systems. Windows VMs deployed from the Azure Marketplace by
default are set to receive automatic updates from Windows Update Service.
This behavior does not change after adding this solution or Windows VMs to
your workspace. If you do not actively manage updates with this solution, the
default behavior (automatically apply updates) will apply.
Linux systems. For virtual machines created from the on-demand Red Hat
Enterprise Linux (RHEL) images available in Azure Marketplace, they are
registered to access the Red Hat Update Infrastructure (RHUI) deployed in
Azure. Any other Linux distribution must be updated from the distributions
online file repository following their supported methods.

Creating an update deployment
You can create a new update deployment for an individual Azure VM from the Virtual
machines blade (shown in Figure 7).
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FIGURE 7. CREATING UPDATE DEPLOYMENT FROM VM BLADE

Alternatively, you can create a new deployment for multiple machines or a computer
group via the Automation account blade (shown in Figure 8) in the Azure portal.

FIGURE 8. CREATING UPDATE DEPLOYMENT FROM AUTOMATION ACCOUNT BLADE

When creating an update deployment, you need to provide the following information:
•
•
•

Name: Unique name to identify the update deployment.
Operating System (for multiple machines): Choose either Windows or Linux
Groups to update (for multiple machines): Select a group based on
subscriptions, resource groups, locations and tags
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•

•
•
•

•

•

•

Machines to update (for multiple machines): Select individual machines or use
a Log Analytics group (based on the search query or imported groups from AD,
WSUS or SCCM).
Update Classifications: Select the update classifications for the deployment
Include / Exclude updates: Specify which updates to include or exclude.
Schedule: Specify the start time and time zone for the deployment. It can be
one-off or recurring. Recurring schedules be hourly, daily, weekly, or monthly.
The default start time is 30 minutes after the current time. You can set the start
time to any time from 10 minutes in the future.
Pre/Post Scripts: You can specify which runbooks to execute before and after
the update deployment. (i.e. You can use a pre-script to turn on VMs and postscript to shut down VMs). You can learn more about the Pre and Post scripts at
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/automation/pre-post-scripts
Maintenance Window (minutes): You can set the window of time that you want
the update deployment to occur within. This setting helps ensure that changes
are performed within your defined service windows. The duration must be a
minimum of 30 minutes and less than 6 hours. The last 20 minutes of the
maintenance window is dedicated to machine restart, and any remaining
updates will not be started once this interval is reached. In-progress updates will
finish being applied.
Reboot Option: Specify the reboot behavior after update deployment

Tracking update deployments
In your Automation account, click the Scheduled Update deployments tab from the
Update management blade (shown in Figure 9) to view the list of existing update
deployment schedules.
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FIGURE 9. EXISTING UPDATE DEPLOYMENT SCHEDULES

On the Update deployments tab, you will see the past and current update deployment
runs, as shown in Figure 10.

FIGURE 10. UPDATE DEPLOYMENT RUN HISTORY

Searching Update Management Log Analytics records
The Update Management solution creates two types of records in the Log Analytics
workspace that is linked to the Automation account:
•
•

Update. A record for each update that is either installed or needed on each
computer.
UpdateRunProgress: A progress log for each update that is installed on each
computer.
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•

UpdateSummary. A record of this type is created for each Windows agent
computer and is updated each time the computer is scanned.
Sample search queries: You can find sample Log Analytics
searches for the Update Management solution at
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/automation/automationupdate-management-query-logs#sample-queries

Troubleshooting the Update Management solution
Microsoft published a document on troubleshooting issues with Update Management. It
listed some common issues that may occur. You can find this document at
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/automation/troubleshoot/updatemanagement.
Rolling back updates:
Currently, the Update Management solution does not include a rollback option to undo
problematic updates. Deploy updates to a test group before deploying to production.
Recommendation: If deploying to production without testing, allow
some time for other organizations to test updates and report issues
through TechNet forums and other public support channels.

Summary
At the start of this chapter, we introduced you to the Update Management solution for
delivering required updates to Windows Server operating systems, as well as patches for
supported Linux distributions. The Azure Update Management solution is designed to
manage both Azure VMs and machines located in your on-premises data centers and
other public clouds.
You can learn more about the Azure Update Management solution
at the Microsoft docs site at https://docs.microsoft.com/enus/azure/automation/automation-update-management.
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Chapter 16 - Conclusion
Table of Contents (click to return to ToC)
In Inside Azure Management, we have run the gamut of Microsoft management
technologies for the hybrid cloud in their most recent form in 2020! We hope you have
learned a lot and look forward to delivering an update to this installment as Microsoft
advances the platform.
Remember, if you found any errata in the book, you can report errors to
insidemscloud@outlook.com.
How can you continue your journey? Great question! Before we sign off, we wanted to
share some of the latest FREE learning resources below to keep the party going!

Additional Learning Resources
There are hundreds of hours of free learning resources for learning Microsoft cloud
technologies ranging from DevOps to hybrid cloud, to Office 365 and cybersecurity. A
few of the most recent offerings are listed here.
NOTE: Some (but not all) of these resources assume you have
access to an Azure subscription. If you’ve exhausted your 30-day
trial (available at azure.microsoft.com), you’ll need to talk to the
boss about some dev/test capacity!

Kusto Query Language (KQL) from Scratch. KQL is the language of Azure Log Analytics,
which is ubiquitous across the Microsoft cloud. This 4-hour course is a great place to get
some hands-on practice.
https://www.pluralsight.com/courses/kusto-query-language-kql-from-scratch
Microsoft Learn. Microsoft Learn is the property replacing Microsoft Virtual Academy as
a go-to place for learning Microsoft technologies free of charge.
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/learn/
Microsoft Hands-On Labs. Here, you’ll find more than 140 hands-on labs on Microsoft
cloud services and hybrid cloud. To get to the content most relevant to you, you can sort
the list by job role and topic.
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https://www.microsoft.com/handsonlabs
Azure DevOps Hands-On Labs. There are more than a dozen hands-on labs with pushbutton automation to pre-populate your Azure environment.
https://www.azuredevopslabs.com/

Until next time, always be learning!
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